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PREFACE

One fall day in :1982,, Earle Newton and I met for lunch with Robin Farquhar;
President Of:C.C.E.A. JCommonwealth Council for Educational Administrators), to
discuss_ an idea we had. At the time; I was an Associate Professor of
Educational Administration at the University:of Manitoba; struggling to create 4
special program in Educational Administration for :students from: developing
areas. : Eari.e :was Senior::Lecturer: in Educational Administration_ at the
University of the West Indies,_ on leave for the year to _research at the
University_of_Manitoba and was struggling to put together a research endevour in
the area of educational administration in developing areas; Both of 9S had done
international searches on the :topic and bbth of us had reacned the same
conclusion; we desperately needed same contemporary attention to:the_subject of
educational adMinistration_in_developing_ areasi_and_we neededthis attention in
written form so it _could be used__for future instructional purposes. Our
solution to this lacunae of 'thought pieces' on the- topic of -educational
administration in developing areas was_to_propose to Robin a: CCEA sponsored
international symposium in educational adMinistration in developing areas.

The_Barbados symposium occured in much the same shape as we proposed to Robin
that fall day in 1982. The symposium became a joint-venture between CCEA and
CARSEAi: the Barbados based:Caribbean Society:for the Study of Educat:ional
Administration, with sObstantial funding from the Commonwealth Foundation; the
Caribbean Community_(CARICOM)_and_the_Canadian_International_Development Agency
(CIDA). _The_theme/title for the symposium became "The Professional Preparation
and _Development of Educational Administrators in: Developing Areas: The
Caribbean." Earle assumed _responsibility as co-ordinator of the symposium and
was supported by the Barbados based CARSEA group.

The symposium had three major objectives:

1. identify and: discuss issues related to theory;_tsarch and practice of
educational adMinistration in_developing_areas generally and eCmiiorieaith
Caribbeanspecifically; as these issues apply to the professional: preparation
and development of school administrators in the Commonwealth Caribbean-

2. provide a forum for the:collection and analysis_of a selection of specially
written_ resource _materials addressing research; theory and protessional
preparation and development in educational administration in developing
areas.

3. provide:a foundation and direction for future educational research and
cooperative ventures in this field between Commonwealth Caribbean; Canada and
other Commonwealth nattons.

Selected 'experts' were invited to_present:a discussion paper on a topic_thatme
chose foritheim.: It:was intended that they would also react to each others
papers. We believe that the list of symposium presenters is representative of
the_best_commonwealth scholars on the topic of educational administration in
developing areas. Their efforts for the symposium, presented here in written
form; represent a seminal collection of analyses that will be of use to
teachers; scholars and practitioners as they _grapple with the complexities of
edUcation and administration in developing contexts.
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DUe to space limitation, the reactions to eachipaper are not reprOduced iA thiS
document._ !Earle and I have copies of ,:eaction papers and _would be!_glad to
provide copies as requested, at_the cost_of photocopy reproduction. _Similarly,
additional copiesiof the symposium proceedings are ii-;ailable at reproduction
cost from either of us;

The_papers_have_been_reproduced_a_pxesented at the symposiumi_with only_minor
editorial changes as required for consistency; However, the order of the papers
has been changed to reflect more closely the organization of the symposium
around , three themes: Educational -Fidt:inistration in, Genral: ,Educational
AdtiniStratiOn in Developing Third World Areas; Ed'icational AdtiniStratiOn in
the Caribbean.

It is hoped that the issuesiraised in the Symposium-papers will provide an
ongoing,agendaiand focus for local arcus such as CARSEA to organize their own
prOfessional discussions, professional development' research and ti-ler ventures

related to_thla training and develognonri of educat.;:onaI administrators in Third
Wbrld locations.

David G. Marshall, Ph.D.
Dean
Faculty. of Education .

Nipissing University College
North Bay, Ontario
Canada
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OPENING ADDRESS

MINISTER OF EDUCATION & CULTURE

_AT THE OPENING OF THE

COMMONWEALTH EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS CONFERENCE

ON_MOMM14-26 AUGUSTi 1985

HEYWOODS HOLIDAY RESORT
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Mr. Chairman, Pro-Vice Chancellor, vice-Dean, delegotes, ladies and
gentlemen:

It ig indeed a pleasure for me to be here this morning to participate in
what I think is a most timely and important Conference_for education administrators
in_the_Caribbean. _On_behalf of_the_Government_let_me_join in the_welcome_aIready
extended to our visitors.: I know:that the Heywoods Holiday Resort is a most alluring
spot - certainly for real relaxation 7. and occasionally for serious work too; it is
yours to enjoy to the fullest this week.

The_notion_of_theCaribbean at the_Crossroads and_its implications for
education" is one that 1.as exercised and excited the minds of policy makers in this
region for a long time.

As far back as July _1979,_ in Iondona group _of Senior_CommOnwealth
Education_officials acknowledged_that_educational problems_ were no_ less urgent than
economic ones.: :They emphasized that,the: Eighth Commonwealth Education Conference_of
ministers_should consider proposals for implementation rather than continue tO dWell
on identification of issues. The Ministers at that conference in Sri Lanka in 19810
tOok the view that managers_ of____the___education_system _should be_ sensitive _to
development,- public economy, effectiveness and cost benefit. Subsequently, two
regional conferences for senior administrators have examined the era of "Management
fOr Change" and propOsals for a regional course in administration. An now_happily,
this Conference is focusing attention on_the topic of_"Preparation_for_Management" -
hope that your activity this week will impel us a little nearer to action.

The basic issues affecting the:life and development of Caribbean people
came under scrutiny at the recently concluded CARICOM Heads of Government meeting in
Barbados. The Communiquaissued_at_the_end_of_that meetimgrecognized_the_fact that
the_ summit _came_ at a time when the economic problems besetting :the region were
reaching the point, of genuine crisis; pointing the_way, to positive action, the
consensus document (the Barbados Consensus) as it was called, underlined the need ft:Jr
the promotion of "structural adjustment, accelerated_development and _regional
integration among_ CARICOM countries_. The__sharp_awareness:of_needs, implied that
iportant1 elements of the strategy for economic:revitalization of the Caribbean such
as strong, local:and regional:management skills; technology_ and entrepreneurship,
were lacking:in the region. These matters_were considered of crucial importance if
the territories in the Caribbean were_to make the transition _from "dependence on a
few traditional_lines of production,_!' to a_ diversified economic structure capable of
participating in a highly competitive world.

I have_ drawn heavily_ on the CARICOM Communique and the Barbados
Consensus, if only because the problems which are seen to be in need of redress have
been thoroughly enunciated;

(i) the need for sound national economic management and sensible development
policies;

(ii) provision of adequate infrastructure and supporting services;
(iii) the improvement of the_ quality of_human resources_to_increase_productivity and

produce_a more equitable_distribution of wealth and:income; and
(iv) adequate: mobilization and availability of capital to generate all round

employment.



In _the Caribbean _region I think _we are_under no illusion that_we_can
survive _on our own_ or that our outlook for rapid development is glamourous;
Individual Governments therefore in planning and implementing: their_development
policies, have to make critical chOices, having regard to the reality of the

international economic, socio-political environment and its adverse effects_which are
keenly_felt in the_regioni_We are all _famillar_with_the_catalogue of impediments
associated with this situation; It includes the braindrain from developing to
developed countries, inflation and recession, unemployment problems and _growing debt
repayment difficulties. Also societal problems of drug abuse, increasing intolerance
in society, population challenges4 _degratation_of the_natural_dnvironmentvand the
heavy and sudden_impact of masscommunication4 information and knowledge on countries
which are unprepared; :But what occasions the greatest cause for:concern is that the
majority of persons intimately affected are young and have passed through our formal
educational system.

In his book "Society, Schools and Progress in the West Indies", Professor
Figueroatakes us ona brief historical review of the political and social conditions
Of the West Indies in earliest times. The main common features_which he identified
then were basically the English Language _as the _medium_ of_expression, a_common
heritage of servitude_and _ slavery_,_ the_ socioeconomic disadvantages of a one-crop
economy, a mixed cultural and ethnic heritage and continuous political ties:with one
main European country; Uneven distribution of wealth was very evident. AlOng With
theSe cOMMOh features were some differences of a physical, economic, cultural
religious and social nature._ It_ia_also significant_that a_ review of education in
the early years_mainly through a series of reports focussed as_follows:

(i) The Keenan Report_ of 1869 reinforced by the Mitchinson Report of 1895 stressed
the need for compulsory education, upgrading of management of schools, need
for 'female education', the insistence on good _primary _education, with
increased aupply_of booke_and improvement on the teaching of reading; The
struggle :then as now was between economy and efficiency and the same
contestant always_seemed to win.

(ii) The mattibt Mayhew Commission of 1931-32 reported aong other things on
secondary education_ and vocational _trainingin relation to the economici
industrial_and professional conditions and needs; In effect the report was
termed "modern";

The prOblems identified raised something of a dilemma for educaitonal
pOlicy makers in the CariPbean_._ Ioaoking back to the_early_1960's mesaw a sense_of
complacency and shared_the feeling _that all :was well with:education; In come
Caribbean: countries :during this same period we witnessed, ia, fair, degree of
experimentation in strategic areas _of curriculum, training, higher education ahd
social welfare. By the 1970's policy makers and _educational_ administratOrs
recognised the heed_to examirie closely_tne qualitative aspects_of education to ensure
that_the_output from the improved physical facilities was geared to meet:the demands
and expectations of a modernising society; ,Although the provisioniqf education has
made,gret strides since the reports referred to and especially within the last two
decades, the present socio-economic conditions make it_inCUMPent on_educational
planners to seview_tbetr_achievements. Despite the:fact that in many Caribbean
countries the largest _percentage of the national budget still goes to education
technical and vocational training facilitie5 are far from adequate especially in the
varioug fieldS :of applied science and technology where computed studies and business
Studies now add new dimensions. Attention must be paid to the increaaing need_for
para-professionals at all levels and management skills are in scarce supply.

I 0
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Planning is the key instrument in the implementation of educational
policies by those who manage our offerings at all levels but do we consider present
management tools capable_of dealing_with_the_complexity of the tasks which have to be
accomplished? Traditional imanagement is deficient in two respects - that of its
tools and that of the style of thinkin9. In former times systems of education
pursued well-trodden and anticipated paths whereas today we are compelled to plan
education in an _environment which changes_with unprecedented speed. It is imperative
that we identify_ our objectives and review traditional methods, techniques and
training. The quz.lity of management upon which the progress of education as a major
field of,social activity depends heavily is of vital importance. All countries Of
the Caribbean need to strengthen the departments responsible for educational
management. This highlights the importance and need for researcn because the
improved quality_ which is_essential can hardly be achieved without relevant studies
on the various aspects of management and exchange of information in order to keep
abreast =of current_ thinking. The planner should be careflu not to overlook the
inter-relatedness of education with all sphere of society.

The irreplceable role of the family in education is crucial; Almost all
cultures in the world recognise the family unit as the foremost and most influential
of, educational agencies. It Should provide the earliest teachings on social
relationships, roles, moral sense, community awareness and_mutual respect. At the
same time the constraints_of_modern_economic_canditions compel parents to devote:more
time to work_at the expense of looking after their children. Parents ShOuld nOt
abdicate_ their responsibility within the educational system. In. the life.rlong
process leading to adulthood not ony teachers, parents, relatives, the Church and_the
Child Care Bord are involved in education but those dtrecting the media:as well.
parents by example or indulgence, advocates of the irmissiveisociety;_ those who
profit from the sale of drugs that are destroying the body and soul of our younc
people - these too are educators.

Whatever technical skills _and _advanced knowledge are built into our
educationak_systemi_the future for our people will be dim unless the vital attributes
of character development and desirable: work attitudes are inculcated. We are not
speaking here of old colonial attitudes but cautioning against the overpowering
presence of indolence and discourtesy which is clearly_making_new_slaves of some of
our youth. If thoss who manage education_now_do not exercise vigilance and adhere to
tne finer_attributes of_quality:living, ourpeople will:inherit a devastating legacy
of :low productivity; wasted potential and personal discontent. Coupled witn_the
emphasis,on,character development is the challenge for the educational _system to
provide facilities for training in the difficult but realistic choice of a career; I

describe it az realistic since there must be guidance towards the careers for which
persons are best suited.

Education for life in the twenty-first_century must also take account of
the increased opportunities for leisure occasioned _by_the_advances made in science
and technology._ _Leisure has_to_be_ perceived in an educational and cultural context;
no_longer_can it_ be treated as a haphazard activity. Early in the life of the
student there must be adequate planning in,schOol programmes to cultivate and develop
fully a spirit of balance and harmony in life through meaningful activity on the one
hand and useful leisure pursuits on the other; Programmes of this kind will
certainly_tend to mitigate the_growing danger of disaffection and indifference among
some students who complain of the irrelevance of the present eduCation system.



+tr. Chairmani_as _active participants on the Caribbean scene; we ate AWare
that_ the ,rapid hanges brought about, by the_ economic, techablogical and social
progress in the iwider worldare affecting even the smallest islands among us.
TherefOre, Onei Of the main educational challenges_is to ensure that _educational
programmes reflect that awareness and prepare our children to assume their roles as
responsible adults.

The leadership role in education involves_sucn a variety of skills that
unle88 there iS concentration on a well-devised_programme of training,forithat role;
it will be impossible toaohieve any Aappreciable measure: of, _effioiency.
Administrators _in education share:with all,managers an increasingly diffidUlt task.
The conflict of authoritarian leadership of the past aad democratic leadership_must
constantly be te8OlVed. Mangers have to cope with indiscipline,_ licence, lack of
COmitment and in _some cases _irrespansibIlity and novel employer-employee
relationships. In this_changed environment it is therefore incumbent On perSong in
managerial positions to develop appropriate tools and skillS.

Although as individual coqntries in the Caribbean we may be deeply rooted
in our way of life, our, plans for the future will be the amalgam of our,ptojcticiti
and_ expar/ments. Adequate answers to our educational Or SOcial problems do not
reside within the boundaries 0f any ona country; there is therefore more than enough
justificatiOn fOr a symposium such as this.

I nope that_you will have a week of successful ekchange Of ideas and
arrive at_a consensus whioh will make for the r' 'iSatiOn of the educational goals
and aspirations of our Caribbean peopl.

I now have much pleasure in declaring your Conference open.
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Abv:ract

Using the phenomenon, of dependence as the analytical vector, this pa r examines
the reciprocal limitation between education and society in light Of the

reciprocal limitation between dominant society and dependent society in the

context of international relations. Hifferent perspectives for_the study of the
phenomenon of dependence are presented with particular emphasis on the

perspective_of the dominant and the,dependent societies. Subsequently, it_is
deMbeiStrated how the phenomenon of educational dependence in the speCifit
professional field_of educational administration manifests itself in historical
terms; and its consequenr7es are discussed. Finally,_ there is_a reflection upon
the role which comparatic education can and should play in Latin America and in
dependent_countries in general through its conscious and concrete insertion into
the global process of overcoming the situation of international dependence.

Introduction

This paper starts from a fundamental premise and a defined analytical
perspectivei implying a concrete_intellectual_commitment..._ It starts _from_the
premise that it is only possible to examine the theme "education and dependence"
adequately within the context of,the global social process in which dependence
iS eketted and education is practised. This premise implies an understanding of
the pOWer of reciprocal limitation between education and society in the context
of_the power_of_ reciprocal limitation between_ dependent society _and dominant
society. This affirmation suggests the existence of a close association between
the phenomenon of dependence and that of power which in final analysis defines
and regulates the relations among nations, organizations, social classes and
indiVidUalS. However, by using dependence as the analytical vector for the

comparative_ study of education_ in _the internItional context4 theconcept of
dependence refers essentially to the structural relations among nations and to
its internal effects within nations;

The_phenomenon of dependence can be analyzed in diverse manners.; both from the
perspective_of_dominant countries and from that of dependent cr;untries. In this
paper; educational dependence is examined from the perspective of_ the_dependent
society conceived as :the historical product of the dialectical relatiOnship
betWeen domination and dependence. This perspective implies a critical and
autochthonous intellectual stancei_the_basis upon whicn one assumes a_concrete
commitment.. This commitment implies definitioni_ explanation and the meeting of
the economic, political and cultural needs and aspirations of the dependent
society. , In this essay,:the natiOn8 Of Latin America and the Caribbean are
considered typical examples of dependent societies within the context of

international relations.
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Using the phenomenon of dependence as the vector of analysis, the objectiVe Of
this_paper is to examine the role Of comparative education from the perspective
of the dependent society. The paper starts with an initial introduction to some
theories of dependence, their perspectives and protagonists, highlighting the
original contributions to Latin America and the Caribbean. Based on this
introduction to the sociology of dependence, the paper goes on _VD address a
partial review of the literature dealing with the problem of dependence in
education witn its effects upon the professional field _of _educational
administration in _Latin America and the _Caribbean. It_ concludes with_ a

reflection upon the role which comparati'e education can play in Latin America
and in dependent countries in general, through its_ conscious and concrete
insertion into *he global process of overcomin9 the condition of dependence.1

Sociology of_Deperdence

For:mbre than a century, the phenomenon Of dependence has been a subject of
study of the social sciences. It han attracted_increasing interest in both the
rich and poor nations_ of tne socialist bloc, the capitalist world and countries
marked by mixed economies; As a consequence of the multiplicity of interestS
that_ hLve been created, it has become difficult to formulate a universally
accepted definition of depenth!noe. The fact is that definitions and concepts on
the topic vary_widely and may sometimes be contradictory. The hypothesis of
Ianni, for example, is illustrative as he expresses himself an follows_with
regard to double euphemism in the use of the concept of dependenve in Latin
America:

For_the_Marxists, it would be seen as_a semantic
recourse to be utilized (in universities, publishing
companies, magazines and newspapers) in the discussion
and study Of the problem of imperialism. _For the ncn-
Marxists the concept of dependence would be a new and
conspicuous semantic alternative that is not
prohibited in the discussion and study of the external
"obstacles" or "marks" of the stagnation or distortion
of the capitalist development of Latin America.2

For the purposes of this paper, the meaning of dependence will be restricted to
two perspectives: the perspective of the dominant society and the perspective of
the dependent society. The former is eurocentrist and North-American while the
latter has been most intensely developed in Latin America- With these two
opposing perspectives in mind, reference will be made to some of the important
contributions of specialized literature with the aim of facilitating the stUdy
of_the role_of education in the Context bf international relationn among nations
and their effectn within dependent nations.

16
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_The Porqporrico nf rho nrIntinant-SOCiety

In the study of dependence from the perspective_of _the dominant society there
are two major guidelines: that _of the Iliarxists and that of the liberals. Though
conflicting among themselves, both examine dependence in a unidirectional sense
from the perspective of the dominant society.

The first theoretical proposition on the phenomenon of dependence was formulated
by Marx_in his economic analysis history; one -.)f the greatest contributions
of his political economy,.3 In h historical_vision, the notion Of_dependence
was considered a methodological imposition to forecast the structural crises of
the capitalist world. _He denounced the contradictions and conflicts inherent in
the accumulation of capital at the cost_of low_wages for_ labor rendered. This
conflict between capital and labor reflects an unequal system of relations
between the owners of capital and workers, between appropriators_ and the
expropriated, whether they be countries, organizations, social classes or
individuals.

The_thesis of Marx; that capitalist imperialism is theicau3e of dependence, was
echoed and interpreted imany times in Me Weer atdiin Eastern Europe as in
Lenin's theory of imperia1ism4 and the reinterpretation of Luxemburg.5 These
classical theories of imperialism utilize the perspective of the dominant
society as their starting point to explain the situation of economic; political
and_cultural_ dependence _in which the dependent countries find themselves;_ In
their critique of capitalism as _the cause of dependence among and within
nations, marx and Engels, Lenin and Luxemburg, and their interpreters consider
Marxism as the general theory of emancipation from the situation of dependence.
Howeveri the_ideal of emancipation espoused by Marxism has yet to take concrete
form _in dependent countries; This lack of empirical evidence_stands aa a
challenge to the_ validity of MarXist theory as an analytical framework for
explaining _dependence and as a praxeological proposal_ for_ overcoming the
condition of dependence in countries now characterized as dependent.

Nevertheless; Marxism is not the only theoretical guideline for the examination
of the phenomenon of _dependence from the perspective of the dominant society.
The,second theoretical guideline, in conflict with the Marxist orientationi is
positivistic and evolutionary in inspiration Instead of_seeking its initial
theoretical _elements in Marx and Engels; it resorts_ to Comete and Spencer;6
Instead of adopting revolutionary_transformation as the strategy to be used in
overcoming the condition of dependence, it adopts peaceful evolution4_order and
progress. This liberal_ idealism of the Western _world gave rise to many of the
theories of _the sociology of development, which has !been in vogue in Europe
and the United States in the wake of World War_ II_ and inspired studies of the
dependent,nations, then often designated as anderdeveloped, developing, in the
process of _develOpment, backward, emerging, transitional, of the Third World,
relatively less developed, and other simmilar classifications.
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There_ are innumerable _developmental theories that attempt to describe and
explain the situation of dependence while proposing_ strategies for _overcoming
it; Although_this_could be_amplified, only some Of the theoretical efforts that
have been made will be referred to, such as: Rostow's theory of_ development
stages,7 the theory of entrepreneurial_motivation at the core of underdeveloped
countries_ advanced by_McClellannd,8 Riggs' transitional theory of the prismatic
society,9 Eisenstadts's ,evolutionary theory of differentiation and
integration, 1° Etzioni's theory of social change,11 and the theory of
modernization proposed by Lerner.12 These are just a few of the many classical
theoretical contribution to the sociology of development used_in Europe and the
United States as tools for the study of underdeveloped countries.

Within the framework Of general theories of development, more specific
theoretical contributions were formulated for the study of_human organizations
and their administration. A case in_ point is that of delrelopment
administration, a theoretical contribution conceived in the United_States after
World War II and applied to developing countries in the context of comparative
politiCal theory.13 Another similar attempt, one characterized by greater
explicative power, is the model of public administration advanced by Riggs as
part of his general theory of the prismatic society. 14

In_the coatext of the developmental movement of the social sciences in Europe
and the United States after world war II; One should also cite the _emphasis
given to governmental _planning and; consequently,- to educational planning,
founded upon_the principles of welfare economics and the economics of education.
As will be developed later; this developmental orientation :Is evinced in the
proliferation of empirical studies and essays on the economic value _of
eaucation, investment a. d returns in_the human being, the formation of human
capital,_ manpower tra%ning and the preparation of human resources for
development and similar themes.

The concepts of the sociology Of development reveal the evolutionary, neutral
and ahistoric character of th movement, which conceives_ of_ the
underdevelopment/deveIopment process from the idealist perspective inf the
developed society. According to this orientation, the situation of
dependence_ would be_ gradually attenuated as the underdeveloped societies
would evolve through successive stageu until reaching the situation_ of
developed societies. The assumption of these theories is_ that the state of
development enjoyed_ by _the _developed societies is the standard state; the
ideal state of the developmental process.

These concepts of the sociology of developilent_adopted in Europe and the United
States as analytical instruments for the study of developing nations are
t;everely challenged by the sociology recently advanced in dependent countries.
In fact, the sociological literature produced in the laSt decadeS in deendent

1 8
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countries, particularly in_ Latin America,_ insists that the liberal theories of
Europe and the_ United States do not adequately explain the phenomenon of
dependence. To a lesser degree, these theories do inot propose feaSible
solutions for overcoming the SitdatiOn Of Oependence. At in the case of the
Marxist:conceptions of imperia.Lism, the functionalist theories of the sociology
of development are unable to focu adequately upon _the specific reality of
today's dependent society._ The problem is centered on the unidirectional
perspective and upon_the universalist methodology adopted by bOth orientations.
Since both conceive their theories, methods and concepts from the perspective of
the dominant society, they are deficient and limited in their attempts_to_offer
a comprehensive explanation_of the_specific historical dynamics of_the dependent
society.1_5 Frank's condemnation of the sociologists who apply pattern variableS
and other classical concepts carelessly in the study of developing nationt it
particularly relevant here.16

The Perspective of the Dependent Society

Associated with_ the growing belief that the general_social theories and methods
elaborated in, Europe and the United States are inadequate in their attempts to
explain the situation of dependence of the dependent nations, there_has been an
increasing_awareness of the _necessity.to formulate_ new concepts for the social
sciences,_so_as to_enable them to explain the reality of the_dependent countrieS
and to propose solutions for overcoming the condition of dependence. ThiS
process_of conceptual formulation was made operational through the adoption of_a
new analytical perspective_opposite to the one_adopted by_traditional Marxist
a.d liberal sociology. This_inversion of the analytical perspective gave rise
to_a_daring theoretical movement in the social sciences, i.e.; the theory of
dependence. Schrader elaborates the theory as "the declaration of independence
of Latin American teciolOgy.17"

As conceived in Latin America, the theory of dependence is identified with a
type of _economic, sociological and political structuralism. It is concerned
with the structural relationS that are at the roots of inequalities among
nations and within nations. The theory of dependence explains the ;)ondition of
dependence from the_perspective of the dependent society. It is concerned with
the_causes and consequences of the play of economic and political forces in
which all the countrtes of the_ w)rld participate. It reveals those who have
influenced internationalism while denouncing the interests created in both the
dominant and dependent countries. New concepts and new analytical categories
are created to_ define the social_ structures_ and processes_ with enhanced
explicative_ power, as dominLnt/dependent, metropolis/satelite,
center/periphery, oppressor/oppressed, invader/invaded0 And other Similar
classifications.

It is in this sociologicaL and economic context that it becomes possible to
examine specific social phenomena such as that of education, its theory and
practice, policy and administration. Education has always been considered a



valuable instrument in the international and national game of power, performing
specific roles based on the interests being served. For this reason; education
is simultaneously conceived of as aft irlstrument of domination and liberation,
production and reproduction, dissolution and construction, maintenance and
change. Tn summary, if in the opinion of some education is a source of order
and progress; forothers it is an instrument of conflict and transformation.19
As will be developed later, the theory of dependence provides a useful framework
for the study of the contradictor' roles of education in modern society.

Today, there exists a considerable amount of literature on the theory o
dependence in Latin America. The_movement has exerted significant influence in
intellectual circles, universities; governmental _and inter-governmental
organizations, specifically in the Economic Commission for Latin AmerIca (ECLA),
a specialized agency of the United Nationa Organization. In this context it is
especially clarifying to examine the economic writings based upon the theory of
dependence of Prebish, who has had a decisive intellectual influence on ECLA's
studies.19 In Brazil; the conception and development of the theory of
dependence,is highlighted by Cardoso's sociological contribution,2° Furtado's
economic theories,21 Ribeiro's anthropolgical studies;22 and the educational
contribution of Freire23 and Berger.24

Cardoso,, the most influential thinker of the -movement, argues--in his
penetrating publication co-authored with Paletto025--that_ in_ the capitalist
structure of relations between the center and the periphery the_condition of
populational _repository has fallen to Latin America, characterized by the
exploitation of primary goods and the_reserve of territorial resources. These
roles, impose _a strvoture of class relations that determine the course of the
political and economic development of Latin American countries. Today;
Cardoso's concepts _of "centerand periphery" are widely used to define the
contrast between rich and poor nations, industrialized and agricultural
countries, creditors and debtors, importers and exporters_ Of primary goods
versus exporters and:importers of the dominant values and the manufactured
products ot the world system. An analysis of Cardoso's latest publications
shows that_his theory of dependence has an essentially socio-political approach,
seeking_ to emphasize 'the stru:tural bonds between_ the situation of
underdevelopment and the hegemonic centers of the central economies, without
attributing to the latter the full determination of the dynamics _of
development."26 These concepts suggest that the dependent-society is not a
mirror _image of the dominant society or, in other words, it is not
unidirectionally determined from the outside in; _Much to the contrary; the
dependent society has_its own specific _dynamics resulting from the relationship
between the reciprocal determination of the peripheral society and the central
society. Hence, the dependent society and the dominant society are constructed
dialectically. As such, the dependent society can be conceived of as a
historical product of the dialectical relationship betWeen domination and
dependence.
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Furtado27 postulates that the, incorporation of_ Latin AMerica into the

inrernatiohal division of labor led it to adopt a development model based upon
the_ export of primary producta that did not require structural changes in
society. In his view, the nature of dependent agriculture and of the

exploitation of mineral and forestry products fostered the appearance of a rigid
class structure that not even governments r,f a socialist line have been able to
.rodify. Thus, a social structure designed to mlintian domination, dependence
and inequality consolidated its position.

Based on the premise that sfocial theories ar t. historically ccnditioned, Ribeiro
ttieS to demonstrate that the eurocentrist theories that assytme a character of
general validityi such as orthodox Marxism and idealist pc .tivismi are
inceable of adequately explaining_the dependent_ realfty of the_naicns of_Latin
America; Based upon his findings, Ribeiro proposes in his book, .Processo
civilizatorio,28 a new cultutally otiented theoretical paradigm founded_upon the
dOnceptg Of "hiatorical Updating" and neValtitiOnary acteletatioh." Thia
addresses the_sociological discussion of the reciprocal relationship between the
central society and the peripheral society in light of the theory of dependence.

In the past decades, and more specifically since 1974, new proposals have been
presented within the United Nations Organization under the banner of a "New
International Economic Order." Its aim is breaking out of the circle of
dependence among the central_and peripheral countries or at least minimizing its
effects; This new international order calls for_cheaper loans and technical
assistance rendered to poor nations, the reformulations Of the International
Monetary Fund so as to allow countries in need to participate effectively in the
Organization, a more equitable system of international tradei the eradication of
proverty and illiteracy, and the economic sovereignty of ail the nations of the
world.

The conception of the "Ne%,, International Economic Order" was decisively
influenced by the ideas of _Prebish2?_ and other ECLA_thinkers_ of the theory of
dependence. Up to the present, the concrete results of the proposal of the "New
International Economic Order" are dismal, and the outlook for the near future iS
not encouraging. The _failure of bilateral and multilateral meetings and
conferencesi and the repeatedly frustrated initiatives of inter-governmental
organizations im_the_search for a mora just international order_are a clear
demonstration that the underdeveloped world is far from overcoming the situation
of international dependence.

Alongside_the_ numerous followers and interpreters of the theory oi dependence
there:iare now many critics who question_ its descriptive and analytical
possibilities. In his valuable review_of theiliterature; Lynoh30 shows that
criticisms:come as much from dependency theorists who are seeking to deepen
their knowledge as from those who have not taken a position in favor of the
theory. lie _concludes_ that although the theory of dependence may not be

necessary as a new dogma it challenges that sense of satisfaction that one may

21
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feel in the face of traditional sociological theory0 Instead of reducing its
3nalysis1 to_the internal situation of the organizations or countries; the theory
or dependence examines their relations with the wide: soCiety and the consequent
effects of this reciprocal relationship. Undoubtedly, this is one of the major
contributions Of the theory of dependence to contemporary social science.
However, according to _Latin American_ social science, its most important
contribution_ts _the inversion of the analytical perspective in relation to the
dominant sociology, of iEuropean_ and Nortn7AMerican origin. Based on this
original contributionin the framework of the effort to construct a more
autonomous sociology in Latin AmeLica--this paper will now examine the
phenomenon of dependence in education.

The Theory of_Dependence-in EdUcatiOn

It was in the 1960s _that the theory of dependence began to_be applied to
education, tn _opposition to the developmental pedagogy fostered _by isuch
educational economists as Schultz; Becker; C:.!nison, Hansen, Mincer, Harbison,
Meyers; Davis; Bowman and Anderson.31 As can be deduced from their technical
reports and specialized publications, these and other authors had considerable
influence on the programs of technical cooperation tn the area of educational
planning sponsored by the international _development agencies of the
industrialized nations and by inter-governmental organizations.

TOday, there is a quantity of literature dealing with the problem of educational
dependence:, a_fact_which_demonstrates that the phenomenon is penetrating_ into
all corners of the globe. It is occurring independently of the social and
political organization and ta Of interest as much to the underdeveloped
countries as to the developed. One indicator of the importance of the problem
Of dependence in education is the intensity_with which the matter is debated at
national and _international meetings and conferences of educators A, good
example is the Vth World Congress of Comparative EdUcation hald in Paris in
1984; an event at which the phenomenon of educational dependence was chosen as
the central theme. Debeauvais emphasized the importance of_the theme for
comparative educationi_particularly n the ,ependent countries, by relating its
relevance_to the fact that international exchanges in the_field of education
have never been so intense and diverse."32 He conclUded that with the
intensification of_ these exchanges, analysis "shows up the inequality in the
relationships as far as education is concerned and the dominazion--economic,
technological and political--of the Third World by the industrialized
nations."33

In the United StateS the most important current dependency theorists in
education, such as Carnoy and Levin, Bowles and Gintis, Apple and Wexler, all
follow A neo-Marxist linei albeit with their own specific interpretations and,
consequently, different contributions. Carnoy and Levin examine the
relationships between capitalism, educational levels and class." Carnoy is
particularly emphatic in his denunciation of cultural imperialis051exerted by
educational enterprises in dependent countries through joint action, whether
conscious_or unconscious, of the dominating elite of dominant countries and the
dominating elite of dominated countries since, tetween these two groups, there
is a communion_of interests. Bowles and Ointis examine the_relationship between
education and labor as a phenomenon associated to_the theory of reproduction.36
Apple bases his work on1 Gramsci's concept of hegemony in order to study the
relationship between economic and cu'Y:ural domination thUS demonstrating that
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the_ school is an agent of _ideological hegemony, "selective tradition" and
"CUltUral incorporation."37 Wexler is concerned With the phenothenoh of poWer
and how the school contributes to its distribution and to the preservation of
existent inequalities."

The_ most complete and, comprehensive review of the scholarly writings on the
problem of dependence in the context of educational sociology has been produced
by Karabel _and Halsey who examine specialized literature on the theme from two
opposing perspecttves: that_ of the functionalists and that of the
diaiecticians.39 The functionalists describe and accept the phenomenon of
dependence and conform to it by the _fact that they consider it to be,natural and
inevitable in the context of the relations among nations, organizations, social
classes and individuals. On the other hand, the dialecticians denounce the
phenomenon ot dependence, rebel against it and become politically involved in
the process of overcoming the situation of dependence.

In Europe, popular contributions have been made by vanguard social scientists,
such as Althusser, Bourdieu and Passer= in Francei49 Berstein and Young_ in
England, 41 and Gramsci_in Italy ,42 All of them are neo-Marxist thinkers with
the exception of _Berstein who inherited his creative intellectual system
originally from Durkheim. However, he too, though he does not explicate this,
has been influenced by the thought of Marx and Mead. These authors have
important influence in university circles in_ all parts of _the world_. There are
indications, however, that their initial theories have less influence today than
they had ten years ago, perhaps by the fact _that having fulfilled their goal of
denouncing and explicating the rble of reproduction and domination played by the
school, they have not forwarded, as yet, sufficiently concrete proposals for
overcoming historically intrenched situations.

_
In Latin America; Freire and Berger hold outstanding positions due to their Work
on educational dependence. One of Preire's most important contributions is his
interpretation of the power of economic and cultural__domination exerted by
education, particularly through curricularoontent and teaching methodology. In
his book, "Pedagogy of the OppressecU"43 he ,analyses, the curriculum as an
instrument of oppression of the poor, demonstrating now it prepares the poor to
live in an orderly fashion under the banner of dependence. Although Freire's
analytical scope is essentially restricted to the school in _the local_context,
onecan derive irlam _his mental structure the existence of an international
pedagogy of the oppressed that forms a basis for national and local pedagogies.
In other words, would it not be true that the dependent and peripheral nations
are oppressed by a universalist pedagogy that is conceived and exported by the
hegemonic centers of the world on the basis of their .economic_and_political
interests? If this is_ truei_ would it not also be true that comparative
education has contributed in the past, and would now be running, the_riSk of
contributing in the future, _to the transfer of ideas, principles and
methodologies from the developed North to the underdeveloped South? Therefore,
what philosophy should guide the study_of comparative education so tnat, instead
of_strengthening the_circle of dependence, it may be able to foster cultural
autonomy in the context of the global process of oVercoming the State of
dependence?

23
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AnOther Latin American dependency scholar in education is_ Berger whose thesis on
Education and lDepencIence,44 has enriched the international bibliography.
Berger's work is marked by an incisive investigation Of the Brazilian
educational system vith special emphasis on the relation between society and
education in the global context that characterizes the dependent society. He
examines the concrete conditions of the national development process; and after
an analysis of the origin and conditioning factors of the educational system he
delves_into a study of its possibilities of overcoming the glObal Situation of
dependence;

Schrader describes the international_ importance of Berger's work when he
includes it among the theoretical efforts aimed at "the emancipation of Latin
American sociology itself,"48 in the name of the,theory of dependence. In the
light of the theoretical preciseness
Berger's work, Schrader emphasizes its
could well serve "as_an_important point
phenomena in other societies; including

and empirical methodology that mark
comparative potential, stating that it
of departure for analyses of comparable
a country such as the _Federal RepUblit

of Germany, a nation that considers itself as dominant but whichi in fact, is
also dependent, to a certain extent."48

One of the most valuable characteristics of Berger's work is the stance he
assumes_ as a researcher who _considers_ himself_ in methodological terms to be
"engaged in the_situation of dependence", as a "member of the dependent society
to,be analyzed."47 This explicit and intentional stance implies "a scientific
critical behavior at once emancipated and emancipating" on the_part of the
social scientist _committed to overcoming "scientific imperialism", througn an
intellectual attitude and,systematic practice.48 This attitude emphasizes "the
uniqueness of the_atrUctures, processes and relations"49 of the dependent
society, as opposed to the European and North7American theories and concepts
conceived to explain social phenomena that are historically different.

Educational Administration and-Dependence:
,Tbe Latin-American Case

It is clarifying to note that the _phenomenon cf dependence_ is specifically
evident _in a _professional field of studyi such as educational administration,
and in a specific region, such as, Latin AMerica. The critical examination _of
these manifestations and how they became reality leads to a reflection_upon the
concrete implications of the situation of _dependence for the practical
activities of educators4 and_ particularly those who, are responsible_ fOr
educational administration. In practical terms, what is the utility pf the
theory of dependence for educational policy-makers And administrators? Is its
usefulness limited to denouncing the situation of dependence_and identifying its
causes and manifestations?_ Or does it provide the theoretical and praxeologicai
elements _that can be used _by administrators_ to perfect their professional
rerformance? Finally; what is the role of comparative education in the
dependent countries? How can comparative education collaborate _in the
OvercoMing of the situation of dependence, providing education in the dependent
countries with greater cultural and political autonomy?
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The manirestations of the problem of depetdence in educational administration in
Latin America and the Caribbean are evident._ It is enough to examine the
evolution of_Latin American educational_administrative thought to conclude that,
to a great extent,_ the history_of school administration in Latin America is a
history of cultural dependence.5° The fact is that up, to the 1930S tet-etetic
made to administration _during the course of Latin hmerican educational history
used the juridical approach inherited from Roman administrative 1aw. The
theoretical framework of this penetratitg_approach in educational administration
in colonial Latin America; as in the social sciences in general, was imported
from continental Europe. This_ cultural dependence on Europe is evident in the
essentially discursive, normative and legalistic publications on education and
educational administration in the general context of_ the_social and juridical
sciences_of _the time. It is important to note here that the initial
administrative orientation of the Commonwealth Caribbean nations is different
from that of,the countries of Spanish and Portuguese origin., because of their
political and juridical inheritance._ Cultural eependence, though; is at the
roots_of educational development in the Caribbean as it is in Latin America in
general.

Beginning in 1930, Latin American educational administration adopted the
business approach, founded upon a combination of_ the economic rationalism of the
Industrial _Revolution and the pedagogical pragmatism of the New _School. The
most_influential writings in :public_and educational administration in Latin
America date to the business stage. The preliminaries Of the business approach
sought whOle toretical elements in Europe and, later, in the United States of
Atherica. For this reason, the administrative theory of that period is primarily
based on the _classic principles of _management advanced by Fayol in France,
Gulick and Urwick in_ England, Weber in Germany jand Taylor and his associates in
the United States.5_1 It was in this conteXt; fOr instance, that the first
essays on school administration Brazil appeared in the 1930s, authored by
Teixeira052 a figure strongly influenced by the pedagogical pragmatism of James
and Dewey; by Querino Ribeiro;53 a disciple of Fayol; and Carneiro Leac,54 who
adopted a more eclecticorientation. It was also in_that phase that the firat
study of Lourenco Filho55_ one should emphasize that their contribution to Latin
American pedagogical studies was not restricted to the pragmatic approach.. Much
to the_ contrary, their pedagogical thought transcends the borders of the
classical schools, flowing into the area of the sociological orientation of
modern pedagogy and administration.

Beginning with World war II, the behavioral approach caMe_to the fore in Latin
American educational administration. _ This was a new theoretical current that
originated in the United States as an aspect of, the human relations movement
developed _under the leadership _of Fol1st and Mayo and, later, thrbUgh the
influential work of Barnard and Simon056 as can be deduced from the texts
translated into Portuguese and_ Spanish57 and from the publications of the
bahavioral and functionalist scholars that invaded Latin American literature, on
educational administration.
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Finally, the sociological approachi conceived during the last decades under the
initial leadership of Guerreiro Ramos,59_ represented an attempt _to conceive cf
an administrative theory within the limits of Latin American reality. However;
with the passing of time, this approach was unable to resist the strengtr, Of the
literature from the industrialized_countries of the North. This can be deduced
from the invasion of a number of theoretical movements, such as development
administration," management by objectivesi61 -_ admtnistrative ecology 62

institutional development,63 contingency _theory, 64 and many others. All the
models were conceived in industrialized nations and transferred tO Latin
America, often with no critical evaluation.

This brief historical review reveals that educational administrative theory in
Latin America is based on the academic currents of Europe and,the United States.
There_is an increasing awareness Of this fact and its pervasive consequences in
today's Latin American intellectual circles which are engaged in the conception
of theories_ and solutions from the perspective and within the limits of Latin
American reality."

Consequences of Educational Dependence

A major pedagogical consequence of educacional dependence in Latin America and
the Caribbean is the inbred formalism born of centuries of EUrcipean
domination."

During the colonial times_ Spain; Portugal, Great Britain and Europe, in general,
imposed much of their culture; and economic and political systems on Latin
America_and the :Caribbean. This was follOwed by a growing AMerican influence.
An analysis of the origin and historical evolution of Latin American social and
political institutions:, including_the educational institution, shows that many
exogenous norms_ and institutions were assimilated by the Latin American society,
then in its formative stages,_ through a_ mimetic process of conscious or
unconscious:adaptation. Many other imported institutions, however, were never
incorporated into the Latin American nationalities and, consequently, are not
entirely followed in real life. Prescribed formulas _are ignored with the
simultaneous adoption of_ substitute codes and alternate institutions of an
autochthonous character.67

In the field of education mention should be made of Teixeira's enunciation of
this pheonmenon, when he discusses the discrepancy between the "proclaimed
values and the: real values in Brazilian, educational institutions, "68 an
enunciation, that was tested empirically: in the stUdy of the process of

implementation of the Law Of Directives and Bases of National Education of 1961
in the secondary schools of Rio Grande do Suli Brazi1.69_ Bastos Silva_joins
Teixeira and_endorses his criticism of imported European ideals andsolutions
for Brazilian education. He shows that for a long time education in Brazil via.
an extention of the expanding EUropean-Western culture since the nation was
growing on the periphery of that civilization without being able to break out of
its primitive colonial condition.70 _With greater or lesser intensity this
phenomenon is noted in all Latin American countries.
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In his lucid study of the strategic aspect_of_the_phenomanon _of_ depem
Guerreiro_ Ramso states that_independently :of its: limitations:the histc
educational formalismin Brazil made:a valuable contribution to the reduct
social rigidity71 , However, notwithstanding the relati7ely positive va]
the past educational formalism in Brazil and Latin America in general; thq
a growing awareness_that_the current stage of_development demands an educa
system that is more suited to the Latin American reality and oharacteri2
greater cultural and political autonomy. Itis awareness is evident among
AMerican educators no matter what their guiding principles may_ be. In 196:
example; Sucupira complained of the Brazilian case, stating_ that "up t

present, we have_been_unable_to structure an educational system in our:own
and likeness" and recommending that "we must adjust the Brazilian educal
process to the total national process".72 Some years later, Teixeira Stat.(

Even today, as 4 transplanted system--and one
tadly_transplantedi_at that-grafted from
anachronistic elements; the:Brazilian educational
system is, perhaps, the most serious case of
maladjustMent between the real nation-7.marching
towards a stage of self-possession--and its
educational_institutions_inherited from a:period
of:mimesis and social imitation and devoid of
autonomy and authenticity;73

The criticism sharpens when Saviani goes so_ far as_to deny_even _the exister
a__Etrazilian educational syFtem.74 As witnessed by his writings; Chaq
though contesting Saviani's thesis, is one of the most insistent defenders
Brazilian educational theory. Similar manifestations can be found in all c
nations of Latin AMerica. It is in this spirit of commitment to reality
this paper concludes with a reflectton_on the role of comparative educati
the perspective of Latin American education.

Conclusion: Tae Role of Comparative Educational Administration

This_reperi_ usingthe phenomenon of:dependence:as the: analytical vector
examined the reciprocal limitation between education and:society in the co
of the reciprooal limitation between the dominant society and the depe
society. It has examined the different perspectives for the study of
phenomenon of_dependence,_ and__more specifically_the_perspective ofitheidom
society and the:perspective of the dependent society. It has analyzed ho
phenomenon of educational dependence manifeats itaelf in space and tiMe i
specific professional_field of educational administration and has discusse
consequences. Finally, the paper made an explicit_option to examine_educ
and dependence_from the_perspective of the dependent society of Latin Ame
conceived of as the historical product of the dialectical relationship be
domination and dependence;



At the close of this Intellectual effort, there remain a number of questions for
further consideration. Where do we go from here? What are the practical
implications of this effort for comparative_education, more specifically _for
comparative educaticnal administration in Latin America and the Caribbean? What
is: the role of comparative educational administration in_ the reciprocal
relationship between education and society in the context of the reciprocal
relationship between ckmanant society and dependent society? What_is the_role
of intergovernmental _organizations-, of_International technical cooperation and
of_scientific and professional associations in the field of educational
administration?

The answers to these questions are a direct function of the perspective adopted
which, in tura, has Idatorically situated roots. Positioned in spaceiand time,
each_intellectual perspective implies its own theoretical:framework and specific
methodological instruments. The fact is that, tOday there exists sufficient
evidence that the conception Of social theories and methodologies is determined
by specific historical conditiams_that_do not _grant it universal validity for
explaining_ phenomena and processes that occur in different historical and
geographical situations.76

This evidence leads one to question seriously the tranapIanto transfer or
unidirectional adaptation of theories_and methodologies and:of educational forms
and_ contents from the dominant society to the :dependent society _without a
detailed study of the needs and aspirations:of the dependent society from the
perspective of the dependent society. It is in this context that having assumee
a commitment with try, dependent society, comparative educational administration
should assume_ the roleof mediator,: at once critical: and autochthonous;
emancipated and emancipating. This mediation, conceived of here asia concrete
category :based w! the perspective of tne dependent societyo denies the
unidirectional or vertical determination of the dominant society over the
dependent society, in the context_of_the assumption_that they limit one another
reciprocally _and construct one another dialectically; In this process :of
reciprocal: limitation, one can only :conceive ofa place for _comparative
educational,:administration ift the dependent society if it is designed to play a
role of mediation with the objective of overcoming the aituation_of_dependence
from the economic,_ politica_l_and _cultural percpective of the dependent society
itself, in the context of international relations.

On :the part of institutions and specialists in the field of educational
administrationo this perspective implies a_ oourageous_ intellectual stance
coupled with a critical and liberating behaviour.: However, since the power:of
education within the complex of economic, political and cultural fOrces is quite
restricted in its efforts to, overcome _the situation of dependenceo this
behaviour will only have a real impact if it is firmly engaged in the global
social process of overcoming the situation of dependence.

This closing reflection brings us back toithe initial premise of this paper: to
suggest that our intellectual activity should be developed on the basis of a
defined perspective. This perspective implies a concrete_commitment. A
commitment from_which we_cannot flee. Let it then be a commitment with Latin
American and Caribbean education.
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INTRODUCTION

It could be argued that :there is no, one best approach tO professional
preparation programmes in educational administration. Because each approach iS
appropriate for some learners* _in some settings* and for some content* it_could
be further argued_thatthe matter is far too complex for meaningful analysis and
application. , While this may in fact be the icase it would seem to be an

abrogation of our responsibility, as teachers of,educational administration to
simply accept such an argument without first making our own attempt tc unravel
the complexities involved.

I-athough there is a:degree of, conflictiover the most appropriate paradigm for
use in the area of education adMinistration,1 the content of our subject:appears
similar across courses offered by different institutions and teachers,2 What,

then,are some of__the fac_tors _that need to _be taken_into_consideratton in
assessingi the effectiveness of professional development programmes in

educational administration?

Ih what follows, it is not my intention to provide yet another "cook book" on
how_to_evaluate. There_is much written in_ thisarea that_is readily accessible
(see:for example, Henderson3). It is my intention to examine the complexities
involved:and in so doing to highlight what I consider to be major aspects of
what needs to be uEsessed.

For convenience, Iet me divide the examination into three interrelated areas--
the learners; setting and content.

1. THE LEARNER

What-is learnt_can often be different_ from what was intended by the teacher;
The learner will respond not_ only to- planned-content aL.d- activities bUt also to
the Skills, strategies, meanings, and values implied as the teacher teaches. AS

well* the learners themselves will be different.

What are some characteristics of the learner that will help determine different
responses to what is taught? The first area examined for answers to thiS
question is that of stages of adult development. Particular emphasis is

then placed on the issue o_ dependence_. Finally* two trends in individual
learning, to master and to belongi are discussed.

1.1 Stages of Individual Development

A comprehensive review of andragogy (adult learning) and its
implications for teacher training can be found elsewhere,4 For the
purposes of this paper, however, it is worth repeating in chart form a
highly speculative and tentative attempt to make relationships between
adulty personality characteristics and* on the one hand,student
learni:ng Asuch_as their motives for education, and the: sttitudes
towards the origin and use of knowledge), _and; on, the other hand;
tee.ching practices (Such a8 approaches, 8tudent=teacher relation8hip8
and evaluation).
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Four of Loevingertages of ego development are used as a base for the adult
characteristics in Chart 1.6 These stages are "Self-protective Opportunistic"
(I'll do what I'm told to do or whatever _I can_ get_away with),_"Conformist"
(I'll_du_only what_others_do, what is expected of mei what is best for my career
advancement), :"Conscientious" (I'll do what is best for the organization or what
idle job demands); and "Autonomous" (I'll do what is oest for my own development
but in so:dOing will respect others autonomy and be aware of the need for
interdependence between people).

The_data concerning developmental stages can help us think more clearly:about
both content, and process. They_ clarify the larger motives behind the
investments of time; money and energy and behind the personal_sacrifices_made_by
adult students. They_show_us_the_more_fundamental purposes that underlie degree
aspirations, the pursuit of promotion oria career:change, the_desire to_meet new
persons; read:more widely, explore new ideas and interests. They remind us that
the existential questions of meaning1 purpose, vocation' and social
responsibility, del_endence, human relationships which_soinany_adolescents face
with difficulty, are re-confronted by many thirty, forty, and sixty-year-olds.

With: such: information in :our working knowledge we can more effectively
distinguish betweeh those whose aim is simply professional training and those
people whose_ professional concerns involve_clarification_ of the :major
expectations_of_a_job_or the career patterns associated with it. We:can better
recognise that the thirty-five-year-old who comes, to educational administration
courses for clearly specified professional knowledge or competence; need for
promotion or a new opportunity will define a programme and approach_it very
differently from the forty-fiver.yearold who wonders whether all those long
hours, _family sacrifices, shortchanged human, relationships and :atrophied
interests are really worth it. BOth Of these teachers or educational
administrators will be different, as students, from the twenty-five-year-old
eagerly exploring the potentials of a first career choice.

With respect to programme evaluation; there _is, the clear implication that
courses that rely,on various forms Of student feedback should take into account
characteristics of respondents in_assessing the reasons behind the positive or
negative results. For _example,__ is it "good" or "bad"that 25% of respondents
disliked __your _course because they say: it was: unstructured with not enough
lectures from those in charge and that stUdenta had too much to say, especially
in respect to evaluation?

It would appear that__few _aduItsincluding educational administrators--
naturally _progress through the developmental stages. , Movement from one
developmental stage to the next occurs through cycles of challenge and
response, cognitive dissonance, cultural discontinuity4 differentiation and
integration. It_ occurs when a_person_confronts situations for:which old ways
are not adequate and_ which require new, ways ,of th),nking_ahd acting. The
experience may be upsetting and uncomfortable. After all, coping With
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disequilibrium, learning:new skills, assimilating new knowledge, and resolving
value conflicts does not always_ happen_ simply and smoothly. _The principle
involved here is best illUstrated in _a learning Style based on "transforming"
rather than a learning style based on "forming."

Past experience always enters into adult learning. Learning, therefore, focuses
on modifying transforming and reintegrating meanings, values, strategies, and
skills, rather than on forming and accumulating them as in childhood. _The

learning processes involved in transformations are different from those involved
in formattons.7

Transformations require greater,input of_energy because the body invests
considerable energy in maintaining established patterns, which muat be
overcome first if a pattern is to be transformed.

Transformations require re time than formations.

Transformations require that established meanings, values, skilla, and
strategies be raised to a conscious level and be thoroughly examined before
being altered;

. Transformations require that the related new behaviour be tested (Jilt in

"safe" eituations before_being_put into use in daily life, in order to

reduce potential threat to the self.

The task of those responsible for the education oi educators seems to be the
creation of challengei dissonance, discontinuity which fosters increased
differentiation. It is also necessary to help_educationaI _administrators as
students to learn eflezzive resoonses, resolve dissonance and discontinuities so
that integration can occur ut a higher level of development. The difficulty is
achieving that optimal ditance between where the student is and What the neW
situations require so that the student :; challenged but not "bowi.ed over;" so
that change is possible without provoking trauma, entrenchment. or

The developmental nature of tne work on adUlt stages as well as the material
presented later in thia paper on stcges of group development_pose a number of
questions for thn. teacher_ of _educational administration. ....Perhaps the most
important is: da the: teacher have a responsibility to develop his or her
students through te tages? I think he/she does and_ would therefore; in

assessing the qt-ility o2 a programme, look for evidence that the approach took
such development into account. One. quick way_ of measuring this would be to
analyse how the program handled the isrue of dependence.
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1.2 Always Dependence?

The issue that permeates much of_the topic under discussion in this paper
is that of student dependence. Factors in the setting of many courses in
educationaL administration make student dependence _on the teacher in the
initial stages of these courses almost inevitable. Of particular relevance
here is the issue of student assessment.

Although most adults when entering a new learning experience_do begin with
dependent-type behaviours they will; with a good program; move first to
independent behaviour and _then to interdependent behaviour during the
colrse of the learning activities. The progression can be facilitated by a
teacher who is prepared to_provide; for example; some structure and
direction_ at_ the beginning _ of the learning activities; to move then to
encouraging individual activities; and finally to provide opp:rtunities for
interdependent activities within the group and for integratie irocesse8
for individuals.8

On_the_other _hand, if on_the basis of his initial response in a class we
describe aniadult learner as using dependent behaviour, we may come to
think of that description as a fixed trait. We would then proceed to treat
the student as if he or she were a dependent person and not recogt:4.se that
the initial behaviour has changed as anxiety has diminished or as he or shc
has gained mastery of the learning content. At a later date the student
may come to resent being treated_as a dependent._ Or this_learner might
never move from_the initial dependent behaviour and our teaching behaviour
would help hold him or her there and deny him or her room to develop
independently.9

In brief; adult learning behaviours tend tO change a8 a resUlt Of
increasing familiarity with a learning program; content, or setting.
Simultaneously; teaching modes need also _to change in response. The
predictable_ sequence of teaching styles will be from directing through
facilitating to collaborating. Does the course you are assessing have such
a developmental sequence?

One_ol the problems_for_many programmes in achieving development is that
behaviour involving mastery dominates expected outcomes.")

1.3 To Master AND to Belong

Mastery as it is used _here relates to feelings of autonomy; to
independent behaviour within society; and to a sense of personal
control overithe conditiong of one,g life. Learnings_related to this trend
include meanings, strategies, and skills required to function independently
and values which reflect positive feelings about oneself as competent and
worthwhile. Such learnings lead to a reduction of_ feelings of helplessness
and Linferiority and assist in meeting survival, achievement and gelf-egteem
needs. This type of learning respondt bett to behavioural or tatk-related
feedback."

4 2
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Belonging behaviour seems_ less emphasised in educational administration
programmes. Belonging behaviour here relates to feelings of affection, to
interdependent behaviour with other members of society, and to a sense
of interpersonal involvement. Learnings related to this trend include
personal and shared meanings_ and_ values, and the skills and strategies
necessary to function interpersonally and cooperatively:. Such learnings
lead to a reduction bf feelings of isolation and alienation and assist in
meeting security,_belonging, and affiliation_needs. This type of learning
responds best to feeling-oriented feedback.12

The lack of_emphasis on belonging behaviour is somewhat surprising given
the nature of successful educational administratiOn.

To be brief, the crux of my argument is that for more successful teaching
of educational administration there is a need_to_give greater emphasis to
implementation and that the most important_ aspect _of effective
implementation is obtaining cooperation among school people. Thi§, in
turn, calls for a strong emphasis on developing understandings_and skills
in the interpersonal area. There are strong and predictable reasons why
effective cooperation in schools is already_poor in many schools13 and will
continue to be difficult to achieve.14 But such_ a situation does not
provide an excuse for the teacher of educational administration to ignore
the development of such a vital area--an area clearly recognised as
important by both practising educators students of graduate educational
administration programmesi16 and, research which demonstrates positive
associations_between having a positive collegial group on a proc-ramme and
superior field ratings and lower attrition rates.17

Given these findings, perhaps we teachers of educational administration in
assessing the effectiveness of programmes need to take a closer lOOk at the
balance in courses between mastery and belonging, that iS between
understanding§ and §kills focusing on independence and interdependence.

2. THESETTING

At least three apsects of the setting have implications for those teaching
educational administration. The first has to do with courses_ that include
evaluation of participant performance and are thus prone to the
assist/assess dilemma. The second involves courses _whose
participants come_ from separate organizations and by so doing make the
likelihodd Of effective "back-home" implementation more difficult. The
thirdrevolves around the predominant use of group teaching _which
implies that the course is subject to the dynamics of the group itself.
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Current forms of school-based student assessment, particularly at the end
of high school; have encountered the assist/assess dilemma; When teachers
are seen ar; assessors by their students their relationship with thet
changes. But the same effect can be seen in any relationship between a
superior and subordinatei_ e.g.., principal_ and teacher, inspector and
principal, teacher of educational administration and student. Abraham
Maslow, hag highlighted this dilemma for the tertiary teacher in the

following way:

In my early years of teaching I certainly looked at my
students and felt very close to them. I learned only
slowly that while I could keep my smiles and friendliness
and so on separated from the grades, i.e. I could
certainly love somebody who wasn't a very_good student
of psychology, they rarely could accept and understand
this; Normally;_when_I was friends with students they
felt I had betrayed them if they got bad grades. :They
thought of me as a hypocrite, as a turncoat ... slowly
I had to give up, until now, especially in large
classes, I keep my distance and maintain English-style
relationships rather than getting very close and
buddy-like.18

When_the teacher_is_seen as an assessor by the students a negation of his
or her assisting role would seem to occur. Assistance is usually made more
difficult_by the typical response to the threat of being a8SeSSed, the

playing of the withdrawal game. This game involves putting as much social
distance _as possible between superior and subordinate, scrupulously
avoiding any kind of genuine personal or expressive behavior. In short,
each tries to remain as facaless as possible. Having established the
social distance ("EngliSh=Style relationShip"?) the neXt Step iS tO try tO
reduce uncertainty by providing as much structure and as many rules as
possible;

Underlying much of the possible anguish :!reated by the assist/assess
dilemma and the ineffectiveness resulting from the playing of the
withdrawal game is the teacher's own attitudes towards the
superior/subordinate relationship. Is it tending toward McGregor's Theory
X or Theory YT9 Is it _based on Miles's concept of Human Relations or
Human Resources?20 We need,to remember that students will respond nOt only
to planned content and activities but also to the skills, strategies and
values implied as the teacher teaches.

I would welcome suggestions on how to overcome the assess/assist dilemma.
Perhaps it is not a dilemma for you.
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2.2 _St udentsfrom_Differ en_t_ Organizations_

Taking individuals out of educational organizations and into courses run by
teachers of educational administration is very like taking_out_one piece of
a jig,saw (that is, the organization) and; if the _course is_successful;
changing its shape only to find that it will not fit when returned to the
jig-saw. Not ony will the piece not fit bUt it then has t0 Suffer the
anguish and frustration of being "knocked" back into a shape that resembles
the original and with which the remaindex of the jigsaw can feel
comfortable. We Australians are very good at what is called "lopping tall
poppies"-7bringing the better members of a group back to the level of the
rest of the group!

To te judged effective we will need to_ decide whether a programme has
squarely faced the joint issues of _responsibility for and the most
effettiVe approaches to back-home application of Course material. In

particular, is assignment work and culMinating activities intimately and
systematically related to the student's practical context?

Having individuals from different organizations in our courses also poses a
dilemma for the teacher in the running of classes. On the one hand, there
is evidence to suggest that adults have extensive life experiences which
tend_to structure_and limit new learninga:;_ Adults tend to value_their own
experience as a rich resource for _further learning. On the other hand,
most ,courses only have a limited amount of time, at their disposal.
Allowing course participants to keep the discussion down to what for them
is the least threatening situation, but which I would term the "lowest
common denominator" in terms of effectiveness ("_You listen quietly while I
recount what happens in my school and_then ask elaborative-type questions--
then I'll do the same for yoU") can absorb an inordinite amount of time.

One resolve of this dilemma is to make axtensive_use_of teaching approaches
that provide _students_ with common frameaof reference during class contact

e.g._structured experiences; simulations, role plays, case studies;
and look for the major integration of past and current experiences in
assignment work.

Given the strong emphasis in this article on the development of individuals
and groups, it is worth pointing out_that the use of these "common frames
Of reference" might need to be carefully planned to meet the current or
next stage development. The next section on stages of group development
pursues his idea further, but, for now, the following continuum of teaching
approaches_(Chart 2) might provide a useful checklist notonly for alerting
us to whether or not common frames of reference are used, but &lad tO the
extent of their use and the thought put into their use over the sequence of
a programme.

4 5
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The predominant use group teaching in educational administration snould
lead assessors of_ programmes in this subject to examine the awareness and
use of group development models and technique8 by teacher8 in rUnning their
programmes.

Most task-oriented groups can pass through a number of _clearly identifiable
and sequential stages of_ development., More importantly, much can be done
to assist a group through to a more effective later stage of "Performing."
If left to their own devices some groups may 4ot progress beyond the early,
less_ productive stages of "Forming," "Storming," and "Norming." When
"Forming" group members are politei_they avoid conflict; they are concerned
about being accepted or rejected and their orientation is towards the task.
Then, group members become involved in conflict ("Storming" because of the
concerns about_status4 power and organization. The "pecking order" or "who
is_good at _ wha needs to be sorted out. Next, there is more cohesion
between members as there is more affection, open-mindedness and willingness
to share. However, :the pressures to conform to the group ("Norming") may
detract from the task at hand. At the fourth stage_there_is_a_supportive
group climate._ Concerns about interdependence _snd independence are
resolved so that both can occur along with the dominant need to solve
problems in a creative way ("performintl"); A final stage is "Mourning"
which can occur after any of the first four stages and as the group is
about to break up. It involves the breaking_ down of_group cohesion as
members are more_concerned about disengaging from the group and established
relationships and reasserting their individuality ,21_ It is also the time
at which most student feedback on course8 iS gathered!
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As _Che most effective groups, both in terms of task accomplishment and
effective human relationships, are those at the "Performing" stage of
development, there would appear to be some responsibility on the part of
the teacher to develop his or her groups to this level. Is this evident in
the programme you are assessing?

But_there is ehother reason why these stages of group development may be
useful in assessing the effectiveness of programmes._ _It Could be argued
that the stages of group development closely parallel a_necessary sequence,
or_hierarohy, in teaching the content of educational administration. The
necessary base of such a hierarchy is communication which in the main
involves resolving the issues of "Forming" and "Storming" and acts as a
prerequisite for the next stageDecision-Tmaking. This second stage
involves resolving issues not only of_ "Storming" but also "Norming" e.g .
not only consensus but also _group think._ The third ah-J _final stage of
_

Action or implementation involves "Norming" and "Performing."

That is, these_three functionsCommunicaiton, Decision,making, Action--
are not only the foundation stones for effective administration but are
themselves, like the stages of group devt.lopment, also developmental Or
cumulative_ in nature. , There can be little effective action in schools
without effective decision-making and little effective decision-making
without effective communication.

If a programme is of a general and perhaps introductory nature then such a
hierarchy, CommunicationDecision-makingAction, could be used to make
some sort of assessment of both its comprehensiveness and the logic in
sequence of topics.

THE CONTENT

Two of many aspects In assessing the content of programmes are the closeness of
fit between learning objectives and teaching approaches and the "reality" of the
programme.

3.1 Horses for Courses:

It would seem sensible to suggest that a good programme demonstrates some
awareness that certain desired llarning outcomes can best be accomplished
by certain teaching strategies. For example, Burgoyne and Stuart,24 as a
result of a review of the literature on learning theory and the_design of
management development programmes, differentiated what they called eight
"schools of thought" about learning theory. These "schoolS of thought,"
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their summary metaphors and an example strategy are described as:
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Conditioning (Telephone Exchange) Programmed Learning
Trait Modification (TOol Kit) Profiles
Information Transfer_(Library or Filing System) Telling
Cybernetic (Complex Computer) Simulations
Cognitive (Navigator with a Personal Map) Learning/Problem Centred
Discussion
Experiential (Like Us) Structured Experiences, Encounter Groups
Social Influence (Actor with Rights and Responsibilities) Role
Playing
Pragmatic (Learning is Common Sense) Case Studies, Project Work

Burgoyne and_Stuart_also developed a model of management skills--skills
which appeared to equate with successful managerial performance. In brief;
teri Skill8 or learning goals are identified: situational factS,
professional knowledge, sensitivity to events, problem-solving skills,
social skillS4 _emotional resilience, proactivity; creativity, mental
agility, and balanced learning habits.

From their study of fourteen management development programmes,23 the
authors suggest that the nature of learning theories adopted affects the
level of, and areas in which, learning outcomes will be those ''intended"
(or "Ainintended") by programme organisers. Conclusions on the learning
theories that were_found appropriate for different kinds of learning goalS
are summarised in Chart 3 which follot48.
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Such a chart could perhaps be used as _a checkllst in assessing the

effectiveness of our programmes. But perhaps also; we will need to take
ihtb account the fact that we do hOt live in a totally rational world. Aa

Burgoyne and Stuart point out:

In a totally rational world, choice would not be problematic.
A problem would be observed (for example; a need to_develop
social skills in managers), alternative means of solving the
problem suggested (for example, to do more of what we've done
in_the past, i.e five_more_lectures_on_communication; or; _

alternatively, to adopt a different teaching strategy altogether)
and a choice would be made (for_example, the data .,._suggest
that an experiential approach offers the best means Of
achieving a goal of developing social skills in managers).
In the_real world, however, all kinds of other considerations
need to be taken into account; apart from what is the
apparent "best" way of achieving a goal. Take the last,
example. what might be some of the constraints to adOpting an
experiential approach to social skill development? From_talking
with some of the management teachers in our sample; it appears
that such constraints are numerous and varied. Consideration must
be given to precedent, institutional norms of behaviour and conduct
available resources and facilitiesi_the exE;ectations of examining
bodies; students and their employers; and the reactions of the
teacher's peers and colleagues, to name but a few.24

If nothing elSe, the aboVe material Should help us question strongly tile
effectiveness of programmes that rely on single learning modes.

3.2 Reality_:__Unidimensional? Always Best?25

There is no doubt that the need for educational administrator training to
be grounded in prac-ical experience and real life situations has become a
loud and frequently neard cry. _"Thatsounds fine; but the reality is ._..,

... in reality things aren't like that...," "... but when I get back to
the real world..." are familiar studenl: comments. The assumption
underlying this need is that learning events that are characterised by high
reality are also those which maximise the opportunity for "significant"
learning, which is more readily transferable to behaviour in the

educational administrator's work situation.

Is _the link between reality and effective teaching that simple and
straightforward? On further ref.lection; it could be maintained that
answers are required to at least three more specific questions. what is
meant by "high reality," is reality a uni-dimensional concept in the
learning situation; and does it follow that high reality learning_events
are always the most effect.=ve? Let me briefly explore each of these
questions.
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3.2.1 what_i_s_ meant_by_tigh reality?

It would appear that a )4arring event is perceived to he of high
reality following comparison of the activities .of_the event with
those past, present_ and_ conceived future experiences which
theleducational adminis_trator_hAs, is;_jor will shortly_be, accruing
in his or her _workirole. Thus, reality is_ a sUbjectiVe property
conferred on a learning event by an individual.

3.2.2 Is reality a uni-_dimensional concept_ in learning_s_i_tuations_Z

Any learning event can be described in terms of its perceived,
subjective reality along at least three dimensions--contento
process and environment._ For example, a_ discovery bas.:d
simulation aimed at developed understanding of leadership roles in a
group where participants are required to build a tower of Lego
bricks may have_low content reality, high process reality (in that
the decision making process required to _achieve an un-real task
might be very similar _to the decisiorprmaking proces,,es the

administrator experiences in his or her school or system), and low
environment reality (in that the luxurious appointments of the

carpeted seminar room compare unfavourably with the stark reality of
the school staff room).

But there are also at least three modes of_learning each of which
gives ja unique quality to the reality Of learning activities:
reception of input (described, talked about reality)i discovery
(experienced reality) and reflection (thought about,
contemplated reality).

Taking account _of these dimensions and modes of learning we can
etnatruct a reality matrix, as shown below, _and use this to closely
define the reality of a particular learning event.

Dimensions of
Learning-Event content

Process

Environment

Described

Modes of Learning

Experienced Contemplated
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Does the matrix work? Well; without the benefit of the modes of
learning dimensions of the matrix we might argue that_a situation
such as a lecture on staff development given in a motel conference
room to a group of middle-level_educational administrators would_be
perceived as high on content reality but low on both process and
environmental reality._ In fact; it might be concluded that most
lectures will have low process and environmental reality and
therefore transfer of learning will be poor. There is, however.an
inconsistency in this analysis that the matrix can help to correct;

The_content,reality in ths_above example:is based on the perceived
reality of what is being describedo whereas process and
environmental reality are based on what is being experienced.
To..be consistent we _ have_ .to associate reality with the modes of
learning which are being used.

Process and environmental_reality could be high in the example being
used if, for _example, the lecturer vividly describes some human
interaction and transports us from our seat to actually reliving the
scene in a familiar school.

3.2.3 Does it follow that high reality learning events are always the
most efficientL

Are there,certain situations where high reality events would appear
inappropriate and often dysfunctional? There may sometimes be good
cause _to move away from reality_ in our teaching of educational
administration. For example._ high reality learning events would
appear to be inappropriate and often dysfunctional when there is a
need for growth rather than maintenance oriented learning and
Where there is sufficient threat_ invoked in a high reality
situation for it to be a barrier to learning.

Extreme high _reality_pay lock the learner into current and past
experience and curtail visions of a different future. Techniques
such as those involving playing of unfamiliar roles might allow an
educational _administrator _to consider radical alternatives,
behaviour, ideas. etc; A similar outcome might_ result from the use
of_ structured experienc.*s, _simulations, rble reversal, using
unfamiliar case studies (e.g. from other countries), problem-solving
in small support groups, and personal or group growth activities.

Too high_ a reality may also_ threaten an individual learner's
comfortable, reconciled views of himself or herself and his or her
administrative work. A_ non-accepting and _unsupportive learning
climate might inhibit rather than encourage self-revelation and
change.

51
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We must be careful not to automatically equate low reality with low
threat.,_It is quite possible to threaten learners in a icw reality
event, if the learning process is itself threatening or unfamiliar to
the learneri_e.g. many Sensitivity Training exercises that focus on
the individual's personality or even videotaping seminar performance
for later playback and group z'malysis.

We must also not forget that ultimately the learner must return to
high reality when he or she resumes work. Thus While low reality
designs would appear to be necessary in the earlier stages of _a
course, there will eventually be a need to include consideration of
how to help learners back to high reality.

As one_ of thc aims of this Caribbean symposium is to explore issues
related to the professional preparation and development_of educational
administration in developing_areas of_ the world; an important aspect
of reality relates to the relevance of "developed" country theory and
practice for developing countries.

Kigaundu et a126 reviewed 94 _articles on organizations in developing
countries. They found_articles :that focussed on the technicaliand
organizational "core" of an organization, that is on_a closed system;
were most likely to find no significant prOblems in the use of Western
theory in developing countries. The authors suggested that this

occurs because the articles concentrate on _the technical; that is such
things as organization development;_ budgeting and use _of computers,
which require internal organiZational expertiSe and Ltttle interaction
with the environment.

However, those articles that focussed on tae organization's
relationship with its environment were_ more likely to find serious
difficulties in the use Of Western ideas thus necessitati;:g major
adjustments _to "conventional" theory. _ Cuitural; economic and

political/institutional factors were all considered as aspects of the
"environment".

Some of the more specific reasons for weak fit due to the culture
factor were:

Deep personal insecurity _dominated by formalism; ritualism, paper
fetish and amoral famiiialism

Caste systemi_religious taboosi_differing concepts of time, deep
rooted traditions of centralization- and informality

Trade practices; friendship patterna, cultural normS And
expectations; patriotism ...

Extended-family concept and kinship relations, authority of the
elder, collective responSibility
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Smoothing mode of conflict reSolutiOn, closer emotional
interactions ...

Corruption; elitism; and status related to pel:sonal and grout)
alignment rather than merit 27

Specific economic factors included abundant labour supply yet shortage
of_skilled labour and professionals,_ monopolistic patterns, "infant
industries," rapid _change, and a, combination of small Slze; lack of
specialization and lack of competition.28

Developing countries were seen to generally have highly centralized
governments, large public sectors,_ and a small middle class. Kiggundu
et al also suggests that politiCal influence and cOrruptiOn Undermine
managerial action and that this leads to management by crisis in

developing countries.29

While so called developed countries_ cannot claim to be free of_these
characteristics, Kiggundu et al's conclusion remains relevant
(emphasis in original):

In general; each time the_environment is involved;
the_theory developed for Western settings does not
apply, because it assumes contingencies that may
not be valid for developing countries.In toe.se
situations, utilization must be preceded by a
situational analysis to identify the relevant_
contingencies and their interrelationships. To the
extent that contingencies for the utilization of
administration science in developing countries differ
from those in industrialized countries, the transfer
of management knowledge and technology (e.g. management
development, curriculum development, technical assistance)
should emphasize process rather than content theories ...
and methods."

CONCLUSION

This_article has attempted to set down some_thoughts on factors to_consider
in assessing the effectiveness of programmes in educational administration.
It has delved_briefly into_three interrelated aspects: the learners and_their
stages of individual development, their tendency toward initial dependence;
and their needs to master and belongl the setting, particularly such_factors
as_assessment; the inclusion of _students from different organizations, and
group teaching: the content with respect to how different learning objectives
might be met by different teaching approacheS and its reality.
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It is , conclUded that teachers of educational adMinistration have a

responsibility to develop their students to higher levels of individual and
group development. In developing individual learnersi however, care
needs to be taken to base teaching approaches on adult learning principles.
The essence of: these principles revolves around the point that adult learners
are invollied with transformations, as opposed to formations, in their
learning. In contrast to formations, transformations require more time_and
greater effort. They also require that_established meanings and values be
raised to conscious level and that new behaviours have a chance to be tested
in "safe" situations before being adopted.

Awareness of adult learning principles should also result in changes in

teaching styles as_the student develops._ Particularly important are changes
in teaching approaches to ensure that the student does not remainidependent
on the reacher. A sequence of teaching styles is suggested ("directing--
facilitatingc011aborating") as a stimulus to further discussion.

Spending time in_developing educational administration classes through the
early and less productive stages_of group development, that is "Forming--
Storming-7,Norming," and into the "PerfOrming" stage will also have benefits
fOr the learners. Not only will benefits accrue in the area of mastery of
course content, but also students will gain greater_understanding and skills
in a most vital area of educational administration, the interpersonal.

Developing understandings and skills in the interpersonal area, working with
and through other people should help the student of educational
administration to more effectively cope_with a somewhat neglected area in the
teaching of the.subject, the effective implementation of learnings in his
or her own educational setting.

Group_teaching isi however, subject to much of the limited course time being
wasted_ in unproductive student _discussions with the _"lowest common
denominator" predominating. Careful consideration needs to be given by the
teacher of educational administration to approaches that provide students
with a common frame of reference,_ for example, case studies, _structured
experien.,7!es and role playing. It is suggested that such approaches might be
used at different stages in a course depending on their inherent threat or
risk and the student's ability to cope With this threat ot riSk.

It is further concluded that, as students axe _likely_ to pick up as much
learning from the way a _course is taught as from what_ is_ taught, _it is

important :for the teachers of educational administration,to be very,clearly
aware,of their own_ attitudes toward the superior/subordinate relationShip.
This is :of particular significance in teacher/student interactions, in the
continued dependence of_ the student on the teacher, as _well as_ in the
"assist/assess" dilemma and its concomitant "withdrawal game." Teachers of
educational administration need to be careful that action by or demanded Of
them at _the _early atates of a course does not negate development to later
ttages of individual and group development.
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It is concluded that a fertile field for further examination in the teacher
of educational administration _lies in the matching of course objectives and
teaching strategies along the lines commenced by Burgoyne and StUart.

concluded that "reality"_ is not a unidimensicnal concept of
the learning situation and taat high reality learning e s ere notjalways
the most efficient. Any learning event needs to be an-P.1 along at least
thee dimensionscontent, process and environmentand t-ree learning modes
--described, experienced and contemplated. In addition,. 1w. reality learning
designs may be necessary in the early stages of a course to help a student
break a maintenance orientation or overcome the possible threat inv:ed by a
high reality situation;

An analysis of the "reality" of theory and prdctice_from so called developed
countries for_ deveioping countries suggested that focussing on the technical
and organization core of an_organization facilitates a transfer of learning.
However, concentrating on the organization's relationship with the cUltural,
economic and political/institutional environment _necessitates major
adjustments to developed country theory and_practice. It was_ concluded that
utilization of_developed country theory and practice must be preceded by a
situation !analysis to _identify the relevant contingencies_ and their
interrelationships. EMphasis should be on process rather than content
theoric:, ,:nd methods.

For convenience, the majority of these conclusions could be formed _into a
checklist for assessing the effectiveness of profeeeional develOpMent
programmes in educational administration. Such a checklist is appended to
this paper.

Writing in a confessional_ vein, Reddin31_ explains that as a change _agent
(teacher of educational administration?) he has been attached to different
organizations (classes?) as "servant, master, captive behavioural scientist4
visii:ing professor, tame seal, and resident magician." me adds, "I sometimes
have tc remind my clients that I have not walked on_ water recently;
Sometimes I have to remind myself." The two points made by Reddift, the
overdependence of the student on the teacher and the over-confidence of the
teachers of educational admInistration in_their own _abilities and importancei
are indeed salutory ones. Joth issues have been emphasised in this paper,
the former explicitly and the latter implicitly. In respect of the latter,
it is only when we expect of ourselves what we expect of our students, that
is that pertormance comes to depend not only on intuitive skill or "art" but
also on explainable techniques and procedures, that we will transform a craft
into a profession.
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CHECKLIST FOR ASSESSING THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMMES

IN EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

1. Do courses take into account characteristics of respondents in assessing
the reasons behind feedback?

2. Does the approach used take responsibility for developing participants
through the stages of individual development?

3. Does it do this in such a way that the participant is challenged but not
"bowled over"--so that change/development occurs without trauma,
entrenchment or flight?

4. Does the programme contain a sequence that results in a movement of
students from dependence to independence to interdependence e.g. by using
teacning_styles in the sequence of directing through facilitating to
collaborating?

5; Is_there a balance in the programme's expected outccmes between mastery
and belonging behaviour?

6. Does the programme contain an awareness of or attempts to overcome the
assess/assist dilemma?

7. Is there evidence showing the use of common frames of reference where
there are participants from different organizations?

8. Is there evidence that these approaches take into account the Stage of
development of the individual and group?

9. Does the programme demonstrate awareness and use of group development
models and techniques?

10. Have the participants in the programme achieved the "Performing" level of
group development?

11. If the programme is of a general and Introductory nature does it cover
the three basic areas of Communication, Decision-making and Action?

12. Does it_do this in_such a way to recognise the sequential/hierarchical
nature of these areas?

13. Does the programme demonstrate awareness of different learning outcomes?

14. Does the programme demonstate awareness and use of different teaching
strategies?
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15. Does the programme attempt to match learning outcomes with the most
appropriate teaching strategies?

16. IS_there a realization in the_programme that "reality" is a
Multi-dimensional concept in learning skills?

17. Is there_an appropriate use of low-reality approaches e.g when there is
a need for growth or where there =is sufficient threat from high reality
for it to be a barrier to learning?

18. Is there consideration of how to help learners back to high reality?

19. Does the programme u5le theory and piactice from developed countries and
if so does it

--restrict itself to the technical and organization core of
organizations?

-=precede its use by a situational analysis to identify the relevant
contingencies and their interrelationships?
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"Toiput away one's original thoughts in order to take up a book is the sin
againSt the Holy GhoSt."

Schopenhauer

This is an essay atout educational administration and "development." The
immediate impetus for_writing it came from an_invitation to participate in a
seminar on educational administration in developing areas, with emphosis on the
Commonwealth Caribbean. Thus the familiar meaning of_ the term "development"
which I first brought_ to_this essay: the process of transferring patterns of
thought, motivation and action from one area or country to another;

As I began to write the essay, however, I recalled that as ideas move_from one
place to another they become_different, sometimes_subtly, sometimes profoundly:
they are transformed, not merely transferred. And it struck me that these
transformations are_similar to those which have taken place over time in the
study of educational adtinistration. Toynbee once characterized civilization as
a "movement ... and not a condition, a voyage and not a harbor."2 So it is with
the development_of though.,:_and fields of study. The essence of understandings
with improved practice, not the acquisition of a deterministic set of
characteristics or a mere shift from_one state to another. This betame the
broader and more important meaning of the term "development on which this essay
is built.

Development: A Conversation

Imagine, if you will, the following_conversation about_international development
and relations between persons from developed and developing countries.

A Travelling Academic Consultant: I've really enjoyed my stay in your country.
Thank you very much.

A Host Country Civil Servant: We have appreciated your visit. Thank you for
your help.

Academic: Really, in quiet moments I sometimes think that you worked with me
only because it was a condition of Canadian aid.

Host: We talked about that ritual betL.re, didn't we?

Academic: Yes. In any case, I have learned more than I have taught ...

6 2
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Academic: Do you know that your country really has a lot of potential. I must
say that; when I came here I_did not know what to expect BLit I was pleasantly
surprised._ So many people have advanced training. There are even graduates
from Oxford and Cambridge!

Host: Yes.

Academic: But still, you seem to have a long way to go. This could be a really
exciting place if people weren't so "laid back" and, quite frankly,
inefficient.

HOSt: Our last Canadian consultant said the same thing.

Academic: Are we right?

Host: Maybe you just see the world in the same way! ...

Academie:: The thing _that struck me most about yotir country is its
schizophrenia. _On the job; people are extremely formal; It is always Mr. or
Mrs.! this and Dr. that._ Off the job,_ _those same people are Very relaXed And
spontaneous with each other. It is as if they are different people.

Host: I don't like the word schizophrenia, but I have seen what you are
describing.

Academic: Have_you? Then why don't you dc something about it? This separation
is dysfunctional. People would like their work a 2-)t more and the government
would operate much more effectively if the gap were nc,- so great.

Host: Perhaps;

Academic: Not perhaps! Everything I know confirms how mportant this is.

Host: You North American academics are too close to rgenzaticns and their
managers. Ever eipce ROethlisberger and Dixon fouad xat -11:rt o.:ganizations
could be more productive with the support_of informal

. gcoups.. social
relations among workers been . manipulated to some orlex',.7tt:i-onrd purpose.
You are_interested in studies of motivation and psychololy becatse Lr a concern
for productivity, not out of an interest in improving peopie'c;

Academic: Now that is going too far, don't you think:

Host: No. Your!organizations, your bureaucracies, have beCtte yCur liVeS. NOt
here. Here our lives are really lived apart from OrganiZationS.

Academic: Oh?
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Host: __But _there is more_. Government bureaucracy has always had a rvagative
image for us. This is because the only government organizations_were foreign
bureaucracies which symbolized our status--first,as slaves or displaced workers
and then as colonials. Even though we now direct those bureaucracies, we
continue to think of them in the same way. We dislike them. That_is_why we are
soformal,-,rwe refuse _to get too involved with_them. we separate ourselves from
them; we make them unreal, and we mock them. What you call schizophrenia serves
us very well; It keeps t28 sane.

Academic: I hear what you are saying. But I am not sure I really understand.

Host: Good. Now you and I are making proc;ress

Host: But I sometimes wish I could say the same thing about_my country. When
we achieved our_political_independence twenty vears_ago our hopes were_high and
we believed we could achieve them. Now it is much harder to be so confident.

Academic:
_ _-

HOw would you like me tb help?

Host: Let us find our own way before I answer that question.

Perspective

The _words, and_ the images and relationships behind the words, in this
conversation are central to the question,_ "Are theory and research ift

educational adMinistration,:transferable to developing countries?" This is

because the conversation illustrates: the historical and cultural location of
the key assumptions in any _view of _organizations and their management; the
problematic nature of those assumptions when they are considered for use in some
other location: and, consequently, the problematic nature of the relationships
Of people _from different places, including relationships between people from
"developed" and "less developed" or "developing" countries. All__of this is
familiar _to _anyone who has experienced the pleasures, frust-rations and
intellectual growth that can accompany working with people from other places.

What is less familiar and will be the substance of this_paper is that this
conversation is also_a metaphor f, r thf! development_bfiAJIIN:Dry__and researchIn
educational administration. This ;3 becau:e it shows theory and research in our
field in a developmental persp_ctiye illustrating ,that MOre complex,
differentiated, and valid, conceptic:, Of co-tional administration can only be
accomplished though a critical analys of our current theories and lssumptions
and that disonance or uncertainty an important stimulus to this analysis.3
The conversation also implies an emerging sen3e of rela: ,rism which is necessary
for the further development of our fiel..

At the same time, I will argue thar thi, sc').30 smj however taL^.2:tal_ and

important it has been, is not sufficie che contLruing developamt of
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educational administration as a field of study or practice. Simple or naive
relativism_ia_not workable, either intellectually or emotionally, for any_person
who is engaged: with practical affairs. Life, thought :and work must be focussed
by: some ccmmitments, that is values or interests with which we identify and
WhiCh are chosen within an awareness of relativism.4 Seen in this light, the
further developm.mt of educational administration requires both a critical
analysis of current theory and research and_an examination _of the commitments to
which they are attached; These will be normative :and ethical undertakings as
Well as social-scientific ones. The, result, I hope, will be theory Of a

different kind: partly empirical and partly moral; partly sympathetic and
partly critical; and always _concerned with the_ accomplishment, _through
deliberation, practice and the just use of power, of the best traditions of the
culture in which it is located;

Educational Administration as a Field of Study: A Brief History

Seen up close, :as when one reads texts, journals, dissertations or abstract,:
educational administration seems too diffuse or Inchoate to be called properly
field of study, too full of opinion and sreculation to be termed a discipline
There appears_to be_no_body of knovledge to_define it, no common methodoloc;:
shape it. Yet from another and more distant vantage point, which offil. :

somewhat overgeneralized but still useful: perspective, the many differ
studies and approaches in the field seem held together by near unanimity on a
small number of common assumptions. Four of these are most impor-cant.

One, educational organizations are; potentially at least; socially useful. They
haVe become instruments or public policy and social progress, however these are
defined at various times and in different places.

Two,:the study of education administration is best located within the traditions
of the social sciences; These traditions were shaped the Renaissance belief
in our capacity to control our environments through Observaticn. and reason and
by nineteenth century liberalism's views of rational government. Comte was
perhaps_ the_ first to envision the sociologist as the_priest of a new rational
order, but he was by no means the last. Lassweil put the case for the social
adienceS, and for scientifically organized knowledge as a primary basis for

social a,7%doni this way:

In common with any branch of social:and political science;
psychology bears an instrumental_relationship to morals and
politics .... The spectacle of trustrated moral intention is
familiar in the ordinary experiences of life .... Moral
intentions :call for more than self-knowledge.: They must be
implemented by reliable knowledge of the_ attitudes of other
people through time and of the factorS that affect them ....
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If our moral intentlon is to realize a democratic society, we
need a science of democracy to implement the goal Our aim
..._is_nothing less than to_give hands_and_feet to morality, to_
discern with ever increasing accuracy the causes and controls of
humanidestructiveness. Moral valUes are acquired from the
experience of human nature in contact with culture; they are
derived from a specialized_branch hf_culturei_metaphysics
theology;_they_are_implemented by other specialized branches of
culture, psychological, social and_political science; and
psychological, social and political practice.5

Three,_following the social sciences inithe United States and under the early
influence,of positivists such as Feig1;5 the study of educational administration
is properly guided by an interest in: formal, verifiable hypotheses derived frOM
theory; and a view of theory which is detached from personal commitment,
objectified, highly rationalized, and restricted in scope.

Taken together_ and mutually reinforcing, each other, these first three
assumptions lead to a fourth: a particular view of educational organizations and
of how social and educational progresS were to be achieved, Goal-directedness,
efficiency, effectiveness, functional behavior and directive leadership are
primary virtues, to be given theoretical support and empirical bases.

These tour assumptions, and not some particular theoretical formulation or body
of knowledge, have been _the theory ment in educational administration, its
raison d' trpAnd_inspiration4,_

The, theory movement_ served professors and researchers of educational
administration very well _from its beginnings in the late 1950's until the early
1970's. Most universities established graduate programs in the area; an
academic ethos influenced the field; journals were created; research grew in
volume and,quality; researchers linked themselves to_government agencies which
agreed to fund their work. Educational research and development centers were
created across North America. A great deal was accomplished, or so it seemed at
the time.

For a variety hf reasons; this rate of accomplishment could not be sustained.
By the early 1970's enthusiasm for research and development in education had
begun to wane in Canada, for example-, persistent rumors began to circulate
about the future of_ the Ontario Institute for Studies in Education and the
Alberta Human Resources Research Council was disbanded in 1972. In the ''parent"
disciplines, especially sociology, fundamental criticisms of the disciplines'
methods and conclusions began to surface; critios such as Mills7 and Gouldner08
who wrote hut were largely_ignored _in_the 1950's and 1960's were given a

long-postponed hearing and were soon joined by )thers.

66
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It was in this context that Greenfield9 presented his important critique of
methodology and the values inherent in the theory movement in educational
administration. Drawing,upon work in the phenomenological_ tradition,_ Greenfield
argued that by virtue of their preferences in theory and methods, scholars in
educational administration nad produced theories which represented a superficial
and distorted conception_of educationaLorganizations and _a_very_faulty picture
of the individual within :them. Quite predictably, the reaction against
Greenfield wds immediate, intense and acrimonious.

The self-criticism in which Greenfield played a central role was not to be
halted. _ While most theorists were_ unwilling_ to_concede_ Greenfield's most
important points; a number of :others asserted that the :theory movement in
educational iadMinistration had been unproductive: Halpin" wrote about "the
fUMbled torch" and lamented:the failure of the theory movement to live up to its
early promise; _Iannacone;11 about "the smoggy view from the valley" and the
difficulties__ of interdisciplinaryi_ theory-guided_ research in educational
administration and Erickson,12 about "how to get the idiot off the freeway" and
the reluctance of administrative theorists in education to attend to problems of
organizing teahing aad learning in schools.

The main consequence of this self7criticism to :date has been a sense of

pluralism and relativism about the methods of research in educational
administration, often reflected in assertions about rhe value of multiple
methods and different perspectives. Although a positivist image of theory and
research in_sducational administration_ is_ still strong_ (andi_ perhaps; growIng
more so because of recent interest in effective schools); phenomenological and
critiCal views_ have gained :credibility, especially in parts of :England,
Australia and Canada. While the debate has subsided scnewhat; the dualisms and
issues which can divide theorists are now widely familiar: objective versus
subjective views of social :reality;: hypotheses derived from theory versus
propositions obtained through :reflection on experience; quantitative versus
qualitative approaches to methodolocy.13

Commi tment± and_ I tc ConsequencP s f or Theore tica 1 Wo rk in Ed u c a rA.Ao_ma_l

Administration

Buti the debate has been limited_and_the resulting pluralism_has been_confined
largely to_technique. Other assumptions of the theory movement--particularly
those about formal theory as the primary basis: of administrative:action; and
administractive action as goaldirected efficiency--have been left in the

background of the debate. The central position of this paper is that; if the
debate_ is ultimately to__become fruitfuli_ it_ must _be extended to include
simultaneously critical attention to_tbese_-nther assumptions; This is because
concern for epistemology and technique is illusory when it neglects attentioh to
purposes. And if social critics such as Berger14 or Hummel15 are correct,
exclusive concern with technique is also dangerous, because to keep it in the
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foreground and _relegate other concerns_ to a rather blurred and_ unexamined
background is ultimately to distort the whole picture by allowing: means to
replace ends as_ ultimate norms; cases to replace persons; effectiveness to

replace ethics; functions to replace action; and command to replace dialogue.16
It is to distort our images of ourselves.

It is clear; :then, that I yalue _moral, concern as well as thoughtfulness: I

cannot maintain for long a posture of detachment when confronted by the moral
urgencies of a si-tuation. For example, while I can be reflective about their
origins_and_what might be done about them; I simply cannot be neutral on matters
of:inequality; :alienation or oppression. To be fully human requires action as
well as reflection, compassion as much as reason, determination and skill as
much as understanding.

And _so_ I bring _us_ to _questions of reflectionandi action,: of ethics and
authority; of morality and the just use of power., We also come to our images of
ourselves--the values_with which,we,choose to identify and which we choose to
pursue. And we confront what development (whether of theory or of persons)
really means: enlarging our perspoctives_i_ recognizing _the_cross-currents of
life; being committed while tentative; affirming our values while respecting
those of:others; believing in our basic values but yet being willing to:learn;
valuing intelligence and action, and seeing development as: a 3ourney which all
of us retrace over and over--I hope--more wisely each time.17

Moving morality and the just use of power along with eptstemology to:the
foreground of our thinking about administraLive action in education--in effect
creating an approach to our work which is empirical as well as moral and
concerned with tue just use ')f power to accomplish the best traditions in_our
cultureswill rsh&fF the _nature of _theoretical work in _educational
administration. Our work: will be given meaning and direction py broadened ideas
about the nature: of intellectual activity in eduCatiOnal adtinistration and an
enlarged conception or our subject matter.

_Ethics- and_ -Ref 1ect±on Broadening llectua _Activity_ Educational
Administration

Although we all know it well_in _everyday_ _like,__when_ we_ struggle with making
sense of the contradictions between:our desires and our actual accomplishments;
too little is formally known in the :social sciences about the approach to
intellectual activity in educational administration for which I am:arguing in
this essay. Yet there are exemplars--Deweyi 18 mills,19 Myrdal weber,21
Berger;22 and others. _Allshare a humane vision of the: social sciences; :a
commitment to: social justice; a willingness to expose their corn values: to
analysis and debate, a high level of regard for those wLose liVeS they reflect
upon and become engaged with, and a fine sense of intellectull (-raftmanship. It

is these qualities which we should seek to emulate.



As we move toward a way of thinking about educational_administration that is
more _useful _t_a_practical, ethical_ purposes, the_ nature _of our_ intellectual
activity is broadened. We, begin to!move away from a posture which isilargely
theoretical and restricted in scope to another which 1P more broadly reflective
and more encompassing Of human thought and experience. Of the features which
accompany such a broader perspective, I believe six to be the most important.

One !is the recognition; in both practical and intellectual affairs, that
knowledge, (including formal epistemology), evaluation (morality)iand action
(especially, I will argue later, the just use of power) are inseparable. Lewis'

statement on this matter is the clearest:

Knowledge,_action and evaluation are essentially:connected.
The primary and pervasive significance of knowledge lies ih
its guidance of action; knowing is for the sake of doing. And
action, obviously, is rooted in evaluation. For a being which
did not assign comparative values; deliberate action would be
pointless; and for one which did not know, it would be
impossible.23

Twoi 1. the extent that it can be considered separately; the task of reflection
or anlaysis is to!incuirr: into these values and their realization in practice:
what they mean, hethe ie are really motivated by them, what we are doins in
relation to them; whetsr we could do better; whether our action on them is
unbalanced_or_ have_unwiticipated consequences, and_ so on. _ The_purpose of
analysis achieved through methods which are sympathetic and critical is to

clarify human purposes and to_seek alternative possibilities for accomplishing
them more wisely and comp.Letely.

Three; that analysis is best conducted within an atmosphere based on equality of
regard; with emphasis onireason and persuasion, not coercion or_the presumptica
that some persons' postions are more valid or less d2_storted than those of
others. No group of persons, including social scientl.stsi can be assumed to
have greater: capacity for detaching themselves from their interests or desires
than others.24

Four is the appreciation of the historical, cultural and institutional locations
of our 1,.ork. I mean here an attitude of critical self-awareness. Theory and
research can only be_ understood through _an_ _examination _of the_intellectual
history that nas shaped the theoretical and research inquiry. Researchers also
have_ personal ,and institutional :histories. Most :of us at this seminar_are
university professorsthis fact determines very much what we seek to accomplish
and what we are able to do. We cannot detach ourseivr:.s from the intermesning of
history and culture with our lives, the insti-,atizns in which we work and our
place (including roles and status) within them.



Five is the awareness that the purpose or our work is our continuing
development; not simply the accumulation c)f. theory or knowledge. Here
development_means the ongoing acquisition ot.- nore complex; differeatiated_and
valid conceptions of ourselves and our environments and of extended conceptions
of beauty, goodness and truth; and commitment, motivation and skill to act on
the basis of these conceptions. Without the conjunction signified by the

italicized "and," development simply will ot be complete. We know from
Piaget's _work on human development that it the constant interplay of thought
and action, of experience and its reconstruction in thought to guide future
experience, wich leads to development.-:.5 This is true of theory as well--
unless it is brought to application and refd or reconstructed through
practice, it will remain arid or, as mare ,:niamonly puti "academic".

Six, _the direction of,our work is by ':!ie 1-\,ues,of the culture_in wt:ich we
are located. While it is obvious tnat -nere .'11 be reasonable disagreement
about the content and meaning of thes2 I do not believe that
is; or_for_that matter can_bei_compIeteI,: rtt:,latIve._ For example_I_believe: 71.at

rational persuasion i_s superior :to coer _that pers)nal :Lni.edon .11ou1d be

extended,and,that each individUal's claim r.o .reedom s equal tcs .t_of,every
other individual. In a sense, I am not ak-Ae to demonstratn logiclly
the ultimate cor :tness of these viewsi cdnnot argue these represent
more than_articieL of personal_ faith. And yet I know that they are more than
this--I wish iat I could use the German. 'Ich verstne,_" hert Ouse it would
communicate simultaneouSly that I understand them intellectually and I belieVe
them to be right. They are part of the liberal intellectual tradition of
western _societyand_shared_by many_ people; though far from all. Perhaps thEy
are best characterized as ideas wnich; while not absolute, are worth living by.

In a sense these points, aimed at enlarging the perspectives of those who
"always know the score but never the game being played, "_26 are underlaid by a
conoeption of intellectual work _In_ educational _administrstion_as_an
ethically-informedi reflection uponi:and: engagement with: practical affairs;
sensitive to problems of _power in the theory-practice relationship. , In this
concepl:ion I take Schutz's "true for all practical purposes"27 rathi t.

"truth" or "Isomorphism" as the most important criterion for assessing our wort..
Indeedi_in_ thesocial_scisnces_ I regard truth, if by it we meau knowing for
certainty :and objectivit the avcributes and operationof a social,world,_to be
an impossibility. Our ,"knowledge" of the social world i8 tbb neSted in CUltUre,
our Mode1 :3 too contradictory, our data too open to alternative interpretations;
to believe otherwise. Bateson is persuasive:

Science probes; it does not prove All experience_is subjective
.... Our brains make images we think we "perceive" .... Tht .

division of the perceived universe into parts and whole is
convenient and_may_be necessary, but_no_necessity_determines_
how it shall be done .... Logic is a poor model of cause and
effect .... Language stresses only One side of any interaction.28
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"True for all_practical purposes" does not seem a neat criterion by:which to
l'udge:intellectual activity. This is because it_does: not provide the phantom of
an external standard for measurement and justification. Rather, _it calls for
people to answer questions of validity both for themselves_and _together with
others, in the contexto of their experience and purposes. But we do have James'
criterion:

TeSt ,avery concept by the question, "What sensible difference
to anybody will its truth make?"_and_you are in the best possible
posItion_for understanding what it means:for discussing its
importance .... Any idea:that helpz usito deal lether practically
or intellectually, with either the reality or it oelOngings0
thAt doesn't entangle our progreee in frustrationsi that_fits,
in fact, and adapts our life_to the reality's whole setting,
will agree ! 'ficiently to meet the requirement.29

It:is important that this not be misunderstobd as a vulgar pragmatism, concerned
only with the question, "Will it work?" Of course it willwe know _from
experience that almost any form of social organization and any style of
individual behavior willihave_its adherents, even_its advocates. , Rather; ih the
spirit: of Arendt's view that_"the :trouble With mbderh theorieS of behaviorism is
not that they_ Are Wrong bUt that they could become true ...",30the real
questions are "For what purposes is this idea useful to whom?" "How does it
help in our efforts to shape a 'good' society?"

Development, Culture and Political Ethics: Elements for an Enlarged Theory of
Educational Administration

Human activity in organizations ,:s manifestly complicated. Part of the
difficulty that we theorists experience in dealing with it conceptually can be
attribUted to this inherent complexity. But, _our problems as theorists can be
traced also to our failure to conceputalizE: administration or life in
organizations in a way that is useful to practical, ethical purposes.

Development and Engagement The most_obvious_features_of (janizations_is that
there are people in them. No_metaphar from mechanics,: cybernetics, economics or
biology__does sufficient justice to this important reality, nor does ,any
intellectually, convenient dualism: inorganizations people work and play, love
and hate, waSte time and behave productively, pursue their self-interest_and
contribute to the common good, follow plans_ and act spontaneously. And, while
organizations structure environments with rules and regulations; as must be the
case, people bring with:them their own knowledge which may be most important to
their work-7especially the:social abilities to express themselves maturely and
intelligently, be attentive, concentrate, volunteer, _comply, enyage in
constructive self-directed activity, initiate work interactions; accept
responsibilityv_carry_through and complete tasks; exercise self-control, show
creativity, assert their interests show sensitivity to the need8 of others,



and enjoy a sense of a -cmplishment about purposes achieved. The threads that
are_these actions and r .tionships_are_woven together in_organizations_in_such
aiway as to form bothiwidely shared meanings and a multiplicity of individual;
status and group realitjes;

At any time in the history of an organization, these meanings and realities come
_whicn they inherit from their_ predecessors in the

organization; as directives which they :receive from their superiors; _and as
conditions which tey constantly create for themselves. All of these7-history
and culture, ex.r.anal authority and self-directionare part of experience and
the human )n in organizations._ Seen in this way organizational lite is
both a_re-e!--ictnt_of :history and culture and an original performance on the
part of i.: .:,:rent members, ian inheritance and a, personal _accomplishment;
This, of course, is,a,way of bringing Giddens' point about sociology into theory
for educational administration: "Men produce society but they do so as
historically located actors; and not under conditions of their own choosing."31

It is in thisimixture of tension 2sittween the,pre-given and the emergent; the
apprecj.ation of history ant. tile ,cipaton of a future, that there occurs the
developmenr of persons _d_nd tts ..,cgani.z,_.:ions in which _they work. indeed,
development Las the acquisiti-:: at mar comp1e)(4_ _valid_ _and_ differentiated
understandings ofself and environment_and of the motiviation and skill to act
onithe_basis of those understandings)32 will not occur without the generation
and reduction Of dissonance. Tenslon sets the stage for development, marks its
trajectory and shapes its outcome.

Development does not:mean_the sudden emergence of some idea or thing which was
previously unexpected. Whi- occasionally_ dramatic, for :the most part the
processes of developaymt a__ gradual; often so gradual that change is

discernible only in retrospect. W:t. reconstruct aur vision and understanding_of
organizations_ (as, for_example, Weber did for us all) only infrequently much
morei time is spent transferring rhe concept to new cases or completing
additional examples, the key ingredients in both cases being repetition and
elaLoration.

While development seems to be a nataal and ongoing process when seen in
retrospect; at the time it takes place it is not experienced as an
inevita'Oility._ It is shapeo by inctiv-Auals who avoid or become engaged in the
development of themselves or the organizations in which they work. The
processes_of_avoidance_in _organi_z_ations_ are__ well_ known. They include33
temporizing (putting possibilities off for a period of time);_ escape (exploiting
excuses such as reLativism to avoid commitment or responsibility), alienation
(the aandonment of interest and involvement), and retreat(avoiding ambiguity
and political action in the spirit of Fromm's Escape from Freedom).34



Also well known are the processes through which we engage in the develapment of
ourselves and our organizations. These are familiar as the "projects" described
by the existentialists, the change mavements described by critical theorists,
and_the enthusiasms_portrayed by theorists:of organizational development. They
involve a sense of purposefulness, personal identification; power and concerted
action. : Central to them are what Berlew calls "value-related opportunities"35
in organizations: opportunities to experiment,_ to do something which is good, to
clOo something especially well, ta do something _which is _unique, _and_so_ on._ And
they seem to require the leadership that MacGregor-Burns describes as

transforming,:36 that is leadership which:is democratic and which lifts followers
into "their better selve8". Wore succinctly, development requires engagement
not avoidance. And engagement, in turn, requires a perception af _a_valued
purpose and_ a _process that is empowering of individuals and groups: these are
matters of culture and political ethics.

culture. Ideas about_development_and_engagement_reflect a fundamental_cultural
shift in_how we have come to understand ourse1;7es.: For most of Western history
we have assumed that behaviar, events and regularities in tne social world:were
produ of forces:beyond individual controlwe assumed that we were made by
history, r:r sped y narnral laws and invisible hands. The more recent
developmal asserr..74; that as individuals we can be participants in
the makim:, at our history.

This perspeve also distinquishe.ci :Airs from non-occidental cultures. Other
c-ultures have different Nr.:.ews, oL auman naturs, learning and ohangei of
individual agency effIcay; andr. the relative importance ofindividuality
and group belongin9nca as of human meaning and identitication.
Berger's discussion of the erosion of honor, a group concept central to most
traditional societies, and the emergence of individual rights as a dominant
social ideal in our urban and bureaucratic culture, is most instructive here.37

This bias in our culture, which is :historically _recent; has profound
i. cations:for how we view and act on the world. It enables us to entertain
the possibility that we might reconstruct our worlds, makes us responsible for
the values which we choose to_ _pursuei_ and holds us accountable for the
consequences of aur choices. Persons: who would make history must also assume
its burdens and accept responsibility for failures to realize their best
values.

Conventional_administrative_theory deals with these ideas c:fivalue and choice in
a very restricted and culturally-centered way. ._Inithis theory valua become
goals, and choices are about_targets, functions and timelires--the imagery .; Of

a bureaucratic, strategic ca: .-lus by those in positions of :ower. I takr: issue
with such views only when thel are used exclusively ar piedotnantly. I prefer
to think of purposefulness in a more comprehensive to include: the
seemingly unaware activity associated with routine processe ; the attateglc
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calculus of persons in positions of influence; the variety of purposes_that are
pursued within organizations, not just those which appear functional for them;
and the overall movement of personsi organizations and society in the

realization of certain va1ue,-.38

Seen comprehensively, most aspects of, life and work in organizations are
ethically problematic and merit sustained analysis._ One r!an question the

purpose_saf_ arganizationsi_ the-distribution _af_an_organizatlon`s benefits, or
the_ responsibilities .of organizations to alter., rather theo _merely reflect;
existing social and economic_ realities; Or examine issues about the rights
abli9tions Of clienrs, employees, managers and employers. Or probe specifiC
problems such as affirmative action., whistle-blowingo deception and the

deliberate_withholding_of informationi_subversion and disobedience, the theft of
intellectual and physical property, and Ao on._ Or critically appraise the

dehuT,anizing aspects of bureaucracy or: of "group think" in social_settings. Of

course, these_ issues of culture, values and ethics can_be approached in a

variety of ways. I .am drawn to three:_the critical analysis of cultureo the
development af_canceptual_frameworks far the. resolution of maral_and_ethical
issuesi and reflective.studies of whether and how we are true to the values that
we _profesA as being the best in our culture. Clearly, anything:approaching a
comprehensive treatment of these matters is an encyclopaedic task, far beyond
the scope of any essay iat follows is a brief indication of some_of the work
requiredstudies_of_the.cilture and_ normative frameworks of organizations, and
the values they act on; not just espouse.

When I speak of culture I mean the symbolic universe within which we function
and which we create. In the analysis of our contemporary culture; the most
important themes_have_to do with _modernity and our sense of social progress and
individual development; These affect our individual, consciousness; the way we
structure _our organizations, ,and the manner in which we conduct and direCt
public affairs. entral to what we call modern consciousness Are: rationality
inthe immediatei _functional_sense; the idea_ that_ reality is_ constituted of
clearly separable elements; the view of life itself as an ongoing exercise:in
problem-solvit; the notion of :multiple realities which make, difficult the

creation of an overarching symoolic universe; a view of human Affairs oriented
toward "progress;" and individuality, the belief which asserts the _primacy of
individual_human_rights and_freedoms.39 Many_af_us share these views by virtue
of when and where we live; our race; and our status. The point is that _we hold
these views, and cannot choose to not have them:, they are there inevitably (and
usually unexamined) as the silent background which gives shape and form to our
thought and_ work. But many others_do nOt share our Weltanscheuung._L_am
reminded here:of the recent :experience: in Canada: of attempting to enshrine
certain aboriginal rights into:the Canadian constitution, To this point; the

exercise _has Leen extremely difficult and largely fruitless. Part bf the

difficulty has been political--the problems of obtaining agreements among
thirteen governments and numeroua representatives_of aboriginal peap_l_e_a _have
been intractable. But more fundamental have been the cultural differences
between_aboriginal peoples and our governments. Aboriginal people simply see
the World
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in diticrent ways, and_ would:act on it differently,_enshrining group rather than
indivc.Aal rights, emphasizing the preservation ot their cultures rather than
individual progressi_and working from a wholistic rather than a segmented view
of their lives and attains..

Normative-conceptual frameworks are also needed, bOth to guide the making of
moral judgements if. administration and the design of organizations and to

appraise existing social and_otganizational conditions._ The_frameworks would_be
built _upon_a platform of such culturally-based ideas as: right,: wrong; duty;
responsibility and dei.;ert and would be used in an evaluative and: prescriptive
fashion to:guide, action. Examples Of '.his sort of work are infrequent in
administration; Vickers, 4° Hodgkinson41 and_Toews42 are mong the few who come
to mind. We need such work in educational administration because both education
and administration are moralienterprises. Education is a social good; relevant
to the advantages that individual: and groups acquire in society. It i8

important to inquire into_ the distribution of these advantages and whether what
we have accomplished contributes to the pursuit of our good _society_.
Administration_andthe design of organizations are similarly moral; concerned
with freedom and the allocation of authority to make decisions in organizations.
_I nave a particular interest in distributive and discretionary justice and
believe that benefits and decisions in educational organizations must not ravor
one party over some others without sound principIes_or re7lsons.__ This clearly
raises_the _questiom of moral reasoning: "What is the ni:ture of valid: moral
judgements and by what criteria will they_be judged valicFr We come then to
conceptions of justice, to our sentiment of humanity and fellowfeeling, to the
making of just and unrepressive rules, and to considerations of ducies4_rightsi
motives and deserts which make particular judgements or distributions
legitimate.

Finally, we require reflective studies which combine empirical investigation
with moral concern in inquiries into whether we are accomplishing o_ur _most
valued purporses. We need to know wnether our actions are producing ethically
right resultsresults for all of us, nct just for men, merbers of the upper and
middle clas. tit white people alone. T do not intend here to explore old
distinctions between science and ideology, for_ I think they are largely
unfruitfuliltellectual_detachmenti insofar as it_is_possible,_is not identical
with the_absence_ of moral concern or icoiepassion. Indeed it is when
intellectual detachment and moral engagement are taken together that each ie the
strongest, combining to form the "hard-nose utopianisM"43 which is essential to
our future, whether as theorists or as citizens.

Political Ethics and--the Just Use Lo_f_ Power. Throlighout this essay I have
touched; in_passing, on the concept:of power in_ what may:seem to some readers as
eevetal disparate ways: al a central element of our subject matter in education
administration; _as a , -)blem in the relationship between theorists and
practitioners of educational administration; as a part of the process of
development, in which the transfer of power in favor of the developing perSon iS



an essentiaL condition Of development itself; as an issue in the_design of
organizations, manifes; in the allocation: of varying amounts of authority to
different roles and positions in :organizations; or as aninstrument of social
change by which we accomplish the best traditions of our culture.

There_can_be_no doubt about power in educatonal_and other organizations: it is
present oft-en tangibly so;:in the lives of people,: their relationships with
each other, and their collective ability to accomplish their purposes. However
it is characterized or attributed--as a commodity, a reward, a condition of
success, an individual characteristic or an expression of collective will and
determinatiou -it is a dominant feature of life and work in all organizations.

While political philosophers:have given much: attention to the problem of power
in organizations and societies, theorists in educational ar?ministration have
been curiously uncritical about_ it- Power has been defi.ed, measured and
attributed_ to_different bases; _but_apart_from the_ theorists of organizational
development in education who would equalize it, power has not been dealt with as
a: (or: the?), central problematic of_ organizations. 1 taink this is because
theorists take power and the right of administrators to exercise it for granted:
in turn, the principal reasons for this may be tnat theorists identify _with
administrators in_organizations or they may be dependent upon administrators for
access to orgarlizations in which to conduct their reearr:h.

At the present time in educational administration this uncritical identification
of power wth administrators is cleal-est in the_ research_ and professional
i_terature oni effective :schools.: This literature portrays

instructionally-effective schools ,as institutions shaped by::powerful and
determined administrators who transform their schools through qualitieF such as:
singleness and clarity of purpose; assertiveness; being _prepared to confront
norms of teacher autonomy__and if_ necessary, to sacrifice interpersonal
relationshtps for the sake of student achievement and politioal and
bureaucratic :acumen, focussing:on purposes which will be endorsed by their
superiors and Shaping their relationships to promoze their interests. For a
variety of reasons, this researCh_has attracted wide academici professional and
public_suppart. _Educational administration is now mal..ked :by calls for such
"strong" leadership and for the redirection or preparation programs and
professional practice along these lines.

This research may have some value_.__ Yet_l_thihk_that something more, or rather
better,_ is needed. There are two:reasons for concern; :One is that this
research is silent about, the essential moral, foundation of education. The
question hereiis not whether "efrective" schools should be based only on these
values, but whether these are the right, the "best" values. The second reason
is that the imagery which the above_view of administration and the use of power
in educational organizations evokes persistently, while perhaps benevolent,in
its -.-oncern for student achievement, is limited and ultimately deSpotic. The



biases that it reflects are fundamentally anti-democratic. It is unflattering
to _teachers and_students, depicting_ them as _persons _of _low_ status, _limited
talent and uncertain commitment;: unwilling to pursue academic !achievement
without determined:leadership. It overlooks :the: reality that 8elf-ditettihq,
self-acting and self-respecting persons at all levels are the foundation of
democratic organizations and social systems.

To view the relationship between:administration and theiuse!of power critically
is to:raise the:problems of freedom and Justice in organizations. What are, and
ShoUld be, the limits on extending freedom to all _persons in organizations? By
what authority and with what power do_weLbring certain ideas or practices into
etfect in organtzations and exclude others?

In, these matters I find the liberal7developmental view most convincing; it

underlies the various comments about power that I have made elsewhere in this
essay._ In outhneo that view suggests that _individual freedom should be
extended as far as possible, with each :individual's, claim to freedom being
regarded as equalito that of every other individual. Freedom is not merely the
chc,ince to act on impulse or the opportunity to choose among given alternatives.
It Is* "... first of a114 the chance to formulate the availaiale_ohoices, _to
argueover_ them--and then_ the _opportunity to! choose."44 For this reason;
freedom cannot exist without an enlarged role for rational persuasion ih
organizational affairs. Freedom is also the power to bring these choices into
effect. It cannot become a reality without a democratic conception_ of
organizational_authority and leadership. All ot this means:that the actions of
authorities ought to be unrepressive; the power of authorities should: be
restricted and balanced, and the processes through which authority is exercised
ought to be grounded in rational persuasion rather than on dominanceo whether of
tradition, personality or position.

Such a view of the "just organization" is not com- nplace in contemporary
theoret.cal ! work in educational administration. Paiadoxically though, the
issues ..,nich this view raises are part of our everyday lives and_practice in
educational organizations. For instancei___1_ work_in a university in which_the
faculty_ are members of_ an organized labor union. Collective negoL:ations
frequently center on matters related to "management rights," whatever v%ie may
be. Individual grievances often have as their substance the principles of
natural Justice-7for example, whether adminlstrors provide employees with_the
right to be heard cr with opportunities rz -41,pea1 when making decisions: about
them.: Clearly, more work:along these and otherilines seems to ible required if we
are _to take seriously_ the problems of freedomK and power in organizations.
NeedleSS to say, I would encourage others to speculate on these issues.
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A Concluding Note

In some ways, I suppose; _this _essay ha:: grown toJ Ioug; hm been too
wide,ranging, and has strayed too f-;:r a.way from it8 gtarting pe_irit in an
hypothetical conversatiori, between an academic from a devel?ed COUntry and a
civiliSerVant from a developing country. An yet, as I reread tLe paperi I think
it makes for this seminar the three points that I set out to express.

Educational administration is, a rea of study in the ,process Of Ohange and
development. :Changes are much needed, for they itiay enable us to acUire more
complek and differentiated views of educational oTganizations and of _our
relationships as theorists to them. Lbelieve (hope mightibe a more appropriate
owrdi_that_the long-_term result_ will be theory of a very different sort than is
now dominant inithe field; theory which combines intellectUal craftsmanShip with
moral engagement.

Bedause_our area_of study_ ls_in the_process of change and development; it is
best_not to see it as a product, readily transferred to other settings., It is
not that; Andi, if Iiam correct about the cultural baseS Of but Witk, it t4ill
neve be in any literal sense.

For these reasons, we theorists in_this developed world can be of most help to
those_in the developing world by being ourselves and by actively engaging,in our
own development. Among other things, this will, rrfean being Mcire itaginative and
more determined in oUr own search for alternative ways of knowing valuing and
doing educa onãl administratiol.

'7Q
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Introduction

One of the critical issues in the professional preparation and developmeht of
educational iadministrators is, that of, devising instruttionai strategies and
techniquesfor :integrating theory and research as the basis Of ihfothihq
situationally relevant practice in the area of educational administration.

rhis paper examines the viability of tt,e case method as a teaching/learning
strategy in instructional systems geared _toward the train,.ng of personnel who
adtihiate: the various areas Of the education system, The core argument ih thiS
presentatic that the case method provicles the curricuium developer and/or
trainer iwit reaI _opportinv_ty to help _the learner to become self-directed
iuring the . structional process.. More importantly; the curriculum goal of
aducational prax;, that is; ,"thery into practice" tan be eaaily realiZed
through the use of this method. The following limerick highlights these
assential purposes of the caF,- --udy.

A-studen-- if adainistration with tact
Absorbed many arswers he ladked
But acquiring a jobi
He sai.d ,j.th sobi_
"How cioes one fit answer to fact"

(a'.pted from Gregg 1954, p. 11)

=fining tne cage method

he daae Method can be operationally definec as a particular type of teaching
trategy which usually _gives rise to_ a Variety of _participatory Learning
Lativities_during_the_ instructional process. An_essential element of this
iethodological approach to teaching and learning is the use of a case; Lawrence
1953; p. 215) defines_ a case as a:vehicle by which an empirically deri.Ved
edOrd Of some aspect of organizational reelity is brought into the classroom or
xaining laboratory._ reality_ isusually an_ account ot an actual
dministrative_situation_uhich is problematia in nature and therefore requires
Or its resolutiom the application of Ale skills of managerial/administrative
ecision-making. When using this method, both instructors and learners need to
ccept the joint responsibility for _providimg an_ indepth_ analysis and
xplanation of the_majOr issues imbedded_in_the case._ Following upon this, the
ey task is to make situationally relevant decisions tn tne course of action
e taken with a view of problem solving.



Characteristic_Features_of _a_ Case

As a description c*.. some organizational happe a case may have two major
types of_informatiom. .These_con 1st_ of dt c core 3 related problems,
as well as contextual information; The latter inc_ des:

a. pert.nent aspects of the hlstory of the organization;

b. intra- and extra-organizational forces affecting the c-ganization;

c. current operaticnal data;

d. biograph_cal uata on c.he key actors in the situatir3 cr time;

structural.features of the organization including ins:i.-ncs on the design
and control systems; and

f. any_other_type of information_which would clearly throw ligh the
problematic situation under review;

The core and/or related problems focus specifically on some structural cr
behavioural problem which the administrator is expected to resolve- Ltis
usually_pertinent _to_the ongoing tasks of 4ntegrating the mailagerial functions
which _include planning; organizing; staffing, _budg.-ting, coora.hation and
ccntrol. These procer-es are, geared _toward effective task/performance

na3ement 'hil at tnc ame time sati7fying the needs of organizational
mbers and these effr at_goa_k_atta,inmeht pften_happen in situations of

.i.ontingencies. The is nr case analysis.in *he area of organizational
behaviour_ centre, therel..,re, concerns related_to organi':ational goal setting
and 'esign; leadership; inter! .sonal/group cnflicr; motivation and
orga zational development and chann

There are several other salient features of the case. For example,: it,must be a
reliably ,documented, account of a real situation that occurred Within the
oranizational setting. Doriswami and Towl (l963,_p. _293) in emphasising the
need for empiricism as a feature of authentic case writing noted that:

Itisuseful to think of a caseias a connecting lfAik
_which,draws togethzr the experience Of th.- execucive
(adkinistrator) on the job, the executives lard
potential_executives)-in management development
programmes, and_the researcher in his (or her) efforts
to understand the process of management. The written
cases are catalysts to speed the process of learning
from experience.

This striving for :authenticity 4n case writinc- can facilitate the process by
which curriculum develOpers and course instructors in the various pre- and
in-service training programmes in educational administration are able to pu:sue



the desired path of teaching and learning; using :_ne pedagogical apc:oach of
reflection,: relevant theorizing and appropriate , action. The ert bn
adMinistrative pract.ce as c mveyed through the various cases can be -ealuated
in a clinical way through ti-,e u!7a of "disciplined knowledge" _f_rouL the_field_of
academia. The _use of "non-disciplined knowledge" or: practical cixeience
gained from day-to-dayorganizational life is also very desirable; rhe

bf "educational praxis" is central to the case method.

Another_ characteristic feature of the case is the systematic efforts at
withhoidtng (whenever necessary) the identity of both the organization under
review as well as the:key actors in _thasituation. The use if di8quise by the
case writer is intended to increase the level of confidentiality in reportivg on
the part cf the respondent. As a consequencei_the objectivity_and therefc.:e
reliability of the finding_ may be better ensured. (Erskine, Lsenders;
Mauffette-Leenders 1981; pp 10-26);

Why Use the Case Method: A Historical Review

Traditionally,_ the case methou has been popularly used in the preparatio% of
professionals inithe field of law and m8dicine. From the start of this cenary,
it was introduced into tne pre-service business manaement university prc(p..ammes
in the United States of America. For example, Leenders at al (1981, p. 13)

recall that the Harvard Business _School soon became cv--.11 known for _its
innovative_role in this eff-rt at curriculum renewal, parttcularly in th E. area
f ti-aching methodoloc2y;

In 1910, the Dean of Harvard Business School advised faculry_membera to
encourage student discussion on the_experiences lf iprocticing_ ib:?siness
executives and administratola_who had been invited iEco tra undergradu and
post reudate classrooms. By_the 1920s, most fac..7t: membeIF jad come to accept
that the case method coUld be incorporated as a valuable teaching tool,
sui-plementing the _lecture method. At the same time there were membeIs who fElt
that_the case _method should in fact take the place of si::_.ematic

Schoen and Sp-ague (1954, p. 76) escalated the debate in the tility of both
methods. TAeir preference for the case methOd was obvious:

Instead of textbooks, the case method uses
descriptions of specific bubiness situations.
Instead:of giviti lectures, the:teacher
under the case methdd leads a discusLion
Of these business situations.

In 1979, several decades since the incorporation of the method in the Business
Administration Programmes at Harvard, its use is still keenly supported. Fbr
example, in the article Harvard Business School Restudies Itself written by
Kiechel (1979)i a highly esteemed prafesaor reiterated_the_view_that theory_and
research data_must not merely be elucidated: they must be _received. Students
must: be nurtured, to develop a need and desire to use academically,deriVed
knowledge for under8tandinq elaining and predicting huMan behaViour in latge
Scale complek organizaticinal envIronmehtS.



The Use or the Case Method in Educational Administration Programmes:
Any Curricular Justification?

Any discussion on the validity of the case metcd as an instructional f.:-.J1 ought
totake into cons.deration those curricu_ar iSSue8 whiCh pertai- tO the
folloWing:

a. the target group:receiving ihntruction;
b; the curriculum philosc:phy;
c. curriculum cohcent and progra;.-:.me design;

d. ,nstructional aims and objectives;
e. resourca_preferences_and_availability;
f; instv!ctional methodology; and
g. the mode of evaluation and appraisal.

Whether or not the use of the case method can be justified would depend on the
resolution_of issues pertaining to (a) to (g)._ Thts in turn depends on the
perspective on education; training and cutricalum r4evelopment adopted by the
given educational institution, and its specific departments Of academic learning
and/or professional preparation.

Schwab (1973, L:,p 501-522 advanced the view that the choice of curriculum
practices in any educational programme is usually influenced by the f011oWing
faCtdrS:

a. tne_characteristic of the wide:* societal environment and specific
cd.cationeI

b. the nature Ofithe diSCipline;
c. she cnaracteristics Of the learners; and
d. the value orientations of the teaching pe ,dnnel.

In respect of (a) to (d) tR'-j:central issues are often raised when trying to
justify the use of the case methOd as an appropi lte instructional device. What
is the natur and purpose of educational admini3tration 2 A who benefits from
educational administratin programmes within a part:,:u[ar educational
environment?

Hoy and Miskel (1982, p. 27) have noted that a bic problem in educational
administration is that t s a relatively new field of academic enamour_and
professional_ preparationi in fact, it is:only in the -wentteth-century that it
has:received the status of a separate discipline an a _systematic _field of
study. It is in effect, an applied discipline dependent for its perspectives,
concepts and r' LI, on the other social sciences such as sociology, psychology,
economics and polittcal ience. In 1-3upporting the view:_that: educational
administration is_ best viewed -)rotessional terms as an applied discipline
Hills (1978, p. 2) notes:

36'



In the sharpest possible contrast_ to the
purely academic professions; the raramount
feature of applied professions is the
primacy of :heir orientation to a_clinical
lticms In addition to acting:as custodians
of specialized bddies of knowledge, the
applied professions also_act_as_trustees of
categories_of_practical_interests, and
needs of society and its members (for example;
maintenance of health;,the,settlement Of
legal disputet, the effective organization
of educational process).

The practical problems listed above have emerged in the field of medicine, law
and now education. The case as ,an, authentic account Of a significant
organizational event can effectively highlight the prcJlematio ,ssues; and the
"disciplined knowledge" from the social sciences_an tt_en_ b ed to provide
meaningful_understanding and _explanations. Note that the exp i-:tory power of
practical experience should not be down-played.

While there has evolved a fairly widespread nsensus on the nature of
educational administration as an_applied disciplinei_there_are academicians in
the_fie1d who warn against an_over-emphasis on the practical at the expense of
much needed theory builig and academic research as valid pursuits per Se.
Hills (1978; p; 3) AgAi%,seeks to allay this fear when he stresses that academic
pursuits are in themselves legitimate4 yet___given L. lature_ of _educational
administratiL as an applied discipline, the ir=. .,-Yrf:al use of academic
knowledge takes pre-eminenence:

While no less concerned with the maintenance,
transmission_and extensic,n_of knowledge than
are_the_academic professions; the applied
profers1.1ng also assume,responsibiLlty for_
manaFing on-going practical processes and for
seeking and implementing solutions_to_concretei
practical_problems. Their ultimate focutvis
not the pursuit of knowledge itself; but the
effective:attainment of practical goals
Where serious interests of clients are often at
stake.

It has tf:oome evident that, how curriculum developersiand instructional leaders
within the university setting or agency-based training institutions organize
programmes of learning in educational administration is largely influenced by
their dominant conception of the nature of the liscipline.__A related concern is
the role of the university in the society, andithis institution_isia,major arena
for the training of top educational administrators. Lower level adMinistrators,
for examrle, school principals, generally receive on-going training at in-house
agency tiaining VenueS.

rTh 1
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In the face of modernization, and the competing constituencies of interest; the
modern university has been evolving into a "multiversity." It must equally
serve the interests of:

1. the academics_who are_an_integral part of the system;
2. the students for whose schooling and education it is responsible;
3. the businessmen and government,agencies who employ the graduates;
4. the pOliticians who gauge public sentiment about educational issues

and proceed to fund as well as develop policies;_and _

5. the_general pub'ic who ultimately foot the bill through the payment of
taxes;

(Williars, 1981 p. 284)

The goals of the "multiversity" are identified in terms liof two pervading
concepts of tne modern university; Wallerstein (1969) and Harvey and Lennard
(1973) refer to the idea_ of the, "ide4"_ as opposed to the "ideal" Of the
university. The "idea" c; the university points to its "popular" functions.
These are geared _towards public _accountability in_terms of the _provision of
useful_ knowledge and service to the rest of the society for purpose of nation
building.! University education in this context i seen as a socio-economic
investment. , It benatits the society in so rar as it is a source of ideas for
macro-economic and political policy-making and implementation.

Additionally4 _ it is perceived as a centre. of human resource development; Tri

respect of its consumptive function,_graduates use LhiVerSity credentialS to
improve their life chances and gain upward social mobility. The Iniversity
this respect is usually considered to perform a technical efficiency and
consumption function as a "service station."

The multiversi.,y; :ming its "popular" functions, is still expected to
retain as its ,1" the ivory tower activities of teaching and research._ The
ultimate dobjeL ,ve here is the generation and transmission of knowledg
abilities and values which characterise civilization.

A major, challenge t:;,,; t faces the curriculum programme developer and
instructional leaders is that of designing progiaames and_ methodologies_which
simultaneously meet the dominant needs of thc various constituencies
interest. In sum, these needs are:

a. individual and collective intellectual development;
b. a better understanding of man and his_relation_to_the universe;
C. improvement_of_society_via institution building; and
d. personal and group enhancement;

The monumental task, therefore, is that of creating and maintaining a humanistic
and effectively functioning industrial_societyi while at the same timE advancing
the intellectual/academic :erstanding of human society.

88
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It is in response to this "multiversity" orientation that Eisner and Vallance
(1974) pointed to the varying and often conflicting conception of the curriculum
at all levels of the education system. To the traditionaliats,university
programmes and teaching- methodologies must observe the ends of academic
rationalism and information processing for purposes of knowledge generation and
transmission.

To the "practitioner oriented4" university academics_programmes_of_learning_must
be socially relevant and geared ultimately toward the social reconstruction
the. society. Additionally; _they must provide the experiences for the

Self-actualization of, studerts in so _far- as personality_systems are formed on
the basis of humanistic valles, Harvey (1979, noted that other curric-,.lum

theoristsnave substantiated the_view_that i_rogramme_developera. are indeed faced
with conflic.,:t.ii views f Wt educational institutions should be doing; (See
Appendix I);

Th 'prar:titioner oriented" approach to developing teacning methodologies in

edr-:alonal administration ocnsistent_with_thenature_of_tn.discipline_as_an
applied !profession; Consequently; in view of the nature ofithe discipline and
the predominant environmental dema..ds on_trained ecv.cational,administrators to
demonstrate effective 1,rdhiem posing and problem-solving skih_s/gompctencies,
the case as a study4 wthit:-.!. related teaching and learning ac'_virli-E;si_ can_be
used as a viable_ thstrument of instruction.; This has led to an avcar-inoreasing
questioning of tne utility of the traditional 1eot9re method in teacning the
applied professions.

The Case Method and the Student of Educational Adm

Th_principle, the case method is essentiallyia. pa. .1.-atory mode of tea inq
and lei,fning. Its usefulness has been legitimated §O far by COnSider. Ion

related :

a; the nature of educational administration as a discipline4
b; the predomirnt demands of the society for educational change; and
C. the curriculu.rz philosophy of course instructors particularly within

the university setting.

This methodology can be further defended on the ground that it is,an enlightened
approach to instruction, given the 7:haracteristics of the Student§ a§ adUlt
learners. It is important to note that traininy in educational administration
is essentially a process of adult education. In this regard, the
characteristics of the learners must be duly considered;

Overstreet (1949, p. 43) identified some of the attributes of_ the successful
adult learner. These_include autonomy; rationalism; objectivity.; deep concerns;_
-._olrance for ambiguity; originality; _a _problem,solving orientation and
integrated self-identity. Knowles (1977; p. 24) urges that in the face of these
attributes of_ the learner; e_ mission of the adult edUcatOr (and the

inatrUttional leader in educati6nal admini§tratiOn i§ Certainly one) is to
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provide the learning n 4. students can_ realize their
intellectual.and academic 03n then be_in a oosition_to
respond_ meaningfully _to the * i1 change within the
educational system; The rest 7esentati:i :1.1.s o th mechanics
of. the !case methOd as a usefL1 Ichodology for rtia.Lising the societal,
institutional and personal goals , educational administration. Eow this
approaah aan be emplayed_at the uni-t- 'ty as.. a_setting for formal education may
be compared with its use in agency based training institutions as venues fc.;:

non-formal continuing education.

Teaching With the Case Method: Some Practical Concerns

a. Curriculum Tntent

Notwithstanding the fact that the case method embraces a varied set of pedagogic
practices the aase_ remains the_ aentral _teaching tool in this methodology.
Frantzve (1983,. p. 4) Its supportive of.the view advanced in this presentation
that cases used in pre-service university courses allow students to experience
vicariously a variety of managerial/adMiristrative sItuations before the actual
plunge in to the "trenches" of routine organizational llfe, _In_the_int.service
programmes_run by agency based_training institutions,_ the use of cases may allow
for reflexive thinking on! existing practice; The analysis of situations
reported in cases pr 7ides the learner with the opportunity to engage in:

a. decision-making under time pressureL
h. an assessment_of_fragmented information with the ultimate obligation

to react responsibly in the problematic situation under review;
c. risk taking;
d. uncertainty; and
e, decision-making for remedial action after some performance ppraisa1.

The use of cases allows the student to, apply concepts, theorieS and teChniqUeS
to resolve different types of organizational problems which have actually
occurred.

In aontras!.; ithere is a:relative degree of passivity which characterises,the
re1ations}i tween !teacher and learner when the traditional lecture method is
used. Tht nge of intellectual processing from knowledge and understanding to
analysis, synthesis and evaluation is isually left up to the learner at the
tertiary level of edacation.

The opportunity for the instructor to intervene directly and consistently in
monitor, how students gain these intellectuacademic skills becomes somewhat

Essent_ially_tnis activity remains the responsibili y of the learner;
Add ly, the moment is delayed when tle learner engages lr reflexive

ir that,is, matching reflection_ to theory as the basis or informed

Pr This has often led to the complaint that graduates in administration
are "too theoretical," and are generally unable _to move with
ward_the resolution of organizational problems both at the levels of

1.a1a=ion and on-going implementation.
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Dooley:and Siioner (1977, pp., 277-z89): and Frantzve (1983; p.,5.) advance the
ViCi that the :ase as a teaching tool helps the stu.'enc to learn on several
levels.

a. I-dividuai analysis through case analysis reports will force the
application of theories and techniques of problem-solving.

b. Class discussions help the student to hear and respond to other
points of view.

c. A_ presentation_and defence af one's_own _anlysis_assist_in developing
an indepth probing of the case; Hence; synthesis and evaluative skills are
requIred.

The distinsuishing characteristic of thIs participatory approach to teaching and
learning is the_extent to which: the analytical:sit:tins af pros and cops:and
arriving at a defjnite decision (however:incomplete the infamation provided) is
taken by the student (McNair:1954, p. viii). One Of the aMtral objectives of
this type of classroom methodology is to help students to value the_importance
of the transfer of learuind from_the academic setting to the arena of the task
and wide organizational environment.

b. Components Of a Case: A Focus on the SUbstantive Conent

There_are_two_major dimensions_ot a case; they are: the literary layout as well
as the substanttve content of the situation under rsview. The latter is

organized around:

1. the core analo_ related problems which may bi- essentidlly struccural
or:behavioural in nature ard.

2; the contextual/background inl'ormatil in whirh the problems are embedded.

The substantive content c,f the case is lefermt.ned by the educational aims and
specific gioup of_ learner.1. For example-, UnivE_rs_i_ty_ b:-sed _programmes _in

educational administration hsuany ce_rer for the development:of middle range:and
strategic managers at a1 levels of the formal education sytem. Graduates from
these programmes are expectea to assume manierial and adminitrative pottions.
In view of this, tt:e typical kinds of _issues to be dealt with in the various
courses become the core conten...: of _the respec_-_ive teaching plans; Fayol (1939)
identified some of the issues as the following:

.0 1
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Fayol's Concept of the Essential Activities_in_-_ Enterprise

2

-r o -A. N A (..VZ

COMMERCIAL
ACTIVITIES

3 5

'TIES
ACCOUNTING
ACTIVITIES

4

SECUR rr
ACTIVITIES

5-

MANAGEMENT
ACTIVITIES

To Plan
To Organize
To Command
To Coordinate

To Control

Source: From Martin I. Gannon, Management: An Integrated Framework
(2nd ed. (1982, p.I9)
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The two major tasks of managing the organization are che enterprise acivities--
technical; _financiali accounting;_ commerc:al and securiLy_;_ and the managerial
wi-ich focusses the securing of_ materia-__ resourcs: the cren of an
organizational design and tne acquirinc anc resource
capability. These are for realizing tne enterprise of, at the
same_time_meeting_the human needs of people wno directly or form part
of the o:rganization.

Case analyses of organizational behaviour at r.ne various adminiszrative levels
of the education system_ would _centre, the aforei on the typical managerial
decisions to be covered_ in_ a management theury course. These are_contexted by
the particular conceptual framework (classical; neo-c.lassical; systems
perspectives),and the related research data cc which the instructor is partial.
Scite of the likely questions raised are:

i. What_is the organizational mission_given =ne function, of education in the
societyijor for the givenicliehtele?

i . What is the role set adopted by the stratecil , co-ordinative and operative
managers?
What is the dominant management phi1osopv?

iv. What_are the ff7rma1ized and emergent ir f authority; communication
patterns and the !bases of power?

v; What are the leadership style and decision-making pa:_terns?
Vi. What is the rationale for job descriptions and job specification of

workers?
vii. What is the strategic policy on motivation; organizational control and

accountability?
viii. How are resources acquired and utilized?
ix. How does the organization interface with its various pk_flics?
x. What are the policy_responses_to_organizational contingencies? and;
xi. What are the strategic and operative measures for facilitating

organizational development and change?

Cases are deve.Loped around the issues raised LIJ_ and _(x)_ pci the terminal
objectives for the course in management theor'i :,nclude the need to:

1. identify and explain the main management tasks faced by the leadership
of large and small scale educational institutions.

2. determine the contribution of theory and research in the area of
organizational behaviour to the resolution of given management
problems.

3. adopt the_position of_decision-maker and/or problem solver in a variety
of situations involving managermInt problems;

(See Appendix II for the key management theory. Lo-ganizational Behaviourl
issues)
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11. Literary Layout: The Case Plan

Leenders and Erskine (1978, p. 42) 17 allUding to the problems ot layout of the
case raised the followina questior,!_ What information should a case_ger.-:ain?
How much_ information shoulii_be included? What should be excluded? and Where
should_the case end? Perhaps a generalized response to these questions i8 that
it depends on the theoretical focus and the practical purpose Of the case as a
teaching :tool. For example, there is need to effect a meaningful balance
be;-ween the core and contextual information in the case. major_criterion for
so doing is the decision-making responsibility that the student is expected to
assume: decision-,making under time pressure in a situation of fragmented
information; tisk takingand uncertainty or reMedial actiOn after the
problematic event. In additioni there is need to consider the theoretical
issues to be raised.

in respect of the pertinent concepts, and data to be used in,the case
analysis, Leendersand_ Erskine (1978, pp 127-130) refer to the efforts of
PrOfessor Frank 7olls from the Harvard Scr 1 to resolve tne academic_issue of
the kind of analytical taskts) that the .:-..adent is expected to undertake when
doing a case analysis. The emergent iss.J: here as seen by these researchers is
the level of conceptual difficulty cnaracterises the case. Three
dimensions of ditficulty have 3een identi_ed. There are:

a. the analytical dimensionthis involvs either evaluating the match between
the problem and the giAen solution; reguesting a viable eOlution,to A giVen
problem of asking the student to 1tify both the problem and solution to a
described situation;

the -c_mceptuaI__drirensionthis requires the student t,) _discern the
of concepts and/or theories which L.an illuminate and explair. the

ial issues in the case; and

c. the _presentation dimension77this: is the contextual realm of (a) and (b) in
so__far as the case wrtteri makes:a decision on the type and Scope Of
background information in which the case problems are embedded. This
in'ndes organizational historyi per7.ona1 bioclaphies, environmental forces
, 1 rurrent operatict data.

In respect of (a) a case outline is structured to:include opening paragrapns
which usually have either a direct or oblique reference tc the
conceptual/ana1ytical problem or issue. Some effort is also made to highlight
information related to the ideatity_of the decisionimakeriand the frame ori the

example oiritten at the time when the problem hae not yet beeh
identified; at :the stage of critical investigation; the decision/in,plementation
phase; the evaluation phase or at a time when the problem has already been
resolvec:- (University of Western Ontario Case Wrl_tingWorkshop, April 1985).
Additiona11y4_tne environmental context in which the case event is taking place
must be described. The flash back technique .nay be used to preSent thiS type cr
data.
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The bbOy bt t.11 ,.se is usually an elaboration of the data provided in the
opening paragrapta.. Depending on the inatur ,..! che analytical task _and the

legree of co!:beptue-.1 difficulties, enough Inrorma:on must be provided to allow
tor a meaningful dec1810n tO oe Made. It is 1:c te noted that tnree criteria for
determining how adequate the data are:

a. the type or decIston to be made and the circumstances thereto;

b. tite time rrAme 1.1voiAred and

C. the pertn,.nce or tne racts and figures; biographical data, opinions;
and tne prc,files.

Case Analysll-z: DE Ir.structa

purinq .tht, corwluct - t a irstructors.can_improve tht:ir_competence
as clas!,! ,om ! tjasic operaticnal principles of case writing
Ire known. r aw,:rt_ness or tne case bimensions, the: rationala for
;AtnetIn inhi!1-! ,:r1 and the ._riterla for determining information
11uacy ',Ill the.actua..ana1ysls and decision-making phase.
ti ;r 11.:'

,I .ir

I I

tnrLI;n .:ase work is done through the

e_x-_plain why the
1-1-ert-ect_.: :Additionally, tney
:nterper3onal COnfli-ct in the

7.,:iir.erphasis would be on Duff's
this , would be done
a period .)f ineffectual

relatively low. For examplei
styles of supervisi- The
Or:lent -end change; personality

7,ation:.. end communication.
will _help tc throw light_on
:x can help the_instructor

r.he case: Nonetheless,
r8nk order of concepts
instructor wust have

ar.alysis
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The -Teaching Notes

The teaching notes which follow the synopsis of the case are intered to serve
as a guide for the instructor in order to:

a. ensure clarification of the problematic issues in the case, either in terms
or the problem posing questions to be asked, and/or the solution to be given
to the presented problem;

b. decide on the conditions under which decision-making for problem resolution
should take place; and

c. deteraine the relevant concepts, theories and research data applicable to
the case;

IMmediate Issues

l. How prepared was John puff when he assumed the administrative position as
Co-ordinator of the Public Relations Unit?

2. In what specific ways did he contribute to_the breakdown in inter-personal
relations between his two Administrative Assistants?

: _ .

3; Why was_he disturbed over the possible outtOme of his ultimatuan to the tWo
offiters?

Theoretical Focus

Career, path analysis must take accowt of the "task related Maturities" that
specialists in the technical stream must develop_when promoted to generalist
administrative positions in largescale organizations.

-Bacic ISSUP

In respect of human resource management and developme,.ti what factors should_be
taken into consideration when assigning senior_prafessionals, who are technical
experts, to key managerial and administrative positions?

Teaching Objectives and Possible Use of the Case

This case is intended to have students examine_ the different types of leadership
and supervisory styles in service-type organizations. More specifically; the
focus will be on the issues related to task related maturity (TRM). For
example, how prepared are senior professionals in training institutims, who may
have spent a life time working in teaching and research, to assume managerial
and administrative responsibilities in such organizations?

The case can be used to_ highlight the need for changes in professional
requirements when career paths are changed intra-organizationally.

9 7
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Suggested Student_Assignment (af:ter Case Analysis)

Provide a detailed report on the success of a preliminary counselling session
t4hiCh Mt. Duff had requested with the Director_of_ Employee Relations in the
aftermath of the 3debacle" in his newly established unit;

Reference Readings

Hoy, Wayne, K. and Miskel, Cecil G. Educational'Administration! Theory4_
Researchand Practce. N.Y.: Random House,
1982; (Read the Section on Leadership
Models from Training Programmes, pp.
250-259)

Lipham, James, "Leadership and Administration" in:Behavioural Science:and
EdUcational Administration edited by Daniel
E. Griffiths. Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1964. p. 122.

Brown Alan F . "Reactions to Leadership";_Educational AdminiStration Quarterly
3 (1967). pp. 62--73.

Possible Questions for Class Discussion

_The Coordinator_as_AdatnIstra_tor

Frow long has the Unit Head been associated with the organization and in what
functional capacity?

What ware the essentials of h s job descriptions/specifications?

On the assumption of the role_of_Uniti how may one describe his
management/administrative stature?

Describe his personality characteristics.

How prepared was he for the job? (TRM):

- what were his personal expectations?

- what were those of the organization?

- what were those o the Administrative Assistants?

How can his leadership/supervisory style be desorjbed? For examole, what
was his strategic Lpproach to (onflict management?

96
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What was his attitude to organizational and staff development?

What was the supervisory response of the Unit Head to the outbreak of
conflict? Why?

To what extent did he seek help from the EmplOyea AaSiStance OiviSion? Wnat
kind ot co-operation took place? Was it successful?

Why did the conflict come to a head?

- predisposing factors

- immediate factors?

What was the co-ordinator's response?

- implications--legai0 industrial, administrative?

The Administrative Assistants

What was the professional, academic and socio-cultural background of the two
Administrative Assistants?

What were their perceptions of the terms and conditions of etployment?

what accounted for the deteriorating Interpersonal relationship?

- personality

- organizational

- cultural

What intensified the conflict?

The Organization

What type of organization was it? And in what kind of communal/societal
environment di it exist at that given historical point in time?

What was its a) Size? b) Functional divisions?_c)_Goals and objectives? and
d) Status (in respect of efficiency and effectiveness?

When was the Public Relations Unit established? What purpose was it
intended to Serve?

- How much strategic/co-ordinative planning was undertaken?

- What was the policy on httan resonrce acquisition, allocation, use and
evaluation?

(Refer to job descriptions, wage and .salary, administrative grading)

99
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What were the Organizational/Departmental policies on:

a; Recruitment, selection, placement and training?
b. Employment_policy in respect of wage and salary administration
c. Job Analysis
d. Performance appraisal;

iii. Some Hints on Organizing the Case Discussion/Analysis

Thereare _three major considerations the instructor must bear in mind when
leading a case discussion; Apart if_rom the substantive issues which deal with
resolving the core and related problems in the case, there are_the procedural
(methodology) and the environmental (class set) concerns to which the lecturer
must attend.

_respect to actual classroom activities it is desirable to consider three
possible phases. These pertain to matters of methodolc)gy_and_physical class
set. There are the pre-class activities which include the following:

a. ensuring that case mate:Aals are available to the Studentt;

b. preparing a collegial classroom set;

C. putting in place the appropriate classroom technolody--overhead
projectors; chalkboards and other teaching aids; and,

d. organizing for the proper identification of class participants.

In the _classroom phasei the basic analytic process involves, initially, a set
induction to the case discuss:onfor example, a warm-up session of some kind.
The actual case analysis requires the students_to become very participatory in
the classroom interaction. For example, in the case under review, they are
expected to:

a. arrive at some broad consensus on the nature of the problem;

b. identify the illuminating concepts and theories;

c. provide relevant case data to substantiate points made;

d. arrive at e workable number of decision criteria to be used for
problem-solving;

e. decide on the most appropriate decision alternative;

f. provide both a justification and a plan for implementation;

g. give details on the timing and strategies of implementation; and

h; list and explain the intended and unintended consequences of the
implementation effort.

100
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It has become customary ts precede the activities of (a) to (h) with a scheduled
half to three-quarter hour_ long student study session. During thiS time,
students are left to themselves to brainstorm about the case. The instructor
may or may not visit the groups to get an idea of the thought processes of the
students.

The1 actual case discuss).on a1low!3 for brainstorming, teacher and student
probes, summary points and closure activities. Toward the end of the class
session the instructor may find it necessary_to_highlight_the key_points_ through
a_mini7lecture. _ For example;in commenting on theinegative consequences of
beingia diffident supervisor, the instructorimay list and explain the type of
competencies required for effective supervision. There are occasions when a
case session could usefully be followed up by one_or more scheduled lectures_to
elucidate the "disctplimeil knowledge related to the conceptual issues and
problematic concerns embedded in the case.

Classroom observation of a well executed case discussion would show a

participatory mode of lealming and teaching- Dooley_and_Skinner (1977i_p._287)
highlight the_educational assumptions and instructional intent of this method in
the table below:

CLASS DESCRIPTORS
LOW/HIGH

Participation/
involvement
Enthusiasm/mood
Freedom to risk
ask/fail
Fun level
Preparation level
DiScuStion Pace

-TABLE 3

INSTRUCTOR DESCRIPTORS
LOW/HIGH

Respect for students
Patience
Face

Voice
Physical body movements
Enthusiasm
COncern for individuals (3) Pitthi
Avoidance for superficial ty/ class level

analytical
Excellence demanded

Sense Of rigor, importance,
demandS

EDUCATIONAL
ASSUMPTIONS

(1) Responsibility
for learning

instructor.4 class
(2) Objectives
knowledge ... skill

Source: Arch R. Dooley and Wickham Skinner. "CaSing CasemethOd MethodS," April
1977, 13 287

101
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In the_post-!teaching phase,_ -tudents are usually given a specific assignment tc
be turned in as a case report. , This report is a written account of :he case
analysis based on the format used in the case discussion. Students are expected
to_ include in this organizational analysis, a judicious documentation of
supportie litet_atarean__ the_ thematic issues raised: ln the case. Differing
explanatcns1 and recommendations are quite acceptable as long as reasoned
support is provided; One of the:biggest problems with many reports is the
inadequate use of releyant case data as _the basis of substaniation. Also
there is the tendency to_ accept operational data (charts., graohs and
quantitative information) at face value; It is important to assess the
consistency of the various types of data provided.

Teacher evaluation of case reports should take account ofthe student's ability
to engage in _problem__ posinv_ problem,._solving; and, more importantly, the
internal consistency 1of _ the arguments presented. This must be backed up by
theory-based justification of decision choices made. The clinical use of case
data is an integral part of the exercise.

CONCLUSION

Csse_Te_achino_te_of_ Caution

It has been argued_ in this presentation thatthere_ _is a continuing demand for
social_relevance in developing pr_ogrammes of instruction in applied disCiplines
such...as educational administration; Consequently, educational "praxis" has
become an intended learning_outcome on the part of the student. The case method
is suggested as a useful approach to helping the student become_a_self-directed
learner. It allows himpler_to acquire the skills: of reflexive thinking ih
under-graduate and .postgraduate programmes in educational admitistratiOn._ It
must_ be noted that the "practitioner oriented" approach to sucn programmes
should: not necessarily preclude efforts at pure res. :ch and knowledge
transmission per se. It is really a matter of emphasis.

It_is_absolutely necessary to peint out; however briefly, :clme of the
limitations of the case: method. Firstly, course instructors must be extremely
competent in understanding the mechanics of case writing and_teaching. If not,
there is usually much Super_ficial learning taking place. For exmple, Argyris
(1980i p. 211) highlighted:the philosophical and pedagogical p:obIems that cbUld
develop1 when using the case method; He pointed te the likelihood that case
teaching in management development programmes may

(1) facilitate learning_that_does_not_question the
underlying__values of executives:or the policies of
their organization and (2) inhibit the learning that
would enable the executives to question these basic
factors and to improve the application of new
learning in the home organization.
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Such learning ia_described as "double-Iooped;" for while it may result in the
detection and correction of errors_ in the operational phases of policy
implementation, it does not agenda thc need for chang'ng underlying
philosophical oerspectives, as well af executive assumptions, policies and
goals.

Tnere can be little doubt as to the validity of :rlyris's concern. Getzels
(1979, p.5), in his aiscussion on problem-finding and reiearch in educational
administration ,rgued that "the 'runction_of tainking is not just solving an
actual problem__but_ discovering; envisaging; goin g. into deeper:questions."
Authentic case teaching is informed by Albert Einein'S Stat(Ment that

the formulation of a problem is nften mort
essential than its solutIon_r_which may be
merely a_mattex_of mathematical or experi-
mental skill. To ralz:- new_queetione, from
a new angle, requires creative imagination
and marka red in advance in science.

(Getzels, 1979, p.5)

The:admonition here for the case writer and teacher is the neee to take up the
challenge of problem definition in the case analysis so that it_is_undergirded
by philosophical, sociological and practical_meaningfulness_. _ DoesIthe critical
incident under review; for example, point in the direction of sys:ematic
organizational_ development and change? Does 1 the issue of poor .:upervision
reflect the, wider ccncern of valuing on the importance of administrative and
human relations within the corporate culture of the organization? In sum,_ what
is being suggestod is a holistic approach to resolving the issues within the
narrow confines of the critical incident.

Secondly, the often atheoretical approach to the case analysis and report is
often, said _to, be the reason tor superficial teaching and learning._ _The
principle of educational "praxis" is a must_when_using this method. Thirdly,
case exercises__ can__ be_ very time consuming and require efrective teaching
resources.: Also when compared with:lectures; they seem inefficient in the area
of information processing, for students must have the prerequisite skills of
handling relatively large volumes of information. For example_i_an ever present
danger is the tendency to_synopsize_the data_in the case; without ultimately
discerning_ the__block managerial/administrative issue(s to be resolved.
Providing theoretical and empirical justifications for judgements made is yet
another kind:of diffiCulty. This can be exacerbated by the use of emotion for
logic. The reduction of these kinds _of problems_ in area of
intellectual/ecademic processing during_the case analysis and report depends in
largemeasure on the facilitating skills and value orientations of th0.

lecturer
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Fourthlyi_effective_testing_ah_appraisal of students' effortS durin-g the OASe
discussion and report have remained areas of concern. _For example, within_the
university settinginstructors, are questioned on the validity of awarding
StddentS markS fbr classroom participation. ,There is usually fear of too much
subjectivity._ The_key_i3sue here is that it is often unprodUdtiVs4 tb talk abbut
right and wrong answers. Abetter_guide_here is to decide on whether the right
questions have been asked and the solutions offered reasonably justified.

In vi of the difficultieS, it triay be judicious to dOwnplay the_use of cases
for beginners_in_educational administration prograMMeS. EnSdre that a bOdy Of
concepts, theories and research data have first been acquired by the students.
Later On; perhaps at the postgraduate stage, the method can be more defensibly
employed.
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ApOndix 1,

Locating Varying Conceptions of Curriculum in Tyler'S
_

Sources and in Academic Disciplines

Tyler

(1949)

Joyce and Weil

(1972)

Eisner and_Vallance

(1974)

McNeil

(1977)

Academic Discipline

Source (Zais, 1976)

The Learner

1. Personal Sources Self Actualization HUmanistic Third Force Psychology.

CUrriCill6m Existential Person-centred

philosophies

Behaviour Technology Technology Behavioural Psychology

Modification

3.a. Information

Processing

Cognitive processes Developmental Psychology

The Subject 3.h, Academic Rationalism AcadeMit Subject Other World Platonic
Matter

Philosophy

Contemporary Social Social__ Social Earth centred

Interaction Reconstruction/ RecOnStruCtionists philosophies. Disciplines

Relevance that deal with social

organizationiwith itS

effeCt Oh ihdiVidiidIS and

how they in turn affect_

social change.,-sociology,

social psychology,

history, economics

SoUtce: Claudia Harvey. 7Conceptions of Curriculum and Their Application to Teacher Education Programmes";

Unpublished M.A. Thesis OISE; 1979 p.

11,71



Appendix 1 1

Key ISSues in Organizational Behaviour in the Educational Setting

Alienation

Career Development

Centralization/Decentralization

Collective Bargaining

Communication

Conflict Resolution

Contingency Planning

Crisis Management

Employee Relations

Group Behaviour

Goal Setting

Interpersonal Relations

Job Satisfaction

Job Enrichment

Leadership

Management Philosopny

Management of Change

Matrix Organization

Motivation

Morale

Organizational Change

Organizational Structure

Personal Developwent

Reorganization/Restructuring

Supervision

Strategic Planning

1 09
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Appendix 111

THE DIFFIDENT SUPERVISOR

In 19850 one year after John Duff became the Coordinator, Public Relations: at a
large_training institution in Toronto, he sat considering the outcome of his
recent decision to have his:two Administrative Assistants dismissed if they did
not immediately resolve their personality differences. His response was
somewhat unexpected for he had previously_chosen to_ignore the deteriorating
interpersonal relations between the_two people. Now, he had acted out of
embarrassment and hurt for the officers had failed to,cooperate even t4nimally
in making the Department's highly publicized community outreach project the
success that was anticipated.

Duff,_ a_genial_and_hardworking person,: was appointed in 1984 to head the newly
established public relations unit :after_ some thirty, years as_ an
instructor/consultant in the,Training Division of the organization. Much ct his
effort in the new position had been spent in meetings with thetop
administrators of the institution formulating_ plans for the large scale
community outreach projeot. Additionally, he was frequently out of the office
meeting clients, public officials and the leaders of voluntary associations.

The two senior Administrative Assistants assigned to the Unit were respectively
responsible for general office management and_community outreach. From time to
time they were expected to collaborate in order to get the various Project tasks
completed. They had been recommended for the po8i_tions in the light of their
years of service in several of the Departments in the organization (forty years
altogether) and their acknowledged capability and competence in office
administration.

Initially; the Assistant responsible for:office management was one salary grade
below ner colleague and had to report to her. After some months, as part of_the
Financial Controller's efforts at _incorporating the Unit into the: widei
organizational wage structure,_ both positions were given equivalent status and
remuneration. Also, both officers were to report directly to the Coordinator.

It soon became evident that the two officers, who had _come from_ different
cUltural and ethnic backgrounds, had developed _Fersonal antagonisms for each
other to the point where there was a virtual breakdown in communication. At one
stage;:there was a request for a screen to separate their areas Of operation in
the office.

As the tension increased in_the office, the Coordinator,would fromitime to time
intervene diplomatically; and then only to offer a word of counsel and suggest
the need for conciliation. Since the work output remained relatively high, he
generally ignored the fact that the situation was becoming explosive. At one
point, he confided to an Ettployee_Relations_Officer_in_the Personnel Department
that the respanalbility for_working aut their differences lay with the:women
themaelves. Laughingly he said; "Let those dames sOtt themselVes out. What am
I doing_ in the middle of their brouhaha? I'll be damned." Privately he
laMented that the Personnel people were not doing their job.
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Events came_to a head while the Coordinator was away on business _related to the
mounting of the Unit's first malor Community_ Outreach Project. The two
Assistants were expected_ "zo work together to provide the support services for
the event. In attempting_to do so they got into a vioious confrontation which,
in the absence of the _Coordinator, had to be resolved by the Director of
EMployee Relations himself. As a result of this altercation the objectives of
the Project were only partially achieved and the Unit received a poor evaluation
from the various community agencies.

In a state of intense pique, Duff issued his ultimatum. As he calmed down and
awaited a response, he became increasingly worried about his general
administration of the Unit, and in particular how he could get the best out of
his workers.

This case was written by Gwendoline Williams_ during *he 15 Case Writing
Workshop. Case_material of the School of Business Administratioa is prepared aS
a basis for classroom discussion;
Copyright (c) 1985; School of Business Administration, The University of Western
Ontario and University of the West Indies.
This workshop was supported by a Canadian Studies Program grant, Secl-etary of
State.

**********
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Graduate programmes in educational administration in developing countries is a
wide_subject. I have narrowed down the topic to the Commonwealth Caribbean and
African ,rJniversities. Even in the two regions I was able to find relevant
information on universities in West Indies, Guyana, Zimbabwe, Tanzaniai_Kenya
and Nigeria. The universities referred to in my paper are relatively young and
unknown_internationally. TO some extent., they_ may not even be well known within
the _Commonwealth Caribbean and .Africa. However) the fact that graduate
programmes in educational administration are offered in such institutions means
that the subject has received the significance it deserves. Although the
subject is offered in several universitiesi the number of studerts currently
enrolled at_ graduate levels in the Commonwealth .Caribbean :and Africa_s very
small. Each ot the universities discussed_in the paper has less than five
students registered fo l.. graduate degrees in educational adminietration every
academic year. There are many applicants but the scholarships available limit
the intake to a very insignificant number.. Those academicians who spend many
hours_with_a handful:of students often wonder about the economics_of mounting
the programmes. What is encouraging is that the oraduate8 of Such programmes
have been deployed in key positions, both in the public and private sectors,
within the two regions.

Another observation expressed in the paper concerns exchange programmes for
students and faculty members within the Commonwealth Caribbean and Africa. I am
not aware of any scheme that promotes such an exchange. However, an exchange_of
that kind would _benefit the recipients and the regions because of the exposure
leading to the discovery of the prevalent similarities and differences within
the two regions. Such discoveries, I am convinced would lead to joint research
projects which, in future, would benefit the world community.

In the paper there are also discussions on the_courses offered and the duration
of the graduate prorrammes _in educational administration within the universities
of the Commonwealti. Caribbean and Africa. Some universities offer master's
degree programmes which take one academic year for rull time students. Others
require two academic years and twice that duration for_part-time students. _The
programmes are administered 11 terms of courseworki_examinations and thesis;
Some_universities simply requi-.ce a master's or a doctor of pnilosophy thesis. A
recent development among the universities _in two regiol:s is to require
candidates to do,coursework, exaMinatione and projects before they are awarded a
master's degree in educational admini:;tration.

These introductory remarldtsi I hope, have synthetized the focus of my paper. I

would, however, like to mention from the outset that significant progress has
been made, by ,universities in our two regions to develop and implement
educational administration graduate:programmes. My paper_ has dwelt largely on
mastere_degzee prrgrammes although programmes leading ro certificates;_diplomas
and undergraduate degrees in educational administration have also been
discussed; A _number of universities in the two regions have programmes leading
tO Doctor of Philosophy, Ph.D., and Doctor of Education, Ed.D., in educational
administration, bc*_n of the degree programmes being research oriented. I am
particularly critical_of such degrees '3ecause some of the candidates_admitted to
them did not follow coursework programmes when they were Studying for maSterS'
degrees.
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University Programmes in Educational Administration

The late Eric Williamsi_the founder and the first Prime Minister_of Trinidad and
Tobago, posed the following question:_ "Can the universities follOwing overseas
patterns, afford _to think in terms of expanding graeuate facilities when more
and more potential undergraduates are knocking at their doors.") The answer is
yes and no. In Africa_ considerable expansions have taken place in primary
teachers' colleges, secondary teachers' colleges andiuniversities' colleges of
education. Wh:it inspired expansions and establishment of new primary teachers'
colleges_was a decision, taken by African leaciers in lc:600 aimed at providing
universal primary education for all African children by the year_ 1980._ As
enrolments in primary schools rocketed demand for teachers increased, and tte
desire for_ training teacher trainers also increased. The best teachers'
trainers happened to be graduates and_ therefore qraduate programmes had to be
mounted with financial support from the World Bank. The negative part of my
response to the late William's question is exemplified, to some extent, in
programmes leading to certificates_or diplomas in education mounted by ithe
various campuses of the University of West Indies and even African universities.
The University of West Indies; in fact,- is unique in the two regions for
mounting programmes leading to certificate and diploma in Education
(Administration of Schools). To be eligible for admission4 a candidate must
have been_a successful internal_student in an institution of teacher educat:i.on
for a minimum period of one year and have taught for three years; have had tee.
years ofisatisfactory teaching experience, although not having been an internal
student in an institution of teacher education, provided_she_has been declared
to be a qualified or certified teacher_by the oompetent authority in his/her
country. The course of study extends for one year._2 ,Gzaduates Of such
programmes, in my estimation, are most suitable for administration positions
related to primary education. However, senior educational administrators would
require undergraduate degrees in the_teaching subjects and master's degreea in
educational administration and planning to handle the rapidly expanding
educational system phased with nuerous problems.

Another example of a programme leading _to a Certificate in Educational
Management and Administration is offered at Cave Hill, University of West
Indies. The University of West Indies Certificate is intended primarily for
experienced practitioners_in the field of primary and secondary education now
hold, or are likely to hOld_ posts of special responsibility. It is_designed to
equip participants for effective _leadership roles in the management and
administraion Of _educational institutions and organizations and in other
supervisory_management positions inithe education system. To be eligible for
admission, a candidate must be a,trained teacher, that is, one who hassatisfied
the requirement of_ his/her territory for certification as such, with at least
ten yers approved teaching experience, or the status of a graduate of an
approved university with at least _five years approved experience. icandi
aspiring_to the Certificate in Educational Management and AdMinistration at L_

Hill take the following courses: Objectives and Organization of Educat]
HUMan DeVelopment and Learning, Sociology of EUucation, Theories of Organizat
And Administration; School Organization and Administration, The Government of
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Education and Educational Organizations; Research Techniques and Researchiinto
Organizations and Evaluation and_ Assessment.3 Some of the courses mentioned
above are similar to thoe offeted in graduate programmes in other universities.
However, the graduate programmes are presumed to go into greater depth.

Graduate Programmes in Educational Administration

There are three observations I came across in the review of related literature
Which are relevant to a _ _ilacussion _on graduate programmes offered by
universities in the _commonwealth_Caribbean and Africa; One of the articles
appearing in the Statistical Reportsand Studies, a Unesco publication, Observed
that: "In many African countries it was not until after 1965 that higher
education really began to develop, or at least, to diversify."4 Educational
Adtinistration and Management is one of the courses that_was introduced much
later in_ the universities_ in Africa as well as the Commonwealth Caribbean.
Therefore; while discussing thia paper one needs to appreciate the significant
efforts that have_been made within the last decade to incorporate educational
administration and management into university programmes_. Another_observation4
Whith needs to be borne_ in_ mind while discussing eeucational administration
graduate programmes in the Commonwealth Caribbean and Africa; was made_by Ronald
Dore. He said, "In the third world_countries, as more andimote students seek
higher and higher qualifications without the existence of jobs of appropriate
levels in the modern sector of the economyi qualifioati.ons become debased as the
numbers of educated unemployed_ grow." Dore continued co say, "Kenya's
educational system is_even more recently established; the country dia nOt have
the high quality academic schools open tO natives as Ceylon did. After
independence educational_expansion was given priority leading to greater growth
in school output than modern sector jobs."5 This observation, _Loan assure you,
does not affect teacher education in general and educational administration in
particular. As a matter of fact, there is a great shortage Of qualified
teachers and school_administrators at all levels of our educational system.
Qualified educational administrators, in my opinion, would assist in reducing
unemployment problems among_the educated by ensuring that curriculum provides
appropriate skills leading to employment. The last observationithat is relevant
to_our discussion was made by William C. Strasser Jr. He said, "Universities
are uniquely suited tO help !igher education personnel to develop _their
understanding of instutional_ management."6 Without over _ emphasizing
Strasser's point3 universities in the Commonwealth _Caribbean and Africa need to
develop graduate programmes for training and iniservicing educational officers.
Some of our university Vice Chancellors, principals, registrars and permanent
secretaries it the MiniattieS Of Education may not be knowledgeable about
educational management. When those mentioned above are_considered along_ side
their juniors, namely headteachers and education officers, the field fOr
graduate programmes in the two regions is then wide open.

The Utiver8ity of Dar es Salaam is making efforts in that direction. One of the
objectives of the master of Arts (M.A.)_ programme in education is to train
administrators, planners, and researchers for the Ministry of National EducatiOn
and other educational insitutions in Tanzania and elsewhere.7 The Univeraity of

I A "
0
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Zimbabwe, on the other, hand hAS A MaSter Of Education programme_(Educational
Administration) detigned to Meet the needs of those Working in the educational
system at all levels. The prOgramme is expected to prove of particular value to
teachers holding posts of responsibility, school heads, lecturers in teacsiers'
colleges, inspectors, administrators; oraduates working in formal and noa-formal
fields of adult educ-aitiOn;8 Univeraities ot the Commonwealth Caribbean _and
AfriCa need nOt be reMinded of their mission to provide skilled and effective
AdMinistrators and managers for our educational svmc, in particular, and also
other sectors of our national economies

AdmissLon RequireMentS for Graduate Programmes
EdUtationAl AdM'histration

Many universities in the Commonwealth Caribbean and Africa seem to imitate
universities in the United KingdoM, Canada, the United Stares, Australia and New
Zealand; The adtiaSiOn requirements for gr_aduate _programmes, educational
adtinistration included; are at least_ undergraduate degrees. _There _are
instances where admission requirements are even,more,stringent than those called
for in developed countries.

, There are a few Universities in the region that_are
breaking away _from the ti-aditional requirements. The_University of Guyana:would
admit nOn=gradUateS into a Master of Education_degree_ :programme under special
conditions.9 On _the other _hand; the University of West Indies reqUirea
candidatesi3udged by the school of education tO be Ungatisfactory to pass a
written test before they are admitted into graduate programmes.10._ Generally;
most universities in the Commonwealth Caribbean_and_ Africa require:a first
degree in education or a bachelor's degree (arts or science) with:a diploma or
certificate in education as the basic requirement for admission into graduate
programmes in education. For graduate programmes in educational administration,
however, teaching_and/or administrAtiVe eXperiences are addi_tional requirements.
The University Of ZiMbAb-4e f6r example, requires a minimum of three years in
approved educational worki while the_University of Guyana insists _on two years
eXperience. There is merit in requiring some teaching and adMinistrative
experiences before admission into -graduate programmes for educatonal
administration; Candidates heed to be familiar with practical aspects of
educatiOnal inatitUtibris in order_to appreciate _the theories aimed at_ improving
the Skills of _those involved_ in administering them. ,Practicum during the
preservice training_is also essential even though _:here iS nO éVidence of such
scheme for the master's degree prograMMe I have analyzed in the two regions.

DuratiOn for Graduate Programmes in Educational Admintsration

As mentioned earlier _In my introductory remarks, the duration of study for _a
master's degree in educatiOnal AdtiniatrAtiOn differs from_ one university to
another thtbughbUt the two regions. Five examples have been sighted to
illUStrate this point. At the University:of West Indies candidates are required
to follow the prescribed course of study over a minimum period of six terms. At
Ahmadu Bello University in Nigeria a theater of education with specialization in
educational adminiStration And planning requires four terms for full-time

117
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students and four_ long vacatio for part-rime. At ths_University_of Zimbabwe;
on the Other:hand, -che Master of education degree extends over a period of one
yeat for full-time students and t.7.,c) years for part-time. At Kenyatta College;
University_of Nairobi, the master of education prograMMeS normally take tWo
years for: full-time students and atedivided intio COUrSeWork and research,_each
lasting one academic year;_ L-at bUt hot leat;t; the University of Guyana
requires one and cinehalf years for full-7.time students done by coursework
examinations; laboratory performane71 and thesis. One wonders_why there ShOUld
be_a difference:of one year duration between the Univeraity Of ziiiihah*e and the
University of West _Indies using my experience at Kenyatta University College;
I would speculate the difference Occurs because of the emphasis:placed on the
research. While sOme universities do not require a masterpiece thesis at this
leVel, tither universities do. Therefore; the time provided _for reaeatch and
wrlting of thesis does indicate the seriousnesj of Work expected from
candidates. There have been nuterbuS inatantea Where candidates have taP:en more
than two years t0 cotplete thatet§, degrees mainly because of_the time it takes
to complete theaes. Even when the thesis has been completed in time; there are
further delays caused by external examiners and boards of eXaminera. In the
final analysis it takes four years on the average to gradUate a candidate for
master's degree.

TO ctinclude this section,_ I would lihe to mention that the Ahmadu Bello
University programme, which utilizes long vocations; it, Unigite in the two
regions. :The University of Guyana comeS ClOSer to this in its post graduate
diploma in education; It UtiliZeS Week-ends and long_ vacations to enable
studenta whO ate fUll-time at work to complete their graduate diploma in one
i:eat. I haVe not been able to verify whether the master of education programme
at the University of Guyana is organLzed along the_ same lines. What is
important about organizing programMes that Utilize long vacations is that
candidates can continue WOrking full-time. _They could also bring their
immediate and bn going experiermes _to enrich the classroom discussions.
Possibilities of trying some _of the theories_learnt during_the lectures riti the
working environment are greater. 6hou1d che thebrieS SUCCeed or fail there are
possibilities for discussions :in claaarOOM Situations_ later. However,
arrangements would nave tO be made to ensure that university lecturers affected
have vacation at some point within the academic yea':.

Courses Offered for_Graluate Programmes in EdUcatiOnal Administration

For the benefit -of our discussion have listed oourses offered by two
liniveraitiet in the region and In _the appendix there are detailed Courae
descriptions taken from two other universities.

The University of Zimbabwe offers a wide rang,: of courses for a master of
Education (Adminiatration).

(r3
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Candidates are required to take the equivalent of ten full courses listed
below:

1. Research Methodology;
2. Evolving Concept in Educational Administration;
3; Administration of Intercultural Education;
4. Administrative Processes in Education;
5. Personality Theories ana_Development;
6. Psychological_Foundations of Curriculum Development;
7; Administration of Education in Zimbabwe;
8; Supervision of Educational Personnel;
9; The ROle of the Administrator;

10. Organization of_Schools;
1I; Educational Planning;
12; Economics of Education;
13. Measurement and Evaluation;
14. Programme Evaluation;
15. Adaptive Processes in Educational Organization;
16. Administration and Student PerSonnel;_
17; The Administration and Organ3zation of Higher Education;
18; Administrative SCience and Educational Administration;
19. The politics of Education;

These are half courses except Research MethOdology which is a full course.12
What this means is that candiaates must take most of the courses listed above.
In addition, candidates are required to write a dissertation which counts for
two full courses. One course requires special mention: "Administration -E-71d

Organization of_Higher Education." You will recall I had expressed concern in
this area; Therefore, the, inclusion:Of that course in the master of education
administration is a step in the right direction. I would like more courses
developed to cater to increasing demand for highly_ qualified administrators in
our universities and other institutions of higher learning;

Kenyatta University College, University of Nairobii provides another example of
the course outline for the Master of Education degree in Administration,
Economics and Planning. The following is the course outline:

1. Principles of Economics andiPlanning;
2; Overview of Educational Administration;
3. General Course in Curriculum Development;
4. Research Methodology;
5. Theories of Administration;
6. Primary School Administration;

Secondary School Administration;
8. Fundamentals of National Education and Administration;
9. Policies and,Educational Institutions;

10. Micro Economics of Education;
11. Macro EcOnedic8 Of EdUcation;
12. Education and Socio-Economic Development;
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13; General,PrOblems of Educational Planning in Developing Countries;
14. Methodologies of Educational Planning with Special Reference to

Developing_Countries;
15; Planning_for Change in Educational Systems;
16. Administrative Factors and Educational Planning.13

The first four courses are compulsory. Those majoring in administration take
the five courses immediately below the compulsory ones. The remaining eight
courses_are taken by those majoring in economics and planning. In addition tO
the courses; the University of Nairobi, like the University of Zimbabwe,
requires candidates to write a thesis as a partial fulfillment of the
requirement for the Master of Educat_ion (Administration). However:, the
candidates of M.Ed. of the University of Zimbabwe are required to take more
courses and complete theses within one year,_ while_at the University of Nairobi
less courses are offered and candidates spend a whOle year writing theses.

Course Descriptions For Graduate Programmes in Educational Administration

Samples of course descriptions_for Master_of Education Administration appear in
the appendix-.

, The first appendix Shows the course description of the Master of
Education Administration and planning_ of Bayero _University in Nigeria. The
appendix_ two shows the Postgradudte Certificate of Educational Management and
Administration at Cave Hill, the _University of West Indies._ Ironically, course
one listed by the two universities are very similar. Courses on Research
Techniques, EValuation and Assessment taucp:t at Cave Hill do not seem to_have
their counterparts at Bayero University, while_courses related to educational
planning offered by Bayero University do not seem to have their counterparts at
Cave_Hill College. One can, therefore;_ conclide that there are similarities and
differences between_ the courses offered for graduate programmes in the
Universities of the Commonwealth Caribbean and Africa just as the_history of the
two regions have similarities and differences._ Perhaps there should be a move
to narrow our differences through exchange programmes; There is a significant
omission, _however, on all the courses_ I have analyZed and diecneaed with you.
None of them seems tb_address itself to financial management. Unless that
aspect oi edtcational administration is covered elsewhere, perhaps we shculd ask
ourselvos, "Why the omission and what can be done about it?"
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Unit Two:

Unit Three:

Unit Four:
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APPENDIX

Bayero UniverSity, Nigeria

Course Descriptions--M.Ed. Administration and Plarirtizig

Organizational Theory and Roles.
Characteristics of Social Organizations; The Concept of
Bureaucracy; Organizational and Management;_ Application of
Management; Principles of_Schools; Role Theory; Role Conflict; The
Role of the Secondary School Principal

Administration of Nigerian Education.

Federal Government Policy_on Education; The_"ole of the Federal
Government; The Role of f.he State Government; The Role 0f the LOcal
Government.

The Universal Primary Education.
Aims and Tmplementation of the U.P.E._Scheme; The 1976 U.P.E.;
Effects of the U.P.E. on Manpower; Changes in Secondary Education
as a Result of the U.P.E.

Educational Development and Planning.
The Role of Education and Social and Economic Development; The
Concept_of Human_Resources and Their Development; The DefinitiOn,
Substancei Strategy and Subject,Matter_of Educational Planning and
Organization;,Methods and Principles of Educational Planning; The
Basic Activities ln Preparing a Draft of the Educational Plan.

Unit Five: Aporoaches_to Educational Planning.
Social Demand Approach; Manpower Forecasts; Cost-benefit Analysis;
Nonnative MethOd; Saturation Co-efficient.

Unit Six: Aspects of Educational Planning.
Qualitative Aspects; Adminirttrative ASpecta; Social Aspects.14
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APPENDIX II

Universi-ty_o_f_West Indiescave Hi11

CourseDescriptions: Certi icate in Educational Management and Adminiration

1. Theories_of Organization and Administration.
A study of organizational theol.ies and their:application to educational
institutions and an examination of the dynamics of the behaviour of the
educational administrator, including role theory and role conflict.

2i School Organization and Administration;
This is the major:section Of the course; it is concerned with the
organization, administration and evaluation of educational systems and
institutions.

The Government of Education and Edt:cational Organizations.
The:Government of Educational Institutions; Institutional and Central
Pdlitidal Framework; Organs of Influence, etc. laws, rules and
regulations.

4. Research Techniques and Research Into Organization.
An introduction to_basic research techniques that are particularly
suited to the study of educational problems and organizations.

Evaluation and Assessment.
The evaluation of pupil achievement, teacher effectiveness,
instructional programmeS, SChOols, etc.15.
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This paper_ was prepared :for: a Symposium on "The professional Ftepatation and
Development of Educational Administrators ih Developing AtaaW sponsored by the
Caribban, Society Of EdutatiOnal Administrators in association with the
Commonwealth Council for Educational Admtnistrators; It presents some of, the
findings and _experiences of the research project "Training, Third WOrld
Educational Administrators--Methods and Materials" Which iS fUnded by the
Overseas Development AdMiniStration, UK. The VieWS eXpreSSed in this paper are
th0Se Of the aUthor§ and should not be taken to represent the views of the ODA.

INTRODUCTION

The ODA=fUnded research project originated out of_ a_ccncern for the severe
shortage of appropriate__materials for use in the training of third world
educational_administrators; The original_ project aims were tb §titvey the
provision of, training Lin educational adtiniStratiOn in a number of developing
countries and it8 quality in relation to identified_training_needso study the
mature of this provision_ particularly the_ alternative strategies; training
methods_and materials which_are employed; and to develop, in collaboration with
thitd_world trainers, materials for use in future training progtamMes. In the
course of time we recognised that a key tole the project could also be playing;
and one -.Which We hava seen increasingly as a major objective, is to_stimulate
institutional materials_development_processes and the adoption of more diverse
training methodologies by third world trainers;

The purposes of this paper therefOre, ate tO -outline some of the findings;
impressions and eXperiences from the past three and a hall _years of the
project's life. We look first at the _present preoccupationiwith educational
administrator training, _suggesting a number ofiproblemareas that Will need to
be_tiackled if new training initiatives_are td,have a:Significant impact in the
future. One critiCal iSSUe iS lack of training materials_, and we provide_an
overview _Of MethOdS and materials used in training and examine questions
concerning materials development;_ dissemination and utilisation; We then
describe_the_materials we have developed and diScusS SOMe Of the finding§ from
the field trials and our initial cOntlUSiOnS. Finally we attempt to synthesize
these various atrand8 in Oder to present for discussion some more generalisable
conclusions concerning learning resources_ for the professional development of
educational administrators in the third world;

The paper is thus in four parts.

1. The professional_development of educational administrators--patterns of
training_and problem areas

2; Methods and materials--an overview and exaMination of issues
3. The ODA project materials--their development, dissemination and

evaluation
4. Learning Resources--towards some conclusions
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. THE PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS

) Educational Preoccupations - past and Present

Education in_the developing world as in industrialised countries is rather_prone
to waves _of enthusiasm for some particular_ aspect of_activity which is
ultimately supplanted__by another. Right now, training educational
administrators seems toibe an area of intensifying interest, at least in quite a

few different parts of the world.

There has been 4 succession of different educational preoccupations in the third
world since the days of newly achieved independence in the early 60's.

I. The:buLld-up_of secondary and higher education to meet shortfalls in well
qualified manpower.

2. _The generazion:ofimany curriculum development projects aimed at making the
content of education more relevant and less influenced by colonial
perceptions of what was appropriate.

3. The_ disappointing_love_affair.mith educational technology, which promised
to make_education_ more effective,_ cheaper and more widely disseminated, and
which largely failed to deliver these promises.

4. Educational planning and the_push_to_rapidly inorease enrolments. Massive
achievements. in_ _enrolments were:accomplished, but againstia background of
rising population figures :and falling economic growth _figures; the
anticipations of universal primary education in many developing countries by
1980 proved a cruel disappointment. .Educational_planning has:come under
heavy attack since:it_ iswidely perceived to be unduly centralist and
undemocratic as well as prone to margins:of error in guessing the fUture
which:are so substantial as to put the utility of the planning exercise in
considerable doubt.

5. _NonformaI_ education as the liferaft on which optimistic pundits Seek to
escape from the sinking ship of formal educational systems which are said to
be irrelevant, ineffective and inefficient. (Deschooling--the extreme
reaction--never caught on in the Third World, thank goodness).

So now the training of educational administrators/managers (call them what you
will); seems to be one of the current and growing enthusiasms. Curiously this
preoccupation is equally visible in industrialised countries, as in the Third
WOrld. For some reason, Australia, Canada_and some_(but by no means most) parts
of the USA nave given administrator training priority and emphasis for a good
few years now. Indeed,: a small number: of institutions_in the USA have a track
record going back decade8, althOtigh their Work was often heavily_oriented to
research and theory-building as opposed to training. Elsewhere, the emphasis
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is fairly_new. Britain, _for example., has just launched:a national scheme for
the training of head teachers, with a, centre currently located at Bristol
University, and there are some parallels in other OCED countries.

Many of these new developments_are_clearly based on dissatisfaction with prior
arrangements. Three questions immediately pose themselves.

1; why this new preoccupation with training educational administrators'

2. What is the nature of current training provision?

15 it having a significant effect or 2S it likely to?

These are questions we shall address in the rest of this part of the paper.

(h) The New Emphasis

The hew emphasis on training educational_administrators has its :roots in the
experiences _of the 60's and 70's; ,As remarked earlier; these decades :saw a
succession pf :attempts to extend the provision of education in developing
countries, to define: more_relevant goals and contents, to improve effectiveness
and raise the quality of education, and to make _it_._more efficient thereby
increasing quantity and quality_ without escalating costs; In broad terms, the
achievements_in_extending access to education have been impressive even if they
fell short of the early optimistiC targets. But a considerable price has been
paid. Many would argue that standards have fallen (albeit compared to_earlier
systems that were much more elitist) _and_costs nave not been significantly
reduced. Perhaps most_significantly, the belief that the models of education
which the third world: inherited from_ the: West are irrelevant is still
widespread_, Yet efforts: to reform education have made relatively little
progress ,(at least in relation to the early expectations of what would te
accomplished). Hence. :the current_diagnosie_that itiisithe implementation of
these reforms that is the weak link in the chain; :If education:is managed at
the middle and lower levels by people who:have had no training, then--the
argument runs7-it is not eurprising to find that they are not particularly
effective, efficient or responsive to change.

One _of_the_principal agencies to expose this:view is the World Bank, and it is
no coincidence that several of_ the:national institutes being established in
tlird:world countries were set up with World Bank funds. However, the Bank_does
not dictate to borrowers_what they must_ borrow although it wields:considerable
influence, and there is no doubt that this analysis is _widely shared in
Ministries of Education as it is iniother agencies such as UNESCO. It is hard
to disagree with this consensus, although there are several dangers inherent in
it. One ie that training administrators will become another _in_the list of
transient fads or gimmicks to which education is prone, to be replaced by

1° 7
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another as soon as it:appears:that results will be hard to come by and not to be
achievediovernight. Another is that committ7ent will be rhetorical rather than
real, and that tb:zen efforts will terely_scratch the surface of the_ptoblem. A
third is that the training programmes are likely to succeed in training people
in systems' maintenance but not in innovation and refOrm.

(c) Current provision in Developing Countries

In developing countries; attention to:the training Of Adtinistrators is by no
means evenly distributed. Some countries give it much more weight than others.
We can distinguish five principal forms of provision.

1; .Ad_hoc one-off courses or conferences organised by departMentt of the
Ministry of Education, or local authotitiet*.

2. Courses organised by university departments of education.

3. On-the-job-training

4. Training abroad.

Specialised_ Ministry sponsored institutes for the training of
educational administrators.

In the first form of provision,_ we find tiAistries laying on courtes or
conferences_withim_the Ministry itself as a rule; These are provided for tne
planners; the curriculum developers; the inspectorate, office managers, local
directors of education, but usually on an occasional basis. There is not
normally any sequential basis to this provision--it attempts to deal with
specific problemsAs they_occurand At rarelyiattempts to cover the mass of
principals and deputy principals who are usually too numerous to be,catered fbt.
Weaknesses of this provision are: numerous. There is usually little or no
investigation_ into :the real training needs of the participants and very often
the courses are mainly intended to inform participants_of some new initiative
rather than to equip_themto _carry it out; The 'trainers are often carrying
our_a_propaganda role; they may have little training skill or ability; not
infrequently irhey are ignorant of :education and will have been brought_ in
temporarily from a national institute of public administration _or some
university equivalent. _Also there is often little follow-up in terms of
supporting the_participants in their tut equent work or evaluating the impact of
the original input.

*This term is used to denote any regional, provincial, district _or local
authority charged with providing educational services.
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The second form of provision--ny university_departments of education-_7has als0
been exposed to a considerable volume of criticism. The:courses usUally lead to
an academic award, and:this may mean that they are tbd long and too preoccupied
with the acquisition of academic knOWledge and skills which are different from
those needed by the administrator._ _ A___frequent_complaint isthatithese courses
are too 'theoretical'_and insufficiently "practical." This distinction is
really a naive _one; the :problem is more that _such courset tOnd to stress
acquisition of knowledge (Of fact:a and thebriee) rather than acquisition of
skills or, competencies. Of CoUrad in reality one needs_the mostappropriate
mixture of noth, and u3timately the distinctian between "thecry"_ and :rpractice"
breaks downl "there_is_nothing_so practical as a good theory," as Kurt LeWin
remarked--the_ problem is to know what theories are goOd OndS a7id to_ discern
their practical implications; Also, acadetic CdurSeS do entail the acquisitcn
of skillstaking notes, writing succinct presentationsilistening and
exposition, gutting texts for their essential_ signifance under pressure; :and
others whichare very_much germane to the administrator's task-. NeVerthelesS
many administrative skills, particularly in the hUtan relatibhe domain are given
little airing in these coUrses Other fhan by ekposUre _to such theoretical fields
as organizational SOCiolOgy, industrial psychology, systems: theory; and
development economics. The chances_of_administratorsibeing able to improve:the
morale of their_subordinates as a result remains doubtfUl. EVen tore mundane
items_such as, how to run a staff-meeting, Or a patentteacher association, or
how to do the accounts, tend tO receive scant attention. Further. university
sponsored:courses often apply excessively stringent admissions and assessment
criteria in relation to the employer's and the employees' needs in terma Of
job-performance.

On the,lob,training, :our third category, is rarely practised_in any systemattc
way. School principals are often expected_to_make_the transition rrom classroom
teacher to head_teacher on_the basis of classroom experience alOne;_ A fOrtunate
few will have_served_a period as deputy principal under the Watchful eye of an
experienced and helpful head; Or a htiVite inSpector may be teamed_with a more
experienced one, but Whether ahy formal training other than "sitting with
Nellie" or "learning _by_ doing"__ takes place is unlikely; One, of the feW
countries anywhere to have a formal scheme of principals traininej their deputies
is Japan

Another form of on the job training is in the use of distance teaching materials
--self instructionalmanuals_ or_ correspondence courses; TheSe ate not
widespread_at_the moment but there is growing intereat in the techniques. The
Alama Iqbal Open University_ 0f:Pakittan provides correspondence courses _for
educational administrators, fdr instance. _However, doubts have been expressed
whether distance teaching can_effecti_vely improve skills; although its scope in
improving the knowledge base of trainees is not questioned;
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The fourth form of provision, training a'iroad--most frequently on academic
award-bearing course in foreign universities-7has ,asually been reser,d for
hLgher-level administrators and planners._ It isi_of_coursei_very_expensive_and
in_ most countries depends1 on the supply of:aid7funded scholarships from foreign
dono:s., (One curious omission in the past, which is now beginning to receive
some, attention, ,is coursea for the training of trainers.) The same kind Of
criticisms of university-type courses reported earlier are levelled at this type
of traininia, arid in some in3tances such couraea_imay be even more_irrelevant._ It
is_not unkown for administrators to attend1 courses in industrialised countries
whichiare intended purely for nationals of those countries. In Britain, for
eXaMple, trainees from Third World countries may rind themselves on courses
which demand a_ detailed knowledge of the workings of _British local_government
and the Department_ of_Education and_ Science; and which rarely contain even an
element of comparative studv:of administration in, other European countries;
Indeed,-our observation is that educat:onal administration training in many
parts of the world is very parochial;_ we have known trainers to assert that they
have nothing to learn from other countries.

This raises: a very important question, to which _we ahall: return later,
concerning the relevance Of training aims, contents and methods developed in any
one context to any other. Interestingly; one form r_;4-. L'Ireign training that_is
developingi_andL increasingly, is for groupsi of :tr7inees from one :third world
country to go to another,(e.g. Sri Lankan administrators being sent te India 4nd
Malaysia) for staff development purposes.

The fifth form of provision that of national_ inatitutcs for_ training
educational administrators-f-normally sponsored by the Ministry or part of-7is a
more recent phenomenon. There is quite a clutch of these newly-hatched OUtfita
7-particularly around the rim (and in the middle) of the Indian Ocean and the
South China Sea. For example:

- N1EPA_ (National Institute of Educational Planning and Administration
--India)

- SCEA (Staff College for Educational Administration--Sri Lanka)

- IDEA (Institute for the Development:of Educational Administratioa--
one in Thailand; one in Philippines)

- KESI (Kenya Education Staff Institute)

MANTEP (Management Training for Educational Persenne 77TanZaaia)

- MIE (Mauritius Institute of Education)

- NIEM (National Institute of Educational Management--Malaysia)

- Management and Training Centre (recent initiative of the Ministry of
Education--Ethopia)

130
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(d) The Effects of the Now Emphasis

It is too early to sa! whether the new ,eMphasa being -given to training
administrators is having a significant qualitatiVe impact. Most_of__the_new
institutes have nOt been in eicistence long enough_to have done more than begin
tO address the needs. Even in _countries _like India and Malaysia; where the
training programmes haveteen in_operation for a number of yearg, the ndtbera of
personnel_requiring training are very large; in Sri Lanka; fOr example, the
numbers of principals; inspictorg and edUtatiOn officers who should receive
training is far greater than the Staff College can cope_with. As a resulti the
SCEA concentrates on the_Columbo district and four pilot areas in which an
experimental management_reform is under way. Regional, managetent centres in
other parts of the island are intended_ tO tater tO Others; but these are in
their infancy. In Tanzania there are 1Q000 primary school_principals in need
of training (apart froth Other categories)4 but most of the staff of MANTEP are
-currently overseas being trained themselves;

If the_new initiatives are to have a signifidant itpact in the future, there are
a ntmber of problem areas that Will need to be tIckled. The following
prOblematique is of course a general one; based on clu:- experience of aiwide
Variety of institutions. Not every problem afflicts every institutiOn, theingh
many experience most of them;

(i) Inadequate budgets

Some of the new institutes are run on a shoestring. , They are hOdeed in poor
accommodation; often premises that have been Vacated dr abandoned by someone
else; There is insufficient aquiptento especially transportation. _There
are_ not enough ancillary personnel - in one _place a_trainer with UNESCO
experience and a Master's degree_does all the photocopying; Very few
ihstitutes_have_a_research/evaluatiori officer; or spend Signifitant sums on
these crucial activities; It is egential to create _an_ impression on
administrative trainees that the training_institute _is itself a model of
efficient organization; otherwise they are likely to be unmoved by the
rhetoric of the trainers.

(t ghorragp of suitable training matetialg

Matelials_production is a very_time_consnming exercise whlth requirea a good
deal_Of special skills; Indeed; being a good trainer and a Odd materials
designer_are_by no means identical. Trainers Often have timetables that
leave insufficient time for generating Materials, _and_this increases the
pressure on them to use traditional methods, particularly the lecture.
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(iii) Undertrained trainers

The trainers themselves sometimes lack sufficient knowledge_of their ov,n
subject matter, _especially in_regard tc having a cri:ical approach to
Planning techniques, for example, are often tatigni_t_hout any discussion
of their limitations. The trainer3,_ in_some instances, have:inadequate
knowledge and experience of alternative training methods _and techniques;
their style and approach is frequently that of the teacher rather than
the trainer; In general though, this problem of undertrained trainers is
being tackled because it is an area where aid agencies can fairly easily
supply techntoal_assistance _(although one wonders sometimes about the
appropriateness of some of this assistance).

(iv) Neglot of research into trainin9 needs and impact of training

Research_is_a greatly neglected area; Very little systematic study of
the training needs of the clientele is carried out. Wii-m there is some
effort it _Is usually done by the trainers who frequently have_little_or
no research background. Gross sampling ertors,_ambiguous questionnaires,
prejudged conclusions, __invalid _inferences: and other weaknesses :are
common. The _results often indicate broad vague topic areas without
specifying the skills or competencies that are needed to perform a
particular job in a particular context. The results_are similar_with
impact studies. Evaluation consistsi_alI_ too frequently, ofienquiling
whether trainees_found_the course useful, and which bits they found most
useful. _ Whether training actually improves job performance is a very
difficult question to answer, and it is significant that the few_studies
which make a serious attempt to answer it usually_find_little_evidence in
favour. This may, of course, be due to the methodological problem.

Lack_of_a rnheremr_harionaltraining policy

h fifth problem area, and one which to _a great_extent contributes to
thpse institutional prablems_weilave already mentioned; is the lack, in
same countries, _of any coherent training policy_ on educational
administrator improvement and poor coordination and integration of
training provision. It seems that_many of the questions coveti.ng the
status and priority_to be given _to _training, trainee selection and
incen.:ives for traintng, _personnel policies and so on are insufficiently
explored for the new initiatives to achieve maXimum impact.
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2. METHODS AND MATERIALS - AN OVERVIEW AND EXAMINATION OF ISSUES

The first part of this_ paper highlightedi some of the contextual factors
surrounding the professional development of educatiOual administrators, and
Iookediat pattern8 Of training provision. A number of problem areas were
identified including the neglect of adequate_ training needs analysis and the
issue of appropriate and suitable methods and materials;

In_order to provide additional reftrence points for:our subsequent analysis ot
learning resources for professional development of educational administrators in
the thira world it will be useful ).ou to:

,a) provide an overview of methods used in training,

(h) highlight some key issues surrounding methods and consider_some of the
arguments for and against their use, the issue of cultural
appropriateness, the_evidence which exists concerning their
effectiveness and the factors affecting the choice of method,

(d) look at materials needs and availability,

(d) examine the experiences of curriculum innovation in other sectors with
aiview to identifying significant,factors,associated with successfUl
materials development; dissemination and implementation.

(a) Overview of methods used in training administrators

The descriptive literature op teaching methods and materials used in preparing
educational adminietrators is eNtensivei particularly as it pertains to _the
West. The methods of instruction range from__traditional lectures to case
studies and modern instructional technology, such cs the use of_ computer
simulations; It is evident that a wide range of methods are being used.

Many ,of the non-tnaditional methods now used in tre.,.ningeducational
administrators derive from tho experience in fields_other tnan education; Thus
case study methodsi_in,basket exercises and_simulations have their origins in
war_games employed in military training; These l're quickly adopted and used
extensively in management training, as a number of standard references have
documented)

These developments_have had some influence on the education sector, and
inevitably there has !been an increasing tendency to explore the potential and
value of such approaches for educational adminitration training. Recent years
have seen a, shift from learning through theoretica_l__and_ knowledge packed
lectures to learning and developing educational administrative skills through
practice; experience and less traditional methods.
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A further influence on approaches_adopted_in educational administrator training,
particularly_in_North America, is the competenoy-hased_txaining_movement. _CBT
has teen used fordeveloping training models in a number:of fields, but only
recently has it,been, applied to educational administration training. :The

approach rigorously and systematically identifies what competencies are required
of effective leaders (or other groups)i by developing and testing competency
indicators which describe a_leader's performance in terms of a large number of
competency statements, and the level,of competency required; On the basis of
this:analysis, projet teams can develop instructional programmes and naterials
for identified competencies, together with assessment tools. One_ example of
this is Project ASK (Administrative Skills and Knowledge) at the_University of
Alberta:in:Canada which has developed:educational programmes andimodular
materials to ouver selected prioiity tasks of school principals.2

A number of overviews of educational administrator preparation have highlighted
the alwelopments in the non_traditional_methods. in_an early_overview_of the
American situation:, :Wynn3: reported optimistically on the progress in the
development of what he calls 'unconventional' methods :and materials (eg. case
studies, simulation exercises and role-plays), discussing their advantages and
disadvantages and providing examples of their use. However, a mOre recent
review _of _preparatory programmes in American institutions4_ reveals that the
predominant mode of instruction amongst the 375 institutions surveyed was
classroom lectures and discussions, with croups of _10-30: stvdents. Moreover,
Whilst some use of simulation techniques was reported by professorsi_ the
students surveyed did not support that they had_actually_experience_d _these
extensively._ _ It appears, :therefore, :that although most course descriptions
indicate: that a range :of teaching methodologies :are used, there seems to be
little:dOcumentary evidence to support these claims, or comprehensive surveys
which iiidicate the extent of use; more frequently the literature reveals the
lack of use of such methods.

Reports of methods used in the third worla have indicated that there,is a trend
towards greater utilisation or non-traditional methods., but no detailed surveys
of methods have been found in the literature. _A Unesco review_of programmes_for
training school administrators and supervisors in the :Far East revealed that
methods used: included: lecture7type sessions; panel discussions; viewing of
films; in-basket training group dynamics; simulated games; and role playing.5

The__Unesco _R.egionalOff.ice in Bangkok has been instrumental_in ennancing the
capability of national training centres in the Far East in carryingiout their
training programmes, in educational planning and administration. Attivities
include training end materials development workshops involving the development
and testing of distance teaching materials in educational administration. A
recent_projeA:t evaluation workshop noted the need to improve existing materials,
develop furtner materials and explore the use of a wider variety of training
methods.6
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(b) Training methOds - key issues

) Rational for the _use_of_.nom-tr -

The case for non-traditional approaches to training is based on a number _of
arguments. The widespread impaot _of management scjmn-7es oneducational
administration has, to_ aome _extent, resulted_in_ trainers becoming :less

interested in theory and knowledge and more interested in the development of
attitudes and skills; and there are many who now consider that the primary
purpose of training is to improve tne skills area. To achieve this, it is
argued, a trainee needs practice and feedback,_ and4 therefore, methods must be
sought which allow this and which go beyond the 7sterility of traditional
classroom based training."7 Training should permit ,the learner, to try oUt
skills and techniques and !profit by MiStakeS in a framework which provides
important elements of their environment without including those leading to
danger or unnecessary complexity.

kk_ey _feature_ at this view about training is the importance _of experience.
Experiential: training is based, on the direct experiences of the participants as
opposed to,the,vicarious experience garnered through_didactic_approaches.__It_is
also an inductive rather than a deductive process!the_participant discovers for
himself or herself_the learnings offered by the experiential:procesa; One of
the major proponents:of,learning through experience is Kolb8 who presents it as
a cycle consisting of:,the concrete experience, reflective observation, abstract
conceptualization, and active experimentation. The debate _surrounding the
theory-practice conflict, and the concept of the transfer :of training (or

learning1_through_proviston of ""eality-oriented" experiences has tnus been the
motivating force behind the adoption_of new participatory techniques. A further
argument is that many non-traditional methods, for example simulat.ions, not ony
provide an experience of reality which will enable_ transfer of :learning,: but
also are the most effective method of teaching management practice to large
numbers_of_students. Often they are the only substitute available fOr
supervised field attachments.

The case for non-traditional methods is supported by what is known of how adults
learn. Adult development_ theories describe a variety of elements or
environmental conditions that _facilitate development towards maturity. MbSt
significantly,,all highlight a basid belief in the learner. They have important
implications:for adult education and the ueneral prescriptions for_ ways to
promote adult learning; _educationalprinciples employed: by, trainers of
educational administrators need to be based on adult and not child learning.

This: distinction between andragogy and pedagogy has. been _highlighted_by
Knowles.9 The former is described as a process model where the teacher
(trainer) acts as a facilitator_who_creates a mechanism for mutual learning and
designsa pattern of learning experiences with suitable techniques and
materials.
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In the pedagogical method, the teacher decides the knowledge or skills to Pe
transmitted, organises content into a logical order and "teaches" using
lectures; readings; discussions and other expositive methods;

In sum, the arguments pbr_ the more extensive use of non-traditional training
methods:derive from the key concepts of andragogy and the transfer of learning.
The applications of these arguments within the specialist field of educational
administration is less widespread than in other spheres of adult education; but
is increasing;

(ii) Arguments against the use of non-traditional methods

There sre a number of srguments _presented against the use of non-traditional
methods; These can best be illustrated by a consideration of the factors which
appear to militate against:their wider use. The development of materials in
support of many non-traditional methods; such as in-basket exercises,
simulations and role-playing situations_ia_arduous and time-consuming; and the
expertise_oftem not available either to develop the materials required dr tO
handle the method in the training situation.

Such me*:.nods can be felt as a threat by both trainers and_participants; the
partinipants are controated_with_difficult situations in which their,responses
and behaviours are exposed and challenged by their colleagues and on the course;
the trainer can no,longer depend on being the teacher and the font of wisdom;
but becomes a facilitator of a unique learning enperience.

There are_also mumerous logistic problems; The methods have implications in
terms ofi space depending; as they frequently do, on intensive small group work
and/or ilarge areas tor simulation situations; most in-service educational
activities are heavily sUbscribcd and space is_usually at a premium._ Time is
another important factor working; as it_does, against the more extensive use,of
human _relations_ techniques_such as sensitivity training and T groups, which
achieve best results through a sen.es of events or experiences over a period of
time;

Most critical,_ howeveri_ are _the ooncerns often expressed at the extent to which
learning is actually transferred to the ,job, and the influence of cultural
factors pn the use and acceptability of methods developed in a different
(weStern/business) context.
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As we haveseen,_ many nou!-traditional methods are supported by andragogic
concepts;_ they are also influenced by psychoanalytic theories; and ideas of
inter-personal competition and the need for achievement. Research* most of
which has been conducted in the West, appears to validate many_ of these
principles, revealing the importance_of such characteristics (eg. respect for
personality, participation in decision-making* freedom of expresion and
mutuality of responsibility for learning) for effective adult education.

However; it is_ important to consider the possible cultural bias of _the
assumptiors of learner-centred approaches derive& from andragogy. In recent
years,_ attention has increasingly been given to the suitability of transferring
to _developing countries western models of professional preparation and
development of educational administration, and to the relevance_of theories of
school adminIstration.10 However, discussions about the appropriateness of
western methods in developing countries tend to take place within the broader
framework of cross cultura training* 11 or focus on_experiences in the public
administration _and management field. The Writer, Thiagarajan12, highlights a
number of problems involved in running behaviouralscience-oriented management
training programmes in developing countries. Based on the_experience of
programmes in Asia, ne stresses the importance _of ensuring that management
training is integrated with the prevailing social and organisational systems.
He observes that traditional rote-learning and the status difference between
teacher and taught mitigates against the small group_ behaviourally orientated
program. He questions the relevance_of the human relations methods as they are
based on alien assumptions about student-teacher rles. There are differences
in the third world with_ regards_ to participation, motivation and in the
potential for transfer learning because of the possibly greater dysfunctions
that exist between l,Farning and real life attitudesi the complexities of reward,
selection and promotion procedures and the_organisational climate. He concludes
that_whilst there are some universally related and qnique areaS Of behaviour,
there is "lfttle systematic evidence aS to where and to what extent
cross-national differences exist and w7lat environmental factors slain these
differences".

A. contrasting view is given by Kindervatter,1_3 a non-formal adult educator, who
suggests that the hier:trchical pav:erns.of dominance and deference evident_ in
Anian cultures ould appear to conflict with the active participation
fundamental to learner-centered_Ipproach._ Howeveri_he maintains that these
patterns dominate oiAy_certain relationships and certain.contexts--particularly
institutionalise6jearning_and the formal classroom situation. In rural areas a
picture emerges_of informal learning through peer interaction-7-villagera.sitting
together in informal discussion groups. Thus* if_the teacher acts .in_a formal
classroom manner the _learners will assume formal roles, but if_the teacher acts
as .facilitator th group will behave more similarly_to the informal diacuSSion
patterns; a learner-centered approach may actually reinforce rather than
coaflict wit",. traditional valueS.
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There isi clearlyi need for_much closer attention to be given to the question:of
cultural appropriateness; Certainly,_ no sweeping generalisations are possible,
moreover,_in discussing the suitability, or otherwise, of transferring western
originated Methoda to the third world. It might also be pertinent to ask about
the transfer of American originated methods Ind innovations to Europe.

41v)- Evaluation of methods--the evidence

The evaluation of methods_and materials for preparing educational administrators
presents many complex problems What has handicapped evaluation suggests
Wynn,14 "is the massive criterion problem," i.e the inadequacy of theory in
educational adtinistration results in quite imperfect criteria for_evaluation.
Moreover, when one considers non-traditional methods, whereas orthodox methods
are usually directed towards cognitive development, unorthodox methods presume
to stimulate cognitive and affective development and the latter is difficult t6
assess.

Partly for this reason, much of the evidence regarding the benefits of such
methods_is subjective, random and derived from the opinion of participants and
trainers. Very little detailed_ or rigorous evaluation has been carried outi
particularly with regard to the transferability of learning to the work
situation. However, in one of the few reviews of research on methods_of human
relations training used _in _educational administrator _training,_ Schmuck15
maintains that transfer from workshop to school is_possible with well designed
workshops including human relations training, classroom diagnosis, problem
solving tethniques, and role play.

If_ we look at research on the effectiveness of methods when they are used in
other areas of management training, the evidence is alSo sparse. In the
management_education field, Burgoyne16 reviewed research on teaching methods and
found no "pure" research studies on case-study methods but a large number on
T-Group and encounter group methods. This; he suggests, is because there has
been _so _muchl controversy surrounding the latter, particularly concerning the
possibility of damaging psychological side effects.

We can, however, draw on some useful findings from the teacher education field;
Joyce and_Showers17 analysed over 200 research studies on methods used 2n the
training of teachers to acquire teaching Skills. They used a two-dimensional
matrix, one dimension being made up of five components_of_ trainingror training
methods--theory, demonstration, practice, feedback and classroom application,
the other dimension being different aevels of impact on the_learner: awareness,
concepts and organised knowledge, principles and skills,_application and problem
solving., They _argued thait it is only when the fourth level of impact
(aplicatiOn_and problem-solving) is reached _that _we can expect impact on the
eddcation of children _in the classioom. Whilst_acknowledging the paucity and
limitations of research to date invo the effectiveness of variouS teaching
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methods, they concluded that the knowledge_hase is firm enough to support their
hypothesis, that in training teachers all five components of training are needed
to ensure the impact of training and promote the transfer of learning to the
actual_classroom situation. It is highly probable that the same thesis holds
true for the training of educational administrators.

(V) Factors affecting the choice of method

Despite the lack_of _empirical evidence for or against non7traditiona1 _methods,
attempts have been madeito produce "models" for selecting "appropriate" methdds
foritraining administrators.18 These models highlight the relationship between
various training methods and dimensions such as: principles _of learning;
degree of involvement, risk, interaction, learner activity; the structure and
control of content; levels of learning and skills learned;

Since there are so many complex interactions between the various decisions on
methods, it is difficult,_ indeed undesirable, to adopt one strategy or to stick
doggedly to the use of_ one particular method. Few_ trainers select one
theoretical approach to human learning and base their total training strategy on
it; the training_methods adopted by an experienced trainer or instructional
designer will reflect a range of premises from behaviouristic assumptions about
stimulus and motivation7response, to those derived from andragogy--either
consciously or unconsciously.

All training methods have some comparative adVantages and disadvantages which
are contingent upon the context, and there is no such thing as the training
method. One of the most_important factors affecting choice will be -ihe nature
of _the learning_ _objectives, and a further significant influence will be the
various situational parameters_which prevail. Trainers will need to vary their
choice, of !strategy and Methods according to the situationi_ because_ what is
effective in one learning situation may not be in another. Equally, it should
be borne in mind that ofte.n a combination of training methods will result in
heightening tne learning ilvpact. In the final analysis_, a decision _to adopt a
particular_ training method may well be influenced by the availabilty of
"materials", however undesirable this may be.

(c) Materials for training educational administrators

Trainers have tnree main options in meeting their requirements for materials:

- Using "published" materialsi
- Adapting existing materials,
- Preparing Suitable local materiala.

139
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(i) PUblished materials for use in educational administrator training

In the last few years there have been a:number of initiatives to promote the use
of participatory trianing methods and stimulate the prodUction of materials for
use in ,training thitd World educational administrators (this is of course_the
major aim or four project). Particularly_noable are the activities of Unesct.
The Commonwealth Secretariat and the Commonwealth Council for Educational
Administration (CCEA).

The CCEA, for example, has recently produced "The Commonwealth Casebook for
School Administrators,"19 which is a useful collection of case studies drawn
from Commonwealth countries. The Secretariat has also published "Leadership in
the_Management ofiEducationt Handbook for Educational Supervisors" ;20 Which iS
aimed_ at both practitioners and trainers and evolved out of a series of regional
workshops mounted in the seventies.

A range of self-rinstructioal print-based materials _for_ training educational
planners A:s being produced by Unesco's, Division of Educational Policy and
Planning, 21_and Unesco's:Regional Office in Asia at Bankok have produced_a range
of basic modular materials in educational planning and management.22 The _latter
have been widely used and adaptel by_ other countries (eg. Sri Lanka; _Nepal;
Philippines) mith_a correspondence version being used by AllaMa Iqbal Open
University; Pakistan on MA distance teaching courses.

It is evident that there is still a dearth of_suitable materials for educational
administrator _training in third world countries and this derives from numerous
and understandable constraints; The design of materials must come out of
careful consideration of many key factos, particularly local needs. Looking_to
western souzces for packaged materials is sometimes an undesirable solution and
ultimately a _national decision must be reached as to who should produce such
materials given the apparent demand for them.

Certainly, there are a number of sophisticated simulations or multi-rmedia
packages for training educational administrators_in the West (mainly of American
origin). Where such materials offer a degree of flexibility and can be readily
modified and adapted they may be of some use to _trainers outside their country
of origin. However, the problem of materials produced in the Westi_and,_indeed;
by international agencies is that they can rarely be completely appropriate o a
country's specific training needs, and_their amin role might be for comparative
analysis, and to provide ideas and prototypes for local materials development.

-1-1-i4--Adapting existing materials

The aim of some of the international:materials development _projects is not,to
disseminate documents to serve as recipes or standard models to be applied
indifferently in_ various context8; bUt, as is the intention with Unesco EPP
training MaterialS "to present materials which can be applied to _different
Situationa after local experimentation and adaptation to local needs."23
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Certainly, some materials can be_ relatively easily adapted and it is often
Eurprising how similar the day to day problems can be across different countries
and continents. Adaptation could consist of the renaming of characters in a
case_study_or_role play, altering_job_designations and organisational features,
or_more general re-wording to provide, for example, a more "recognisabl"
background and more realistic items for an in-basket exercise.

The rational behind arguments for adapting existing materials _(rather than
original preparation) is cost and personnel considerations. However, there does
come_a point at which it is more costly and time consuming to adapt and modify
-existing materials _which do ,not altogether fit desired requirements than t6
prepare new materials ab initi6. The advantages and disadvantages of adaptation
therefore, need to be carefully weighed.

11114 The_preparation_of local materials

The alternative to international/centralised production for possible local
adaptation, is production in-country. The_problem here is resource constraints
and_ lack_of_expertisei although undoubtedly the next _few years will see an
increasing range of locally produced materials. Indeed, a number of national
training agencies, such as IDEA in the Philippines and NIEPA in India, have
already produced a range of case study materials, simulation exercises and role
plays. Materials developed by NIEPA,__for example, include a human relations
training package for school administrator Training _consisting of a brief
background sheet, z videotape showing an incident, and a set of questions for
case7study analysis.24 The Unesco Asian network has _also explored the
possibility of strengthening_ the_written _word or correspondence lesson units
with audio visual support through audio cassettes/tapes and videotapes.

Much of the material in this area is difficult to identify; the use of a

specific case study or simulation exercise can be a very personal affairi and
even within institutions the availability _of _a simulation on educational
planning_produced by one lecturer does not mean that it will be known about or
even used by others materials adoption is a problematic issue as we shall see
in the next section. Ideally, material for use in educational administration
training should be produced by local trainers and lecturers, for use within
their °Tom very specific contexts, and to meet clearly identified learning
objectives.

(d) Materials--dissemination and implementation problems

The experience of the past quarter of a century's efforts at educational reform
in both developing and industrialised countries reveals that it appears to be
the rule ratherithan the exception for efforts to implement innovations, be they
major organisational changes or small scaJe curriculum inovations and associated
materials,_to_be less than wholly_successful. IT is beyond_ the scope of this
paper to review the literature on education innovation;25 but it will be USefUl
to look briefly_ at some of the problems encountered in implementing curricular
innovations yith a view to seeing what lessons, if any, have been learnt and
what the implications might be for our own particular area of concern: materials
for educational administrator training.

I 4 1
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There have been a large number of American studies of educational change
efforts26 which examine why many of the large scale primary and secondary school
curriculum and materials development projects of the last two decades._ have had
limited impact. The UK experiences in educational change and in particular
curriculum innovation have also been widely documented, particularly the Schools
Council projects.

Upwards of 180, curriculum projects were funded by_the Schools Council, the
central curriculum development agency_which functioned between 1964-1982. Many
projects started well_and failed to get institutionalised;_ and even apparently
effective piojects fizzled ,out because funding ended and teachers were left
without the support theyStill needed. A common phenomena with a number_of
large scale projects is "innovation without change;"27 where an innovation can
be taught extremely badly by teachers who acquire the materials without the
necessary training and who_either slavishly adhere to_them or else mix them up
with other conflicting methods thus, even when implemented; changes in the
materials used in the classroom are not matched by changes in methodology or
teacher philosophy.

Many studies in the past decade have shown that project implementation is often
only partial; that project aims are often misunderstood or distorted and that
adaptation frequently takes place both in the innovation and the system in which
it is introduced.28 One of the problems facing curriculum evaluators is what

teria Lhould be used_in judging success. Do we count only projects that have
b.-len "adopted" by schools?, _CT, do we, take a "mutual adaptation" perspective;
and if so,_how do,we make _jUdgemens abOut the adaptation of the_project design
and the relative impact of the philosophy and materials? If the materials are
used in a way that is alien to the project ,philosophy; is this taken 'Lip?

Certainly adaptation is _more usual than adoption and it_is probably quite
healthy that a user modifies innovations to meet local conditions rather than
swallowing innovations whole.

Whilst we find that considerable research has been done in the process of
implementing educational change in industrialised countries, and that there is_a
greater understanding, of the variables that determine success _or failure of
change programmes, other than a few notable studies429 there has been little
detailed researt. _on the process of implementing educational change in
developing countries.

However, a number of significant points and principles are prominent in Hany of
the discussions concerning factors affecting implementation, which would seem to
be universally applicable._ _The mmlti-faceted world of educational thange can
contribute to our understanding of how best to, go about developing and
disseminating learning resources fOr educational administrator_ training.
Materials development is part of the curriculum development process, and success
is not just a matter of introducing any new materials. The factors and
conditions affecting implementation which are highlighted by Fullan would Seem
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to be highly relevant to our discussion. He presents these as key principles of
implementation:30

- Implementation is a process not aft event. It occurs gradually or
incrementally over time,

- The innovation will get adapted, developed and modified during use,

- Implementation is a process of prOfessional develOpment and growth;

- Implementation is a process during which individuals and g7oups come to
understand and use a change involving new materials; behaviour and thinking,

- Interaction and technical assistance are essential for the socialisation and
clarification process,

- There are many practical obstacles to implementation, therefore_planning is
necessary if problems are to be overcome; and planning is itself an
implementation problem,

- One hundred percent implementation is probably not desirable, and in any
case is impossible,

- The ultimate aim of implementation ehould be to develop the capacity of the
system, school or individual to process further innovations.

These principles highlight the danger of considering the_trainer as a passive
recipient and implementer _of curricular packages developed by _specialists
elsewhere, the importance of providing support for successful implementation of
packages particularly_ those requiring changes in trainer philosophy and
methodology, and the fact that materials will inevitably be adapted by uSer8.
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THE ODA PROJECT MATERIALSDEVELOPMENT, DISSEMINATION, EVALUATION

(a) Rationale for our materials development strategy

When we embarked on the_ project, we weze guided by the principle thdt the
development of methods and materials for educational administrator training must
be considered within the context of a number of broader issues, as highlighted
in parts 1 & 2 of this:paper. _The first phase of the project looked at these
issues by gathering information_from a_ range of sources._ ,This included a review
of the literature, views and feedback obtained from third world trainers (in
particular a network of project participants) through questionnaires,
discussion, interviews and observations in a range of countries.

A key question was the needs to_which training shoUld be diretted. AS neted ih
part 1, this is a greatly neglected area, and although a number of national
training agencies are starting_to_systematically address this question, there is
still much uncertainty as to_the best way of undertaking such analysis. We have
accordingly completed a short guide to "Training Needs Analysis"

One major feature of any training nee.ls analysis is the identification _of
priority target _groups. Our_ initial research highlighted that; the group
described as the "middle-level" administrator, covering school principals,
district education officers and supervisors and inspectors, is most frequently
identified as a tOp priority for training. In citing this group, references
have been made to the multiplier effect: the growing numbers of young untrained
persons taking_ on responsibilities _for _planning, directing and administering
educational programmes; the administrative implications ,of educational
innovation; and _the increasing autonomy of school principals in some systems.
We; therefore, decided to fotuS our Attention on the development of materials
for use with this target group.

The question_then arose as to what are the key competency requirements in
priority task areas of middle level administrators. Here we faced a

considerable dilemma, and rather than attempt to develop materials which_were
very specifically skill or task oriented we chose to adopt a pragmatic _approach;
We identified what we_ believed were significant problem areas, in educational
administration,in third world countries, with a view to considering these topics
through the materials and providing trainers with a springboard for training in
a range of skills as far as they were appropriate or necessary in their
contexts. Accordingly, we drew up a list of topics _for consideration by our
network of participants, and the information_and feedback we reteiVed through
survey work was carefully considered arid used to gUide our future Strategy for
materials development.

BefOre embarking on materials development we also set out to study the nature Of
present training provisions in third world countries. The course information
that we have received suggests a wide range of course Objectives, course content
and target groups, from the more general courses in educational management and
administration to highly specific_courses in_project planning and management;
The extent to which such provisions are meeting trainees' and ayatema' needi
remains unclear in the absence of any thoroUgh impact StudieS.
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Information on:the training methods used on courses in the third world has also
been provided by our network of participants. Most report the use of lectures,
discussions, case studies, _role playing, simulations, exercises and field work,
but experience suggests that, on the whole conventional lecture methods_still
largely predominate in educattonal administrator training courses worldWidt.
This is particularly So in the tbre thebretical knowledge-based university
courses, and it is in the shorter in-service course and workshop that the
participatory methods are more widely adopted.

The use of innovative training methods and _associated_materials by trainers
appearsto be a highly individual aff,ir, and to conclude that the limited use
is solely due to the lack of materials is_to oversimplify the situation; what
may be more significant is the lack of expertise and confidence in developing
and employing such methods and materials; This is very evident from discussion
with trainers and observation of courses in both developed and developing
countries. It is for this reason that we felt that an important task of the
research_project_ was to help encourage and promote_the effective use of such
methods through the provision of carefully designed materials.

:

The positive response,Which the project received suggests however, that most
third world trainers find the shortage of appropriate training materials a major
constraint. As noted in part 2 of this_paper, other than_a few notable examples
of_case studies and self-instruotional courses there appear to be_no "published"
and widely distributed materials of this field; Trainers prodUce their own
materials, if at all, and examples of such internally produced matrials
indicate the preponderance of readings_ and course notes based_ on standard
academic texts. There is, howeveri_some in7house production o5 case studies,
but tt is evident that the constraints of_ time, ,money and trainer eXpertise
militate against this being a very widespread practice.

It was obvious to ts that no single package could be effective _for all
countries, _and that it AiiM3 also neither feasible nor desirable to attempt to
develop a ready-made package for immediate implementation in any one country.
We felt_ that what we_ Should ait fOr in our materials was to provide some
practical points or departure to enable trainers to draw on international
experiences and gain further insights into the possibilities offered by
alternative methodologies.

This last point highlights a further important question. Should materials be
for the trainer to use on a taught course; packages indicating to trainers how
to execute a particular training task and providing materials for them to do so;
self-instructional materials for use by trainees; or even some combination of
these modes? Responses from participants indicated that they would be most
intereSted in packaged materiala combining trainee and trainer oriented
components for use on taught coirses.
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Given these responses and concerns, we embarked on a materials development
strategy guided by a number of principles. We felt that the materials shoulth

- be presented as prototypes for,local field testing and adaptation,
- be a package Of learning & training resources; (to provide support for both

trainee and trainer), rather_than in-lividual items such as case studies,
- be flexible and structured in such a way as to allow the various components_
making up the package to be selected, modified or supplemented to meet local
needs,

reflect current thinking about the most apprcpriate methodologies for adult
learning and transfer of learning.

Accordingly, we embarked on the development of a package of materials entitled
"Managing Educational Change." In addition, materials currently in_preparatior
cover the topic, "The Use of Microcomputers in Educational Administracion." We
have also_developed two guides for trainers, one on "Training Needs Analysis,"
the other on "Training Methods for Educational AdministratOr Training,"
reflecting our concern that perhaps the greateSt need in this area is in
providing support fOr trainers.

(b) The Materials, Managing Educational Change"

The overall aim Of "Managing Educational Change" (MEC) is to provide prototype
materials for a study of the management_ of educational _change and; by
implication, management within__ a changing education system; through an
examination of the key issues surrounding educational change and the analySiS of
the practical considerations of managing change in schools.

The materials are for use on courses for practising school head teachers;
although with modification they _could be_ used on courses for middleleVel
administrators. The theme "Managing Educational Change" is covered through a
series of 6 units grouped under two topic headings: "Key issues in Educational
Innovation," and "Managing Change in Schools."

These units are designed in such a way that, although reference is made to other
units, they each provide_a series of activities tO form the basis of a complete
"learning experience." Each unit consists of a number of components, the_core
being a series of worksheets for trainers and participants corresponding to the
activities which make up_ the unit.. They are designed ion the cafeteria
principle, And we anticipate that trainers will select units to meet local
training needs. Units can be coMbined in a variety of ways,_either_to enable a
different emphasis within a training programme4 _or to form the basis for a

broader programme when _supplemented by additional materials, lecturers from
outside, field visits, etc.

The package is not presented as a rigid syllabus, it merely suggests a possible
approach to the structuring_of a series of learning experiences based on the
adtivities making up the units which are themselves provided_as examples of how
issues could be treated. Each unit has a number of additional optional
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activities_which provide an opportunity for certain issues to be examined ih
further depth, should trainers feel that this is desirable. Moreover, whilst we
have provided some case study material and simulation exercises, there is a need
to supplement these with more directly relevant local materials.

The philosophy underlying the materials_is, that of learning througn an analysis
of the problems _and practical realities of educational administration.
Activity based training sessions and the resulting discussions should help
participants in formulating some general_ principles: and developing skills
knowledge and attitudes which would enable them to improve their performance at
work; We have tended to minimise theoretical inputs, and whilst elements of
theory ate implicit ih, the materials, theoretical perspectives _are, on the
whole, confined to readings which accompany _each unit. _What we hope to enable
through the materials, Is that theory, where It might be usefully considered,
should_ derive from the work on the activities. (Further details of the
materials are presented as Annex 1).

(C) EValuation

CiT__Strategies_adopted

Two strategieS haVe been adopted in evaluating the project materials.

Postal questionnaire: The draft_packages of materials have 5een_distributed to
_ _ _

our network of participants together with an evaluatiOn qtide Which draws
attention to the sorts of issues which we would like responders to pay
particular attention to. In sum, these are questions concerning: the actual
usage of_materials_(how, why, when, prob1ems4 etc...); the appropriateness of
the materials and the actual strategy adopted; usability and adequacy; quality
and practical aspects_ of use;Land an overall assessment of the materials, in
relation_to local needs. _Initial responses have been favourable. However, (a)
it is clear that none of those responding have actually used the materials,
although indication _is given that they will use them; (b) the over-positive
comments suggest that the materials, may not have been subjected to a very
rigorous, detailed and critical scrutiny.

Workshop evaluation: _The materials:have been:used on workshops_in Thailand and
Sri Lanka (and further evaluation workshops are scheduled for Mauritius, Kenya
and Malta). This has provided a valuable opportunity for us to observe the
materials in use and make an assesment of their strengths and weaknesses. It
has also thrown into focus a major problem area facing the research project.
Namely, any assessment of the projects success as a_materials develpment
project needs to be undertaken within a_much more complex_frame of reference
than we; perhaps rather naively, originally anticipated. (Of this, more later.
These tWO field tests were somewhat different and as the Thailand exercise was
mainly opportunistic (the material was used on a workshop on Course Evaluation
to provide the participants with a "live" course on which to practice_evaluation
techniques), the rest of this section will discuss the evaluation undertaken in
Sri Lanka.

1 7
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The Sri Lankan_Workshop was undertaken in collaboration with the Staff college
ftr Educational Administration. The aims were.:_ the evaluation, adaptation and
de./elopment of project materials by field-testing_ them in Sri Lanka the
consideration_of methodologies_ for training educational administrators and
associatedimaterials needs in_the _country in order to stimulate the materials
development process at the Staff College.

In order to_achieve the_objectives. the workshop was designed and structured so
that the actual field testing of ODA funded project materials was introduced as
part of an overall learning_experience. This involved an examination of issues
surrounding training methods and materials, the preparation _and running of
mini-courses using the UK project materials which_embody a particular training
strategy, an_identification of_problems encountered An using_the materials_(and
inherent methods) and an attempt to apply the lessons learnt in a final
materials development phase.

It was not possible to field test_ all siz units making up MEC in the time
available,_ and._ as it was felt that each unit "stood alone," _we decided to
undertake a detailed evaluation of the units making up the second topic. namely
Unit 5; "Management and Change an Introduction," and Unit 6, "Resource
Management and the Change Process."

Two_ groups of SCEA trainers were asked to study the units and prepare and run
mini-coursee based on the materials. The mini-covrses would_last for one and a
half days with two groups Of "guinea pig" partic:.pants (Grade I_&_2 secondary
school principals). The _courses would be evaluated by two further groups of
SCEA trainers. __Each member of the above teams was provided_with a Copy Of the
relevant unit together with a copy of the "IhtrodUctiOn And OvervieW" (to the
materials package). They were given two days for preparation.

A _variety of evaluation _procedures were used at the Workshop including,
observation schedules, questionnaires, Anterviews and informal diScutSiona With
participants (trainers, evaluatora, trainee8).

(11) An overview of findings and assessments

It is beyond the scope of this paper to present a detailed account of the
findings of the field test, and we will merely summarise a few key points.

There was general agreement that the materials :with some adaptation and
modification were relevant and valuable foriuse in the Sri Lankan context, and
could be exploited to form the basis of a mini-course ok extended for use on a
longer course. The topic was felt to be relevant to Sri Lanka given, the
current reforms which stress the role of the principal as a change agent, and
tlie need to encourage principals to adopt a more change-oriented approach moving
from maintenance tasks to development tasks. The exposure to educational
practices and innoVationS in other countries was welcomed.

1,18
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The materials were, on the whole, used as _presented. Trainers followed the
units' structure and sequence of content, and utilised all the activities with
some_minor modifications to worksheet questions). Reference was made to Local
contextual factors and issues at certain points but no attempt was made to
introduce any rieW Materials or activities. _(This was in marked contrast to the
"trial" in Thailand where a range of local materials and activities were
introduced.)

Overall, the ,mini-courses were perceived to be successful, effective and
enjoyable. The trainees appeared to like the materials_ and _the approaches
inherent in them very much, they were satisfied with the experience and believed
that they had learnt something during the one and a half days.

The approach adopted in the materials (learning through an analysis of problema)
was felt by the trainers to de very effective., and the strategy of encouraging
active learner participation was thought appropriate. However, some of the
trainers had difficulty in effectively adopting the approach required by the
materials. One group; in fact, reverted to a very expositive approach, starting
with a _presentation of theory and then engaging participants in activities.
They believed that their participants lacked the necessary knowledge to start
with problem-solving activities, arguing:

"Trainees are _not culturally attuned to looking at themselves and_analysing
their organigatiOns ... we agree that the best metnod is to focus on problems
and then build the theory from the problem, but we .deed skills as trainers to do
this..."

The, last statement is significant. _If trainers are famthar _with_ a
predominantly expositive training strategy (giving lectures) they may yell
encounter very grave difficulties_ when required to adopt a more discovery
oriented _approachi as was the _case with the project materials; Without some
training and fami.liarisation with new methods and materials, it may well be that
they are unable _to make the necessary adjustment in their method, and that the
materials will do more harm than good. The difficulty herei_is that, in our
attempts te evaluate the__ materials we find ourselves making_ evaluative
statements about the trainers; it may well be that the materials and associated
methods are actually unsuitable in certain contexts.

The trainer education element in the materials was thought to _be very helpful;
providing a valuable model/guide for inexperienced trainers, and helping them to
re.7assess their strategies and modify them; However, some suggested that the
instructions given in the materials are too restrictive/prescriptive; trainers
lacking eXperienCe may follow instructions too closely without adopting and
modifying them to local needs.
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d ) SOme conclusions--Project Materials and Strategy

( ) The materials

The matetialS whibh We have devised are presented as prototypes.. We hope that
they will Seir.Vé aS baSib modules for trainers in_third world countries to enable
them to arrive at distinctive programmes to meet their special needs in their
own contexts. However, we are also increasingly of the view that a key role
that the project should oy playing, and is apparently already doing, is to
stimulate the ihatitUtional materials development process. Such_processes_may
or may not be actually based on _project prototype materials, but we hope that
the ideas and approaches incorporated in the materials_ Will encourage third
world trainers to re-assess their 0Wil approaches and, where_appropriate,
consider the:adoption and deVeldpment of more innovative training_ methods and
materiala. ThUS, the real judgement of the success of our project must not only
be_the extent to which,_ in the long term, materials and associated methods are
actually adopted and/or adapted_; effectively uSed to meet local needs, and
institutionalised; but whether ih the final analysis the materials stimulate
initiatiVeS Of looal origin and thereby contribute towards improvements in the
quality of training provision.

In sum then, we recognise that _it Order to evaluate the success of our project
and the_project material8 ih the field we cannot_easily separate the twofold
aims of (i) thatetialS development and evaluation, and (ii) assisting
institutions in materials development.

We, therefore; need to adopt a very broad perspective, looking very carefully At
the many fabtots SiirrOUnding materials dissemination and_uti?isation including
the ClOSe inter-relationship between methods and materials, the problems of
implementing_ innovations, and the conditions which might contribute towards
success or otherwise.

We can use this framework in attempting to draw conclusions from the Sri Lankan
field trial. We start with the simple statements that:

(a) the packages of materials oh "Managing,Educational Change" were reasonably
successful when used by Sri Lankan trainers as the baF.is for mini-courses;

(b) recommendations which_were made for improvement of the packacTe were quite
minor which suggests that modification for tiSe ih Sri Lanka is feasible;

(C) the materials did provide a useful model and appeared to stimulate the
Materials development process at the Staff College.

In order to assess the degree of project SUcteSs in Sri LankA; the key questioas
which then need to be asked are:

(1) Will the materials actually be used in future courses when_the
motivational factors associated with the experimental field test Are
absent?

(2) To What eXtent will the new methods utilised in the mini-courses be
internalised by trainers and incorporated into their repertoireS?
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(4) Will the_materials development work initiated at the workshop be sustained
in the future, and will some sort of on-going institutional materials
development process be implemented?

It _is not oosstble to answer these questions adequately ,,,,tht a follow up
visit; _but; bearing in mind our earlier discussic:ns implementation of
curricular innovations in Part 2, some conjectures cen be

Materials adoptiom.L. It is doubtful whether t materials presented will be used
Sri Lanka; although it is highly likely that certain 6f the components of the

units (readings, selected activities, background notes) will be used_y some of
the trainers. (Subsequent correspondence suggest that this is the case).

Institutionali_z_ation materials_develapment process: The Staff College has
already developed _a ranoe of training materials, but the faculty_members
acknowledge:that these are strongly biased towards theory. and _knawledge, _and
could usefully be revised with a greater_emphasis on practice and action. _They
were clearly enthusiastic about developing,more innovative materia18. It iS
however hard to see: how they will find the tiffie to pursue such activities
without strong support from management.

If staff colleges such as the ane_in_Sri Lanka are to progress in using a wider
range of 1-,:Aining__ methods and developing training materials which require more
participay approaches and elaborate training tactics, there is a clear need
for same attention to:be given to staff development in these areas. There is
little point in spending time and effort_in these directions if the staff are
unable to adapt or lack the skills to exploit non-lecture based methodOlogy.

Moditication/adaptation: It was notable that during the shart_ materials
developmer% phase of the workshop0_ participants ohose not ta attempt to modify
any of the project materials. Howeveri ail their initiatives were clearly
influenced by the project materialsi:both with respect to topic area, and, more
significantly, to methodology. _The latter ceature was very encouraging in that
it: suggests that,the,aim of stimulating the use of innovative_methods _and
materials was realised. However, the fact thdat_no_plans were made or steps
taken to actually modify our materials was disappointing. One reason for this
may be that_there was a strong indicationithroughout the workShop that we would
be modifying the materials for use in Sri Lanka.

(ii) Future strategy

We haveincluded that rather than embarking on any major changes, modification
to the project __materials should be confined to detail. No amount of adaptation
by us will make the package suitable for use _in_all__third _world contexts;
However, given the demands the materials_make on trainers to adupt a possibly
unfamiliar approach; it would seem advisable to_ include additional guidelineS
and re-inforce the trainer element in the materials.
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Our views as to the project's overall success are still largely inconclusive.
We need to undertake more follow-up work on implementation and adoption of the
MEC _package _in_the_field_before_reaching any final conclusions. Our concern
now is-less aboutthe materials per se; but about their future dissemination and
implementation; However, if we examine our work within the conceptual framework
Of the implementation of innovations, it is hard not to reach the disheartening
conclusion that; in all probability, our project will face the same fate as so
many_ourriculum innovations projects in _the pst--without support fOr
implementation, the materials will have liMited impact.

4. OVERALL CONCLUSIONS

The previous section has presented some of the conclusions that we are beginning
to make concerning our materials by highlighting problems essociated_with the
dissemination and implementation strategy_i___In doing so we drew:on some of the
ideas presented in Parts i & 2 of this paper. We will now attempt some more
generalisable conclusions on learning resources_for the professional development
of educational administrators in the third world.

Any assessment of learning resources for the professional development of
educational administrators in the third world must address at least three
questions:

1. Wnat are the needs for learning resources in this area?

2i Who best can service this need?

3; What factors might contribute towards success in developing; disseminating
and utilising materials?

The first two queF;tions_have already been,coveted to a great extent in previous
discussions and we will focus here on the third question. One of the major
lessons learnt over the last decades concerning currioulum_development projects
and the dissemination of curricular materials is thatimaterials developersican
not afford to ignore the !many factors associated with introduction;
implementation, evaluation and:adoption ,Of materials. Th s, any attempt to
introduce materials which embody a particular teaching/learning strategy must
take into account that implementation of_the innovatory materials may require
some sort of behavioural change of the user.

In considering the development and introduction of new materials; we_must look
carefully at the conditions which might facilitate implementation and adoption
and devise strategies_which_recognise that materials might need to be adapted;
and that support for implementation is essRntial.

on the basis of our own experiences and those of cther materials developers, it
would seem that there are a number of important criteria for sIL(7cess. There is
nothing very novco_ in_these_materiais and they parallel tha concerns expressed
by those who have studied implementation problems in ,lacation.
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- materials for training_educational_administrators should derive from an
assessment of_needs preferably undertaken by/with users of the materials;

- materials must derive from an appreciation of the suitability of alternative
methods in,achieving these needs.

- there should be a match between methods and materials.
- materials_should_be field tested on the target group.
- there_shouid be provision of cn-goingistaff development,in materialS

production and_institutional support for materials development.
- where materials are externally produced attention must be paid to their

dissemination and support given for implementation.
- externally produced_materials must be carefully appraised to assessitheir

relevancei suitability,, appropriateness; , adequacy and usability.
- there,should be provision of on-going staff development in training

methodology.
there must be support_for_implementing/using the materials.

- trainers must feel confident in utliE_ng matrials, they will need tithe to get
to knowrown' materials:and for preparation.

- it must be recognised that materials will be adapted.

Systems implications

overall; there should be support for and commitment to educational
administrator training provision within the Ministry_leading_to_the allocation
or adequate resources, to permit staff development and materials
developments.

Our main conclusion is that,_as materials_developers, we must be concerned with
dissemination and support for implementation, and that the key problem is
training. Throughout our project we have found ourselves icoming back to this
issue. A starting_point must be training the trainers,: and this gives,rise to a
whole series of further questions concerning the appropriateness of alternative
methods ,and , techniques in different contexts; a topic which requires
considerably further research.

Another important observation is thatiwhi,le politicians and officials may pay
lip-service to the need for training adMinistrators many training institutes are
starved of resources. Unless the job is done properly, _with_adequate
facilities, the national sums that are_actually_allocated are, in fact, wasted
because training programmes are bound to be ineffective.
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ANNEX : THE MATERIALS--"WANAGING EDUCATIONAL CHANGE"

(a) Summary of the materials

The _materials are :for: use on courses for practising school_ head teachers,
although with modification _they cOuld be used on courses for middle-level
adMiniattatorS. The theme "Managing Educational Change" is covered through a
series of six units grouped under two topic headings.

TOPIC A: Key Issues in Educational Innovation

The topic is covered through four units:

1; An Introduction to Educational Innovation and the Innovation Process

2. The Problem of Implementation

3. Strategies of Implementation

4. Theoretical Perspectives and Research into Educational Innovation

The overall aim of units :making- up the topic are: to examine key issues in
educational innovation with particular attention to the nature of Innovations
and_ the innovation process, the problems of implementing innovations and the
strategies of implementationl_to relate the consideration of these issues to the
practical experience :of participants in managing change; and to assess the
contribution of, the theOretiCal and research literature towards improving our
understanding of these key issues.

TOPIC B: Managing Change in Schools

The topic is covered through two units:

5. Management and Change--an Introduction

6. Resource Management and the Change Process

The overall aim of the units making up this topic are: to consider school
management tasks, processes and_organisational structures and the implications
of the_introduction of change for the role of the school head; and, focussing bh
one critical management task,_ to examine_the management of resources with a view
to__ identifyinq key consideraions for the successful introduction and
implementation of change in schools.



Thematic, _topic__, unit linkages

PARTICIPANT INPUT TRAINER INPUT

experiences of change
the nature of innovation
types of innovation
appraising innovations
states in innovation process

UNIT I
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--critical innOVatiOn iSadea
--role of reSearCh
--research approaches/methods
-theories/models of change
dynamics of change

UNIT 4 I

TOPIC A: KEY ISSUES IN EDUCATIONAL INNOVATION

UNIT 2

MANAGING

EDUCATIONAL

CHANGE

problems & barriers
explanations of failure
resistance tO change
preconditions for success
implementation analysis

UNIT 6

UNIT 3

--planning edUcatiOnal -change
--ASSUMptionS about schoolq
--implications for strategies
-strategies and tactics
--contingency approaches

TOPIC B: MANAGING CHANGE IN scgooLs

resource mgt. tasks
people

time_mgt. & delegation
plant & timetablihg
mOney & materials
systematic approaches
the problem-solving cycle

15

eads' taskS
anagement process &
principles

ana4drial role
anagemeDt_skills
rganisational structure
anaqement & change problema
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(b) Format of Materials

The_units making up _"Managing Educational Change" are designed in such a way as
to proviae a series of activities to form the basis of a complete one to twO day
"learning experience".

Each unit consists of a number of components; the core being a _series of
worksheets_for trainers and participants corresponding to the activities which
make up the unit.

Trainers' Worksheets provide information for the person running the_ activity
by briefly _outlining the aim of the activity and suggesting _prc,cedures and
discussion points. These are sometimes supported by Additional Notes providing
further background information for the trainer.

The Worksheets tor participants describe the activity to be undertaken_and
provide space for the_various responses required (in some instances participants
may find it necessary to supplement the worksheet with additiOnal pages).
Worksheet Materials are provided tO complement some activities.

Ti-c! Trainers' Worksheet_ and the _participants' Worksheets are given numbers to
indicate the unit and activity number. For example; Trainers' Worksheet 1.1 is
for use on the first activity of Unit 1.

Optional Activities are presented in the same format with Trainers' Worksheet
Options and_Worksheet Options for participants (in some instances tae latter are
not always provided).

A Reading File is associated with each unit. The extracts (readings) are
numbered sequentially within each file.

A Trainers.' Unit Guide and Trainers' Unit Schedule provide an overview of the
unit and its aims and an approximate time schedule.

A Workcard summarises the objectives of the unit ; -ts activities.
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Women in educational administration and other professional leadership roles are
noticeable by their scarcity both in the third world and_ili the industrialized
countries. In the former, tneir low participation is often resultant from the
underdevelopment of women's education and hence low availability. In the
latter, despite full education and high availability, very few women are to be
found in educational and_other leadership positions. In fact, in many third
World societie, the incidence of female "seclusion7 has thrown up more women
educational Niministrators considering the low proportion of women who receive
higher education in these societies.

Administration Started as an aLl male affair into which women made (often
unwelCome) incursions. The low presence of women in administration is explained
by the continued belief_in male superiority and female ineptitude in handling
extra_ domestic leadership roIes--a- postion which stands sufficiently
cnaIlenged. The lot of the _western woman :4;as harder as she graduated into
educational_and other leadership as an equal contender with men and faced a
combined male opposition, which had a vested interest in the "_exclusion" or
women from structures of _power and influence. The rise and fall of ',:he women'

movement and the new wave of feminism_coincide_ with theearly r1.Se and dad,
and again the_resurgence of women in educational leadership in the US. Ther
questioning or male leadersnip in a predr,miLantly female profession and etio
are afoot to generate information and awareness among women and about 7'

besides identification of constraints and strategies for the proferJ,iri,
preparation and development of women in educational,administration. The 'hi:
world women_stand to gain from the struggle of their western counterparts who
strove for formal equality and later affirmative action for traLs1ating the same
into defacto equality.. The third world women arei further, aided by the
granting_of_constitutional and legal _guarantees on equality between sexes,in
their countries,, often accompanied by pOlicies of protective/positive
discrimination. However, the ubiquitous patriarchal social mould that extends
beyond the institution of familyi even at its liberal best offers surrenders
only partial equality to women, regardless of the ideological _contexts. In
recent times, women's participation in extra-domestic structures has Often come
from reasons _of "social exigency",_ and women were expected to return to the
hearth once the crisis was over, the world over. The third_world oatriarchyi
orthodoxy and social customs are even more constrictive for _the development of
women. In the absence_of _any strong women's i:..-!vement it iIs A moot question
whether purely legal and statutory_equality and even positive discrimination
policieti will carry women far unless they learn to help eatth other and
themselves. Professional women need to organise themselves both for their own
professional growth and for providig leadership and direction to other women.

Against this broad canvas, the case of women in educational adtiniStratiOn in
India could be examined with a view to identifying constraints and facilitating
structures and strategies for their professional preparation and development.
In the absence of _any data on women in educational administration anywhere,
major reliance is placed on theoretical perspectives available from a growing
body of research on them.This is being,done to assess the validity Of their
application to a third world country, considering women face similar problems in
a male dominated world in all contexts regardless of_differences of ideology or
of developmental levels. The difference is perhaps of degree not kind.
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Table 1: World Iahonr_Force_by Sex andSector

Agriculture Industry Service

1970 1980 1970 1980 1970 1980

Developing Countries
F 73;6 66.3 12.5 16.3 13.9 17.4
M 62.8 55.7 17.7 21.6 19.5 22.7

Industrialized_ 11.4 7.7 25.4 25;8 63;2 66.5
Market Economies 12.0 8.5 44.6 45.9 43.4 45.6

Industrialized 31.7 21.5 29;6 33.- 38.6 45.4
centrally Planned 27.7 19.4 44.2 50.3 28.1 30.3
Economies

TOTAL 54.3 47.8 17;9 20.8 27.8 31;4
49.2 43.5 257 28.8 25.1 27.7

Source: ILO Bureau of Statistics, world Labour Repor Geneva, 1985. p. 205
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Tne Gender Based ni-V_ICion_ of Labour

The participation of women_in educational administration and other professional
and managerial cacires reflects their standing in the labour force_ at_large.
Looking at the composition_ of the female work_ force of the world as_a whole, we
notice the shift from agriculture to non-agricultural occupations among women.
In the third world; two-thirds of women, workers _are employed in agricultUre
(mostly of subsistehce variety); whereas in_the industrialized market economies
a similar proportion of women is to be found in the service sector. The
industrialized bentrallY-Planned economies have the highest proportion of women
in industrial occupations compared to the rest of the world; and 46% of their
female force are in services.

An ILO Report (1983) notices a steady increase in the number of female employees
in services_unaccompanied by satisfactory progress_ in their representation at
the_middle or higher levels, the bulk of them abound in lower grade jobs in
education; health and social services.1 There is both a horizontal and vertical
division of labOtir between sexes. The greater increase of women in services in
industrial marke'.; economies and the no change situation in their participation
in the more powerful industrial sector is an_example bf unequal _division of
labour between sexes horizontally. Women tend to enter spheres of_ declining
importance to men; also the fields which becOme pre-4_ominantly feMale tend to
diminiSh in Statut and prettige. Further, within all occupations women are

11n Norway ill 1977, there was only one woman among those holding 104 high
ranking posts, althougn they iormed_2D% of the_middle managers. _In Belgium in
180, women formed_3.5% of senior level; 32.1% at level 2, 40.9% at level 3 and
23.3% at level 4 in various ministries. In US; women acc:ount for half of civil
servants but only 6.2% are in upper grade posts (GS 14-18), women hold 7 CAA Of
462 top posts ahd only 140 -of the 1027 heads of external services were women, In
FRG in 19770_only 423_Of 6454 higher_grades_in the_government were held by women
to include one_ director, one secretary, one ambassador._ In Australia in 1981;
women accounted for 42% in Fourth, 22% in Third, 10% in Second and none in First
Division posts. In Canada (1980), women formed 35.6% in services but only 4% of
managers. In 1981, in USSR women accounted for 82% of health, 74%_of education
and 73% of culture personnel, but only a few surfaced in top administrative
cadres.
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huddled at the lower rungs while men perform the supervisory or leadership
roles.1 Whether the majority of,women are in subsistence agricUlture as in the
Third World Or they form the bulk of the service worker as in the_First World,
their low status image comes out vividly. The_picture of second world_women_is
not _too different consddering their high labour force participation rates
(50-50%). Public services apart; women are few and far between in management at
the top.

Women in educationa1 administration and the role oftemini_sm

The_case of the US represents the organized response of,women to sex inequality
as a form of social inequality. The under-representation of women in all top
)obs is to be noticed in that country; but in education they make the_ground
force. Two-thirds of teachers_are women and 86% of all principals are male;
Men comprise_only 16% of the elementary school teachers_ and held 80% of the
principalships at that stage. At the secondary level, half the teachers are
female but_men hold 97% junior high schoOl principalships and 99% of the senior
high school principalships.? The picture grows worse at higher_levels. Women
form 0.6% of the 1400 superintendents of school systems. The superintendent is
typically an Anglo-Saxon, white, protestant; onc'e7married male; WOmen At All
levels earn lower salaries than, men and are much less represented at state and
national leVelS. Decision-making at the state and federal level is_ a male
activity--considered terribly undemocratic taking into account the sex
composition of the .student body, teachers and administrators in the system. In
facti_there has been a noticeable decline in proposition of women administrators
tn the last 50 yearg_(Bikleft and Brannigan, 1980:9). Considering that the entry
requirements into educational administration are classroom teaching experience
and some course; easily acquiredi one cannot look to shortages in the supply of
potential administrators t.calise of credential obstacles to explain why few
women move up the tr:ditional career ladder; _(The relatively lower supply for
other top _administratiVe And other professional cadres is easily understood on
aCcOunt Of very intensive graduate work programmes a...id higher qualification
requirements.)

1 In 1980; women 1ormed_42% _c,f the i:;otal workforce in UK; Over 60% of thage
women worked in three service industries viz., _clerical and related; educationi
health and _welfare;_ and catering, cleaning and personal services and again at
the bottom 1eVelg Of these services. Women form_75% Of all clerical management.
There is a marked increse howeveri dn the numbers_and percentages_of women in
university_management courses. Number of_women entering industrial eM0lOyment
and finance and accounting, marketing, selling and bUying haVe gone uP. These
are seen as optimistic trends for vertical mobility of women. See for &tails,
Cooper & Davidson, 1984.

?In 1974 in UK among full time_teachers women formed 77% C,f the primary teachers
and only 43% of the head teacherS at that level. ht the secondary level women
formed 44% of All teaching and only 19% of head teachers. See Deem, 1978.
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There is a surge of interest_ about the decline of women educational
administrators in the last 50 _years_ (McClure and McClure; 1974; Clement; 1975;
ficward,_ 1975;_paddock; 1977; Schmuck; 1980;:Gribskov, 1980). The assessment is
that "the rise and the: fall of the women_school administrators approximates the
peaks and valleys Of the fl_rst AMerican feminist movement of the late 1800s and
early 19_00s, and ... that the feminist_ movement was_a_brucial factor in
producing the largenumbers _of_women administrators of that period; !_When
feminism_declined, beginning about 1920 and continuing_t0 glide down until the
1960s, so did the number of women_who sought and gained management positions in
education. With the resurgence Of feminism in the last decadei women are again
becoming more numerous in educational 'administration' (Gribskov, 1980)."1

In 1920, 47% of all students in higher educatlon -were women. The number of
women doctors was higher in Boston during 1890 than in 1950, the recent increase
in female medical students parallels the rebirth bf feminism. In 1928i: women
accounted for 55% of elementary teachers; 1_74 of all county superintendents in
the US._;_ .62% of county _superintendents in 11 Western _States; 45 Of 2853
superintendents of city school systems; 55 amon 585 heads of departments of
education,: 16% of state school officers. In 1972-73, only 19% of elementary
school principals, 5% chief state school officers and _less_ than 1% cf
superintendents were female._ Similar Low proportions were visible in all other
areas of_educational administration. The,great depression:hit women the most.
Women! ad brief opportunity in educational administration during the two world
wars because_of: absence or men. The post-war 'feminine mystique' and the_taby
boom crippled the feminit movement::and two_generations of wbmen professionals
were lost (Gribskovi 1r_3:_77,!-91).2 The rebirth of a feminist! ideology "has
proved_ a_ spark for women educators to investigate their position within our
schools and has added fuel tO the firs of change." The consciousness raising
groups, the word sexist., active coalitions of professional women, _female
students blazing new patrlways, girl athletes, women's trade unions and federal
funds directed at achieving_education equity among sexes all form an important
backdrop for changing women's role in education (Schmuck, 1980: 239=260).

1Gribskov substantiates this thesls on the easis of the study of the history of
women in educational administration in eleven Western States of the U.S.A.

2The crisis labour theory points to the use society puts its women to in times
of need and asks them to go back to the kitchen once the requirement_is over;
German women faced this,Decimatibm of_males during great wars brought out a
large number of women into productiveilabour in Eastern Europe. Women entered
manual work, technical work and white collar Work in large numbers. Now
thinking is afloat aSto_hoW to stop certain occupations like education and
nealth from being totally feminized.
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Researchers are making significant contribution :by analysing the sex biat in
school leadershiD; careers of women educational administrators, their
performance, their movitationsand_ aSpirations; and onanging women's
representation in school management through leadership training
conceptualization and action projects; :EstIar (1975) posits three world views
or models to analyse the low_ participation of women in educational
administration viz., (i) The woman's place model, where different socialization
patterns fpr boys and girls are reinforcr.,d through institutional_practices and
provide_appropriate training:for the adult world of work which has jobs for men
and: jobs for: women; (ii) The discriminatIon model which suggests that the
preferential hiring and: promotional poAlcies explain the sexist imbalance in
educational administration; (iii) Thi. meritocracy model where people are
pr-,moted according to their ability. Studies on men and_ women_ _principals
co...clude_that_women_pertorm as well as uc,:i on every performance mdasure and
better on some;1 Estlar's data did rit:!: guppoit this-model as=offer:Ing th e
explanation, for:low female particiti. iement (1975) found the woman's
place model and the discriminatior rThl we most useful in p7-ovjnq a
framework for discussing thebarriers woinea's_access_ to and_ progres-:
educational administration. She analytc hat the early trainia of men th:',:ough
games and interaction _with peers task oriehti: x uatic gett them
ready for upword mobility. Women face r;bsence of Jnfluential n,twarks, Deer
visibility, lack or good training L:y, manturs. For competet .yomen,_ the_biess_at
the entrance i not, so much, tut their career orientation is the real
impedimenti This stems from their early:training ror the_le:itimate female
adult role:which oermits marriage:or:work for women:not so for. men. FUrther,
women receive person centred feedback--more on their personality _and not on
their task performances._ Prejudicial hiring__ practices are_agai.n seated_in_mens
socialization _abouy.__women_ and would require_ a :great deal of training;
acculturation and acclimatization for Lten so that they could_ becoE3 :awat.e of
their biates Clement a:rived at the conclusion that at entry point the woman's
place model explained the initial barriers to access, but movements towards the
top could be better analysed through_the_disorimination model.__women, she felt,
tend _to think of careers in terms of comfort and satisfaction The job
description: for top administrative posts is--very isolated, nerd work, long
hours, much responsibility, continued visibility, criticism, uncrta.l.nryi
risk-taking, that many women see as very unpleasant. _Men_have_a_wife_to_supp
as_they_are m:..tving_up the ladder, women unless childless pr single: cannot: have a
comparable life style of "family firemen.'' As long as the society in which we
live defines the status:of women, regardless of their occupation, in terms of
their roles as wife and mother this will be the case. The society is also
composed of men who are bosses, potential_imentort and_members of: school
committees. _That their vision of:women as predominantly that of wife and mother
acta as a constraint on access or_women to top management positions and, also,
makes life even more difficult for those few women who manage to achieve.
dministration is _not a friendly place ;#151 women lack the close personal
relationships that men often get from their jobs. Being few, wom2n do not find

_
:Also, tee for instance, PaddOck. 1974 :Norman, 1970; Fithel & Pottker, 375:

Grott and Tratk, 1976; Mcirtink0 1970; Taylor, 1963.
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support_from_each other_ and power _in qiqaiisations finally rests with men; and
hence:most women find traditionaltemale behaviour: more rewarding. Tokenism--
and lt8 ---jr:erpart superstar--asks too much of them as persons and it either
dooms the. c failure or forces them to project negative images of their roles
(Clementi 1975).

Another signiticant contribution of feminist scholars is the launching of action
projects for, 1eadersh3p training for increased effectiveness among women
educaLional administrators, to which we shall return later. Also_ do not want
to forget the role of Stc,te intervention in equalization of educational and
employment_opportuniticl:. fcr women: through affirmative action or pOsitive
discrimination; Women's movements did a cOnSiderable job by raising relevant
issues which drew state and public attention.

_--cirmative Action/Positive Discriminati-on

Theigovernments_of some:countries have been able to increase the number of women
employed in public services on account of their ability to_cake direct action in
these fields. Prof -tions of women in newly recruited staff_have _doubled or
even trebled in certain cases; At the same time the authorities have
concentrated on identifying and eliminating obstacles hindering women's access
to public service jobs.

Canada has been able to replace discriminatory procedures with measures
conduciveto_themployment of women due to its affirmative action strategy.
Women's participation iihas increased to 26.3% in 1980; The regulations and
guidelines of the US; Federal Equal Opportunity Recruitment Programme
established under the 1978 Civil Service Reform Act requires the administration
to pursue a continuous recruitment_policy_ to eliminate the under-representation
of_womeand minorities, Norway and Sweden have laid do quotas for js for
women under their positive discrimination programmes. France, :U.K. anc FRG,
however, while supporting equality do not favour positive discrimination as they
feel it goes against the tenet of equality# per se.

According to_a directive of the Philippines government (5 January, 1980), women
must be integrated into national:development. All ministries, agencies, local
governments and_ public undertakings are expected to take positive steps to
promote equality or opportunity and treatment in employment. _ Qualified_women
are to have access to_planning_and_decision-making posts at ':he:local, national
and international levels. Bangladesh has made provision fc- JO% reservation_of
jobs, for women in public services and an additional 10% posts in the public
services are reserved for women affected by the liberation w71r.

In_Indiai_positive discrimination:is made to promote the educational chances of
women by provision of incen:tives for them, but no quotas are assigned in public
services recruitment. Reservations ln public services exist for two
historically disadvantaged groups viz_. the scheduled castes and the scheduled
tribes to_ the extent _of _their share in the population ie. 15% and 7%
respectively. Even within these:groups, as no reservations are made fcr_women,
the benefit of,protective discrimination goes to men only, as women of these
classes are unable to even reach the required 2evels of education ann training.
Within educational administration the same_criterion apply, _and men of these
sections_are increasingly,utilizing this reservation; Women:of these groups are
outside the fold of education/higher education and thus get left out.
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The__Ris_e_o_f women Edurational Administrators in India

The- rise of women edt_ ional administrators_in India;_as in_ many other third
world societies practising female_seclusion; is owed to the expansion of women's
education separate institutions headed_ by women; Corresponding:to the
prevalent social norm of taboo on mixing with non-family males (especially among
upper caste) upper ciass women Who took to modern education); female
inspectorates were created within the departments of_public .instruction for
inspecting the work of girls' schools. This practise continues in some states
even_now) other szates have amalgamated the male and female cadres at the s.apra
school levels;

It would, i, be erroneous_to pro3ect that sex segregation was_prevalent
thoughout ia It is true_that in undivided India; the entire Northern parts
which came th7.!.:::r Muslim influence; orthodox Hinduism and foreign invasions, sex
segregation became a ,rule. The north-eastern tribal belt outside the Hindu-
caste fold, often with matrilineal, matrilocal cultures; did not_witness_this
phenomenon. Even in the Southern statesi_female seculsion was not practised
very strictly. In fact; in coastal Malabar now Kerala, again
matrilineal/matrilocal sc'. 1 -,-rncture, early influence Of Christianity; en
enlightened princely ruler at6 a 3ocia:st government later gave a fil.xip to
education in general and partc. of %,omen. The_results_are_aIl too obvious
as Kerala is an outstanding eiple_of_ female participation in education (as
studentsi: as teachers and as administrators), and has higher status or women.
The:birth rates are,low) Age At marriage it high, female mortality and infant
mortality are low Participation of women in white collar work is high.

It_ would _be iJiterestinc to note that female enrollments are the lowest in a
majority of the northern staes and certain tribal and Muslim belts in Central
and South :India; in:e hi educationally backward states (having75% _of
non-enrolled primary age group children) bulk of whom are girls_)_receiving
special attention just now are Jammu &_Kashmir; Uttar Pradesh; Rajasthan; Madhya
pradesh) Bihari_Orissa; Assam, west Bengal and Andhra Pradesh. These:states are
also the,underdeveloped parts of:India, economically speaking. Female literacy
and enrollments are the poorest in Uttar Pradesh; Bajasthan; Madhya _Pradesh_and
Bihar (these four states put together account for a third o_fthe country's
population and bulk of the_iIIiterates while most other states have either
already._merged the male and femalt,t cadres or are in the process of dbing so,
thr,se States continue to:have 9eprt inspectorates. It needs to be pointed
out=that whilea case still exists for pr,!.:viding female teachers to_attract more
girls to schools in certain areasi_separate_inspecting cadres are long redundant
as sex segregation among the_educated sections: has broken down to a great
extent._ Interes,:ingly; Pakistan and Bangladesh ,have continued to have
segregated i:spectorates but their -.female enrollments have not picked up either
and women's education continuet to be a major challenge.)
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In fact, separate inspecting cadres do not help even women, as the number of
posts in female cadres are far fewer than the takers (ie. the number_of_women
teachers and Principals). __Wherever the _cadres have _been merged, the common
seniority has helped many more women to come up at_all levels, of educational
administration. women directors, Of, education, additional directors, joint
directors,,deputy directors and district education officers are a small but a
highly visible minority. These serve the purpose oi the Director_of_Education
or Director of Public_Instruction and_are mostly held by general civil service
cacres (Indian Administrative Services). Women from I.A.S. have headed
departments of education and the secretariats in the States. Only, last year
the Ministry of Education was headed by a woman., the Education Secretary and
Joint Secretary and Deputy Secretary at the Centre were women. The University
Grants Commission was_ headed by a woman who was an ex-vice-chancellor and a
district education officer.

It also needs to be kept in mind that, although provision for direct recruitment
in educational administration exists in many statesi_meritcum-seniority is the
norm_for_promotions; The pool:from which women administrators at highen levels
are drawn is made from_among the women principals of girls' _schools. , Despite
the impression that India is a highly sex s.:gregated society, it would be of
interest to note that less than 8% of all educational institutions were for
giriz., alone in 1950-51i_and threedecades later the proportion of single7sex
female7eaoed --;choo lE. for girls remains the same; The female enrollments have
grown 65 miillion,r.o ne-J17e'ly 40 million, during the, same period, registering
more a six-fold incree( The absolute figures of women headed
institut ncluding 500 de,3ir,-. colleges) have risen to around 50,000
compared t..) 17.4 thousand in 195c-5a (a three-fold increase).

The proi.ortion c. rm in eaucat7.onal administration gets reduced in separate
female cadres. a14t separate girls' schools continue to be
headed by women only in all states, and the co-educational and_ boys' schools_are
headed by_men only. Hanyana_and Chandigarh provide examples where women have
headed not only boys' secondary schools but also some troubled iboys degree
.:olleges. Kerala has a 60:40 proportion among men and women disict education
Offitert, the recruitment is both direct and by promotion. In Delhi, women form
_IAnd 50% of the educational administrators more than_half_the_teachers at the
school stage and more than 40% of students at all levels of education;

Ih West Bengal, the Deputy_Director of School Education (Administration) it a
woman, and around half of the district education officers and inspecting
officers are female. "There_are highly qualified women.,,married to professinal
men--who are unwilling to move out of the iplace of,thcir residchce even for
promotion. The government is now preparing district wide panels to gat the best
candidates, especially women, who are very capable but unable to mova very long
distances. There are more over-qualified women than ren." In Maharz_ ltrai
among Class I of the State Fducation Service,.10 out of a25 posts are held by
women.
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The case of Rajastban anJ i:tcar Pradesh_ further surr=1:antiate that wc's cadres
in educational administration are :"separate ar unqual:;:" Rajartlian haE the
lowest female literacy rates and female enroment.s. There are uistricte in
Rajastnan with female literacy levels below 3% and poor female enrollments.
Women are not allowed to move out of the houses for any social intercourse and
the_ climatic_ conditions are so harsh_ that survival itself is threatenedi Of
course, women walk miles -2 fetch a pot:of water: There is a separate cadre of
women:below the Director of Education's level right up to headships of secondary
schools; However, of the 27 districts only three have women distrlct education
officers who are located in the Deputy Director's office. The recruitment is
both through direct entry and_by promotion. Each district has not moreithan one
higher secondary/secondary school:and in Jaisalmer for instance, there are
harclly one or two girls each:in the six middle and_eight ptitary tchbOls for
gitle; "women act.stratcrTs have no role here. Girls do not come to schools."
(A District Education Officer from Rajasthan).

In Uttar Pradesh, there is a paralllset of women education officers below the
Director of Education:right up to_school headship, as in Rajasthan. Primary
education is co-educational. TWenty percent of the middle schools and seventeen
percent of the secondary are special girls' scliools headed_by_women_.There_are
high_schools_for_boys in all developmental blocks (lowest administrative unit);
but for girls even at the tehsil level (8-9 blocks)_ there are few high_schools.
Tne female directorate has only 15 Class I posts whereas there are 149 Class I
posts held by males. The proportion aparti their powers in the same rank are
different. For example the regional_inspectresses (12 in_all)_are equivalent to
men_Deputy Directors in zank but their pay:scale:is lower and power less _If
there is a dispute betwen a woman principal and the management, the matter has
to be referred to a Deput:. Director male in the region. The district level
primary education orticers JBasic Shiksha Adhikara) have male and female
counterparts. _The_BSA (maIel oversees both male and female inspecting cadres
below nimi The woman BSA and Deputy Inspectors of girls schools have only
inspection powers. The:male Deputy Inspector draws and disburses salaries for
both male and female subordinates. In sum, men handle all the administrative
powers even at ranks parallel_ to women. There is only_ome_Amman district
inspectress_of_schools out of a total of 56 such Class:I officers and she does
not belong to the women's cadre:but is_adirect entry through provincial CiVil
serviceS e,taMinatiOn. She iS bright And diligent And it disowned by the women's
cadre.
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The Profile

Pesearch on women_ educational administrators as a social category is a

relatively uncharted area in the third world. There is a growing body of social
evidence on professional women, their statusi their role conflicts, their
commitment and aspirations. Studies of sducated _working women have so far been
aggregative,clubbing high status professionals like doctors, scientists,
academics; executives; administrators with women,in semi-professions like schobl
teaching: and rising and other white collar workers such as clerksi
steno-typists and telephone operators. The differing social class origins and
accordingly differing_family role structures:, together with :differing
occupational role s,:ructures and the corresponding demands on these women
indicates_the need: for a differen-Aated -7reatment of each occupational category
individually and in comparison to one another.1 An ctemot will be made to
build a profile of the Indian woman educational_administrator based on the few
available_st_udies employing intensive: field work techniques leading to case
studies (Nayar 1974; 1883; 1988); (i) Social Origins: Typically, the Indian
woman educational administrator is an urban, upper caste, middle classi first-
generation working woman with an educated fatheri a professional husband and
brothers and sisters who are educated and_professional_too. Education of women
in India4 as _in many third world ex-colonies; started as an auxiliary
development of the:modern education of_men in response to the new structures of
status and occupations for men in colonial bureaucracies and the ccnsequent
demand fOr compatible educated wives and mothers of future generations:.
Attitudes of educated middle class_maes were_positive_to the development:of
women's education., _some of these men led the social reform movements and the
Indian renaissance ia the 19th Century_; The "social exigency" here was raising
the quality of Indian:family,life by educating women, who could be allowed to_be
taught only by women in female headed institutions. This gave rise to_the birth
of a large number of first time administrators_ of education, _our woman
principals, _who also form the catchmenti pool :from which area officers of
educational administration were chosen. Women did: not enter as contenders to
males but :in separate:female cadres, again propitiating patriarchal dominance
and control over the lives of womeni so long as women remain_in_separate _cadres
they do not face mach discrimination_-/isar.vis male counterparts. The trouble
starts_ _these cadres are merged and the female minority _contends :for
positons ordinarily and earlier occupied by men in educational administration.
It u.ould he easier to understand the social dynamics of educational
administration if_we point out that the average male_edncational administrators
are Dften lower middle_rlass. _upwardly:mobile, first-generat±on educated rural
males with modest academic ability (as educalon:_is: a very low priority
occupation for men):. ii) Status mobility: The addition of an occupational
role to their existing family centred role structure has important economic_and
social status dimension for themselves_and for the India fmily. Besides
occupational mobility, these women represent,:on:upward shift in the status:of
women; both individually and aS an historically ditadVantaged grOup. They also
represent a movement aw from traditional to egalitarian sex role
perceptions;

1See, for instance, a few entries in te bibliography.
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Their age at marriage is_much_higher and_the family size is small by national
norms. _They_have an equal share in family decision-making concerning faMily
budget, savings and investments and_children's education and career. They have
full personal autcnomy in terms of professional work and have the freedom to
select and meet friends and colleagues. They do notreport any external
restrictions. "I _an free to go aut _to parT-iesiand movies alone, but I:dont
like _ta_e.)._so." The family division of labour_stays skewed. All the hard jObS
are done by paid female :help, ordinarily. Husbands chip in on extra7house
errands like marketing and, at times, helping children with their "home work."
However, interviews show that in the absence of paid helpo husbands do help;

These-women-see their own occupation as,an:important element of theit tale
structure and a source of an independent identity. Few see father or husband as
the sole determinant of a woman's status. Respondents eport a significant
improvement in their status as women campared to women of_earlier generations
and state their high occupational position raises their status vis-a-vis ttil
families and friends.

There is noticeable movement from traditional to the egalitarian _e_nd_of_the
continuum the sex role perceptions ot women._ They_see themselves in equal
terms to ;:ten ir extra domestic sphere::: of education: and employment; see work as
a:right :for womeno express confidence in their ability to perform as well as
men and feel most occupations can be handled by women with equal ease. For_some
like education, healtho etc.) they feel women are more_suitedi___Theyo however,
see relatively_more_diverse accupational_roles for:their daughters. Within the
family they see__an equal status in decision-making, personal autonomy and
division of labour (should a case_atise) but in the core mother-wife roles_hold
to the primacy of the interests of children and husband, in that crier. Age_is
an Important variable_in sex-role ideology of women_educational administrators
and there are regional_variations too.: Younger women:are more egalitarian and
confident in their autlooko comparatively speaking.: Delhi, Haryana, Puh3F,b show
more egalitarian trends and so do women_ adMinistrators from West Bengal,
Maharashtra and Kerala, far instance. Fairly highly placed women administrators
from Uttar Pradesh, Madhya Pradesh_and_Rajasthan give more traditional responses
among _other respondents; iii) Occupational role commitment: The respondents
have continuous_ careers and have continued to work after marriage and the
arrival of children.: They have no intention of changing their occupation and
give education/administration as their first career preference_. They have not
refused promotions but may have resisted_ transfers. :The majority started
warking_to _use their education for gaining independent careers; income and
status and were:not driven:by economic,necessity. While they see a broad role
for, professional organisations, they do not participate in these._ Ih_fact
professional organisation of educational administrators _is a_ very recent
phenomenon and has not touched even a minority of males as yeti let alone wpmen.
Tte_ respondents give democratic responses to issueS of educational
decision-making by and large;
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ivl Role_Conflict: These dual career women report low conflict between th8
occupational and tIlc familial roles. As several stiies report, child care is a
major source of conflict for most working women. These women become
administrators at a fairly advanced stage of their family _life and have put
behind the problem of raisiAg_small_children (surrogate care is both accepted
and_available in the forms of cheap female domestic helps and other:non-working
senior family women):; Their present resource level is substantial to employ
others for household druddery. Their satisfactions from their occupational
status in terms of prestigei privileges,_ and social_ standing_ further_make it
easier fcr them to ignore_the "double burden" as a minor irritation; However;
the_situation is likely to change when separate cadres get abolished and when
these women will have to_ expend more time on professional preparation and
development to stay on and make progress in educational administration. The
women administrator who is higher placed_than henhusband_faces_role conflict in
the family situation. vl Role Performance: 'itiomen educational administrators
appear to handle their Professional responsibilities with equal ease compared to
their male cJunterparts. The women's institutions, on an average, appear to be
better organized and neater on account of their eye for detail. Women heads_of
institutions are seen as etfective leaders, some_ are democratic others in the
mould of matriarchs_ _(the _proverbial mother-in-law syndrome). Their type of
leadership needs to be further explored.

In a study of tne Of secondary schools in_Haryana and Indian_ State _no
Significant diffeLnces are noticed in the_leadership behaviour of: male and
female needs__ of schools along twelve dimensions; viz..;, representationism;
demand, reconciliation;_ tolerance, uncertainty, persuasiveness, initiating
structure; tolerance freedom, role assumption, considerationo production
emphasis, predictive accuracy, integration and superior orientation.__The_study
found thati of_various dimensions of leadershipi_ integration isisignificantly
related (at 0.05 level) with sex as a variable; This suggests that female heads
are better than males in working,together as a team; settling conflicts when
they occur in the group; coordinating the work; helping group members in solving
their differences; and maintaning a closely knit group. Both the_headmasters
and the headmistn.sses were 1_)und to be almost equally effective as far as their
leadership behaviour in schools; as perceived by thei.r teachers, is,concerned.
Leaving aside one dimension, this study supports the inding of Morsink (1970).
A re of behavioural and attitudinal studies on the performance_of womel
principals on issues related to--instructional_supervisioni relations with
stuctentsi_parentsi_oommunityi general administration; teacher attitudes towards
and attitudes of women principals towards their jobs7-women_ fared 1)et:er than
men. , They were found more capable in areas that involved relating ..tudentsi
staff or parents. The perceived effectivenesS of women_principals was lound_to
be as high as that_of their male_cor.rpartsi if not higher :(Fischel and
Pottker4_ 1977)_. A study of role perfo7nlane by Bhagia (1985); under progreSS;
gives similar indications.
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vi)_____Career aspirations: These career mcibil wome" y..77'ss high caree..-

aspirations and would like to reach the top of the educationa ,-1ministrations
in their respective stat=:s. Somei howeveT. _exte_ss genuine apptehensions of
oiscrimination and _see the reality_ in clearer terms; For instance, women in
separate women cadre_ (U-1=.) who have re,:hed the narrow oenul-1. mate rung of
their cadre would like to go up fur',Lher but ),Alow there is only cne post of a
Joint Director above them and only one of tne_ fifteen of then fregional
directoresses and deputy directors) will makT. it. Younger wc.men in mixed cadres
are more confident and positive about their ability to make it to the top;
everywhere.

_Professional Preparation ano Career Development

Most educational administrators_including women re one, time teachers who become
institutional_heads and later get promoted or t-Aected to, area administration.
There are no formal :requirements of professional training in educational
administration, as such, though some education departments in the Universities
offer it as a paper in the_Bachelors _of Education or Masters of _Education
programmes and_as_specialization for_ Ph.D. programmes in :education.
Traditionally; the requirement:is a master's degree in a subject and a teaching
degree along with it for reaching senior secondary classes, principalship_and
administrative posts in educational directorates. For the direct entrants at
several levels the requirements_vary_from state toistate and at a teaching
degree is not compulsory put post graduate qualifications are Often required.
The educational administrators ,come to their appointments without any
professional preparation for administration.

There is a growing realiza/tion_ that training is necessary; 5re7service _if
possible ut_ in-service deinitely. :No :organisation is expected to go far
without aquate provision or staff development through short-term/long-term
training, refresher courses and advanced training in its particular fieldiof
interest. And all this requires a sound research base and, inputs.
Professionalization of educational administration is at a low in the developing
third world on_ account of, _meagte training facilities, insufficient Staff
development policies and, lack of professional organisation of eucational
administrators. How will it affect women educational administrators?

In India; for instance, some infrastructure exists at the:national level fer th«1
in-_-service training of educational administrators and planners. The NationPl
Institute:of Ed-cational Planning and Administration conducts research, traiatng
and,consultancy in the area of educational planning_and_administration and is
making an attempt to help develop such enDertise at the state level, for it
cannot tand_should not) cater singly to:around:650;000_ heads,of institutions at
all:levels of education and t0 thousands of educational administrators manning
state, district ,and block level administration of education, besides _those
administering higher education, Within this_ constraint, NIEPA trains
educational administrators_ annually including area :officers of district and
state level,_and some institutional:heads. Within this a broad observation is
thar very few women educational administrators come to NIEPA for_training,
whether it iS oh account of their small numbets/proportion at the_district and
State levels or that they are not encouraged to come by their departments and/or
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families needs to be explored. _14 :n_average_group_of _20-!25_trainees for:a
course, there are_never more_than_one or two women; at times none. The only
exception is a course run for woren degree college_principals numbering 25-30
annually. This year short orientation programmes for women secondary school
principals and women area education officers are being started by NIEPA.

So long as women had an upward_mobility_channel independent of men in female
cadres_continued effort to participate in professional development programmes
and activities was perhaps not as crucial. When:they come to compete in open
cadres, some of the disabilities of their sex roles are bound to affect their
life dhanCes. For instancei it is known that women orincipals_often refuse
promotions as area officers on_account of their familief__; The fact of their low
geographical mobility is all too, known; as the place of:their family residence
is determined by the location:of the husband who, mostly, is a higher status
professional,_in the case of those women who are married. Single women do move
out and up relatively more easily. Occ_asionallyi_ the e:tplanation lor their low
participation in in-service_training programmes is given as_ the reluctance on
the_part of :women administrators themselves or their families, There is a

definite need to explore:their lnder-representation in professional training
programmes and wnether it is due 7.:o some genuine constraints or sheer neglect.

As yeti no research_ evidence on women facing disciminiation in :educational
administration or, other public services exists. Popu)ar writings and interviews
indicate the subtlety of the whole process wherever discimiiation is illegal.
Exploration is needed in this area. For instance_quoting a_young male_district
education officer of an Indian State; "We_give equality_to women. In fact, they
are doins_better_and_ are highly qualified; Our Deputy:Director :of Education
(Administration) is a ,woman and, we all depend on her for everything. Women
cant move away from their families. So in order to get their talent4 .hich we
need, our government is fo'zmihg district panels for __Assistant_ _Inspectors and
Sub-Inspectors which is to te_ done by direct recruitment." His other remark
that;_ recently, for 14 genera:. places of district education officers women
applied but not one was selected. Only one woman got in against a reserved post
for women.

In India4 despite a sufziciently long history of women as educational
administrators; stereotypes regarding women in thP minds Of men, who are bosses,
are not very different frnm their Western counterparts: "To be a woman is to
provoke an automatic, irrtionali inntitutionalized iudgement tha-,: one_ is
dangerously incapable of being a leader; simply because one is female." (Biklan
and Brannigan; 1980)

As told by a young woman District Inspector of SchcD1s, a direct recruit to the
provincial eduation services of a large Indian state. "When two of us joined
the P.E.S.i we were not given princi_palships_of intermediate colleges and were
instead_made_ district officers in charge of primary education,_ The women's
colleges were all headed by women's cadre and was not thought fit to make us
heads of boys' inter-c011eges on he grouncs we shall not be able to control
them. Even for my present appointment.; I was asked whether_l_ _would be able to
head s district administration by my_director. i said,,'why not Sir? Why don't
you try?' The male colleagues of our batch got the districts according to their
seniority."
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Conclusion

It is important to raise_some central questions regarding the place of women in
educational administration in India and otner:third world countries, for here
too the:bulk of the educated women enter teaching. In India women form roughly
a third of the Student body and teachers, but a very small Proportion
comparatively are educational administratars1 The situation in Sri Lanka is
not too_difterent, where women form 84% of the:teachers and more than nalf the
number of students.: At the secondary level;: there are_6 girls_to 4 boys. A
similar situatlonialSo occurs in Philippines where women formed 85% of the first
leVel teachers (similar o the Ameri=an oase) and 53% cf the teachers_in_higher
education in 1982. Earlier we have noted_the 1980_government act in Philippines
that is working_for sex equity in all: public services including education. The
low participation of women in edncational administration is a fat Of thitd
world countries Which have low female enrollments and lower projections of
teachers who are remalei and also where female enrollments and_ teachers
outnumber men CSee Tables 1 & 2 at_ Appendix): This phenomenon needs to be
carefully_studied for :working out training models for professional development
ot women educational administrators.

Earlier, we noted the influence of the_women's_movement_in promoting sex equity
and also the_a_f_firmative_action_ by governments in the West; The important
aspect to be noted is the initiative taken by women in developing programmes for
leadership training for increased effectiveness among women educational
administrators (Wins 1.7; 1980)1 and _major projects like Sex Equity in

Educational Leadership (SEEL)? funded_by Women's Education Equity Act (WEEA)
(Schmuck.;1980)_;_ _The setting up of the Association of Women's Education
Administration in Oregon is another step towards professionalisation of women
educatiol nistrators.

1Leadership and Learning; Inc; is a non-profit firm incorporated in Line, 1977,
initially as a Carnegie funded project--now locatei at Center School, Lincoln;
Massachussetts, 01773. Since 1973, this organisation is offering in-service
programmes in personal growth .ine professional_ effectiveness with special
emphasis on women_._ _Women administrators are isolated :and have little of a

professional support system; Questions raised are; ''HOW do women enter a school
system?:Do they find encouragement and helpful advice from other women, other
men administrators? DO supervisors encourage upward mobility? What personal and
p7ofessional support system do they find? Do_they develop some? In what way are
these_ systems_helpful? _ Do the males share their information and/or political
network? How do women administrators learn on the job? Is the learning_different
for women than fOr meh?" Two groups, 16 women at different levels of district
educational administrator and six women from different districts; have formed a
collective support.

?The Sex Equity in Lducational Leadership Project (SEEL) is funded by Women's
Education Equity Act (WEEA) for 1976-79. WEEA serves as an important change in
rederal priorities--first_crack in thefederal _bureauciacy concerning: women's
educatton_equity,__and_ yearly funds about 80 projects; SEEL was created to
develop and test strategies (in Oregon) to increase_women's representation in
school: management. The strategy _is multi-level and aims at changing
individual's perspectives by providing information, rtlking_issues_visible and
attacking negative stereotypes, changing issues :and attacking negative
stereotypes; changing oigan1sational perspectives, getting organized to include
male allies; getting hired and dealing_with isolation at the top.

-
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In India and _other third_world countries tha-: became independent during 1950, a
slackening Of the women's movement and vomen's participation in public_ and
politiCal decision-making was_noticed._ _During the UN_ Decade: for womeni a

resurgence_amd awakening of_momen about themselves is to be noticed; but; as
yeti_sex equityiissues get lost cr submered in battles against dire poverty and
uni,2rdeve1opment; There_isia clear realization that women are to be actors in
development and not beneficiaries and targets only. As yet__n_Indiai_ where we
have seen re-awakening among womenhood in the last decade_very prominentlyi the
issues that are more immediate appear to be focussed on raising the economic and
consciousness levels of a largeimass of Indian women ,who,are illiterate and
unaware of their legal and constitutional rights. Organisations of professional
women for achieving sex equity in professions are yet to emerge. _It would be_of
interest to develop this facet by studying _the_ existing efforts of women
elsewhere and by networking_with the same. A beginning has to be made in the
direction_of the professional preparation and_ deVelopMent of women educational
administrators in India and the third World both on grounds of equity and
efficiency.
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Progress of Girls Education in India during 1950-51 and 1980-81 (in 000s)

1Fm.....0- .........1.....0.......m.,.....
PrNprimary Primary Middle Secondary College Profess- Vocati. Tot?

(Class I.V) (Class VI. (class

VIII) X1I)

1950-51 13 5,380

(89) (9)

1955.56 1t1 71649

(68) (44)

1960-61 in 11,400

(es) (4e)

534 161

(22) (16)

868 318

(26) (26)

11,670 541

(35) (2,...'

106546 122 18,293 2,846 1,1

OM (60) (35) (24)

1970.71 168 211306 3/889 1/708

(68) (60) (43) (37)

1975-76 256 45,011 5,034 2,083

(81) (61) (49) (41)

1980.81 ;i5 27,973 6,910 3,096

(85) (65) (53) (43)

& Univy.

(Gen, Edn)

tonal Edn. onal &

;College Tech.

level) Edni

(School

1evelt

41 6 259

(16) (10) (19)

84 13 235

(20) (9) (15)

150 33 422

(27) (121 (25)

124 10 737

(37) (16) (52)

614 138 603

(38) (15) (60)

873 198 266

(43) (IS) (37)

1 00C 238 320

(ii5) (15) (38)

6,4C

(31

9,18

(37

1426

(42

2315g.

(sp

26,42

(53

33,76

(55

38,96

(55

Source i Miliery of Macedon and Calture

1. Figures in brackets indicate numbers of girls per 100 boys
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It is an irony that educational adr _stration, as a practice, is not at all
educational; It teethes nothing to being ainisteredi excemperhaps_the
tttatagiat for countering control_anc devices tor manipalating the managers;
More_significantly4 for the_purposes of this paper, it tea-he very little
about_ the underrepresentation of certai: groups s-' lh the Schi-or
management of schools_ tnroughout many :iarts ot Concerns about
equality have certainly been voicec of late; but the_eja has_ been on
"getting more women into management4_7_cr "nelping_..iomen_to top;" This
paper will argue that_gender imbalances =1 :hool management should provoke a
ftindamental critique of the concept or 0 :;crice of educatiOnal adtinittratiOn
itself; rather than focus on the shortcom_ us and biases of individual women--or
men-=as they operate within a given system.

There is a parallel _here with the concerns about female underachievement and
wastage in_school,. Programmes to channel r.-.re girlt int0 tCience and teChnolOgy
revealed the need for a deeper examination Of the bstract and dehumanised
notion Of "tCience" as we conceive it in LT..:1 curricula. If_ girls da not like
tdience, do We change airls or_do we redefim:- science?" Similarly, if women do
not strive for_senior positions in schools, do we remould women or do we begin
to questiom the !iiel 'chically ordered and increasingly tethnicitt nOtions that
we have of "educational adninistration?" Sy developing a critical theory_of
educational administration as it relatat _to_ gender, and:by presenting some
preliminary findings from a_ researcn project on women in educational
administration in the Third World, this paper attempt:; to suggest alternative
models for school: management which wOuld Challenge any pre§§Ure to change
potential female administrators into tubttitute Males.

Conflict and Critical Theories

A :conflict of perspective on educational administratio seeks to trace the
different acceSt to resources such as power that particular :groups_ in
OrganitatiOnS have, and to identify_in_iwhose_ real :interests: an institution
operates It:asks_what_ideological, financial and emotional mechanisms are Uted
inthe di.7tribution of scarce resources, and hOw pOWer neqUalities become
legitimised - either within a school, or between a school and its paymasters.

Within a conflict perspective,_there is a growing body of analysis derived from
the Frankfurt_ School which is developing a radical "critical thtity" Of
educational administration. Starting from a cOncern With Sticial class
inequality and: the dllexnap of the modern State, writers such as Bates
(1982,1983), GiroUk (1983) and Watkins(1983) nave traced the tretnsfer of
scientific management_i_rom industrial:corporations to school organisation; :and
have_ revealed :educational administration :as a technblogy bf COntrOl and a
legitimator :of repression. Through its emphasis on "efficiency," on
"rationalitW on :Iperformance targets,"_ and through a mystification of the
aki6tt manageMent process, the c_groyth of scientific maragementilis seen as a
means to _increase _control over:workerz--in -nis case teacLers;

, work taakt art
fragmented and the :decision-making capacity of the WOrkerp*.eacher it reduced.
By presenting_school organisational probleMs as technical_problems,_ "it ignores
the power relationships, class structure _and legitimating ideologies around
which organisations are structures" (WarKins, t583).
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The traditiDnal idea of the charismatic headteacher relying on personality;
relationsnips and teaching experience is being replaced by the notion of the
specially trained management s_tllst wno will raise standards (targets) and
rationalise the personnel's effo--zs through specific and expert "tec;I:iques,"
Administrative issues become separated from the educational _ISSIles, and the
language of the machine replaces the negotiative communication_ of the
responsible individual. Systems approaches,_cybernetics and:feedback loops are
the metaphors which proviOe "uncontestable descriptions of the way things are"
(Bete8; 1982) and obscure the interests of the dominating techno-administrative
elite. The current language of administrative discourse-.-accountatility,
cost-reffectiveness_and staff _rationalisationties education to the_corporate
sector regardless of the continuing s'.1ratification and inequalitieS that e)tiSt"
(Watkins; 1983);

With regard to developing countries4
institutionalism of_ the_"seientific" ma)
west :(certainly few of the Heads in
training) There is therefore a sense c
spreads its netin realising that t,1:

organisation than the industrial, top-.:

17e cult of the _"expert and the
oot have had so much impact as iP the
jur survey _had received management
urgencybefore the Taylorism revival
e _may be other forms of educatiorlal
n and technicist models.

Clearly; new2r phenomenological approe.-:,les,to_ school organisation have gained
ground over, t last decade (Greenfi; 1973, 1978), but it has been arguea
that British and American eaucational eAministration still_lacks _a firm social
science foundation._ Que-tions of the -ocial class; age; gender or ethnic group
oi the "members" of school organist. haye rarely been raised in terms of
their own staff, interaction, _rather terms Of the pupil or student and _the
effectiv-ness of learning. "It 1,4most as if there is .an assumption that
lnythin.7, tnat is good foi the client_ must_be_good for the staff" (Tipton, 1985).

7ur,--1 educational administration there is a

reliance on psychology and social psychology; and
ignorance or fear_of_Burcpean_sociology and_political
sciencei_party_politics and the labour movement. The
first manifests itself in a preponderance of writing on
leadership characteristicr: and effectiveness (perhaps
through 't.,rticipation') and small-group beh.aviour in
organise_LA.ons. The_second in_a_preference for the
politically urcomplicating framework of systems theory.

_

T..pton goes on to argue for a study of educational institutions as workplacesi_
looking at orientations to employment_and_at the design DE work--relatively
well-developed themes in the_sociology of work, but not in the sociology of the
scuool. Classic studies of car workers attitudes to their 3ob and tO the
organisational setting haveyet to be replicated in schools; we know 1 :tt1e of
the sia1 circumstances and out-of-work activities of teachers. Yet given that
in many countries these employees_will more often_ thaninot pe women; it is
strange that an unexplored dimension is their important_ outside work
identities--as housewife, mother or daughter or aging parentS and in-laws.
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(aenaer and_managrtent

Mete is also an urgency in rethinking our soope of analysis when we consider
that the participation _of women_in educational administration may pect,me more
ather than less limited. In the UK, tor example, we see a decline ih the

number of women Heads. The spread of CO=edUtation, the rationalisation ot
comprehensive schools -,Ind the gtOWth Of the business-oriented management ethic
have All coMbined t6 rroject men as increasingly_more suitable for the. running
Of large-scale organiations. It might well be that men teachers in tne Third
World_will_ also arpropriate the image of the high-tech Principal, to the
exlusion of. _women (in _the game way that agriCUltural technology was often
appropriated by; -dr aimed at, Men==in tpite of women being the main agricultural
proaucers in many countries).

Critical_ theorists haw- idit:ion-c:ily been cOncerned With class domination
rather than gender dom, on beCASe bf their reliance on the language of
Marxist scholars. Yet eicri;.bratiOn Of the interests and power differentials of
-other social groupings leads to similar conclusions:and avenues_ of critique.
Hlw i it _that women have come to be excluded from "efficient"; "rational" and
!'scientific" management? While many developihg COUntrieS do SUspect Western
models of "rationality" and analye theM AS a Mahg to perpetuate. -3ependency,
there needs tb be a recagnition that such models art_ noteder-neutral either,
but were conceived by men and carry unexplicated masculinist biases.

i_classic example of this is cf "leaderShip. Intrilatat (1983) has done a
wonderful demoliti6h jOb On the Great Man and classicai leadership theories:

ASsuming_that leadership theory ±F formed by and has
impact on the culture in which it eiStS, it iS not
surprising that traditional leadership theory was
propoged fbt, reSeAtthed on and normecion_male_leacs_
in Male-oriented Because theoriE are
systems_for organ:z7ig past and future experience,
their value is two-fuldt thtty provide a way to pattern
jr understand what happened in the past, and they he).p
US ptedt What Will happen in_the_future. We create
worlds reifying Fj.;perience in theories. Leadersnip
theory potentially frames the way that lioney, status
and power to change are distribr ' r distributed.
By definitiOn, leaders have the the levers
that Move the world. Leadership at:. assumes a
male perspective, or theory in alues are so
dee?iy ebedded be inv.stble; e_iL;ures that onJy
mies; ;!--pn,adop-,:.ing male views, will bt seledte:
aS lead-;t8, iil1 continue to lead and thereby set_i
caurses, define visicns and create new worlds. The

current_realities of organizational life make this
sItuation untenable.
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Intgator goes on to analyse the male bias by which leadership "traits" were
identified, and discusses the alternative impact pf the behavioural_ and
contingency theoritts. She suggests that social exchange_ theories are, in fact
the most relevant for tne acknowledaement of gender_issues in contemporary
organisations, for leadership ol this sort is "characterised by an avoidance of
direct contronmation between the leader and work_ croup" and ieaders "avoid
interaction that make evident power and status differentials" (Jacobs-, 1971).
Socialiexchange implies that people will be willingto_devote extensive effort
to their employing organisations if_they feel they are receiving appropriate and
equitable benefits_in_rettrn._ "The is required,to persuade others that
behaving in a desired fashion is, in eir own self-interests wnich_they
evaluate primarily through data and ludic. Obviously, in order_ ta_persuade
employees that desired behaviour is in t"eir own self-interests, the leader must
know how the particular employeet_thinki what they value and what excites theM
and interests them about their work or job"(Intriligator, 1983).

In stressing the need for leaders to know the orientations cf employees, we see
the parallels to the sociology of the workplace_approach envisaged by !Titon.
Howeveri a question mark still remains over whether it is sLtficient to identify
the behaviours of "effective"! leadurs (even if incorporating both sexes) unless
weireturn to the issueiraised by the critical theorists of what "effectiveness"
--and hence poweris being used for, and in whnse ultimate_interests. It is
noc enough to have more women in positions_of_IJadership, or even a diffient
concept of "efiective leadership" if the bulk of women teachers still experience
differentials_in the amount of day-to-day power they can exercise in the s:000l,
and !If little attention is paid to the overall socio-political structure in
.ich schools and teachers operate (including gender imbalances in such power

stiuctures). The notion of economic bargaining may be appealing in management
terms, but_ it _maynot finally be a fair exchange if the traders start from
different capital bases.

Marcuse's concept of "surplus repression" is a valuable one here: while all
Co _ries need an amount of "socially_ useful repression" to contain individual
desiresi "surplus_repression" is "that portion which is the result of specific
soietal conditions sustained in the interests of domination" (Marcuse.,_1964).
Just as the surplus of value f.:pm work accrues to the owners of theimeant of
production, surplus--or unnecessary--repressioni embodied in the ethos and
practices that characte-ise school, workplace and family, serves to ensure
psychological !acceptance jf servitude. While Marcuse was talking of_class
iomination; it might be argued tnat women in particular suffer "surplus
7epression"--in this case in the interests of_male _supremacy. Certal.nly tht
Literature ,n female deviance _and female !conformity shows !girls nd woneJL
'over controlled"_through child-rearing practices, educational instituti;
mforcement agencies and religious doctrines (Davies:, 1984). This is_anothe:
reason to be hesitant about social exchange theories of management. If all thi:t

_

mmen teachers have_to offer_in terms of attractions to management is compliance
mnd hard warki_thenia bargaining model may in,the end merely confirm women in
;upporting roles. An inteIesting qtestion would be whether societies exercising
mrplus repression :in domestic terms also have fewer women in decision-making
:apacitiet in education. The point is that it is essential to

1 92
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examine management theories In the social and .!ultural context in waich they are
first generated, then accepted and finally exercised ineducational
instiutions; . It would be_foolhardy to attempt_ an international theory of
educational ."leadership" without_ recognition of the_ existing power dimensirns
among those being "led." Hence the need for empirical, country-based researTh.

The Pilot Survey

The first partbf our project to explore women in educational administration ia
the Third World was to begin to document the existing research; literature and
statistics on the_ relative positions of women in teaching in Third World
countries Isee_ Davies,_ 1986). Them came_the design_of_ a_research instrument
which could provide qualiative information on, the attitudesiand perceptions of
teachers and:Heads themselves :in various countries. A pilot questionnaire was
devised and distributed f..om which we are beginning to get preliminary returns,
and which will generate the form of the_next_stage_research instruments. While
the numbers are at present small (162 teachers); lopsided (106 men and 56 women)
and from two countries only _(Ghana andiSierra Leone); it may be bf interest to
indicate the_ trends ,so far emergin--and the reasons why the whole
"questionnaire" may need a thorough redesign.

We asked questions:to elicit sex differences in three main interlocking areas:
the perceptual (ambitions, career planning, job satisfaction and performance);
the domestic (family and marriage commitments); the organisational
(responsibilities in school, mentoring and leadership). As no claims to

generaIisabiIity_are being_made at present, the findings will be presented very
badly and without any serious statistics.

Firstly, men teachers and male Heads appear at first sight to be more
"ambitious" than their female counterparts. Whether they are alming_inside or
butside_the teaching professioni_mem_wouId_ like jobs_of_higher status_and/or
remuneration than would women. Half the male Heads were going to be Director of
Education, but none of the female Heads. Only men wrote phrases like "eminent
edticationist" or "to reach the top." In terms of planning a career, half the
male Heads opposed to a quarter b.,= the female_Heads said they ha,4 planned_their
career from the start. The classroom teachers showed fewer sex differences,
most indicating: that they evaluated their career as they went along rather than
planning from the beginning.

In terms of job performance and satisfaction, _there _were _at first_sight few
discernible sex. differences Unsurprisingly, teachers felt they did best the
things they liked best; and the things _they liked best revolved_ around the
actual pedagogic roleimparting knowledge, explaining, problem-sOlving,
iiscussion and practical work. There was then_more_variey within a sex than
between the sexes_: teachers ancL_Heads_ of _IoDth sexes_wouId_either like_or dislike
marking, like or dislike extra-curricular activities, like or dislike
preparation of lessons.
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Perhaps the_most telling sex difference_was in response to the question "what
aspects Of, yddr jOb do you dO least well?", where only_ male teachars_and_male
HeadS firMly stated "nil" or "none," This_fits_i_n_ with the literature showing
women more likely_to identify their own weaknesses (Hennig_and Jardin; 1978);
Again, because of our masculinist,terminology, such differences haVe been
described, as men being "more confident" or women "lacking confidence;" what
happens Vihen t46 eay women ara "less arrogant?"It certainly_ihas_implications
for any assertiveness training; Similarly,,rather than reiterating the usual
cry that women are "less aobitiousi" it might be equally fruitful to'denote ten
as "more pushy." A study of,women's orientations shuuld act to cast doubts on
the _achieVetent ObSeSsion Of our contemporary world-, and question whether
"g0a1=direCtedness" or_the egotripping "confidence" are_always the universal
goods that we proclaimi__ It_is essential_ that gender-inclusive research in
educational administration does not start from the male-as-norm principle and
unsurprisingly confirm whatitis that women "lack;" instead it should begin to
value_as positive the realistic_and insightful attitudes _that_women_may have
tOWardt self and career. We might even_describe men as lacking the skills of
self-analysis _and being neurotic about ,power._ Apparently women do have
long-term visions, but they bear in mind that others will have expectations of
them; The research ShOws that they terid to inquire as to _the iongrange
consegtendet of SOcial decisions_ rather than short-rangechnical, economic
gains. Meni_as a group, on the_ other,_:11PITI,_ are "bearers of the Western
industrIal _society's techno-economic rationalicy in which economic goals are
permittea to legalize exploitation or ,disregeIrd otner human beinW (UNITAR
1979); ,While tritical_thebry has located such 'rationality"_as_derived from_the
heeds Of the Mcidern Capitalist State, it is_crucial_to recall_that_the_ideology
may_not be evenly spread throughout a population, and: that: women_may provide the
nest_source for resistance to exploitative uni-directional goal7settihg. He:;ce
the design, language iand interpretation of questionnaires tacklinglissues of
teacherS' gOalS and aMbitiont will have toise very carefully_donel ours_is_still
fraught with dancers and unexplicated assumptions, and will need muchrevision;

The_ perceptual area, clearly Loverlaps iwith the second area, the
personal/domestic, , particularly when exploring the reasons for entering
teaching. Out Of the 17 possible reasons,_the top three for both_sexes_in_Ghana
and for men teachers in Sierra__ Leone were: "Enjoyed actual: teaching process";
"Wanted_ rntellectual stimulation" and "Academic subject interest." Thig fitS
with the finding that teachers of both sexes enjoyed the same things about their
job. , Hovevet, fetale teachers in both countries also gave "Best:career_for_____
Married person" a high priority, which no siarra_Leonel_men:and only two Ghanaain
men did. The top_three _reasons forSierrailieone women were ,"Enjoyed,contact
with_children," "Working conditions", (hours, holidays, etc.) and "Enjoyed actOal
teachingiprocess;" The picture Of a more child--or family7.-oriented female
teathet is Confirthed by the questions_relating_to home responsibilities;Women
teachers were more likely to hav.!: to_go home immediately after school to be with
children_or__relatives; and they spent more hours per week_on domesticitasks.
Yet interestingly; _female Heath.; also spent more time_on domestic tasks than did
their male counterparts, the same average amount of time_as the_female class
teacher. It would appear that domestic commitments do not necessarily hold
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women back; but preSumebly require greater skill at time managementor simply
harder work all round. It must be noted; too,_ that the sex differences in
amount_of_labour were not vast._and that many men also had problems doing school
work at home; or experienced difficulty going out in the eVenings or Weekends to
attend school functions.

A greater involvement by females in their family life is: a traditional and
obvious "causeof_female underachievement In promotion; yet_again it might be
preferable to see this as a positive strength than a handioap. NatUrally, any
feminist _would want to see a more equitable divisiobf labourand
responsibility in the home; but for many_cultures_this would_hardly be achieved
overnight. Instead I 5bell be arguing_that managment training ought to assume
alevel :01_,domestic responsibility; and: should work from there, rather than
forcing women--and even men-7into _covering up their personal commitments or
feeling guilty a.'>ott them as "interference.". We hare for too longiaccepted_the
Weberien bUrealicratic notion of efficiency _being achieved through sharp
divisions_and role specialisation; by commitment to the organisation haVing
sometow to take automatic precedence over commitMent tO family. ThiS is the
western-derived; classic "modernity" theory Of role fragmentation; the more
modern_a_country, the more segmented it was supposed _to_bej_to avoid corruption
and _spillage between the various_ functions (_A sharply bounded senior
management role was;_of course; also predicated on the male assumption Of a 40
hour plus working week with a non-working spouse at home.) Yet while not
advocating a return to npotiSt bt moonlighting, it is time to acknowledge the
multiple rbleS that we all play in our everyday lives._ We will teach and
administer more effective.y if we_ are not made to feel defensive or despairing
about our cther_identities, but rather see them as normal andieven_ttlitributory
to:our school life and work The parent who successfully raises four children
and_ organises a household has many pedagogic and managerial_skills_at their
disposal; yet we rarely acknowledge this, still less give increments or
promotion points for child-rearingi

The third area--the organisatioial-again raises questions _about
responsibilitieS, bUt thiS time within the sch,ol. Respondents were asked_which
Of a liSt of various school tasks it would be preferable to allot to men; to
women; or to eithersemi There_were some predictable sexual divisions; with men
being_seem as preferable for boys' :welfare and boys,: diSCipline, and fetale
teachers for girls' welfare and distipline; OtherWiSe_ areas such as the
superviSiOn, Of prObetioners, cover for absent staff; INSET; _school_ visits,
careers advice and examination administratiom were more likely to be allocated
toeither sex than__to one_sex in :particular; However; there were some
interesting exceptions; Males were likely t0 be Seen as preferable for the
timetablej for curriculum development and for the organisation of special
events. Fetales were chosen for hospitality and for pupilsLpersonal_problems.
Sometimes Heads were equally divided between the three categories7-male; femalej
either--_but there was not one job in the_ school that some Head did nOt think
better done by one sex or the other,. :NO tale HeadS thought women would_ be
better at the tiMetable. Interestingly; male teachers _in Ghana were more
inclined to give all the duties to themselves. _We_begin_to see not only some
preconceptions about male "o!ganisational" roles and female 'caring' roles;
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but also a suspicion that_females_might_get fewer opportunities_for anticipatory
socialisation into some of the basic administrative functions of a school;

A question on mentoring revealed further that three-quarters of the male Heads
had been encouraged by their Principal to apply for promotion, as opposed to
only a luarter of the female Heads._ When Asked About preference for male or
female Heads, the maj_ority of the teachers said it did not matter; but if they
did make a choice:, it was more likely_to be male (29 male headship choices, 3

female headship choices). The tendency was that those who already had a woman
Principal indicated that it did not matter what sex_of_leader_they had;_those
with a male Head _were equally_likelyto state a male preference. Familiarity
with_ a__female leader certainly does not breed contempt, but an: apparent
realisation that leadership can be open to both sexes; familiarity with a male
leader may merely confirm headship as an appropriate masculine 'role.

It stall seems important to break the vicious circle whereby females _ar not
seen as equally competent at organisational or managerial skills, therefore aze
given fewer: opportunities,,:o demonstrate and practise them, therefore receive
less mentoring from superiors within the school, and therefore provide fewer
role models for women or examples of management for men.

Management_Npriplq

Differences between countries which have already emerged, taken with _a
phenomenological analysis which insists_on_the_primacy of the social and power
context of a schooli may mean: that at is extravagant to attempt any,global
recommendations_for,a management model which will be both genderrinclusive and
culturally acceptable. Nonetneless, some broad imperatives suggest themselves.
Those management analyses which have been concerned about gender_imbalances have
generally started from_a normative view of the effective manager and probed how
far women approximated to the :model. Were they equally high scoring on
"initiation structure" and "consideration structure?" Were they sufficiently
career-oriented0 assertive, forceful? This investigation has suggested that_we
are asking the wrong questions, Instead_of_aaking_why more women are not
reaching the top, we should_ibe asking fundamental questions about the nature,of,
or even the need for a "top.", :progress has been made in moving on from
biological to socialisational and then to organisational "constraints" on women,
but all these still constitute victim analysis rather than_concept_analysis.
They focus on the defidits of women and leave unrealised a deeper critique of
those activities women are supposedly constrained from doing.

We must not be fooled by the language of existing managerial definitions.
Leaving aside the abvious issue that_in most management texts_for_both developed
and developing_dountries_the manager is still referred to as exclusively male,
there are deeper_questions. "The principles underlying the organisation of
schools _are not different from those applicable to a commercial undertaking"
writes Paisey (1984). "The purpose of management is the organisation of
resources (including manpower) to produce _the_optimum result." Reducing
teachers (whether manpower or womanpower) to the level of'resources' is,a
typically dehumanising--and one might submit maaculinist--approach.
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The reason why so many educational innovations fail is because teachers refuse
to see themselves as mere intermediaries_fox the achievement of national goals.
Until we encourage_all_teachers to identify their own requirements from work;
until_we sort out any genderi,race social class, or other structural:differences
in these requirements or in:the likelihood of their being met; until management
is seen primarily as a coordinatory and not a control actvty we_are unlikely
to see the growing industry of educational management as anything but a means to
hinder national objectives such as self-reliance; growth or, indeed; equality.

It is no mere semantic shift that has leo to the word "administration" being
gradually replaced by "management" in educational literature and training.
"Management" reflects not_only_a_suitably scientific anri_commercial ethos; but
also encapsulates tne people,control function in a wey !administration! never
did; If management as currently conceived is primarily about control, then our
ifterest should not lie in having more _women in control. _our_interest should_be
in power sharing rather than power acquisition. It should_be in_collaboration
rather than domination-,however scientifically masked as "decision-7
centralisation." There is no point in switching to women oppressing men, still
less to women oppressing other women.

From the survey we find sex differences in "awbition"--so let us xeappreise our
acceptance of_ambition, drive; upward mobility and our traditional concepts of
"career development." We find sex differences in the extent,of "dual roles"
experienced by teachers -, so let us incorporate the implication of _that dual
role in,or management training. We find gender categorization_among_teachers
and Heads in terms of suitabthty for organisational tasks and for "leadership"
--so let us insist that any management theory should take into account staff
definitions of each other and acknowledge the existing and socially constructed
imbalances in whose definitions prevail in any organisation. Rather than
"harmonising" or "rationalising" or even "neutering!' our staff; we do better_to
use conflicts and differences as a source of creative tension and productive
critique.

Holistic Management

A gender-inclusive_model of_educational management therefore points to:a very
different oriantation_in our thinkingianditraining; It,is what I, ahall term
"holistic management," and it is holistic in two ways. Firstly it includes the
whole staff; and secondly it includes the whole person. Hackneyed pt-ases
perhaps; but curioui how4 in educational_management _term3i they have been
hitherto ignored. In its_ borrowing from industrial and corporateisettings;
educational managemew:_appears: to forget one_crucial and obvious difference:
unlike car assembly workers, all teachers are themselves people managers. Their
clientele may be younger, rougher and less sophisticated; but the principles_of
classroom management are no different_from organisational or personnel
management in general.: Successful classroom interaction, is by nature, about
decision-mFking, goal setting, communication, negotiation, bargaining,
delegation, participation and time management; about identifying power interests
and networks of allegiance among pupils.And yet we appear to have arrived at
the position whereby a mystique has been erected around educational "leadership"
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and only the controllers; or_potential controllers; are selected fOt "tatia-ggitight
training." A privileged secrecy and a jargon turrOUndt the "techniques" which
they learn. There is a strange anomaly that the administzator is taken_out of
the clastroom, even out of the staffroom,_ and then has tote sent on courses to
relearn "communication skille_and _7participation techniques." They even have
to undergo courses on "human relations." :What other sOrtt Of relations are
there? This ic not to argue against specialit:t ot advanced t:aining in certain
areas; or indeed against rewards and incentives; Put toposit _that school
management it the one field which should not_te__a_ specialism or a highly
reWarded field of expertise. Otherwise management training for Heads becbtet a
question of "to them that hath shall be given."

It is my contention then that all teachers, from the beginning_i_ should rece:ve
Managetent training. If there_are_ _indeed_gender: :(or ethnic or social clals)
difierences in those_ who _are sponsored ,for educational,mahagement, then the
obvious solution is to:open up the fieldito everyOne and eXpete the top-dow1-4
"expert" role,for the elititt, quasi-masonic cddre that it is. There_are,indeed
skills to be learned, techniques to_explore;_research to be read; but education
it the One field where these should be available to every member of the
workforce. Ltis_curious that we can construct whole edificet to train Heads to
manage; without equivalent courses for the tett Of the staff on how to be
managed; let alone appreciate for theMtelves the transmission of management
skills.

A_ _jointtraining has immediate implicationS. It Wbuld point to a less
hierarchical; more collaborative and pb§§ibly rotational administrative
operation it tchools. If management is_conceived as a set_of_skills masterable
by eVeryone it undermines the_notion that only men make "natural" leaders; and
it reduces the_possibility that women will not have the chance at antitipatory
socialisation and the practising, of, adtinittratiVe functions _The_account-
ability ideology which is taking hold tince more could be effectively fu7filled
thrOUgh jOb appraisal and self7evaluation_byl:teachersi. rather than me.Luring
teachers against an _agxeedset_iof performance standards (drawn Up; rf iP
Britain; by_87% male:administrators). While "appraital" gdet bh trintinUotisly in
schools, it is essential to,makethit OVert and equitable4 not covert and
partial; Some managers find it difficult to offer criticism to_a woman; and so
either AVOid commenting on_ shortfalls_ In: _performance or unconsciously ,Ise

different standards when assessing women (MSC;: 1983). For appraigal to be
equally:ibeneficiali_ it must be under the control of the teacher concerned. ia
an interesting appraisal scheme in one setendaty school in UK; everythingho
does the apptaising, what aspects of the teacher's work were_appraised, whether
there thOUld be A written_reporti_and _whether it should be used for references-7
is decided by the teacher. The staff committee: have :drawn tip a Icing and
detailed_ questionnaire to help_ teachers ,focUt their thinking. It covets
achievement, so far, professional tkillt deVeltiOthent, curriculum development,
adminIstration, approach to classroom_teaching; ambitions_and prospects; extra7
curricular activities_and relationshps_with colleagues and parents; Such
appraisal will_also include comments on the management team in iterint Of hoW MUch
support, opportunity or constraint they prOVide (TES, 15.3.85). Whils. such_a
scheme was not; of courte, designed specifically in the interest of gender
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equiry it would seem a radical step forward in the provision of an "educative"
environment for all staff.. Most managemer,t training manuals stress that
appraisal requires training; and if teachers _are _going to conduct_ thein own
appraisal, _there__is even more reason to provide a universal pre-service
management education.

The immediate cry will be that developing countries in particular_cannot afford
management training for all teacherev yet thia_is notr(Tosed_s an addition,
but as a substantive replacement on_ any basic course of teacher training;
Rather than tackling the 'cliciplines"--philosopny,or,istory of education--at
ground level and leaving_management to future specialists, it makes more eense
to make management compulsory in basic training_end_ leav .. the luxury of
reflective theorising to lattx advanced rr :1J)-service courses. Just as
compulsory_mathe and science up to age 16 .1:1 the USSR has helped produce a
healthy proportion of_female_techniciars and engineers, so compulsory management
might help redress the gender differentials among chose deemed suitable for
management tasks.

The second aspect of holistic management is the personal ane. Iniarguing for
concrete recognition of all the roles that we plAy, this ls more than just the
traditional human relations etyle af managementwhich can_ be equally
manipulative in its benevolent patronage_. Newer appraaches_to_time_management
take the view tbat_a_persons_home commitments7-as well ae leisure pursuits;
social life and personal development--are not potential "problems" to be ''made
allowances for," but are vital:aspects of all,our life goals, and as such should
be accorded the respect and the same "planning" that may go into purely_work
commitments. One of the potential_hazards_ farthe aspiring female_Ie the
attempt_to_become Superwoman: staving off guilt feelings about not fulfilling
either of her dual roles properly by attempting single-handed perfectionism,in
both; Ti time management training, on the other hand, will replace the rising
panic with a set of identifiable and attainable directions fan bath _professional
and _private life-, and develop the_capacity_ to prioritize day-to-day tasks in
order 2tAD remain in control of these directions., It teaches_delegation where
necessary in, any context; the:ability and_the right to say "no" without fearing
loss of esteem; making tasks measurable, with deadlines _if that helps;
identifying networks of support or _possible barriers to achievement. Above_alli
it_reminds ms_that AM all meed_ a_private life to function effectively at wa:k.
Stress and fatigue are caused notiby the things we have done, but by the thought
of things we have not done7-whether _at_home or in the classroom. When bath
teachers and:Heads acknowledge that "effective" management is not necessarily
about "born leadership" or dedicated graft frequining_a euppartive_ _wife?) it
willagain remove_the mystique and make for more equitable communications. It
encourages men, too; to think about their:long-term_ peraonal and family
commitments, and how much `iime should be actively allotted to these. Either sex
needs to be aware that "delegation" does not read "exploitation."

This _may_ sound _like the advocacy of a zeturn to a somewhat mechanistic
management-by-objectives; buz the:differences are that we are talking about
self-management; and about the Whole self in its social context--not just a set
of Work taaks in someone else's interests. This explains why I prefer the term
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"'directions" to "goals"7--for goals have the tendency to become inflexible and to
justity_Any_ means or any sacrifice of others to achieve them; The research bh
sex differences in percepion and use of time is significant hete._ Women's time
is summarised tirgahid", "Unsold" and "coordinated;" men's is
"one-dimeisional," "stild" and "segregated."_ _Women_tend mot to measure their
time in quantitative_ways__but value_ it_in qualitative terms: they alternate
varlous_ activities_ and often do several things at the same time; For Men, time
is sold time; with visible rewards or wages Spelling out what work is worth;
attention is concentrated Oh Ohe talc (Pietila; 1984). Thus I would_differ:with
many of the time management courses _i_a_their_insistence on clearly drawn
boundaries_between work__development and personal development; on only_being able
to_do_oneithing at a time. Instead I would build on capabilitieS tO fUhdtion in
a co-ordinated and integrated fashiOn.

Where I concur with the time_management _literature is thelencouragement to:do
the planning_exercises_ tollaboratively wIth other people; An important SeCtibh
of_our listed directions should have to db With What ate ddrrently called
"strokes"--the attention WhiCh tii* gets from or gives to another person.
Positive strokespraise:, gratitude, encouragement; promotion-,-make us feel
happy and_important;negative strokes,--criticism; ridicule; putdownsmake us
feel 111at_ease;_ but:no strokes at all:is, the worst fort of thettal tortute.
Management techniques have long acknowledged the heed ftit recognition for all
workers-=with teachers as no exception; but the suspiciom that_women teachers
may receive fewer strokes from Principals_or colleagues indicates the:need for
something_ moresystematic _than the cheery greeting ih: the corridor. Ih
coT7educational schools; women are given fewer "Statile tatka, are marginalised
(and even subject to sexist putdtivhs), and tedeive less encouragement for
promotion (Reich and La FOUhtaine; 1982; Singhal; 1984).z In addition, the
literature on interaction socialIy_and in meetings indicates women giving more
strokes than receiving:them, that is; providing supportive comMenta, littehihg
attentively, being interrupted more, accedifig COnVertatiOhal tights and asking
interested questionS (spthder, 1980).

Management training _should _tnerefore firstly encourage the individual to liSt
out directly_the positive and negative strokes_they receive within their Work
and home contexts; and analyse whether the ovetall halahde Wthild explain any
"loser:" behaviour. It ShbUld also alert everyone to keep a check on wheh they
That intimated to someone that they appreciated_them; _and why. A goal of
sufficient strokes for all _those deserving of them could be part of time
management._ _While tabulating in a formal way the number:0f: StrOket giveh May
sem an incredibly_mechanistic way of taha-gihq hilMan relationships., _it_might
give some indication Of whether partictilar categories of people :in an
organisation; such_as_males_or_females,_superiors or subordinates are eceiving
more or less than their fair share of recognition.

In singling out the themes- Of tithe Management and recognition; I have tried
merely _to identify examples within a holistid__management _training which
gender-focussed_research_would indicate_as_relevant. An ethnic,: regional or
social,,class_based research design may elicit different recOMMendationt; it mUtt
be recognised that different patterna Of inequality may posit different
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management ideologies. The main criterion fcr any useful theory of educational
administration is that it be reflexive enough to spotlight its own biases and to
self-destruct when necessary.

Conclusion

A focus on gender in educational administration at present seems to _turn
everything on its head. The "logic" of researchland model-building has:to be
reversed. The traditional:method for arriving at an analysis:of schools has
been what one might term the: "highest common multiple" approach: teginning at
the sacred pinnacle and engaging in the normative "how far" technique. How far
can we_apply commercial or public_sector_management to schools? How far_can we
apply western models toideveloping countries? How far can we control people in
order :to achieve political goals? How far do certain:groups like women
appcoximate to the "normal" model of effective management? How far can we
change women to achieve within this model?

Instead we begin: at the lowest common denominator; at the ground or profane
level, and ask "what" questions. What,do people bring to an organisation? :what
power bases do they operate from and what are their existing relationships"'
What are their common needs and what might be their different_ objectives and
requirements from work?__ What_ _kind of_management model would enable the:answers
to these questions to be logged and projected into a continuous dialectic with
the overall objectives for an education system?

Theoxy of educational administration, like any social_ theory, contains_two
features: an explanazion of why people act_iin the way they do; and a set of
prescriptions for how they ought to act. Ibis paper has argued the:necessity
tor a structural explanation of why power has come to be exercised in certain
ways in schools, with, in this instancei_ the structural analysis relating both
to_the_overall_control_function_of_education_and to the peculiarly male-derived
forms and language through which this control is mediated; It ha2 argued: that
the very practice or conceptualising of educational administration itself:may
act to consolidate repression and to deskill the mass of teachers, unless
attention is paid to embedded and unequitable features_ of educational
organisations such as gender; "Paying attention" to gender in researching
teachers'iattitudes: to their organisational life in two developing countries has
led_ in: this instance to, prescriptions for : "holistic management." _A

gender-inclusive theory would also be a power-inclusive theory, which would
point to the need for a common managerial training for all_ schoolpersonnel;
Power differentials aremot reduced by havinc_alternative operators ofpower, or
even: new styles of "leadership," but by everyone having_ access to the skills
which promote:control over one's personal environment._ The,inclusion of gender
concerns in educational administration is not advocated merely to benefit women,
but_in Order to generate a critical methodology which would provide greater
flexibility and potential for both men and women--and as both teachers and
learners
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Given the current thrust in education across the Caribbean today and considering the
strain which_ is_being_ put _on out_limited resources _to_sustain and increase this
thrust; it is incumbent on all concerned to strive to ensure that the greatest value
accrues to the greatest possible number. The nations pf the region cannot afford to
commit man-power, money and other resources to education, and yet remain complacent
over high degrees of failure or be satisfied with mediocre performances in their
schools._ _It is being recognized that the_mere provision of_ plaoes_in_the_form_of
buildings is not enough:, and attention is being: turned to the training ofipersonnel
to map the schools, and syetems. The ,particular aspect of education that is Lof
immediate interest in the context of this sympoeium is the preparation and training
of persons to give leadership, direction and inspiration to education in the region_.
The purpose of this paper is to examine some critical areas tor decision-making :;:n
this regard.

Should We Import Theories and Models of Training from the Developed World?

It is customary for the developing world to turn to the developed world for models,
for,solutions to rur problems. It perhaps eeems quite natural:to do so considering
their experience and development, yet, today there is enough evidence to suggest the
need to proceed very cautiously in this direction with respect to educational
administration.

For example, Wiggins (1979) :reminds us that human experience is=contextually bound.
He argues that it is the failure on the part of the devel, ed world to recognize this
fact_that has led to their efforts to assist the develc _cv world being branded_as
"imperialistic,iicolonialistic gestures !_of the strong: o\--..x the weak". Wiggins
maintains that the:assumption regarding the generalizability of educational models of
the developed world is both morally wrong and scientifically primitive.

Greenfield (1975) had raised similar issues at Bristol in 1974. he said:

In:particular we need to ask whether the theory
and assumptions still appear to hold in the
settings where they were developed before they
areirecommended and applied to totally new
settings. _Such an examination is not oniy
appropriate but essential in the liqht of an
alternative view which sees organizations not
as structures_subject to_universaLlaw_but
as cviltural artifacts dependent upon the
specific, meaning and intentions of people
Within them. (Greenfield 1975:74)

Greenfieldi_as_he explained in a later _paper_ (Greenfield_ 1978) :lad three major
concerns when he addressed the Bristol Conference; These were

1. to question the dominant theory in the study
of organization.
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2. to cast dount on the mechanict for protUlgating
that th_Dry_from_the developed world to the
developing nations;

3. to question the legitimacy of training,
administrators_to be effective by itbUing
them with the theory.

Tnete three cOnternt are still,very important for us today in the developing world;
and I shall examine each one briefly.

The dominant theory Greenfield was challenging was the positivists theory which holds
that organizations are, the, same wherever they are; and regardless of what ft:lotions
they serve. The search; therefore, is for a general theory of organizations that is
so-to-speak out there waiting to be discovered.

Greenfield argues that to accept this is to make unproblematic that which is

problatatit, tO ignore the rOle Of human action within organizations; to reify

organizations. He confronts the positiVitt VitW With a phenomenological perspective
in these words:

If we see, organizations,and,individuals as
inektricably intertwined, it may notibe easy
to alter_organizaitc.ns; or to lead_them, bt
to administer_them without_touching something
unexpectedly human; More importantly, the
view that peopleiand organizations are
inseparable requires us to reastett the
commonly_accepted_olaim_that there exists a
body of theory and principle which_provides
theitouchstone for effective administrative
action in organizationt.

(Greenfield 1975: 71=2)

In a phenomenological perspective there are no fixed ways_of seeing_and_constructing
the World arbUnd Ut. There can therr::fore be no general theory of organization.

_
Greenfield argues that the way we_interpret_the world around us &Jet nOt depend Oh
universal ideas and values but rather is the product of our peculiar circumstances
and settings.

He continues:

Our concept of organization must therefore rest
upon the view of_people in particular times and
placesi_and any effort to understand thet ih terMS
of a single_set_of ideas. values and laws must be
doomed to failure.

(Greenfield 1975:75)
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Sducational_Administration has been greatly influenced by the system approach of,the
positivist paradigm. The view that educational administration is:a unique activity
has been rejected by theorists in the field (Griffiths 1977, Hoy 1978) for a general
theory of aaministraiton Which describes; explains and predicts behaviour in any and
all organizations. Greenfield's call therefore provoked strong reactions. In 1919
Deblois observed:

Somehow the monolithic perspective in the field of
educational administration has been fissured.Professors
and_students_alike_began_to take an interest in the
alternative perspective and to explore the possibilitieS
it offered;

(DeblOiS 1979:1)

It is interesting_to_observe_that_no_standard text book:in educational administration
that I know of presents the alternativeperspective; While the controversy:
appa,-ently still goes on in the pages of the journal the teaching of educational
administration appears to be generally unaffected by it. planners of training
programmes in the developing world must_recosnize_the_controversy that surrounds the
area of_educational administration theory; and avoid pursuing paths that may turn out

be cul-de-sacs.

With respect to the second issue - the transferability of theories andmodels_from
the developed to the developing_worldi_there_is enough evidence to support the
legitimacy of Greenfield's concern; There is a considerable body of literature on
research into organizational functioning aci.oss cultures. Although, as Marshall
(1982) points_out, it provides no clear answer to the question of the transferability
of theories of organizational_behaviour across cultures;_yet_it leaves no doubt that
we are in a controversial area, where cautton is of the essence.

LammerS and Hickson after reviewing_a number of cross cultural organizational studies
cOncluded that organizations are culture-bound. Their findings are summarized in
these words:

The culture and sub-culture in a:society have_ a potential
impact on organizational form and processes: because
outside agencies set cultural constraints for an
organizationbecausedominant_elites_in an organization
design and redesign:organizational life:in terms of
culturally given models of organizing: because members
themselves unofficially tend to organize and to
counter organize in ways derived from subTcultures_.

(Lammers and Hickson 1978:20)

Lincoln, Hanada and Olson (1981) in a study of Japanese and Japanese American
reactions to work and organizations concluded:

An_emerging alte:native view is that organizational
phenomena are shaped by:the:cultural values and belief8,
a8 Well as the institutional arrangements of the
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populations in which they are embedded. This research
demonstrates that cultural factors affect organizational
processes in ways that render universalist statements of
the_effects of organizational structures on individuals
seriously deficient. Organizational structures may
indeed be loosely coupled to formal goals but they are
closely tied to the social and cultural orientations of
the people involved in them. (p.114).

And Kiggundu et al (1983), reviewing 94 articles on organization in developing
countries, concluded:

In_general, each time the_environment is involved, the
theory developed for Western settings does not apply,-
because it assumes contingencies that may not be valid
for developing cclntries ... To the extent that
contingencies for the utilization of administrative
science in developing countries differ from that of
industrialized countries,_the transfer of management
knowledge and technology (e.g. management development,
curriculum development, technical assistance)_should
emphasize process rather than content theories and
methods (p. 81);

Leslie Gue of the University of Alberta in a paper entitled "Is_Educationa1_
Administrationi_ western style, Exportable" concluded that the answer_was_"Yes" "No"
and "Maybe" (Gue_1982:22). He found that some theories (e.g. decision making) were
suitable for export while others (e;g. Motivation or leadership) should be approached
with the greatest caution.

Perhaps the third issue of the greatest importance for the_preparation of educational
administrators in the developing areas. Greenfield questions the traditional
approach that emphasizes the study of organization theory and social science of
organizations. He advocates the study Of specific organizations and their problems
and he calls for a stronger clinical base in the treining of practitioners. There
was a fair degree of_support_in this respect. A surprising source of support for the
study of specific organizations was Griffiths; a devoted disciple of the positivist
movement ... Griffiths writea:

selems clear that efforts_to develop a general
theory of organizations should_be replaced by effor.,:s
to develop much_more restricted_theories. Organizations
differ so markedly that we should not only be interested
in theories about education, but in theorizing about
particular types of educational organizations.

(Griffiths 1979:59)
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In 1978, _Erickson in a provocative papet takes the field to task tor itS Atorphous
nature, for the absence of quality research, for its conc,mtration on Areas that have
little bearing on education and _its consequent_neglect bf iSSUeS that are at_the
heatt of education._ Erickson advocates more wOrk in the areas of the consequence of
organizational variation in schools or schbOl Systems, i.e. work on school effects.

Silver (1980:81:1) _cleetS educational_ administration an applied profession and
declares, that the field of educational alministrat'on "can And Should develop a
syStetatic, cumulative, practice-oriented body of knOWiedge to inform administrative
practice".

Yet in spite of All that has been said as recently as 1982 Beteg fbUnd it necessary
to warn against believing that much has changed in the field of educational
adtinistration, he laments that while the SOCial thearists have generally given up
thequest for a value7free Science of Sobiety, the _main stream theorists Of
educational administration Are still attempting to develop general laws and
principles to explain the structure and dynamics of all origahitations. He is
particularly concerned over the tendency to, educaticinal administrators to separate
administrative and_educational issues. He -cite§ the popular texts by Hoy and Miskel
as an outstanding example of What he terts "this conservative anachronistic approach
to educational administrat.on." He observes:

It is as though the admihietretibh_bf Schools and
school systems consiSta -ehtirely of processes of
motivation, leadership, decsion-making and
cOttOnication conducted by professional bureaucratS
Who are responsible tor organizational climate,
effectiveness and change.,

(Bates 1982:2).

This brief examination of the_ issues raised by Greenfield SUggeStS that we _cannot
import theories and models from the develoPed World for the_ training of our
educational administrators. There it _ttib tuch uncertainty and controversy - over
theories,:ovar what constitUteS the field* over_what is the proper area of focUSfor
research and scholarly investigations. In addition, the doubt over whether models
from_the indUStrialised world will work effectively or at all in the developing world
further Compounds the problem.

How do _w_e_s_e_t_about- planning far training?

If the non-feasibility of _importing trAining models and the-cities from the developed
world is accepted,_the important questibt becdteS how then do we, in developing
societies, set about planning for the preparation of our educational administratorS?
Where do we start?

If, like Alice, we do_not know or care where We Ate gbing then_any route will take us
there and it would matter little What training we provide for our administrators; We
would all, I'm_ sure, reject the position as untenable. We would, on the Other hand,
accept that adminiStrators must be able to ask and answer the queStion 'Manage for
what endS?' It follows from this, that their preparation And training cannot be
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carried out in a vaccuum; _If it_is be meaningful, it needs a context, a OUrpoSe
and a direction. It seems Logical tr, suggest therefore that the first important stet)
for a developing society is to assess wh-re it is, to decide where it wants to go and
to_define as clearly_as it can, the role _it wants its educational_system to playi in
its develooment t is only against the kindsiof decisions that arise from tnis
first step_that tLe training of_ educational _administrators can meaningfully and
realistically be undertaken. Only then can administrators be trained to view and
project the school as an _florganization in a cultural and hiEtorical milieu
(attempting) to_relate the ordectis need for schooling with social and economic
realities" (Foster 1980);

Whatever the context in which we are operating, excellence in education stands out as
one of the justifiable means for which we should_be managing. I believe we would all
endorse the sentiment expressfA below and seek ways of making it a reality.

... we shoUld not comproml When it COMeS tO the
educational achievements oi our children. _We must
strive for the very best given the_constraints_
under which we work. We must set our sights high
and use every effort to achieve them. (DUignan 1985)

Excellence in educational as in business institutions is directly related to the
quality of leadershio orovided_by the tol_ administrator or executive. There is a
growing body of _research _literature that links administrative action _with
effectiveness in schools (Purkey and Stith 1983, ShoeMaker and Frager 1981, Smyth
1980).

What type of training and when_should_trFi'hing_take place?

If therefore, excellence is an overriding aim we hold for education we are faced with
two important areas for decision-making:

1. _We must consider the wisdom of continuing to appoint administrators only on the
basis iof their educational expertise, (where the successful teacher is the
potential administrator). A better alternative might be to strive to move to the
point where training is available and potential administrators can be selected on
both their educational and their administrative expertise.

2. At the leVel Of traihirig, decisions would have to be made AS tO the content and
methodology of training programmes.

Let us briefly examine these two areas. In putting forward for consideration what
Andrews (1980) call the Specialist Professional Model for the selecticin Of
educational administrators we are not unaware of the magnitude of the financial
economic and resources_ problems involved. We recognise, that in societies where the
teaching force can be both professionally as well as educationally inadequate careful
consideration would have to be given to the large-scale provision_ of training for
potahtial rather than actu,1 administrators. Yet, we believe that if the educational
system are to be _properly guided for effective education we cannot escape the urgency
of properly_ trained__ leaders and managers. The assumption that good class-room
practitioners make good administrators may not always hold. In any event, it
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nourit:!%es the deception that educational administratiOn_ be it at the school_or the
systems level is to be equated with teaching. Early exposure of the _teacher to
training in edutational AdMiniStration will helo both in_seIecting the best persons
for adMiniStratiVe post§ and in broadening the teachers' educational vision;

The second issue_- what sort of training iS needed? iS no less complex. North
American texts are replete with lists Of SkillS, knowledge and competenties_that an
administrator MUst have in Order to function effectively in schools. These lists tan
become quite vast and diffuse- Indeed, they_are often so formidable that one iS left
to Wonder to what extent they are to ba taken seriously. Fbr_exaMple, one wri"er
(Nickerson 1972) endorses this illustrative litt Of 14 areas of preparation deemed
necessary for secondary schoOl_OrintipalS = Change, Innovation and Diffusing;
curriculum and InStrUttion; Effective Communication; Finance; _Human Relations;
Learning Environment; Negotiations; Organization and Development; Politital_Sciente;
Problem=Solving; Research and Evalu.ation; School Law; Sotial AWAreneSS, and Systems
Analysis. To this list he adds psychology, SOciOlogy, history, government and
international relations and the ValUe Of technology.

Can We in the developing world contemplate this kind of training fbr OUr educational
administrators? While it is unwise to cilmigg liotly th-f_ experiences and ideas of
the developed world it seems tb,me thAt nOtionS of training such aS this will not get_ _
us very far. on _the Other hand We must guard against going_to the other extreme and
providing Our adMiniStrators with a set of technical skills and nothing more.

Fortunately, there are useful leads in the deVelOped World which we can profitably
pursue. A useful framework for Arriving at the content of training is Brainard's
(1975) three fieidS Of ekpertiSe for school administrators. These three areas arei

1. technical skills:and knowledge
2. human relations skills and knowledge, and
3. conceptual analytic skills and knowledge.

Tedhnidal Skills and knowledge are those necded t-o operate the plafit and keep it
functioning. Examples of their_s,cills are timetabling And budgeting. Equipped with
these :skills and knowledge thi, Manager tan reasonably be expected to be an
organizational maintainer, to keep the ship afloat.

Human relations skills and knowledge embrace a wide range of SkillS And knOWledge
necessary to deal with those with whom the adminiStrator must come into contact,
especially those he encoUnterS On a regiAar basis. This is a vital area of training
for all ManagerS. The effective headteacher must lead, motivate,_ inspire,
communicate, encourgae, reprimand and correct, and ail this requires skillt of the
highest order.

The conceptUal, analytit Skill§ are difficult to define. _These skills are necessary
fOr ma:!itiSing the effectiveness of educational administrators, schools and
educatioaal systems.

Using Brainard's framework Of necetSary expertise planners of training programmes
fOr edUtational adMiniStrators_could identify the content aeemed necessary for their
contexts. Boyd (1980) has a word of advise for programme planners. He SuggeSt that
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while more research is needed on the attribUteS 1 effective schools_and especially
on the_administrative behaviours that aid effectiveness it is clear that tchOol
management and the preparation of school administrators need to be_ rigoUrOUS1
redirected towards the enhancement of the outcomes of schooling for Children. Useful
Conclusions may_also be drawn from literature Oh effective schools_and effective
principals. _ With respect to methodology SilVer's (1980-81) call for a clinical
practice-oriented approach might be considered seriously.

Can we proCeed without research?

Having raised_questions about the validit .. of tranSferring developed-world models and
skills in educational administration tO the developing world; I would insitt,that the
first order of business fci- institutions in the developing worldiit to profile school
administrators in thelr own settings; The planning of prOfessiOnal development and
preparation_programmes requires an indigenout knOWledge base about the realities of
school administration in a given COntext. Developing countries like ours in the
Caribbean will remain in A ttate of intelleotual dependency in educatiOnal
administration unless the necessary_research is undertaken to provide the requisite
cOntektual data for programme building.

In_this_short paper; I have attetpted to draw attehtion to what I consider the majOt
areas for decision-making in the preiaration of educational administrators in
developing countries. I am very glad I did not set myself the tatk Of making the
Actual decisions._ Decisions hopefully are easier to arrive At if we know what we are
making decisions about.
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INTRODUCTION

This symposium is wi ess to a growing interest in the professional
development and preparation oz educational managers. Previous activities in
the Caribbean like the 1982 Jamaica workshopl and the 1978_Commonwealth
Secretariat Workshop2 attest to the_ fact that this_ interest is not
spontaneous or particulary new. Similarly in Canada; we have had graduate
programs in educational administration; summer workshops, and researCh
projects on the topic for over 20 years. However, if I was to examine the
"state 6f the art" of the preparation and professional development of
administrators in Canada, I would nat_be impressed with_ our progress.: Our
graduate programs are under fire from practicing administrators _for their
lack of_relevance., In Manitoba, we have estimated that less than 20% Of the
school level administrators have availed themselves of university cours'awork
in school administration.3 Summer workshops and divisional inservice
sessions _get a more:positive reaction_from_practitioners but are presented
in no organized fashion; the substance and delivery_ of such, _sessions
dependent ,upon one _or two "committee" met:tin4s to decide "What_will we do
thia year?" Finally, OUr researchers in professional development and
preparation of school administrators are drowning in a sea of needs
analyses.

WHY SPECIALIST TRAINING?

The purpose of the present paper is to suggest some directions tnat
might be taken to_address_ present dilemmas in the professional preparation
and development Of school administrators, especially those in developing
areas. Before doing soi however, it may be appropriate to briefly discuss
the issue of specialist preparation and development for educational
administrators.

It has not always been the case that such specialist training has been
seen as necessary for school administrators._ Althougb most countries in the
democratic world are moving towards_what_ is termed the specialist
professional model for the _training and selection of_ school administrators,4
arguments_have been_made that there are considerable negative effettS to
credentialism of any form, including specialist training for Professional
groups such as teachers and school administrators.5 Specific criticisms of
specialist credentials for school administrators include the following: (1)

Administrators; (2) Requirements become a restriction on local autonomy to
select and hire schOol administrators; (3) Most requirements are irrelevant
to the individual's ability to perform the job of school administrator; (41
Administrative_groups promote the training process om their_ own, not the
public's interest.6 Furthermore, some authors writing anout the American
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experience with administrator certification have noted that there are
apparently_no demonstrable relationships between specialist credentials for
educational administrators and their records of success in schools.7 Given
the possible negative consequence of administrator credentialism, ranging
from the contention that in general it is harmful to societyi_to concerns
more specific to administrator training; decisions to implement specialist
training policies should not be taken lightly.

In spite of these criticisms, there may also be a number of pragmatic
reasons for (re)considering the issues of spec1a11F: training for scnool
administrators.

First, is the recognition that there are unique competencies required
to effectively carry out these duties bi school_ administration. _This
implies__that _attainment of these urique competencies would indjcate
appropriateness for selection to the job of school administration. This
suggests that success as a teacher, or political affiliation alOne is not
enough to ensure success as a school administrator. Although both_of_these
%lualifiations" (depending upon _context) _may be good places_ to start,
opportunities must be available for prospective or present ischool
administrators to develop the unidue competencies of their administrative
positions. Furthermore, there is growing awareness that "generic"
professional preparation in administration is not sufficient, but rather
ttlat specific or _"specialist professional" preparation for school
administration is important.8

Second, recent years have witnessed changing conceptions of the
practice of school administration. Recent developments such as changing
social_normsi erosion of some _of the traditional_authority of the school
administrator; changes in education generally; changes in required knowledge
base, and changes in teachers are amongst the factors promoting a changing
conception of the school administrator.8 This changing conception has
induced the consideration of new roles for school administrators, roles that
existing training programs do not address.

Third, research on_school effects has demonstrated more clearly than
ever before that school administrators do make a difference in school
outcomes. A profile of the characteristics of school_ administrators who
lead productive schools is now emerging. 10 There is now evidence_ of
leadership impact on var_iablesisuch as curriculum implementation and stUdent
outcome that supports the notion that where school administrators exercise
leadership in program improvement then the impact is considerable."

Fourth, !many of the criticisms directed at specialist oredentials for
school administrators have more to do with the process of obtaining the
credentials tnan with the concept of specialiv: preparation for school
administrators. That is, criticisms_ have their source in _the_substance of
preparation and development programs andi the system effects of this
substance rather than in the notion that schobl administrators should
receive specialist preparation and development. To reject the specialist
professional model on the basis of its implementation_ rather than_ its
conceptual validity is like_throwing out the tub with_ the water. A basic
assumption of this paper is that the specialist professional model is valid;
bUt that the Manner_in which it is being implemented in many locationt haS
given rise to justified criticisms which have pointed out the deletericus
effects of specialist administrator credentialism.
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THE STATE OF THE ART

It is _thiS aUthor's opinion that there is a need for an increased
professional identity for scnool administrators. But, this identity is slow
in developing. Although there appears_ to be a movement towards recognizing
tne appropriateness of the specialist model, many existing approaches to
professional preparation and development have not totally refleCted thiS
recognition. For instance, only 3 provinces out of the 10 in Canada
require, ny regulation, that school administrators take _some form of

preservice training and none require an uograding program_ of any kind.12
Essentially the _delivery of pre and inservice _programs for shool
administrators in Canada could be characterized as f011ows.

(1) University coursework, or uni"ersity based programs are becoming
the major, often only, source of preservice training.

(2) There_isia growing disatisfaction with the place of the university
in offering preservice training.

(3) Inservices for educalonal administrators are frequent, but
unplanned and unco-ordinated;

(4) Existing training or professional development focuses primatilY
upon school level administrators_. Almost nothing exists for
district or division level administrators.

(5) There is little emphasis_upon the concept of lifelong learning
or continual professional development.

(6) There appears little linkage between inservice and preservice for
educational administrators.

The improvement of the "state" in Canada requires the rethinking of our
methods of delivery of pre and_inservice programs for school administrators;
This requires a closer linkage between purpose and method; That is, it

requires a closer link between the reasons we choose to take the tiSkS
aS8Ociated With providing pre and inservice speciality training, and the
methods we choose to deliver this training.

In the balance of the paper,, _a framework is presented that was
developed in Manitoba, Canada, to guide decisions regarding the preservice
and continuing development of school administrators. The need for an action
framework grew out of dissatisfaction with the ability of_the_present state
of the provisions of training for school administrators to serve the needs
of the "changing conception." The framework assumed as an operating
principle the need for a Stronger purpoSedelivery link.
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TEE DELIVZRY OF SPECIALIST TRAINING FOR SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

As was discussed dn the previous section, a commitment to a specialist
model in the preparation and development of school administrators carries
with it_other system _obligations and effects. _Agreeing on the need for
specialist_training could be the easiest of decisions. Developing the
substance of a specialisv training program nas posed much more difficulty for
lost locations. This substance consists primarily of two issues: (1) the
fOcUS of the training program, or the skills toward which the prograka will
be directed, aTkd (2) the appropriate sources for these skills.

SkillS fot Sclkool Administration

There_is no shortage of lists of suggested skills, skill areas and
competencies for school administration; _Most of these skill lists are
grouped into areas ior concern such, as leadership, planning, curriculum
develOpment. A number of such skill lists have been develOped in every
province in Canada.13 The present _author hos worked_at developing such a
skill_list In one province_i and like the participants at the 1982 Jamaica
Symposium, in Manitoba we have tried to determine and suggest, which
area is most important. Tne Jamaica participants, for example, proposed
that competencies in the area_ of planning; programming and evaluation and
personnel management were Priority competency_areas.14 Our work in Manitoba
identified topics related to personnel management as most important;15

All Of theSe liStS And Skill areas are quite comprehensive and, in
generali could be assumed _to represent the areas of_skillS required of
school administrators. __However, as_ a planner of pre and inservice programs
for school administrators; this writer found these lists, including the ones
he generated himself, of little assistance. This is not to argue that all
of the skills identified by, for instance, the Jamaica participants are not
desirable and should not _be pursued to maximize effectiveness. It is to
suggesti_however; that there is a big step between _lists_of skills and skill
areas and planning programs, to develop these skills. ThiS additional step
could, be fOUnd in_ realistic conceptualization Of (a) the job of School
administration and (h) the purposes of pre and inservice.

l'h_e_Concept_o_f a Growth_Oontinuum

One view of the job suggests that there are at_least two distinct
groups of requisite skills for school administration; those that reflect_the
technical; _managerial aspects of the day-to-day activities of school
administrators and those that reflect higher order analytic;,problem-solvinq
and decision-making skills. March's characterization of school
adMinistration as a "bus schedule with footnotes by Kiergekard" comes to
mind here.16 Other authors have suggested that there could be a
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cOntideration of three fields of expertise for effective administration: (1)
téchnicãl skillso (2) numan relation skills and (3) conceptual analytic
skills.17

Based upon recent research :in Canada, Liethwood and mottothety
identified fbUt role characterizations for Principals; the administrator,
the humanitsriano_ _the_program_manageriand the_systematic moblem so1ver.18
Their_four role_characterizations are very similar to the three fields of
expertise I identified above. However, they wentl further than most
conceptualizationt of roles by proposing that these roles identify
vatiatiOhs in effedtiveness on selected dimensions of principal behavioro
with "the administrator"_being_the_least effective role_and_the "systematic
problem solver"_ being the most effective; They based :their "principal
profile" on the assumption :that (i) :little of the existing research ur
schol administratiOn,has lOoked at variations of principal behaVidt and itt
efredtt (ii) principals' effectiveness is determined by the extent that_they
facilitate teacher growth_and_thereby _indirectly iniluence student_Iearning,
and__(iii) growth in the behavior of school principals can occur, but
requires systematic intervention;

It is this last assumptiono the proposing of_a growth_model for school
administrators; _rhat_is f most_relevance to the present paper; Where
extensive lists of administrator skills have been at limited use:to planners
of inservice :and preservioe programs :is the absence of a hietathy Of
reCtilitite tkillt and abilities reouired for varying degrees of effective
administration.Regardlest_of how effectiveness might_be_defined_(Liethwood
and_Montgomery_defined effectiveness _in ters of planned change, others rely
more heavily on recent school effectiveness research) planners need to be
able to (i) assess the stage of growth of school administrator§ along SOilie
path tO MaxiMiZing effectiveness, and (iii assign _appropriate
responsibilities in the development of particular skills along the path;

For :instance,: one :view of :reality could be that mastering of the
tethr4tal=tahaotial leVel skills is most important to beginning
administrators and that the pursuit of higher order_conceptual skills,
rhough_of_concerno_can_be_put__aside_until_ lower_level skills are mastered;
That is, from casual observation, this writer would suggest that there are
manyischool adminittrators:who are:"surviving"_ on the job but who_ have_not
deVelOped (6t do not exhibit) higher order "conceptual-analytic" tkillt.
Converselyo itu1d be_difficult_to envision school administrators
survi_ving_on_their_ "conceptualanalytic" skills if they have not mastered
the skills required for operational maintenance. Consequently a hierarchy
of skins could be prepared that,repretentt a COncern fot apPropriate timing
in the deVelopment of these skill§ for school administrators.
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Beginning administrators have different skill needs from Practicing
administrators_ and: practicing :administrators who are effective have
different skill needs rrom administrators who are not effective. As trite
aS_ this observation sounds there is little evidence tnat __planners__ of
training session:, pay_need_ to this simple _maxim of combining purpose with
intended _audience; For i%stance; planners for "training_ sessions" _often
discuss the priorizing oftopics/areas such as leadership, evaluation,
planning and so on. More appropriate discussions might focus, for example;
upon the anestion of what planning skills are recuired by_administrators at
both different career stages and different effectiveness levels.

For Inse4ance,,Liethwood and Montgomery19 identified decision making as
a critical dimension of behavior for the school administratori but also
identified che decision making chancteristics of the administrator at four
growth_levels:

Level 4 - skilled:in use of multiple forms; matches fbrm to setting
and works toward high levels of participation

- decision processes oriented toward goals of educationi based
on_information_from_personal; prof; & research sources

- anticipates; initiates and monitors decision Processes

Level 3 - skilled in use or several forms: selects form based on
urgency and desire to involve staff decision ._pa-_oesses
oriented _toward_ _ school!s Program based on information from
personaliand professional sources

- anticipates most decisions and monitors decision process
regularly.

Level 2 - uses primarily participatory forms of decision-making based
on a strong motivation to involve staff 50 they will be
happy

- tends to proactive concerning decisions affecting school
climate but largely reactive in all other areas unless
required to act;

Level 1 - uses primarily autocratic forms Of decision-making decision
processes oriented toward smooth school admin. based on
personal sources_of_information

- decision processes are reactive; inconsistent and rarely
monitored.

Using both _the notion of_three groups of requisite skills for effective
administration: and the notion of a_ hierarchy of 8killg, a schematic bt
continuum_of,skill areas is presented in Figure 1. This schematic is based
upon the following assumptions:
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Specific skills not defined here - see 1982 Jamaica Workshop for Caribbean skill list.
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(1) Administrators come to the job or the training with basic
pre-requisite human relations and conceptual skills and the
continuum represents further development of these skills.

(2) Specific skill lists and core competencies such as those
identified at the 1982 Jamaica meeting can be used to provide
detail in these areas.

(3) A desirable state of affairs andihopefuliy the i:Itention of any
train.ng policy is the pursuit of,maximum,effectiveness and
consequently a high level of development in all skill areas.

:However; the following observations or c-mclusions are more important
in attsmpting to address the purpose-delivery dilemma;

Matching Purpose to Delivery: Preservice Vs Inservice

A first observation is that there:is a clear expectation from those
seeking pretraining for:administration that:such training will provide them
with the skills required to survive on the_jcib. Researchindicates that up
to 80A-of. _a_ schooladministrators_ time is spent_on_what might be referred to
as technical-managerial operations.20 . These include personnel management
skills of a more technical nature; For example; in the area of teacher
evaluation, although this skill area can be seen as both a technical
function with a set of guidelines and procedures to gujde discretionary
decision making_and as a higher order human. relations taks4 many_school
administrators begin their job with no instruction_or experierce in this
area. One of the results of this in Canada is that teacher-evaluation
continues to be one of the most requested inservice topics and the requests
are not for higher _order analysis or conceptual activities but for exposure
techniques that "work."_ There is a technical function in teacher evaluation
that school administrators should learn before they assume a position or
they may not survive on the job.

_Preservioe_programs_must_prepare administrators for the reality of_the
day to day_ functioning in their jobs; On the continuum in Figure 1 this
suggests that preservice programs focus on the technical-managerial :and
basic human relations aspect of the job. At the 1982 Jamaica meeting,
workshops participants identified six core competency areas. The

implication of a skill hierarchy is that the planners identify_within each
of these core competency areas those skills that are a minimum for survival
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job of scnool administrators in their context. _These skills should become
the__ focus of _preservice (and upgrading for presently non-effective
administrators) programs

A second observation is the expectation that once survival needs have
been met by a preservice or upgrading program; the planners should focus_on
the development_of_higher orderi_ conceptual; analytic skills !!Once again;
it should be recognized that all competency areas, such as the_ six core
areas identified in Jamaica, require first the mastery of lower order skillt
to survive _and secondly the pursuant of higner order skills to maximize
effectiveness. _It should_ also be recognized_that_although an_administrator
could be seen as reaching a point ofi survival; maximizing effectiveness or
the development of higher order skills has no -end point., A recognition of
this promotes, of course, the idea of lifelong learning and continual
professional development as a school administrator.

_The notion iof matching the nature of !professional development
activities to professsional and personal growth stages is_not new. , A basic
premise of modern pedagogy has been to challenge students at their own
level. _Research on effective teaching_ has demonstrated tnat effective
teachers prolii,de_direct_or indirect_activities based_upon_pupil's needs and
current functioning; with the intent ofi moving the student to greater
capacity without overstressing,abilities.21_ We are quick to accept the
concomittance of developmental level and pedagov.cal strategy for children;
but slower to recognize a similar framework for the development of adults--
in this case teachers and admihistrators

Thirdly, although it ,can be seenihow a certain core competency area
such as sup.-vision might have a certain technical component that requires
mastery for suvival; how can "higher order." or conceptual/analytio"._be
characteri_zed in a way that Provides meaning to planners of training
programs that go past survival? Two different persoectives might help in
this instance.

The first is Getzels' disoussjJD'Ilof ttree_levels_of_problem finding:
presented problems; _Ci±scovered_ problems and created problems.22 In the
presented problem situation, the problem:exists, it is propounded to the
problem solver, and it has a known formulation or known situation. In the
discovered problem situation; the problem also exists but it is "discovered"
or ."envisaged"by___the___problem_ solver. It . may or may not have_ a known
solution;. In the created "problem" the problem does not exist until someone
creates it.- The higher order skills that are ferred to in the case of the
Skill continuum are those that surpass the presented ana possibly the
discovered problem.
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_A second way of conceptualizing both the skill continuum in general and
the nigh order skills in particularly is the notion or adult cognitive
development. There is growing interest in the applicition of theories of
cognitive development _to_personnel__development un educational settings.
Essentially; cognitive development theory assumes:23

(1) All humans process experience through cognitive structures
called stages--Piaget's concept of a schemata.

(2) Such cognitive structures are organized in a hierarchical
sequence of stages from the less complex to the more complex.

(3) Growth occurs first within a particular stage andthen_only_
to_ the _next stage_ in the_ sequence. This latter change is a

qualitative shift--a major quantum leap to a significantly
more complex system of processing experience.

(4) Growth is neither automatic nor ynilatera:._but occurs_only
with_appropriate interaction between the human and the
environment.

(5) Behavior can be determined and predicted by an individual's
particular stage of development. Predictions, however, are not
exact.

Recent studies in the area of cognitive development have indicated that
stages of psychological development (ego, moral, epistemological
development) predicted_successful functioning in the adult life._ More
administrators who scored at more complex levels on the epistemlogical
development were perceived:by their teachers as more flexible in problsm
solving, more responsive, less rigid and less authoritarian.24 Again._ in
terms of the skill hierarchy _presented_ here._ increasing effectiveness,
higher_ order skills. conceptual-analytic skills could be seen in the context
of increasing cognitive development.

From the skill continuum and from these two examplesi scame specific
purposesfor pre and inservice training could be proposed. !First;
preservice should be directed towards tne technical; operational maintenance
functions of _administrators' jobs, that are required_for survival_. These
adminittrators should be able to handle all manner Of "presented problems"
and be at a certain stage of cognitive developmen_t_. Second._ once_survival"
has_ been_assured;_prafesstonal development programs should carry on to
develop the skills for handling "dihcovered" and ultimately "created"
problems and to promote continued cognitive (moral, ego, epistemological)
development.

It still remains to be seen however; from what source these skills
might be attained.
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SOURCES OF ADMINISTRATOR SKILLS

Planners in F:Nrth America have had some di±fiouity_in_orting outthe
responsibilities in the delivery of pre and inservice programs for school
administrators. There has;:in fact, been considerably more effort:put into
the types of knowledge and skills_recruired for administration than into
thoughts regarding delivery of this knowledge.

There appears xo he three broad scur,:es of administrator skills and
knowledge; (1) experience; (2) :operating agencies (lchool district;
ministry) programs and (3) university (undergraduate or grapuate) courses.
There are, of cotArse, many examples of combinations of these sources where
operating agencies use university people,_ and_ universities_incorporate
internships in their programs. Generally, however; :(and this may be one of
the problems) university programs: for-administrators ate distinct :from
district or ministry activities and_ both rarely incorporate an experience
component into their activities. Of concern here are the questions:_ What
Skill areas are addressed primarily by experiencei_ what_skill_ areas are
addressed_by operating agencies inservice and what skill areas are addressed
by university based programs in educational administration?

Regarding agency (district, ministry) operated activities,_ there
appears to be support for the notion that_such _aotivities_be_d;rected
towards wnat_have been referred to in this:paper as the technical managerial
aspects of the job.25 Concerning university based,coursework in educational
administration, it would appear reasonable to conclude that the avowed focus
bf theseorograms is what has been referred to here as conceptual analytic
skills.26 Finally, it must be _assumed that_experience is :a crucial source
of skills no matter which skill areas are to be addressed; To provide a
focus; however; :it could be demonstrated that the development of skills in
the,hUman relations area is best pursued through the direct experience_of
dealing with people._ Applying this logic to Figure I results in the
following observations.

(1) The more technical or operational the skill required, the
more appropriate becomes delivery by the local, operating
(district, ministry) agency.

(2) The more analytic-abstract the skill required, the more
appropriate becomes delivery by the university setting.

(3) Human_relations_and political skills are best attained
through experience.

In Nbrth America, however, there appears to be some anomalies in this
regard.
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Although university graduate coursework in ,edacaional administration
is focussed primarily upon the development of nigher order conceptual
skills, it is also usually the oniy formally available source of pre-service
school administrator training. In the absence af formal_operating agency
preser71ce_programs, universities are feeling some pressure to deal with at
least the pragmatics of human relations concerns_and to some degree with the
technical managerial areas. There are several problems here. Firstly,
people are accepted into pragrams of study in education administration
because of their academic skills, not_their leadership or potential
management_skills. Secondly, most professors in educational administration
do not see, the :university as providing students with the teChnital
managerial skills for operational maintenance. Tnirdlyi even if professors
Of educational administration did see their rale in !this_ way, they
themselves were not selected on the basis of their experience as school
administrators or their knowledge of the technical skills, and consequently
many are unqualified to deal with operational maintenance issues.

Consequently; there appears to be a_certain role reversal_in the source
of_ schooladministration skills. Operating agency (school district;
ministry) directed on-going professional development activities are usually
offered after employment as a school administrator, but tenc to address
technical operational iss es crucial to initial survival and_operational
maintenance. On the other nein& university_graduate coursework is quickly
becoming a preservice_ requirement; although university programs are
primarily concerned with the, development of :higher order conceptual and
analytic skills most appropriate (and desired) only after experience_ and
only after mastery of the technical operational maintenance skills. Stated
in terms of the framework presented earlier in_this paper; although there is
same_recognition,of the range .of skills required for successful school
administration,: there appears little logic to the way in which prOfessional
preparation and professional development programs for school administrators
address these skills.

A CANADIAN CASE STUDY

The purpose-delivery anomaly can be seen by an_ examination of the
delivery _at pre_ and inservice programs for school administrators in one
Canadian Province.

Manitoba has a total population of approximately ane_mi1lion4 a teacher
population of approximately 12,000 and approximately 1;000 school
administrators._ The only form of _pre-service education :in administration
available ,to :these administrators is univc7:sity graduate courses in
educational administration. Inservice available includes rhese_same
graduate courses plus__three _to_f_ive_days a year of locally initiated
inservice. This time could include an annual two day Principals'
Association conference; In addition; since 1990, a tWo week summer
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leadership program has been available fc_x school administrators and
prospective school administrators._ A1982_survey_indicated_tbat iless than
20%_ of _existing school _adminirtrators bad !taken, as eithe:: a pre or
inservice activity; any formal education in,aaministration. Generally, the
delivery of pre and inservice work in Manitoba could be characterized py the
issues mentioned earlier in this paper: universities_as _prime source of
preservice, universities under some criticism for the_ nature of their
Programs_fax preservicei little link between university ooursework and
ongoing inservice, no deliberately planned or, oo-ordinated policy for the
preparation or professional development of adminitrators. With some minor
differences, I think it would be fair to say that most other provinces in
Canada are not much different. Consequently,the_absence_ of a policy in
tnis_area4_combined with competition forijobs as administrators has allowed
an informal selection process to assume the determil-Ling of requirements for
school administration. As is the formally established practice in much of
US., it is starting to become the expectancy that an M.Ed. in Education
Administration be seen as the desired credential to become a school
administrator._ As has been suggested in this!paper,,university coursework
has a very important role to play Lti; for instance, the cognitive maturity
of administrators. It does not have much of a role in the provisions of the
operational maintenance skills required for initial survival on the job.

_ Essentially then, what has happened is that in the _absence of other
formal programs university credentials have become the proxy for pre-service
training programs for school administrators. This is rot a purpose for
which they were designed. An attempt_hes been made_in_Manitoba_to_rectify
this_s_ituation by the_development ef a two leveliPrincipals' certificate.
Although the certificate!doesn't outline specific skills required,for school
administration, largelyibased upon the framework presented in this paper it
does assign the provision of certain skill levels ana areas to different
sources.

The substance of this certificate is presented in Figure 2., The first
level of the certifigate requires tnat the candidate attend a 60 hour course
(or equivalent) on the technical-operational maintenance skill area. This
course is now in develcplint and will be_rum bythe Departmentof Education
in conjunction with the !principals professional ,association. It is
noteworthy that the certificate requirements- for the first level (entry
level) administrators' certificate specifically excludes university creqit
courseworki specifying that this_60 hours must be local _"oper_ating_agency"
offered. This is an attempt to readdress_the role reversal discussed
earlier and is a unique feature cf the certificate.

The second level of _the certificate can only be attained after two
years successful experience as a school administator_and xequires_that the
administrator _engage in additior.-1 professional development programs that
must include a mtnimum number, of university based _courses in,educational
administration; This is based_ On the assumption that university programs
have as their focus the development of conceptual-analytic_ skIlls, best
enhanced after experience on the job and after "survival" is no longer a
concern.
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EXAMPLES OF INDIVIDUAL REQUIREMENTS FOR MANITOBA
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Also noteworthy is the FIssumption tnat future levels may be "added" to
the certificate; That is, it is the intention of the designers of tnis
certificate:that over time a level 3, 4, 5 and so on could be available for
a prescribed amount of professional develoi:7.ent activity. This_i_of coursei is
an attempt to address directly the concern for a lifelong learning concept in
the profession.

Essentially, the_ Manitoba approacn was designed to take into account
(1) the hierarchy and aources of skills as suggested in the frameworki(2)
the exi.sting skill level of administrators in Manitobai ,(:3) the existing
formal training level of administrators in Manitoba; ,and (4) the available
sources of skills; (5) the, avoidance of, the: undesirable characteristics or
trends an the preparation and professional development Of _school
adMinistrators. The certificate has only been put in place for the fall of
1985 so it remains to be seen if it wIll be successful in "developing"
school administrators in Manitoba

THE CARIBBEAN

This author!s, knowledge pi the Caribbean is limited tc_ experience
working and:consulting there and to documents like those prepared for and from
sessions like the 197S Commonwealth Secretariat training session in Barbados
and the 1982 Jamaica workshop. _However, I think _it would _be reasonable :to
observe_ that_ despite the_ assistance of several aid agencies and _sporadic
initiatives:on several islands there is as of yet nc co-ordinated or long term
policy:for the pre-service or inservioe of school level administrators. This
situation prompted, of course the deliberations at the 1983 Jamaica_workshop.
In addition to the general pre_amd _inservice _problems_we have in Canada;
planners in_the Caribbean are faced with a:few unique problems; I would like
to briefly discuss two of these special problem areas.

First, there is the obvioas _difficulty in _co-ordinattng a training
activity for such a diverse _and__geographically distant area :such :as the
Caribbean. The best brains: of the Caribbean financial_and political world
have only barely been able to hold Caricom together. I'M not sure that one
Caricom program fOr school administrators would survive any better. There
are, for instance, considerable differences between both__the_ existing
trainins levels and the availability of local training resources for :the
three larger Islands of Jamaica,_ Barbados, and Trinidad and other smaller
Leeward, Islands., A suggestion here would _be that, as much as possible,
preservice training and ongoing inservice efforts be as local as possible.
Localized initiated and planned programs_inava the_advantage _of maximizing
aocessibility_to auch_programsby local personnel and minimizing the resource
expenditures and:disruption time for:the system. , Even the smalleSt Of the
Leeward, Islands has: the local expertise to provide, at the very least, the
preservice or upgrading training to what has been described in_the_paper_as
the "survival" level._ Other_agenciesi_ especially the U.W.I., have indicated
willingness and ability to:assist in the delivery of additional programs off
campus and_in the small island location; This does not mean, of course, that
regional efforts are not of significant value, onlV that such efforts are not
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likely to be able, to:address the situational specifics inherent in the
tecnnical or operatirsnal maintenance end of the skill continuum suggested in
this paper. Consequently, if the urgent need is to have competently_trained
school..level administrators, the locally developed program may be more
sultable. The situation would:be:different, however,: for district ,level
administrators where, on most Islands, numbers warrant the necessity Of some
regional activity.

Second, is the fact that many:developing areas, including the Caribbean
rely heavily upon outside foreign agencies,for the provision of programs for
school_ administrators. In the past five years, programs have been
offered/sponsored by U.S., _British
Commonwealth Secretariat and perhaps_ other smaller groups._ _I_ happen _to
know; for instance, that a small private uutfit in Manitoba is presently
discussing the:offering :of training programs for school administrdtors on
one of the smaller Islands_ The reason for the proliferation Of assistance
is partly due to the geographical issue_previous1y discussed. Tne_Islands
are, in facti_separate_nations and_are free to pursue their own sources of
tre:ining. Such assistance also brings with it needed resources; However;
the intervention by these development agencies fills another .iojd: the
general lack of a Caribbean data base about school administrators upon which
to build a professional preparation_or development program_. When a Canadian
group_such AS O.C._0_.D. _comesto_ the Caribbean, it brings with it, free of
charge; a three week inservice program, for school administrators:that is
based upon the:realities of school administration in Canada. At issue
becomes the utility or applicability to_developing areas of North American
skills and knowledge in the technical-operation, human relations and
conceptual analytic areas.27

Regarding technical skills and knowledge, in First World areas there
seems to be some consensus that roles and tasks are largely determined_by
the organizational content in which they work.. :In the Commonwealth:Third
World this context is affected by, among other things, (i) an educational
system that is ,a :legacy of Eritish colonialism, (ii) an educational
environment that is highly centralized, a large proportion of teachers
untrained-, (ivi the need to examine the_relationship between_education and
national development. Although:some research:in administration (public) in
developing areas _indicates that,skills at the technical level are most
easily transferred from the developed to developing areas,28 institutional
and environmental factors could temper the utility of these skills in the
Third World context.

There is no need to make a special case for the development Of higher
order human relation skills in Third World school administrators. At issue
for the planning of training programs for educational_administrators in
developing_areas_is the cross-national validity of researcliand: theory on
the organizational behaviour of individuals in Public, educational ,and
business organiZations. Although there is little research on the specific
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topic of educational administration across cultures, there is a considerable
amount of research in both the are-a_ of public administration in developing
areas and organizational beha-ir/theory across cUltures. One example it
HOfsteade29 who (among other tnings) researched cross-cultural validity
of the popular motivation theories such as thc,-,_ of McClellandi_Maslov,
Herzberg and Vroom. He concluded, that-there is considerable doubt about
their ability in different (from North America) cultural settings._ This
and Other similar research, throws into question the utility Of NOrth
American knowledge and skills in the human relations area for educational
administration.

Skills and knowledge in the conceptual analytic area are by their
natUre, the most diffictlt to define. There is little argument, however,
for the belief that higher order conceptual and human relation skills are
necessary_for maximizing_the effectiveness of school administrators be they
in a developed or developing area. However, professional _preparation or
development efforts directed_ at this level centre around _the_ body Of
theoretical knowledge related to the study and practice of educational
administration. It is in_this "skill area," more than the other two,

. that
issues related _to (i) theory in _educational administration (developed
areas); (ii) thories of developant;_ and (iii) theories_of organizational
functioning_ across cultures throw doUbt _upon the utility of Skill Or
knowledge "transfer."_ The appropriate developed world-developing world
relationship regarding the development of higher order conceptual skills and
knowledge should mot be a superior-subordinate one, but a dialectic one.; As

wiggins30 suggested; it is necessary to "... replace the memtality_of the
assistance/intervention model with the transactional/interactive model."

The available evience regarding the transferability of skills and
knowledge in the three skill -ireas outlined i_n this paper suggests to

planners of "localized" pte and Lnservice activities that_they begin their
planning by profiling the job .7if school administration in their context. In

terms of the skill hierarchy/continuum suggested in this paper, this means,
in the first instance, determinitg at the very least the technical/
operational skills required _tor survival as adminstrators in their context.
At_a_different level it could require the examination of_the cross cultura1
validity Of North American based models of cc_itive development.31

CONCLUSION AND IMPLICATIONS

A:, suggested in the :ttroduction c.c, this paper, the issues on the

professional preparon and development of school administrators are
complex and_have yet :Lo be totally resolved in any national setting. The
special case_ of educatinq administration_ in developing_ areas _like the
Caribbean gives rit to a number of_ general conclusions that_might_assist
the planning and di7livery of professlonal preparation and development
programs for school administrators.

Firstly, the_Specialist Professional Model isia desirable goal for_the
training Of schOol administrators, but_the appropriateness of this model it
contingent upon the development of indigenous content and delivery
mechanisms. The implicatichs here are_ that, as Kiggunda et al concluded,
the_process in NorthiAmerica may_be appropriate but the content is not.29
However; even Ine Korth Amerloan °process" may be somewhat unsuitable in as
much as University baled programs appear to be the basis of "specialist"
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train1-1 and, as has been suggested_in this paper, university credit-based
preservice programs may not be suitable;

A second conclusion; then; is that it iS with great caution_that the
Nortn_American eXperience in the professional preparation and development of
SChOO1 adtihistrators be used_as a guide or model for Caribbean planners;
North American models_ have been developed endogenOusly throUgh SeVeral
decades of trial and error. To import these mOdelS regUlts in the shaping
of training programs by forces exogenous to the "unique social fabric" of
the Caribbean;30 University programs in educational administrationoffered
in the Caribbean should Pe especially cautious of the use of North American
theories and models of school administration.

Thirdly; despite the previous two conclusionsi_ the_experiences and
mOdelS in, f.Or instance; Canada can be of great assistance to planners in
the Caribbean. In many instances although the content may be inappropriate,
some aspects of _the_delivery systems might be_ Worthy Of COnSideraton by
third world planners; In Manitoba, Canada, fat eicapple a

administratOrS' Certiticate programme has been_developed_ based upon the
rationale and model presented in this paper; In additioni at the university
level, planners_ot training:programs for educational planners in the third
world might:benefit considerably by a close look at the pregent lbdation of
the university in North America in the training schemata of such personnel.
In comparative Senge, the differences in program emphasis between, say, the
U.S. and Canada (and Great Britain) might provide working examples for
emulation for rejection;

As a final and more general conclusion regarding the planning of
training programs for school administrators in the Caribbean; it:should be
pointed out that there is no quick formula for the development of such
programs. _ Canada has been moving towards the specialist profestibnal tOdel
for several decades and is still la long wal from an ideal state in_this
regard; Planners Of Suth training programs in the Caribbean mlY4t realize
that although they can learn _InaAch from the experiences in the_"developed"
world (if only what not to do!) it is more important that the deliVery
models of such programs be indigenously developed and that atteMptt thould
not be made, at either the preService Or inservice level, to uncritically
import modelS from North America or elsewhere.
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In tr oductio_n_

The education sector is integrally related and profoundly bound to politics, social
stratification, culture and the economy. This is a generalization_that could be
applied to education where ever:it is found. The fulcrum of the inter-play of these
forces resides firmly in educational administration. _Through educational
administration these inter7locking factors fashion and shape the educational system.
The variety of ways in which education is administered in different countries is
testimony to the_multitude_ of I permutations and combinations of the_ways in which
education; politics, sociology and economics can mutually influence each other;

The Commonwealth Caribbean consists of sixteen different countries, each treasuring
its distinctive features and jealous of its sovereignty. While the uniqueness of
each country cannot be denied; the fact1 of their common history, culture language;
social and economic structure is equally incontestable; Tte commonalities
sufficiently outweigh the distinctive features to make it possible to speak of the
Commonwealth Caribbean countries as a common grouping or as a region. The interplay
of_political4 social and economic forces and their impact on education tend to follow
similar trends and patterns. It is therefore meaningful to attempt to describe in
broad and general terms the nature of the educational administration in the

Commonwealth Caribbean.

The _general thesis ot this paper is that education in general and the educational
administration in particular; is a function of_the interplay of _social, political and
economic forces_operative in each society. From this point of view therefore, any
description Of the nature and needs of educational administration in the Commonwealth
Caribbean must commence with some broad descriptions_ of _the ways in which social;
political and economic forces have been linked to the educational system and with its
administration;

rolitical Themes

The major political themes in education in the Commonwealth Caribbean can be briefly
described as follows:

a) Liberation -

The aboriginal theme of Caribbean education has heen liberation. It is also by
far the strongest and most persistent. Its first advocates and benefactors were
the poor whites, during the slave society, Who failed to make it rich and were
virtually trapped in the West Indian colonies. Invariably their more fortunate
peers_had a _posthumous conscience concerning this entrapment and established the
liberation policy in their wills; wtich provided sums of money to serve as
endowments through which schools could be established. The expectation was that
education would be the means of redeeming the children of the poor whites from
the fate that had befallem_their parents. The next groups to approach education
from this liberation perspective were the Jews of Jamaica and the brown people of
all Caribbean_countries._ They fought vigorously and actively for access to the
endoWed Schools. In order to enhance and consolidate such social gains as they
had made they fought for and eventually were granted their civil_rights between
the last decade of the eighteenth century. An integral part of the struggle for
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ther civil ri.4hts was access to education in order to help them overcome the
limitations and constraints on their own human development conditioned by the
structures of the society.

No where is the liberation theme more clearly demonstrated then in the provision
Of mass of elementary education in 1834 for the btlildren of ex!,slaves consequent
upon the abolition_of slavery. The general expectation of the slaves and their
supporters was that thay:i through:education;_would be able tO achieve their_hbpee
and aspirations like all other disadvantaged groups had done before. In latter
years the more recent immigrant groups of Chinese; Indians, Syrians and Lebanese;
have all used the education system in similar ways.

At first the liberation theme was so diametrically ,oppOSite tO the fOcus of
Caribbean societies that it could not be accommodated in the official policies
and provisions of the state. It is not accidental therefore; that education was
proVided_ ny charitable organizations and the church before it became the
responsibility of the state. Given the history of slavery and colonia_lism in the
Caribbean it is _not surprising that the liberatiOn thethe ShOUld be both strong
and deep rooted historically. It is the theme that all disadvantaged groups in
the society's history _have used in their struggles_ to break_ the shackles of
restraint; constraint and limitations placed on their human development by the
circumstances of the society's social and economic organizatiOn;

In modern times this liberation theme is manifested in the populist approach to
education by _current _politicians _in: all _Caribbean countries. The stated
intention of all modern day politicians in_the Caribbean is to provide more and
better education especially for t.ie dieadvahtaged gtbdpe Within the abbiety.
This has accounted fOr the remarkable consistency of domestic policy in which
each succeeding regime seeks to improve and build on the_educational policies of
the_ previous regime. To this :point in time succeeding regimes have not
fundamentally dismantled the educational structures and provisions that it 14aS
bequeathed by_its predecessora._ The gehetal itpte§eibh -given is that in fact
each political regime is stumbling over the other to do more And better for
education than the previous regime. One has to understand this pattern not in
terms of_the enlightened educational understanding of the political directorate
but rather irs: terms of the strength of the liberatiOn theMe aS 4 Vote getter
Caribbean politics.

The liberation_ _themes translated into various policies nes -raditionally been
related to academic education oriented to external ex thinatiOnS With
international currency; The type of educatiOn Sp-One-cited by this theme is not
related to :functional economic considerations but rather4_ to_that which will
confer on the individual the greatest social status _respect and recognition and
will_gain _him access to education at the _highest _levels inside and outside of
Caribbean society. This is not to 4ay that 4n academic orientation iS Valued in
and for itself but rather; it iS the type of education which the ruling classes
within the Caribbean have accorded the highest recognition.
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There is no theme that has.been more consistently criticized and opposed than the
liberation theme. Its survival_ has not depended upon the strength of the attack but
rather, on two essential elements.

1; that it is related to the type of education that the powerful haVe preSzribed for
their own cnildren, and

2. that It has had the woight_of support in terms of the numbers of people in the
society who look to education :es the means of changing their oisadvantaged
status, in removing the injustkces that have constrained their lives and in
according them greater life chances.

b) Production -

It is the theme that has monvated participation in the educational system by the
mass Of Caribbean peoples.

The second major political theme in Caribbean education _has been production. By
the produttion_theme one is speaking about relating education to the economic
opportunities that are available in Caribbean society and producing the numbers
Of Skilled persons needed to fill the manpower_needs of the economy. This
emerged as a signj.ficant_theme right after the emancipation of slavery and the
establishment of mass elementary education; It has been the favourite_theme Of
those who command the economy. Its rallying cry has been more technical skills
oriented education tn fill the manpower _needs Cif commerce, industry and
agriculture. The interest groups in the society whoihave been most vocal and
articulate concerning this theme historically; have been people who have
advocated it not for their own children but rather, as the theme that should
serve as the,gUiding light for the children of the masses,- This inherent
contradiction has always weakened the arguments presented. In large_measure, the
ma-is of Caribbean society who nava regarded tha production theme as the fall back
position; It is that which on.t accepts when the liberation aspirationS haVe not
been successful.

By and large, the state has always been more comfortable with policies related to
this_theme than ta the liberation theme. However, successful implementation of
policies related to this theme has only tome in post-war deVelapments in the
Caribbean education;

By and large, modern Caribbean governments have all_ embraced this theme within
the_context of the development scenario; The general_tenets of this approach is
that the continued development of Caribbean economies depend to great extent upon
the traininq of Skilled technicians and agricultural_ workers by the _school
system. The function_of the schaol is that of_..c-thupplying the manpower needs of
the c.-onomy. Most of the development aid to education has been justified by this
scenario. In the main, funding agencies have not provided aid to education to
support the liberation theMe but rather, the production theme.
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The focus of policies predicated on the production theme is the training of
persons from the school system with marketable skills within the existing
Caribbean economies. By and large, it has targeted the middle and lower level
occupational tasks within the economy. The examinationiemphasis is not as great,
neither is there any over-riding interest in producing individUals who haVe
skills at a level which would give them international currency. Tne maj,)r
emphasis is supplying the local manpower needs of Caribbean ecoomies.

It is interesting to note that almost every educational development_planned by
the state,using the development or production theme as its basis have had to cope
with the influence of the liberation theme. For example, Technical High Schools
established to train technicians has increasingly focused on educating candidates
for engineering and other higher level occupational pursuits.

It is interesting to note that political regimes when campaigning for _office
usually make promises concerning educational _policies which cater to the
liberation aspirations of the _mass of the population, yet as government,
invariably, they develop end implement_policies which is,predicated on the basis
of the production theme. The problem for educational administration and
educational administrators is the adjustment of those policies so that they cater
to some of the social demands of the major consumers of education in the society.
While the provision of education is usually based on the_ production theme,
participation in education by the large mass of Caribbean peoples is on the basis
Of the liberation_theme. The tension between these two perspectives are evident
at all levels of educational administration of education in ministries of
education, the liberation theme tends to dominate the institutional administration
of education in schools.

_
c) Pacification -

A__third_ theme around which educational policies have evolved is that of
pacification. It is not as prominent or pronounced as either the liberation or
the production,themes. Nevertheless, it is a major theme. The pacification
theme emerged with the concern of the ruling classes that in the establishment of
mass elementary_education consequent upon the abolition of slavery. They support
elementary schools because they perceived education_as the rneans to prevent the
ex-slaves from taking revenge on their former brutal masters. The slaves society
was main,:ained by coercion. With overt coercion being removed officially social
peace ana order had to be maintained by some othet mechanism. The planter class
saw education as the mechanism which could achieve these ends;

The amelioration_measures which have followed major social upheavals in the
Caribbean have always included educational reforms. For examplei_after the
Morant Bay Rebellion in Jamaica_in 1865, the new Governor, Sir John Peter Grant,
instituted major educational reforms designed to alleviate _the concern of the
black population about the quality of,education being provided them. Similarly,
after the 1938 riots in the Caribbean, the Morin Commission of Enquiry
recommended a number of educational reforms.

Developments in modern Caribbean_ societies have also intluded the bacifidatibh
themes. For example, the introduction of free education at the secondary and
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university levels, within the Caribbean have been instituted by the political
directorate of free independent societies to _convince them_of_t_he_ concern and
commitment of the political directorate to the concerns and interests of the poor

The pacification theme has been concerned with three major facets of education.
First, access to education.. It has always emphasized gaining greater_access_on
the part of disadVantaged_groups to education_especially those aspects and:levels
of education_ that traditionally have been reserved for the privileged classes.
While the concessions made to :disadvantaged groups have_ never fully met the
criteria, of social jUStiCe, to date they have been sufficient to convince those
groups that progress is being made on their behalf. The second_ooncern has_been
quality. The promise to provide quality education _for the children of
disadvantaged groups is a:perennial one:in Caribbean education. :While this ,

promise has ,been :more honoured in the breach than any other it has kept
recurring. : The third concern is that _of content. Tp ensure that the content of
education in terms of What is taught in the curriculum in schools is as
noncontroversial_as_possiblei- It_is interesting to note that Marcus Garvey
is widely revered as a rational Hero in Jamaica and his exploits celebrated every
year with suitable public functions the philosophy and opinions of Marcus Garvey
is not on the curriculUm of any subject in any school. by and large,_ this work
Of Marcus Garvey is as subversive in the 1980's to Jamaican_society as it was_in
the_1920's. Hence, while the society reveres the man in nostalgic terms from the
safe distance of the intervening decades, it scrupulously avoids the
consideration and study of his message in the content of Sdbjecta Studied in
Schbola.

d) Interplay of Themes -

These policy themes are not equally exclUsive. In fact, there is constant
interplay and inter-relationship between them. Nonethelessi_they are not exactly
interchangeablei Bence, at_times an administrator has to choose between being an
agent of the state, and accomplice of the student or aniapologist of the status
quo, These choices are never easy and like all choices they have their
consequences.

Stratification_and Socialization-Patterns

There are a number of social_patterns which constitute_parameters within which
the educational system operates,i By and large, educational administration have
accepted these parameters and have worked within them;: For the purposes of thia
paper; it is necessary to identify and disc:ss two of tnese patterns.

a) Social Stratification and the Structure of the Educational System -

The:structure:and:organization of the educational system mirrors and reflects the
social stratification:of Caribbean societies. The general tendency is for_the
children of the privileged classes to attend fee paying infant and_preparatory
schools while the children of the disadvantaged_groups attend the public primary
schools_free_ At the secondary level, by and large, the children of the
privileged classes are disproportionately congregated in the high Statua Segmenta
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of the secondary system_following largely academic programmes in prestigious
schools; This is notwithstanding the various selection procedures that have been
established in almost all Caribbean countries. On the other hand the children Of
the disadvantaged groups are disproportionately skewed in their representation_in
technical and vocational programmes_or_oonversely; in_pragrammes dealing with
functionally_literacy offering a level of education just marginally above basic
primary education;

Notwithstanding these inequities in the social structure andthe social
composition_of the population_of various types of schools; the educational system
is the major means of upward social mobility,for the disadvantaged groups.
Throughout the Caribbean greater opportunity is given to lower class girls than to
lower class boys. This is ielated to both child-rearing practices in Caribbean
societies and also to the selection procedures at eleven or twelve plus.

The major broker institutions asfar_as mobility is concerned:is the high school
and the teachers' college. Teachers' college or normal schools :lave a history of
close to 150 years in the Caribbean._ Similarly; high schools_ can_date_their
existence to just over a hundred years. These institutions through different
mechanisms are largely responsible for the ,emergence of a :black middle class
within Caribbean societies. More recently; the broker role has extended to UWI
bUt to date, there has been little empirical analysis of the role of the
University in this regard.

Increasingly; the society has accorded _to the school the responsibility for
allocation occupational opportunities. The examination system and the subjects
students are allowed to sit are the major mechanisms by which this role _is
performed. over the. last_Aecadei _there_has been _a smooth transfer of the
exam_ning function from Cambridge and London Universities to the Caribbean
Examinations Council. While the examining bodies may have changed the baSic
relationships and mechanisms remained in tact.

Culture and Socialization -

Given the fact that the educational system in the Commonwealth Caribbean developed
during the period of British colonialism; it is not surprising that the oulture
of the school has always been distinotly_British_; Although the British were
always _a_minarity within Caribbean society:and a small one at that;, by virtue of
their position as:the kiss and kin of tht colonizing power their culture was
dominant in Caribbean society. As far as the school was concerned _British
culture in terms of language etiquette and attitudes_ was_ properi_ good and
respectable._ All other_oultures_especially the creole culture was improper; bad
and disreputable; Accordingly; they should be,left at the gate of the school and
not brought inside. Where for,example, an unfortunate child forgot to leave his
creOle culture at the gate and brought it into the school, such an infraction was
an appropriate reason for disciplinary action.

Because the privileged:classes always imitated the British overlords, the culture
of the:school was merely reinforcing their own efforts to be anglocized. As such
the school played a supporting socialization role with respect to the home; In
the case of the child from the disadvantaged groups, process and promotion
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through the educational system depended on the _ degree _to_ which the child was
successful in shedding _his own native culture and adopting the anglocized
patterns; This invariably, was one of the requirements of upward sOcial
mobility. This was the price that had tO be paid. This was to be reflected in
language, etiquette, attitude and deportment.

With the coming to Independence of Caribbean states and the_ departure of the
British; Caribbean identity has increaaingly_been located:in the creole culture.
That which is distinctly Jamaican, Barbadian, Trinidadian, St. Lucian, St.
Vincentian, Dominican, Kittian; Bahamian, _Guyanese, Belizean, is in fact, the
culture of the folk language; etiquette, attitudes and deportment While this is
adequately accepted in_ plays for cultural evenings festivals and carniyals; it is
not to this point reflected in the mainstream culture of the school. The
remarkable resistance and resilience of traditional British culture as the
mainstream culture of the school is explained by a _remarkably simple mechanism.
Contrary to the propoganda of certain elements within the Caribbean; it is not
maintained by the conspiracy of the ruling group through some devious mechanism.

In most societies probably seventy or eighty per cent of the teaching_force_for
example, at the primary level is recruited from rural lower_class young1 people;
Through a combination of high school and teachers! colleges; they have been
afforded upward social mobility._ Their teacher status makes :them new recruits
into the middle class. It is well dOcumented that the most militant and_zealous
defenders of any cause are the most recent and newest recruits. In addition; the
administrators at both the national and institutional level as well as many
members_of the_political directorate; are themselves new rer:ruits_to the upper
middle andiupper classes of the Caribbean societies. By virtue of their large
numbers and contrOl for the system, administrators and teachers together, without
conscious deliberations insist on_the_children following the traditional practices
which they have only recently overcome and mastered.

Yet there is sufficient contradiction and paradox in the situation to cause
serious cracks and to create increasing the widening_gaps. This has led_to more
and more teachers and administrators willing to permit some variant of the creole
culture into the culture of the school in certain controlled and limited ways.

Economic Relaticnships

Historically; it was _accurate to speak of the delinquent state as far as
financial_support for education was concerned; In its aboriginal form the state
left education to private individuals and the church. Caribbean Colonial states
almost had_t0 be coerced into funding education. Even when this responsibility
was assumed the concern was always tc _fund education at the_lowest cost possible
which would allow the system to function in some fort of a fashion.

In the modern Caribbean only three of four states have managed to shed the cloak
of_delinquency - Barbados, British Virgin Islando_Bahamas and possibly, Trinidad
and Tobago. In the other states the provision for education in terms of numbers
of children to_be schooled and the quality of that schooling is below what could
reas!-..nably be regarded as adequate. One is here referring te nUmber of Schobl
buildings an e. their adequacy in termS Of furniture and equipment; the provision
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of books and teaching materials, support services assistance to poor children
with the wherewithal to attend school; the adequacy of teachers' salary and the
level and standard of training of the teaching force and the support for the
instruction programme, including systematic and :comprehensive supervision and
evaluation has never peen met on a system-wide basis although particular schOols
have achieved excellent standards.

Although _some, recent_ governments in some Caribbean countries have tried, to
reverse the historical patterns the accumUlative effect of centuries of neglect
cannot be readicated overnight. One unfortunate aspect is that the expectations
by_ some members of the _political directorate and the public at large_0_ for

spectacular improvements have been unrealistic, given the circumstances_and the
nature of educationiitself. This has led to disillusionment even among strong
advocates Of the primary of education. The spending of vast sums of money on
education over a short period of time cannot in and by itself reverse deep rooted
and_entrenched patterns. _This is one of the dilemmas educational_administration
faces in the allocation of resources to education. Can it refuse some of the
resources allocated to education in times of plenty? If all is accepted, can it
meet the expectations of the providers?

Bahamas and Barbados constitute interesting_divergence form the general
stereotype of the delinquent state; These states could not be reasonably
labelled delinquent with respect to the, provision for education. Bahamas,
however, is a_society in which education is devalued when compared to status of
its currency in other Caribbean countries.. The standards achieved are certainly
not commensurate with the provision and in often below that achieved in other
Caribbean states.

The usual explanations given is that almost all students graduating from school
are assured_of reasonably remunerative employment, hence the drive and the motive
for high achievement in education to gain employment is:not htere. Given the
relatively high standard of living in the Bahamas, this explanation appears
plausible. Tt is also necessary to note the relative ease with which Bahamian
can obtain visa to the United States.

The case of Bahamas seems_to indicate a curvilinear type of relationship between
educational provisions and achievements and the economy. Great defitiehey and
aufficiency_can produce the same results for different reasons. _Educational
Administrators in both setting may be facing the same problems but need to

address them in entirely different ways.

Barbados contrasts both witn the stereotypes of deficiency and devaluation.
Educational _standards in Barbados are among_the_highest in_the region and so too
is the standard of living. The question becomes, what makes Barbados different
from the other_states? Certainly the_ answer is not economic. Certainly the
demands and challenges to educational adminstrators are different.

In most Caribbean states_times of economic boom are correlated with periods in
which new developments take place in education; These can take a variety of
forms including development to expand the system and to Improve quality.
Conversely, time of economic recession correlates with period of retrenchment in
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education._ The_ net result is a cyclical pattern Of SOlVing and unSolving
educational problems in different eras and the recurrence of both problems and
solutions.

Certainly the economic clearly alternatively favours those who would wish,t0
change the status quo_and those who would wiSh to retain it. Economic prosperity
iS thp green light tor change; recession; the_red light sion='' ing_reversal.
Clearly this interplay of ,?conomic and po]itical forces pla (. eicational
administration in the crossfire of opposing :;:nterest groups in th

_Traditions in Educational Administration

There are a number of almost entrenched _traditions within educatIonal
administration in the Commonwealth Caribbean. It is important to identify some
of these;

a) Inservice Apprenticeship -

The majority of educational administrators in the Caribbean are prepared tot
their administrative responsibilities informally through a syst.:m of inservice
apprenticeship. Invariably, persons selected for administrative positions in the
school system have been teachers for _a number of years. One of the unwritten
qualifications for an educational administrator in the Caribbean is that he must
have had a number of, years teaching experience. This takes primacy over
professional tl:.iring of the teacher since some untrained graduates_are able to
move into admin.,::ti'ative positions without professional_trainng_as teachers_but
with years of experience in the classroom. The unwritten assumption is that in
order to administer education one must_be_ familiar with it from the perspectiVe
of the teacher_and must have school and classroom experience. In most instances
teachers get their first adMinistrative experience in acting positions when the
substantive holdlrs of posts are off on leave or out of the _school system for
some time. Through_these temporary interludes they get a chance to be exposedito
the responsibilities and at the same time those who make the decision with
respect to proportion to _adMinistrative position:3 are given th-. opportunity to
observe the teacher in administrative positions. Idal1y4 persons_promoted to
the positions ot_principals_and vice-_principals are successtul teachers who have
won the confidence_of the peers and that of those in authoritv; This holds true
for the posts of Head of Department; principals vice=principa18.

Ministries of Education usually recruit people for their central administrative
functions from_the ranks of the teaching profession. This is true whether it is
officers for curriculum evaluation or for territorial supervision. In many
instances these officers are first exposed to Ministry responsibilities though
projects and special operations and also involvement of various _Ministry
Committees. Through a process ot informal observation and the assignment of
specific tasks the Ministry then recruits such persons into _substantive
positions as chief education officers; permanent Se-.7.retarie8 and other top
administrators Within the SyStem.
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Invariably; where administrators receive formal training ih Educational
Administration it usually comes in the context where those individuals are
already occupying administrative posts. The _Caribbean has not yet moved to
the position where a pool of persons trained_in the administration is created
within the system and then the various opportunities arise for them to, be
promotec to administrative posts. _This_pattern of preparation of administration
is strongly biased in favour of the administrators continui-q and perpetuating
the status quo. It virtually ensures that the persons promoted are "aafe". In
other words, might bring about improvements but not radical:change. It also has
no_ mechanism in and _by itself to introduce new ideas that are not Already
informing the basis of operation within the system. It also ensures that the
persons who are promoted and have the greatest facility in negotiating the
structure are those with some amount of commitment to that structure.

It is necessary to note that the transition from school administrator to national
administrator within the Ministry of _Education calls for certain significant
changes. Invariably, at the school level the liberation themes in terms of
policy and _prctice are most strongly manifested because of its closeness of
contact with parents and students. On the other hand, at the level of the
Ministry of Education production and the pacification themes, invariably
dominatc:. _The person making the transition from school adoinistration to
national administration is called upon the make certain adjustments and
accommodations in order to be able to successfully negotiate the national

administrative_structure.
b) Community Leader -

The_ successful school administrator in _the Cartbbean is invariably also a
community leader. His responsibilities and activities certaihly does not cease
with the school. Although the specific_type of community activity with which the
principal is engaged varies censiderably within the Caribbean according to the
type or commuity in which he is located, principals and head teachers are
involved in church work, in agricultural organizations, in youth programmes;
adult education programmes, sports administration; politics, citizens
associations and several Other types Of specific community activities.

This type of_involvement on the part of school administrators is most v/sible and
obvious_ where the _school_ is located_ in a community with geographic and
demographic boundaries clearly drawn; While one ia not, aware of any great body
of_empirical research the general impression is that the degree of involvement
and quality of community service rendered by the principal or head teacher is
positively related to his effectiveness to mobilize the community in ensuring
acceptable standards of education within the school; Even where formal
programmes of preparation _exists Lfor , educational administrators, in many
instances training in community leadership is not given the weight_of_emphasis
commensurate with _the degree to which principals _have been involved in
communities across the _cazibbean. The longevity and strength of this tradition
would seem to be sufficient to _warrant community leadership training as an
integral part of the preparation of educational adminiatratora;
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Role Model -

Teachers in general and principals in particular_are expected by the vast_
majority of people in the Caribbean to be role models. This is to be true inside
and outside of the school. The_ general stereotype is of a dignified modest
living, self-sacrificing, strong, dedicated individual with the gift to perceive
talent in others and the ability to inspire its development. It also includes
that of the faithful, loyal, persistent idealist who_at great expense to_himself,
is _totally committed to the advancement of his students and his community;
However, unrealistic_ these expctations may,be; those who are able tO SatiSfy
them are accorded high respect despite the difficulties thav may have in
surviving the harsh economic realities of the real world. Teacher,T, principals
and general members of the public are equally responsible for the development and
continuation of this stereotype, Many _principals have not been Able_to comply
with the requirements and have attempted to break the mold. Invariably this is
followed by some social astrocism and lose of respect and in some cases,
effectiveness. Those who have been able to meet the stereotype have in most
instances been accorded great accolades but have been consigned almost to poverty
in their old age unless they had some other means of support during their
_ _
teaching career.

d) Autonomy -

Thereiare some administrative structures within the Caribbean which permits
educational administrators especially at the secondary and tertiary levels of the
educational system, a fair degree of autonomy. In the smtems _that_ permit this
autonomy teachers arenot civil servantsi_they are employed to boards which are
appointed to run the schools and which have a legal status in law. _Invariably in
these systems the chur:h continues to play an important role in the ownerships
and/or management of the school system. In such systems, principals play an
important role in the selection of staff, _the selection of students., the
expenditure of funds and the management systems that are employed_to run the
school. They are accountable to the board_directly And only_to the ministry for
financial and _final appoiritments The adminiStratiOn of eductAtion in systems
which permit this degree of autonomy is of necessity different from systems in
which such autonomy is not present,

Central Control

The tradition of cehtral control is the parallel to the tradition of limited
autonomy. Systlms with this structure usually involve the Ministry_owning and
operating the majority of schools_and with the teachers being civil servants.
Selection of students, teachers, allocation of budget, promotions, transfers of
principals and teach-rs, and the acquisition and distribution of suppliesi are
all centrally dete ed by_ the_Ministry of Education. In systems structured on
this basis of cent: control the role and functions of the administrators in the
Ministry and in the school_is based on a different set of relationahipa than in
the system which permita A limited Amount of autonomy.
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f) Isleeda =

The needs of educational administration in the Commonwealth Caribbean arise from
the interplay of policy themes, social patterns, _economic relationships and
educational traditions. One is here approaching the idea of needs from the
point of view of those concerned with developing programmes for the formal
preparation_of_administrators_for the Caribbean. One can identify at least four
different needs that should not be overlooked.

1. The need for description. It is necessary to have thorough and comprehensive
descriptions of educational administration as it is being practised at the

national and institutional levels in all Caribbean countries. There_is almost
the need for accurate and complete case studies. This could almost be regarded
as baseline data from which different activities can be pursued.

2. Theoretical synthesis._ From a base of accurate descriptions it should be
possible to develop theory concerning administration emanating from the Caribbean
experience._ It could be that existing theory is already sufficiently powerful
aqd capable of incorporating Caribbean experience in a meaningful_ and
constructive way. But the possibility also exists that the specificity of the
circumstances in which administrative theories have been developed are
sufficiently at odds with Caribbean experience as to make the mere adoption of
such theory not feasible. Conversely, it may be that the wide variety of
experiences that make up the Commonwealth Caribbean is sufficient to generate a
more universal and inclusive approach to administration theories which tend to
reflect largely first world milieus. Whatever the specific situation, _it would
seem that there is _the necessity for some _theoretical synthesis that is both used
at the professional academic level to understand the processes involved as well
as at the practical level, to allow the practitioners tb more perfectly
understand the systems in which they are acting within that system.

3. Empirical analysis; The development of any set of theoreal assumptions is for
the purpose of pursuing empirical analysis which wil.L validate, modify or
disprove the theoretical assumptions. The whole purpose is to create a_body of
knowledge that would help to provide a scientific basis to the art to educational
administration.

It can be seen from the above that one had not taken and defined as a need any
attempt to improve educational administration. One has taken the position_that
before improvement can meaningfully_take place one must understand the context
and, content of _educational -Aministration in the Caribbean. , It could well be
that:educational administration in the Caribbean is functioning at its maximum
level of efficiency given all the constraining circumstances that exist. It

could also be that given the_circumstancesi this is the only way_in which it can
operate. It may be _that administratora within the system currently,are mere
scapegoats of circumstances which they did not create,or over which they have
very minimal control. One has taken the position therefore, that before one can
pursue with missionary zeal, improvements in efficiency and effectiveness one
must be able-to _give_them_some ,reainale definition iithin the particular
context and to understand more fully tliJ variables than can be manipulated in
producing such results. it would seem therefore, that the need for better
under-Standing far SupereedeS the need for immediate action.
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This_paper outlines the historical evolution of the post of Chief Education
Officer in Caribbean Education systems, looks at the demands on office holders
over the last several years, and, against this background, suggests some of the
areas which seem to merit attention in the preparation of senior professional
officers/educational administrators in the English-speaking Caribbean in the
foreseeable future.

The Evolution of the Post of Chief Education Officer

Around 1945, the chief administrators and supervisors in Caribbean_educational
systems were a small band of Directors of Education and rather more Inspectors
of Schools who were responsible to local_legislatures through Boards of
Education for conduct of their countries' schools. Tremendous power was
concentrated in the hands of these functionaries, chiefly with respect to the
elementary schools._ In a_few cases, Inspectors of Schools combined supervisory
duties in respect of elementary schools with the post of Headmaster of the local
Grammar School;_but_ where this 14a8 tOt the case, the Gtammar School sat
somewhere outside the Inspectors' control, except through their influence on its
Governing Bod,.

It was against this background that Dr. Eric Williams could write around 1945,
"Under the existing system in the British West Indies, primary education is
distinct from secondary, and secondary from_vocational. The Director of
Education is responsible for the_firsti_a commission for the second and possibly
a boardiof industrial training for the third .... Theiestablishment of a single
authority will reduce confusion, make for a better articulated system and lend
prestige to those types of education that are now disparaged."1

The Mayne Commission report?, published in 1945 also recommended that there
should be an officer "with the function of supervising education_as a whole, who
should have sufficient Staff to free,him from the more mechanical detailS Of
administration" and that there should be a_Committee of Public Instruction whose
function "should include the proper evolution of education po y to meet the
economic and social needs of the community."

In the,last 25 or,30_years, the search has been on in English-speaking Caribbean
countries for a single educational authority which would make_for a better_
articulated system in which educational policy would be evolved to meet the
ecchomic and social needs of the respective mini-states. In the earlier_ part_of
this period it was the Director of Education's responsibility to do so, but, for
the most part, this scenario has been worked out under the Ministerial system of
Government and some analysis of what this_has meant to the role of the erstwhile
Director of Education--now Chief Education Officer--is necessary.

Before_the establishment of the Ministerial system, Directors of Education were
left, for the most part, fully in charge of most of the administrative policy,
personnel management and resource allocation in_the educational_system--
particularly its elementary sector--as long as they did not disturb the balance
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of power between the classes in respect of access to educational opportunity,
and theisocialization functions which schools were expected to perform. With
the coming of the Ministerial system most of this changed. The Minister of
Education assumed responsibility_ for _framing the educational policy of the
government and_ensuring its effective execution under the general mandate of the
policies of the political party to which the Minister belonged.

The development of the Ministerial system has _also meant the sharing of
responsibility not only in poliap,making; but in certain sspects of
systemmanagement with a cadre of senior administrative officers led by_ the
Permanent Secretary. many Permanent Secretaries have assumed, or tried to
assume; either through their own desire to demonstrate that they are the most
important members of the administrative chain of command, or through direct
encouragement from the Ministers of Education themselves, advisory or
decision-making functions which Chief Education Officers -sssumed to be,theirs--
thereby making for a tense and often conflicting situation. In a few situations
MiniSterS Of Education have functioned as "super" Permanent Secretaries.. The
net result is _that the Chief Education Officer has invariably functioned in an
ill-defined and ambiguous situation.

In respect to broad policy formUlation, Chief Education Officers have sometimes
been regarded even by some Ministers of Education:, _as teing moinly responsible
for carrying out the educational policy framed by the Manifesto of the political
party to which they belong; Cabinet or the National Planning unit;

Within_the Ministry or Education itself, the Chief Education Officer might_find
himself subordinate to senior administrative officers, i.e. Permanent Secretary
and_Deputy Permanent Secretary or to the Educational Planner of the_Ministry of
Education's ,Planning Unit on important matters of educational policy. With
respect to the development of the tertiary level sector, the Principal of a
tertiary level institution might make greater inputs into the development of
educational policy for this sector_than the Chief Education Officer. Chairmen
of Sscondary School Boards and of tertiary institutions might have as much
direct access to the Minister and the Permanent Secretary as the Chief Education
Officer himself on matters affecting these institutions. Yet, the public and
the teaching profession tend_to hold the Chief Education Officer and his senior
professional colleagues responsible for the general direction of_ educational
policy and major decisions taken by the Ministry of Education. As far os they
are concerned it is theSe Officers who advise the Minister of Education.

In some situations,. Chief Education Officers are kept more or less to the
functions_of a supervisory nature or to administrative policy, which was
traditionally a part, of the tele of the erstwhile Directors of Education. with
the growth of more direct controls over all aspects of the educational system by
the Ministry of Educationi there has been no automatic growth of functions of
Chief Education Officers throughout the region in respect of all aspects of the
system. From Government to Government, minister to Miniater,
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Permanent Secretary to Permanent Secretary, the Chief Education Officer, despite
ceing named as the Chief Executive in most Education Acts, finds himself having
to lay cla:Ja to and defend his profess4:Dria1 "turf". Where the problem is most
acute, it would be tempting to speculate whether the perception which the Chief
Professional Adviser brought to the post; or the way in whiCh he functions, or
his inability to escape, being consumed by rbutine fUnctionS, might not oe
contributory factors.

Ironically, in at ieast one case wrhere the Chief Education Officer was seen by
an Opposition political party to be in full _control of the system, the
diminution of the powers of that officer was made a platform issue during_an
election campatgn. It is also worth noting that in about four instances, where
there was a temporary fusion of the post of Permanent Secretary and Chief
Education Officer; it was the Chief Education Officer_who assumed bOth, posts,
though it is by no means certain that those who made the decision_saw the post
of Permanent Secretary as being the one which was in abeyance. Even in 1985,
the question has been raised; in a number of territories, whether the post of
Chief Education Officer is really necessary.

The point of the above is that there is little consensus across Ministries of
Education in the Caribbean about the role of the Chief Professional Officer,
except that there are important_management and supervisory functions he must
perform in_relation to the primary and secondary schools; His role in respect
of policy evolution and many aspects Of the decision-making process is somewhat
more tenuous. Clearly though, there _11311e been cases over the last few years
where Chief Education Officers with high levels of technical knowledge, a strong
professional image, sound management skills and well honed political skills have
made_ a difference, but we should not underestimate _the compleXity of the
situation in which many of these Officers have functioned.

PrOfiles of Chief Education Officers

A look at the backgroundiof chief Education Officers in Barbados and seven
Eastern Caribbean territories might be, at least, instructive and suggestive of
reasons why these senior education administrators have not always been perceived
as being central to policy and decision-making in their respective territories.
Based_on the information available to the writer; of the 28 Chief Education
Officers who have held office in the EaSterri Caribbean over the last 20 years,
at least 19 have come to this office via primary teaching experience, Headship
Of a Prithary School and the Inspectorate of_Schools, four via secondary school
zeaching; secondary Headships and the Inspectorate. Another five have been
secondary school masters_. Of the Chief Education Officera Who held -office
during the_last two :decades, about 12 took up their posts without first degrees
and most of the 28 had no formal training in_educational administration at the
Master's degree level at the time that they becme Chief Education Officer.

Of this group of Chief Education Officers, in addition to their primary or
secondary teaching experience, about five had also worked as_Lecturers in
Teachers' Colleges or as Teachers' College Principals; one as:a Lecturer in a
University and few, if any, in any other form of tertiary education. About six
had no previous experience working in a ministry of Education.
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Essentially therefore, this group had, based on their successful teaching
experience either at the primary or Secondary level, been_promoted to some form
of _administrative post and had worked their way up to the post of Chief
Education Officer; Few had adequate academic or professional, preparation and
many had limited experience working at high levels of the public servl,;ewhich
often put them at a disadvantage in some aspects of public _service
administration when compared with their administrative colleagues. Their main
advantage was knowing the schools from the inside and having_mastered some of
the craft of_ administrationboth or which are of tremendOus value to the senior
education administrator. While no special claims are being made for graduate
level training, it must_be borne in mind that in the Caribbean setting most
administrators function in_an environment in which there is limited access to
the books and_journals which might make up for lack_of formal graduate training
and little informed public discussion on professional issues.

No firm conclusions can be drawn from these profiles, except that little in the
training and_experience of many of these senior administrators had prepared them
adequately for the wide-ranging roles they would be expected, or would find it
necessary, to perform. For the most part, even where their experience was
useful, they invariably found their _knowledge and skills somewhat deficient and
worse,_ that the pressures of office_left them little time for reading or for
attending short courses which are essential to professional development oft the
job;

Those who were fortunate enough to bring or to acquire at some stage in their
careers, a sound_professional and administrative preparation found that they had
to use this "capital" for a substantial portion Of their_ car-aerS. The
occasional_conference or seminar may have helped, but the time for follow-up was
extremely limited. The opportunity for continuing professionl development ±s
therefore somewhat limited.

Given the rapid turnover of, Ministry of Education staff in some t:!rlitötj.es. the
pressures of working in Ministeries, a salary structure which )ft-n fals t.o
attract reallyable and experienced professionals,- and the witn hich
potentially good senior education administrators seem to get it-onotd to the
general administration stream of_ the public _service, recruits ftr thl post lh
most territories in the forseeable future will perhaps cme with r.1:st degrecs,
and with some academic preparation in education or educational admi;.i.stz tioh at
the Master's level, but with limited on-the-job experience at high Leve..:s of tne
Ministry of Education. Few seem likely to come to the post_Of
Officer having developed important skilla of the draft Of edoca-ional
administration at the system level, knowledge of many aspects_of the sysL.mi and
the qualities of judgement which are critical to officers at the hig.st level.
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The Demands on the Chief Education Officer

The demands on the professional knowledge and administrative and supervisory
skills of_ the Chief Education Officer as well as on his professional-political
relationships have increased significantly over the last 20 years. His_has_been
the task of dealing with the increased demand for educational provision;
improved access _to_ educational opportunity, closer linkage of education and
socio-economic development and its implications for curriculum_ reform,
development _of technical institutions and adult and non-formal education.
Teachers and their representatives have kept the system under pressure for
better supervisory techniques and_improved personnel management; to keep in step
with the_changinqi industrial climate in our societies In addition;_there_has
been pressure _for _terms and conditions more in accord with the I.L.O.
conventions and with those of teachers in school systems in more d^veloped
countries.

Much curriculum development activity; including myriad curriculum development
projects; have strained the absorptive capacity of the systems he manages and
taxed his coordinating ability. Ekternal aid agencies_ are everywhere; and this
sometimes is a mixed blessing. As has been well_sai0 !The_poorer the country;
the more _it depends on the outside world for accomplishing even modest
development objectives;_ and this dependence,_ which is normally on multiple
actors, tends to_ get in the way not only of coherent planning but also of
consistently implementing that which has been planned."_ Amidst the many
pressures on _his time, the many conferences and discussions on projects, the
Chief_Education _Officer's problem is how to keep on top of the system and to
direct its mainstream functions.

In the foreseeable future there will be pressure towards reform in areas we had
come to take for granted; the organization of the school day, the length of the
school day itself; teacher utilization and disciplinary procedures in SchoOlt.
In some countries and:at some levels of the system, parents will try to e5:art
more pressure on school management and will_seek to enfor,:e their legal rightsi
The Chief Education_ Officer will te under increaeino pressure to assure
principals and teachers of their rights in this_ new s. ,:uation in which it
sometimes appears that only the parents anc the !=hdents have rights.

Indications are that issues will continue tc incLcOu the relevance of curriula
and of the educational sys..--.em, questions_ c!.:_equi: and access; the role of
science_and technology in the country's oveall develcpment,_ and the furtter
expansion and/or modernization of secondary aAd post-s:condary education. Yie
relationship of the University of the West Indies tl zhe rest ); the tertiary
level system will figure prominently in delit,,.rations about tr- relevance cf
sectors of the educational system.

More concern will be expressed about the co/,:s. ot c,l(prii and te Education
sector will have to compete for resources wi.:11 and ::hfrastructure
development rather more than in the past. Educri rti i11 come under
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greater publioscrutiny and as the pressures for accountability increase there
are likely to be even stronger tendencies towards centralization and
bureaucratization than at present. For the goOd Of edUCation, Chief EdUcatiOn
Officers now and in the future will need to have the strength to be bulwarks
against the monolithic tendencies of the present era.

Politicians; Tradn Unions; the Business Community; Teachers Unions; parents;
Students, other interest groups:and the media can be expected to try to have a
greater say in educational policy and in the way in which that policy is
implemented. This is to be expected; for education is, by_any definition, an
intensely political matter. It is about the allocation of social status and
privilege, the allocation of public resources and the cuestion of soCial
control.4

In_fact; many of the senior professional_and administrative_personnel_need to
appreciate, rather more than seems to have been the case in the _past;_that the
business of_education is about political choices, resource _related conflict,,and
that the educational system depends on a wide and complex set of political
conditions. Some senior edlication administrators find the rzsulting environment
in which they function bewiIderins;, _and must be nelped to deal with the new
dynamics and with issues, which have the potential of becoming a major source or
object Of social and political conflitt.

Roles and_Functions_of_Chief Education Officers:
_Implications_ _for Training

The foregoing should at least help us to put the roles and functions of the
Chief Education Officer_ in_perspective; to recognize the implications for his
initial and continuing preparation; and, perhaps also, to recognize those ar s
in which training per se might have a limited impact.

Clearlyi we are dealing with a functionary who must have a wide range of
professional knowledge _and_skills in a_wide _variety_of areas. It is not that
the same high level of competence can be_expected in fields as diverse as School
Organization and Management, Curriculum Development, MeaP,lrement,and Evaluation,
Educational Technology, School Business Management, School Architecturei School
Mapping and Public Service Personnel Management practices; _but the Chief
Education Officer must have a solid core of professional knowledge from whicn to
tender sound professional advicej_ and he must have :a sufficient working
knowledge of a large number of fields which impinge on his job for hiM to enter
into fruitful working relationships with a wide variety of specialists and to
make sound recommendations based on their specialist advice.

At the very least; the Chief Education Officer is the chief prOfessional
adviser; personnel manager; human resource development officer; chief developer
of administrative policy; educational planning and implementation _officer;
decisionmaker; manager of the system's material and human resources;
coordinator of the _educational system; programme developer; organizational
developer; educational reformer and manager of change.
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Today's Chief Education Officer must have a fundamental understanding of the
relationship between_ education ana socio-economic development. He must
understand the political_dynamics of educational policy and planning since he
must plan an important role in the:educational system's responsiveness to new
demands on_it. He must understand the role of educational planning in the
decision-making and implementation procesa, as well as the constraints--some
political--and difficulties in the implementation_of a given educational pla74.
He_ must understand how political imperatives dictate the ways in which both
planning and implementation proceed and that "the true genius of_ enlightened
educational planning lies in how clOsely and effectively technical skills and
pc4itical insights can be brought to bear upon the achievement of a given set_of
objectives."5 _He_ must be_ aware ofthe intersectoral nature of development
planning and education's dependence for its success on a number of other social
institutions; In the preparition of Chief Education Officers in the Caribbean,
priority_attention must be given to their underatanding of educational planning
anJ development in small states.

As the chief professional_ officer; the Chief Education Officer must be a

stimulator of professional development throughout the education service. He is
the guardian of sound educational values, the chief _protector of the image of
the teaching profession and the builder and restorer of its:flagging morale.
One_ of _his ,main tasks is to promote the _qua:titative improvement of _the
educational system. He must be able to build bridges between the teaching
profession or the teachers' unions and the government of the day. He must be a
buffer between the politica' directorate and subordinate staff in the_Ministry
of Education as well as between principals -nd teachers. He is the chief
liaison officer with School Boards; the publi i other external aqencies.

One important_ aspect of his business is communication. "Talk" is his "work,"
He must be able to argue cases_successfully within the Ministry of Education and
without. He must maintain a network of relationships Hwith individuals and
groups in the school system as well as in the environment.6

His communication and interpersonal skills must be highly developed. He must_be
a mediator, par excellence._ He_will have to spend considerable amounts of time
trying_to _reconcile conflicting goals and competing views and interests and
intervening in situations te achieve harmonious:relations. He must be skilled
at "working at the junction between politics and a profession." His task is to
"interpret the one to the other;" to mediate between them; and "to facilitate
the realisation of the visions of both worlds; so that each may be more nearly
fulfilled."7

Hig ability tO form coalitions, and his effectiveness in bargaining and
persuasion will all be critical to his success. Many_skills_and great gifts are
needed_by_senior_education administrators in today's educational systems as well
as great qualities of sensitivity and integrity plain "horse aenae." ObvioUaly
some of these skills; proreaSional diapoSitiona and qulitiea are more easily
trainable than others.
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The Chief_Education Offiter't Supervisory skills must be well developed and his
managerial skills are just as critical, tor he is_the manager of the.material
and human resources of the national education system. It is important that he
learns something about time management for hi:: must nOt be consumed and exhausted
by routine adtinittration. He Must find time to read, to think, to evaluate the
programmes Of the Various educational institutions and their management, and to
take Critical interventionS for the qualitative improvement of all aspects of
the system.. _He is the system's main problem-solver and its main hope that it
does not become too crisis oriented;

The, fOregbihq ShOUld at least serve to _sketch some of _the comprehensive
professional knowledge and the wide rang of skills which training programmes
should_ attempt to foster or which senior education administratOrs need to
cultivate. Training can and mutt enlarge the administrator's perspective
concerning,the nature and prObletS ot the educational enterprise, including the
ethital dithenSiOnS of his job. _ It must offer conceptual frameworks for
different aspects of the administrator's craft.8

As Arthur Blumberg has so poWerfully argued, training must help the
administrator, at Whatever stage he undertakes that training, to understand the
intelle-ctual# behaviou7a1_and emotional baggage he brings with him and must help
him to_get a_firter grasp of_his interpersonal and group behaviWital Style and
diagnostic_tendencies. "Fori"_ says BluMberg,_"it it there (the adtiniatrators')
perspective on the world (Of edUtatioh) after all that combines with their
baggage and results in their behaviour."8

But given_the wide range of knowledge and skills that we have argued fOr in
today's senior education_adtinistratOrt in the Caribbean, and elsewhere, it is
important that We dd not lose our perspective_on their_ training and preparation.
Our fikst task must be_to find effective ways of indentifying persons who have
the qualities of intellect and personality,_ personal and professional commitment
and_capacity for further professional develOpMent Which seem to be so vir_al for
persons in such posts; WithoUt being deterministic, we should pay attention to
Biumberg't tbnitetit that much of what a person will be_as a senior education
administrator he already is long before fcmal preparation for that position
QCCurs. Training _shou.A not be expecte7t to_remedy fundamental defectt in
intellect or character in those who ate aSelected for these posts.

Finally, We ShOUld not undervalue on!-the-job experience in educational
administration,_ especially for_those persons with the "righe_social,orientatiOn
and capacity to learn from experience. _Much of the craft Of the administrator
can best be learnt on the jOb, thrOUgh guidance and from exposure to good
role-models. Many qualities of judgement and political skills are _li?arnt in the
work Setting, as Blumberg says, "very particularistically, at the work site."

259
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Exposure at regional and international conferences can also help. So _too _can

interaction with professionals in a wide variety of fleldsi Perhaps the case
cannot be too strongly argued for senior professional officers to do short
courses on-the7job to upgrade their knowledge and skills as_the need arises, and
more importantly,_for them to be co:anted study leave every few y?ars to recharge
their pro:essional batteries and to keep pace with the insights on educational
development being generated by research within the Caribbean region and beyond
it.

in conclusion, those of us who conduct short or long training courses for senior
educational administrators at the system level must work _to_ Improve_ our
knowledge_of_what itmeans_to work in such a:setting and the relevance:of our
programmes :to the:needs: of:thoseiwho daily try to: cope with:one of the,tost
complex and:demanding of jobs.: We must also continue to work assiduously at
improving the training methodologies we use, so as to have an even greater
impact on the administrative behaviour of those we crain.
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Introduction

The general purpose_of thisi symposium is to explore issues related to the
professional preparation and development of educational ,administrators it
developing areas generally and in the Commonwealth Caribbean in particular.

The issue that I wish to address is the development_and use of management
information systems as a tool for educationaliadministrators. The purpose of
the present paper is to provide some insight ,into the primary conceptS Of
management, infOrmation, systems from a managerial perspective. This paper
reflects this perspective and recognizes the contribution of MIS as a means
rather thaY solely as an end.

The writer has travelled extensively, in the Caribbean during the past 10 years
and through a combination of formal and informal discussions, I have gained
considerable insight into the problems facing educational administrators in
Ct,veloping countries. Clearly, this _author _recognizes that the realities or
being a school administrator on a small Caribbean island are quite different
from the realities of being a school administrator in Winnipeg, NeW YOrk bt
Lendon.

Howeveri_my__cLasual_observations have led me to the conclusion that educational
administrators in the Caribbean can benefit from_and in fact, need some form of
MIS if they are to be prepared to meet the challenges and opportUnitieS of the
future.

The _purpose_ of this paper is also to outline a form of MIS lesign and
implementation that the author envisions as being attainable in a Caribbean
educational setting.

The Information Societ

One would have to be very much cut,off from the,world not to have heard that we
in the developed countries are caught up in the information revolution. We have
been told again and again that, because a new age is 'Dtrsting upon us, we had
better adjust to conditions of_living that are radically different fro-, those of
the past. The message has more immediacyto those whose work:has beri chahqed
by the latest_wave_of technology than to others to whom the world loOks much the
same as it did 20 years ago.

It is this _author's opinion that this information tevolution is havingLits
largest impact on the field of Education and those of you who are involved in
education in developing countries face a major challenge in this respect.

There can be no doubt about the_speed-up. A paper_published by Science
Council of Canada in 1982_ says that the: pace ofitchnological advance in the
past few yeats has only been matched by its absorption into the marketplace at a
rate seven te ten times faster than previous techndlogy. Nor can we discounc
the magnitude Of the change: the same paper notes that since_1968i_the_power of
computers has increased 10i000 times_while thprice_of each unit of performance
has decreased 100,000 times. Stanford University economist
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Edward Steinmuller says that :the airlines _had changed: A8 Math_ a8
computer-related technology, an _ ::plane would now be carrying half a million
passengers at 20 million miles an hour at less than a cent apiece.

When most people hear the word information"; they are inclined to think of
television news and documentary programs.: The fact that we are the
best-informedor at least the most massively-informed7-society in history is an
important feature of the information age. But the prophets_of this age_have
much_tore _than public i.:If.r-mation in mind_ when they say that our lives are
coming to be :ruled by ',nfmation; It might be basically defined as,"something
told," and tellinq to one another has become one Of the leading
preoccupations of a _Tiq..r7, economy.

More people will_work Al II. II

Because_ more and more information is being produced, it_ ip taking up more and
more of the energies of the socier.-:. A study done by Shirley Serafini and
Michel Andrieu .tor the Canadian rta1 Le.pr:tment f Communicationa in: 1980
found_that_information workers theD tsed av least_40 per cent of_the
Canadian labour foree;, compared with,22 tent in 1951. They- included AS
information workers all those who sorodUc (such as engineers and surveyors),
process it (such as clerks and managers), distribute it (such as teachers and
journalists), End run the technical system (such as machine operators and
printers).

According to management ,age Peter- Drucker, information has become "the central
capital, the cost centre., and the central resource of the economy% With the
fading_ of_the industrial ;_ge; in eh most workers were concerned with
producing goods, the uumber of,tnformaon workers:is bdund to rise:in inven:e
proportion to the number of workers directly engaged in goods production.

However; because the machines _give_the_impression of ."thinking" at stunning
speeds, there is temptation to confuse the information they contain with
knowledge; "Where:is the knowledge we have lost in information?" T.S. EliOt

ote many years before the computer ever entered the scene. The answer ia that
information only becomes knowledge when it is lorted _out, organized into a
conclusion and cnecked for accuracy. (Royal Bzrlk Newsletter; April 1985).

Much the so-called information in compUters is false, biased, incompletL or
garbled. An over-reliance op computerized information helps to explain some of
the classic blunders _in_budgeting and decision7rmaking that _s_a_often make the
news._ The _facts and figures in the machine mustibl subjected, to the cool
scrutiny of human logic and experience. :When using them, we should keep in mind
the occupational slogan of computer specialists: "Garbage in, garbage out."

We should never make the _mistaXe _of _believing that these machines can do: our
thinking_for us.__ Despite all the talk about "smart" computers; they do nothave
intelligence because, they do not:have: ideas. Rather, they are aids to human
thought which can take on repetitive, laborious and time-consuming mental tasks
While men and women are left free to use their mind3 to do what they do most
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usefully. The magic of the mind lies in,its imaginative side77its intuition,
originality and individuality. Machines do not have these qualities. They do
not have the faculty of synthesizing facts and knowledge into that precious
thing:called wisdom; They have no_critical instincts. They cannot exercise
judgment._ They cannot come together in discussions to produce intellectual
results that 8e greater than each party to the discussion could achieve alone.

What they can do is provide the undigested raw materials of intellectual
endeavour in a quick and convenient:fashion. In the process, they are capable
of !helping us greatly_in our striving towards_ the highest aspirations, of
mankind. The accessibility of these raw materials,can help make oir sotiaty
more democratic and fair by giving everybody more of a VOice in
decision-making.

If yon as educators want to have more of a,voice in decision making and want_to
influence the decisions that affect your role as educational administrators, you
will_require more information and you will require it in a quick and convenient
fashion_and this_is_where a menagement information syste:u can become one of your
most effective tocIs.

Education as a Bus:,,s

Throughout this prrntation. you . will fr me :making reference to business
situations _and term:nologv. I also US6 7..';'P terms educators and managers
coterminously. I do,tat for 3. purpose t,ecau.; in my judgment, education is a
business nd certalnly, I, .Ls big bus;ness if one looksat the percentage of
total Government spending 1.z.Ac qoes t..yoard;; In_my home_ Province_of
Manitoba .18 per cent of the total buaget Es allocated for education. _Some
people take exception when_ I _make a business case for education, but I gee
nothing wrong with that. In factv I think the sooner educators start_putting
forth business-like arguments to their political masters and using euphemisms
like "bott,A Linein "cost benefit analysis.." "multi year plan." etc. the sooner
they_ will .enhance_their chances of ensuring they get their fair share of the
budget. EziEer this year when_ I was in Barbados,!I had the opportunity to
discuss education matters with your_ late_ Prime Minister, the Honourable Tom
Adams. One of the topics. he .was .particularly interested in was management
information_systems, He expressed the view that more and more Governments need
more information upon which to _make decisions. He offered! another very
interesting viewpoint,with respect to MIS that I think is ,pertinent to,this
discussion. He put forth the case for increased autonomy in the educational
field. He saw this as being a necessary step particularly if we want to farther
the_development_Aat_eAncation_leaders- Principals, .Directorsi PrrIsidents as
educational administrators. However; he cautioned that.with increased autonomy
comesincreased accountability ,and at is where, MIS _can_ ,makt 6 strong
contribution. It provides the information, the monitoring vehicles_ f.ur
Education Officers. Deputy Ministers and even Ministers so that_thneed_only
review summary. information :to_ ensure that accountability is main:,ained.
Therefore, it seems to me that!if you have no other motivatlin_to embark_on an
MIS program, the Chance to achieve greater autonomy is in itSelf a Significant
reward.

2 5
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As Governments face increasing demands on diminishing resources it is apparent
that Government leadere_want_to_allocate these resources into proaram areas
where they can get _the biggest p vback. This indicates that individual
departments within a Government are competing for these resources and; as many
of you know, each year the competition becomes more intense.

;In my view_and_experience; MIS is one of the best tools you an e in the
pursuit of increased resources for your Department. MIS allows you to show how
you ihave used your, resources. You can argue your case on the basis on COst
benefit analysis and you car, Jo on a confident basis. _My_experience_bas been
that politicians_respond_to a_wellrdocumented presentation which indicates what
you_have done_with the money allocated to you previously and whatiyou intend to
do with your requested level of funding.

, In moeern: day terms, it is referred to
as return: on investment. I can say without hesitation that the Colleges in
Manitoba have benefited greatly from their use of MIS as a component of their
budgetary presentation.

mIS_In_Perspective

While there have been many 'articles carried in business periodicals on the
subject of Management_Informations Systems; _"nIs": is e phrase that is imuch
misunderstood. In most: institutio!is;_ it referS, tO the maintenance, either
manually:or by machine, of simple da':a banks. Simple data banks are filled with
information about students, courses0_ f,tulty; finances and_physici!l_space. The
adjective "simple" is misleautna;_ however. For a data bank to be usable; a
number of _vexing_problemsimust ibe solved even,if a bank is to be uSed in a
single :institution: :first, definitions: ,must be standardized so that all
inztitutions collect data that is compatible with data from other institutions.
Second, the data must be traceable for subsequent verification. Third
information must be condened and focused so that the results have meaning and
can__truly clarify a :problem or illuminate, a solution. And fdUrth, the
assumption behind the data must be explicit and clearly understood. (Mayhew)

Efficient and convenient comprehensive _information systems; long: kept from
coming_ into beingby_ a variety of :obstacleL; are now made possible by the
concept of distributive processing and the technology of micro and mini-computer
networks. , SUCh systeits can indiv,,dualize instruction; group students
efficiently, cut administrative costs, streamline program _evaluation; support
policy-making and foster more and_better_educational and psychological research;
Abuses_are_alsopossible; including invasion of privacy, overreliance on data at
the expense of :reasoning, or prompt action and overemphasis of education's
scientific aspects. Now=theless; as school populations grow and diversify and
schddls emphasize skills more and value- lese; _education must become more
systematized. Today; growing _professionalism* in administration, _research and
evaluation and _improved organizational and: educational :theory facilitate
scientific decision-making. Finally, recognizing that organizational decisions
must relate to individual needs, we can use computers to improve learning and
schdol operations.
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A well-designed .clata system4 for which information h&s_been_carefully_collected
and verified,_c_an Deof enormous help, even if it just:provides straight answers
zc :such questions as :enrollments by _course, and the percentage_ of_ use of
instructional space. , It can be:especially useful in providing for a variety Of
ratios that reveal the institution's situation. Appendix I provides a listing
of ratios_which, over time, can tell a good deal about the health of the
institution;

Successful information subsystems hE.ve been developed and used for such things
as: student background and chara.:teristicsi academic performance, attendance and
behavior; student and school instructional and sm7port programs: school and
district_personnel, business:and :financial systems; etc. Gradual ,,through,a
combination of commitment and technological advances, we have been able to weld
these sub=systems together into the beginnings of the comprehensive information
systems we have long envisioned.

It is entirely possible that simple data systems may be all many institutions
need; to find out about themselves, and to suggest directions for decisions.
There are, however, more advanced management information systems that allow for
simulation of the likely behavior of _an institutionunder a _variety of
conditions. These not_ only show where an institution is but also what will
likely happen under each of several eventualities;

Simulation systems are seen to have several distinct advantages. They force
users to pay_attention to interactions within _annstitution._ They allow study
of a wide variety_of_alternatives and help alleviate uncertainty by showing
will likely happen if certain events take place;

It is this author's opinion that most islands in the Caribbean can_benefit from
4 Management Information Systen,_ but _caution__needs__to be_ exer:ised when
selecting_ and _designing a system. It is better to start small, and add
components as: time goes on rather than overbui.id and create a aystem that take§
mcre time and, resources to support than is warrar,ted by the educcItional system
it is intended to ser..-e,

The Role of Top iagem4ct

I would now like to address what I believe is one of the most important, if not
in fact the single most important, ingredient for aMIS project:. _In order for a
ManagementInformation System to be successfully:implemented; there needs,to be
a: high level of commitment from the_senior levels of the organjzation. Unless
there is commitment trom the Chief EXecutive Officer, the Deputy Minister, the
Chief Education Officer and the Director, the President or Principal_of the
various institutions, your MIS project will not succeed. The people you assign
to implement this project will be f- Istrated and confused;

There will _also be conflict within your institutions and educational system
because, unless the support and commitment of top_management_is clearly stated
and_permeated through the_entire_ organization, people who, for _whatever reasoil
fear MIS will throw obstacles in:the way of those responsible for 4athering

267
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information and developing systems. We all know people_who_have_a_passive_or
creeping commitment to change. They don't vint the status quo to be altered.
I'_ve often said about some _people and their rEluctance to support MIS is that
they_would sooner live with a problem that they !can't solve than a solution they
don't understand. ,When I was implementing Manitoba's MIS system, I was amazed
at the attitude of some people who held very repcnsible positions in_ our
institutions. "Why Jo we need MIS"--"Before I give you enrollment information,
I_want to know whatyou intend to use:it for"-7"Whc wants to know howimuch it
costs to offer my courses"--"I haveall the __student information I need in A big
binder in my desk--if _i:on want to know anything, just ask me." I could go on
and give you more examples, but I hope the point is clear. In order for M1S_to
succeed, there has to be total_commitment_to cooperation throughout the entire
organization_and _this can best be achieved by having the Chief Education
Officers clearly articulate their, committent and their expttctation :hat they
expect all levels of the organization to give the MIS project their unqualified
support.

One_of_management's MOEt importart responsibilities is to create a climate of
support throughout tht. organization for the systems being undertaken and for the
systems approach to management. Management must feel a genuine_interest and
indeed an excitement in t:he development of _a MIS, or the key people n this
important part of the_business are likely to become discouraged. Similarly,
they must demonstrate their interest and excitement fOr the project to the rest
of the organization.

Resistance to Change

Probably there are more people who resist_change for one reason or another when
it is_ first introduced than there are those who accept it when it is first
introduced. Resistance tends to focus an humalirelationships rattm.r than on th::
structural and_procedural_ohanges_in rhe systems_themselves or trle accompanying
changes_ outside the systems; People, resist change oecause lt upsets their
established pattern of behaviour. They Often see it as a threat to their
security;

These negative reactions can be shared by such diverse elements, aa the
Department Head who sees his routine decisions programmed, the older long-time
instructor who cannot adapt to the new technology, the relatively uneducated and
unskilled worker whose background deters comprehension of abstract concepts and
the student who is plagued by computer communications.

Erich Fromm, the noted psychologist, has stated:

Computers should become a functional part_of_a life-oriented
soa..1, system and_not_a cancer which begins to play havoc and
eventually kills the system; machines,or,computers must
become means:for ends which are determined by man's reason and
will .... That Is tO sayi man, not technique, must become the
ultimate source of values; optimal_human development and not
maximal production the criterion for all planning.
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Fortunately, not all change is_resisted by all_people.Some_welcome change. It
provides_them_with hope for adjustments in existing work situations, alterations
in relationships that exist among their associates and opportunities to become
more successful in time with their personal endeavor.

Therefore, in addition_to the_stated _need_ fon senior management commitment,
which will_ help ,dleviate the uncertainties surrounding MIS, there isia need for
an Lin-depth training program ,to, ensure that all persons: affected by the MIS
fully understand the system and what it means to their daily lives.

There is increasing evidence_that information system development and personnel
development within an institution must not only be parallel in:sophistication
and noncontradictory in design, but also that concurrentl7? develOping programs
are mutually supportive and increase the effectireness of each far beyond the
capability of either._ Management_Infoxmation_System_ design, implementation,
report format and use have become much more manager-oriented;

Managing the MIS

Today's educators must be prer.a_red_fot successful working_relationships with
computerized__information _processng :systems; They must . understand and
appreciate the broad impact_ clmputers havehad,. are having and can be expected
to inave on educators And the envirnment in which they work. The information
technology can provide many benefits, but it can also present _significant
difficulties to managers who are not prepared to cope with the problems of
organizing_ and controlling the information resource_ itself. HoW: the
organization deals with these problems (or fails to deal with them) will, in
large measure, determine the success or failure or the mIS effort.

Some managers may even_constder the _computer ahencroachment onand a threat to
their traditional decision making rights; perhaps they feel this way because
the presence of decision-oriented infornation--specific facts and figures can
force management to take in_ormation in distasteful situations which they are
otherwise able to ignore. General knowledge does not trigger . tion but facts
and figures car.E-:t be continually ignored.

A manager must be able to separate the sUbstance from the hype and if a manager
is to use management information systems successfully he or she_must be_able to
understand and measure the benefits--if you can measure it, you can manage it.

The administrative tasks in education are as complex an.fi demanaing as those in
any_business organization and, as in business, eduLa7;ors have much to gain from
computerized assistance. Educational administrators are looking_for ways to
release both themselves And their teachers from routine clerical tasks and paper
work in orderito provide more time:for instructional_concerns. In addition,
scnool administrators are seeking and using types cf information never collected
before, information which is now ueemed necessary to make decisichs concerning
the efficient and_ effective operation of _schools and divisions:. In these
regards, sufficient evidence exists to support the use of the computer
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"when it is used for masses of data related to self-ciefined :tasks, wn7h
processing is hichly repetitive, when rules for decisions are specific; whon
processes are to be repeated:many times under a_variety of condition8,,and wY:en
there ie _demand for speed." (Department Of Co:-71pute Scince, 19790 p,

:.1)(Marshall0 1982)

A point to remember is that a manager does not have to understand how d system
works; only how to use it.

The Individual Institution and Management i,formation Systems

Although individual colleges and universities differ tremendously: from, each
other,in sizemission, complexity and philosophy, they are all somewhat similar
administratively and share common _information needs which conform to Anthony's
(1965) and aheehan's (1972)* three management function/adtivity/information
levels:_information for:strategic pIanniug_ (forecast reports), information for
management control (analytic reports), and information for management contrOl
(analytic reports) and information for operational control (operating reports).

The firsti: or highesti_level_of_ the above hierarchy involves information which
is used in developing sophisticated plan, policies; and in the formulation of
strategic decisions, ,the results of which are of major, consequence In

determining the direction of the institution. The data at this level is quite
often simulated into actual aspects of_institutional_ operation_which_in essence
focuces attentinn upon the interrelAtionship between the various facets ut the
collegial environment; Itese reports are aggregative in nature and are usually
delivered to the p sirients, _deans, tipartment chairmen, or directors on _an
irregular or; more E cificallyi on a need basis. Several_ examples of_strategic
planning concerns_ include1Y_ future _tuition increaees, 2) acquiring new
facilities; 3) enrolment forecasts, 4) initiating_or deleting degree program, 5)
changing:organizational structure, 6) -Aidgeting/financially allocating funds to
the varioue colleges/departments and 7) examining and re-defining the
institution's mission, philosophy and goals (Baldridgei 1971)

Theisecond,level; or that of management control, involves information which is
used for the control of various administrative policies and decisions usually,
but not always, relating to budgeting. This management control information
appears far more regularly than the aforementioned_ strategic_ planning
informatiom_and_ is deliveied: to upper- and middle-level administrators. Some
examples _of management control _concerns include:, 1) formulating ,line-iteM
budgets, 2) promotion of student, 3) proper and consistent resource utilization,
4) changing curricula, 5) student enrolment patterns, 6) control of faculty_and
staff_level 7) budget_controI and organizational inter-relationships, and 8)
facuIty/personneI evaluation (Millett, 1974).

*Sheehan's three levels of reports are placed Within the brackete.
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The third, or lowest, level of informational need revolves around operational
control. This level deals with _the basic:control of specific tasks being
executed resulting in immediate; daily or periodic action-. Though sometimes
described as merely clerical:in nature, operational control decisions are ones
made by:all:and thus witness information being delivered to almost all personnel
from the bottom-line supervisors to the top-Itne administrators. :More
explicitly_; information fox operational_control is furnished tot:1) registrars
--data_ for_ scheduling coursesj student admissions, grades, and transcripts,
degrees and graduation;± 2) librarianscirculation, storage, cataloguing, and
purchasing;- 3) personnel managerspayroll, applicant data, updated _personnel
data, staff benefits, and regular assignment and scheduling of employees; 4)

facilities managersscheduling of buildings and: rooms, article inventory of
buildings_and grounds; 5) department chairmen-7faculty activity and workload
information, class/course assignment; 6)_ tesearch directors--records on
proposals, grants, contracts, and current status of on-going_research;_7) alumni
and placement officers7-job interviews, corporation openings,_ :visitations,
alumni gifts and Annationsi alumni achievements, positions and publications; 8)
financial_ managers-7expenditure :accounting budget accounting, depreciation
accounting; student loans and student aid accounting; 9) auxiliary managers
--food services, housing, physical plani_ institutional research, maintenance,
bOok store, transportation, and many, many others (Fresh; 1975; Levine, 1975;
T.D.R. Martini 1974; Shelton; 1975; Thomas, 1975).

Much work,has,been done in computeri7.ing :t.nformation systems at the operational
controls level. Scarcely an institution_exists_today that does not computerize
student records, payroll, library circulation, ,inventory; registration
procedures__and _other operations level tasks; : The end result in the
computerization of such tasks is the tr:_-_rendbus increas,.i in efficiency_ azd
cost-effectiveness of these operations. Likewise; computerization_ of
information systems on the_strategic planning level and the management ccwitrol
level eliminates _time-wastage and clerical error and helpA improve the
administration of the institution by providing systematic, timely and relevant
information quickly and efficiently tor planning purposes and administratie
de:ision-making (Baughman, 1969).

Throughout this_papei% many references have been_made to_the various components
that would comprise a typical MIS design. Management Information Systems are a
successful reality at a vast and increasing number of educational_institutions
and certainly, the hardward_and _software_systems_are now available that will
allow many Caribbean educational systems to undertake a successful MIS program.
Time does not_permit me to discuss:any of these systems: in sUfficient detail;
butl have made available an outline of a system which has recently ben
developed ny the ContrOl Data Canada Corporation. The _system is_referred to as
EDEN. The system is characterized by its comprehensiveness and ease of
operation.

Appendix "B" to this paper details the impo_ant steps that should be taken in
order tO enSure a successful MIS implementation regardless of which system is
Selected.
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Conc/uslon

A_Management Information_system is little more than a, specialized infOrmatiOn
storage and retrieval system; It is4 in itS MOSt basic fort, a collection of
data stored in some organized fashiOn, along with a set__of sTogramsor
procedures which are used to retrieve whatever use_ful_ information isirequested
from the stored data base; and_another_set of procedures oriprograms_ which ;teat
the_data _in_versous_ways once the details_ retrieved; It tUat _be remembered
that; ini thia process, data is and villialwayS 'taw material; information will
always be, the_ end prOdUCt. To this basic form is added _procedures to
periodically update or add to the stored_data bank; Though this certainly is by
no means a_description of a highly computerized; sophisticated; SitUlation-
capable_ _management information system; it amply describeS the very basic
structure of the management infettAtion system ando _in_facti the_ very first
manualimanagement infOrmation systems which existed not so very long ago (Knapp
and OgilVie; 1973).

As mentioned earlier in this paper;, today's tete aophisticated management
information systeMs; in addition te the storage of a very broad data_ base;
include numerous models and computerized programs whichi are icapable of
retrieVing hecessary_infoxmatior nstantaneously; displaying this informatiOn in
meaningful _forma_to the user; simulating actual :aspects Of a c011ege or
university operation, and treating the data ih a riUMbet of ways as it would be
hypothetically affected by A nuMbet Of possible alternatives before the decision

-:tually made to -7") with any one of or the 'best' alternative (Levine &
Mcwnry; 1974i. Th., _objective of the management information system is
to _prdvide_manegeme:. .:tt; information so that sound deditions may be made and
proper alternatives Lay be implemented.

Tomorrow's management information systems_can be speculated ur)on as to design;
appearar,cei_apeed_and_quentifiable features; Ted Cudnickiin a_paper prepared in
1977_deaIing with higher education and MIS _opulated that "Certainly one may
foresee an adio-video mechaniat Oh the daka of the institutionel executives
with instant_ display Of Well pdaitioned information and_accompanying audio
diadUSSiOn Of Alternatives with far-ranging simulated effects. Even as the
administrator_ speaks or conversea with ihis peers;, the SyStem sensea his
direction and responds with needed ahd drUdial information and _displays
alternatives for dediaidn=Making pUtpoSes." "Should Some afthese advancements
actually take place; they will result in alteration of hardware and software
design."

Cudnick was certainly a -.prophet beeaUS earlier this year I had a_teIephone
installed ih my dffid knOWn as an ENVOY Display_ phone wich is a type or
mini-micte Computer. It has a 6-inch square screen and a miniature keyboard
built into_the_base_of the phone. By simply punching in a coupl.;_: or comlands, I

can call up current budget or cash flow infettation, or enrolment statistics
which are storedien larger Midtes in my office or on a mainframe computer
located At the UniVeraity many miles away from my office. However, regardless
Of the technological advancements and the new executive toys that cote into the
market, the purpose of the management information syStem Will remaiil for a long
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while or, in facti:indefinitely. That is; the management information:system
will continue to allow_the administration to make decisions on a more informed,
more accurate basis. Obvious it is that nn matter how sophisticated the system
becomes; it_wi.11 still remain the servant of man and not make the decision
itselfi_but rather supply the needed:information and thus allow man to make the
soundest of decisions possible (Hammer; 1974).

It iS With this in mind that higher education can continue to:utilize such
systems and support their continued develupment without_fear of_lost_autonomy.
Thusi_ the future of _management information systems in higher education remains
an:exciting challenge because these projections should come about, but they can
only be achieved through the continuing efforts Of today's users.

Management information systems must continue to allow institutions their
autonomy; :their dignity; :their freedom of :philosophy and: direction. The
positive contributions must be continued an ei. the progress must be enchanced,for
management :information :systems to be totally accepted by all in the World Of
academe. The responsibility for achieving all of this in_the_fQreseeable future
rests_with today's users within higher education. With_constant_efforts on the
part_of all; manam=ment information systemsican find their rightful place in the
support of higner ication for now and in the future.
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Managers information net..ds should detrmine th deS 7 the

Involving information users in the development of the system and

integrating the information system with existing management processes can

help to ensure responsiveness to managers' needs; 7:eveloping computz-r

programs after managers: info=tion needs are clearly defined will htlp to

prevent computer technolc-gy from dominating the deSign of the ,:rtStem,

TNVOLVE_ DATA_PROVIDERS__INSYSTEZi__DEVELOPMENT

Data -roviders are muCh more likely to submit accurate and timell

they view the system as responsive to their needs. Infortatioh needa o7

data providers will be considered if data providers are involved in system

design. At the same time; they will recognize that they are receiving

benefits for their efforts;

-`tPLICATION IN DT2A C CTION

The ultimate objective should ue tc; rr)quire data provider-; to sroply each

.7.ten of -L prmation only once to reduce burden on tne time and to

minimize t;,z7! chance for errors; Duplication can be m±nthaed in several

ways. Information already in the general education data Ilank can be used

for the special education system. UniVersities or service agencies may

have information special education maragers need. Cross-refeiel-ing

several sources of information can provide many different reports feom a

unique ?ieces of data;
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Data collection forms thai. are ea. y to complete take accurate and timely

submission of data more likely. Ntanzers will more likely use information

provided by the system if it is presented in an understandable retort.

Therefore; data collection forms should be as self-explanatory as possible

and System reports should be easy to understand.

PunT THE SYSTEM

A pilot test of the systemHin one institution or major program area can

bring out problems and needs experienced in actnal use of the system;

Changes can then be made more easily befOre full Stele impleMentation takes

place.

PEASEici

Pbasing in i]mplementation Allows data providers and users to AdjuSt

97...:7.rally to the system and the system can be revised more eas4.1y. Ftt

exale, data collection; processng and reporting for stuc: its co-ld be

hmpiement-d before data about personnel and fivance. 2hasLig tne

system, -anagers also begin to receive information from the system at an

earlier tiMe.

BUILD A FLEXIBLF SYSTEM

The needs of special education administrators and managers wi change ov..r

time. Changes may be as broad as_new regulations or as speci: .7 as

the names of a child's siblings. System designers should expect that same

changes will be necessary. Procedures for ident.ifying and implementing

desire-3 adjustments on an on-going basis should be an integral part of the

total system.
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This paper ?,:amines the fundamental and related_ sociological iz les of
development and power as_ they relate_to the preparatio of eduational
administrators in the so-called Developing Areas; Special ttentiOn iS Odid
to the case _of the Commonwealth Caribbean; CbriVeritibilal definitic.-s of
develoment are treated as problemdtic. It is arguea that in order to prorcc.a
meaningful development, actual and potertial educationaL administrators
CaMMOvwealth Caribbean_ other _newly-independent counti7ies must irciecr
bOnVentional definittons of develcpment as well as dc.relop SkillS in
addition to the planning and c,ther technical ekoerti th are
presently acquiring.
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Governments in_the_ _so-called "Devel- 71c7reasIngly coming to
belIeve in the desirability of pr :;;;:- administrators;
including educational administrators. ving assistanc-
from international or(-7anizations such as
the. .University Council for Zoducaticanalial.t.,tioniani
Council_ for_Educational_ Administration, training of actual and
potential administrators intheir countries. 1,7t big question is what meaning
is to be attached to these preparation or trFI: g programmes.

This paper _limits itself to an examination of two funda7ntal_and reiated
issues _in the preparation of_ educatonal admxnistrators in the so-called
Developing :Countries of the Commonwealth, especially the countries of the
Commonwealth Caribbean. The two issues are educational administration and
regirinal development, and educational administration and the unequal
distribution of power4 _The first_section of the: paper:questions conventional
definitions of development; including the widely-held notion that:only the
non-industrialized countries should be classified as "Developi^g". The second
section describes regional training programmes for educational administrators
which have seen carried out in the Commonwealth_Caribbean _by international
organizations_withthe tacking of the regional governmRnts; The third section
provides ar imsight into the socio-politicalenvironment in wnich educational
administrators in the countries under study _have had to operate. It is
concluded that educational administrators in the_countries_in question need to
come to dn explicit reognit_)n_of the iact_that education and politics _do
miand_must strve to buihi up their political skills if they are serious
about increasing the contribl,tion of education to deVelOpment.

The Meaning of Development

Those who are responsible for the preparation of educational administrators
ould claim that their aim is to promote "development". The same claim would

be made by the administrators themselves. But development is a highly
controversial concept.

The practice of using a:single, convenient,,aggregative yardStick, per capita
income, to measure develOpment is widespread. On the criterion of per capita
income, the industricized countries of the White North are usually classified
es Developed and t TiArd World _countries_ as_Developing_. The fact of the
matter_is that social problems and polivkcal uoheavals have been afflicting
countries with rising per_capita incomes, as weil as countries with stagnant
economies. There are at least three central questions which must be asked if
one iS to come to a meaningful understanding of the development process:

The stions to ask about a country's devc2zpment are
th re: What hag been happening to poverty?

t)een happening to unemployment? What has
r Apening to inequality?_ 1tallithree of_these_

lined from high levels,:then beyond doubt this
a period of development for the country

If one or two ot these central problems
aeu grwing worse, especially if all three have,
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it would be strange_to call_the_result 'development
even if r_ capita income doubled."

(Seers, 1973;7)

The CbuittieS Of the Third World do _not tiL.v.e_ a monoly _on_poverty;
unemployment.i_and_inequaiity. Even the United states, which 4s considered by
sOme__ to be the sno-:_ "Developed" country in the World; has ite fair 8hare bf
poverty, u..employment; and inequality. This paper rejects, therefore; any
notion: that :development is a terminal process, a process which comes t.0 _a

screaming halt once a country becomes like those _of _the_industralized White
North. The term "Developing Areas"_is patently ethnocentric; as is revealed
in the following excerpt from Adams and Bjork (1969:1):

"Wnen Atherican servicemen overseas dream of an end to
conflict and their return_home_i_they usually envision
the_United_States as a true iand of milk:and honey;
It is a place where one can order:a thick Milk shake,
where one oan easily get a car and the gas to run it,
where meat on the table is a possibility at nearly
every meali, where clotnes_can_be_easily bought and
easily_cleaned and where sheets on the bed are the
norm for nearly everyone. In other words, they con-
sider,AMerica superior to the areas in which they
are fighting or have fought (such as southern Europe,
Nortn_Africai_Korea; Vietnamainly he ause
material wealth vastly-outdistances most of t_e larAs
with which they have come in contact. The GIL nave
COined derogatory terms for the poor_Asians, the iloor
NOrth AfricP1-1 and others. But wealt:iy Amf>ricans cf
Asian parentage are exempt from thisiignoble nomencla-
ture because they have gained mue-i Of the material
wherewithal that seems to ,i.em,)ve the stigna.

In more academic_language; we have come to most
of these countries arii peilp:es fallino outside:Europe,
North America; anC Austraila simply 'Unc:irdevelOped' or,
more hopefully, 'developing'.

(Elv?hasis added)

It_as clearly necessary to -,lsk the queston: _Which_kind of development and
hence which _kind of !education? (Lema and Marquez, 1978:295-300). Concerned
peolle have been ar'.ing this question in industrialized and non-industrialized
countries alike, even thouch they have _been _in a :minority. The once
unquestioned technocrat'p view _of _the relationship :_,,tween development and
education.; and other approaches that tended to concentra-.e on the contribution
of educaton, to economic groWth - for example the ;-elationship cetween
edUcation and _gross national product - hav4 peen raduaiLy losing ground
(ibid.:297). _If_it_is _accepted that development ought to imply; at t.e very
1..ast4 _the reduction of_ pov unemployment,_ and the myriad fOrM8 cf
inequalit,i, then it thouLd he rechgnized that de ielopmen'._ is ultimatHy

'4: 3
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problem of power. Any steps which are taken to achieve what is considered in
this essay to be the three key objectives of m!'.iningful development - that isi
measures which seek to improve the lot of all_humau_beings , will be resisted
by those who have a vested interest in the perpetuation of the status cua.

These crucial issues of development and the unequal distribution cr: -,L4f Lelp
us to understand why, in the literature on_administrator prepar inion
has been divided on a number of matters. Thes :natters include:

1. the substance of preparatl .n programmes, r2a1:ticular1y
the issue of the impor:. f social science content;

2. values in_administratiN and the relevance
of the humanities in thr y of administration;

3. "training in common" tor administrators from
different 'nstitutional settings;

. the relationship between theory and practice;

5. the extent to which there should be differentiated
preparation programmes_tor a varied clientele with
varied career goals; and

6. whether it is defensible to maintain a distinction
between pre-service and in-service activities_in
view of the_changing_characteristics ofistudents
:ind the conditions under which they study
educational administration. (Miklos 1983:153=172)

At the toot of the ongoing debate in the _literature _is-the issue of whose
interests are served by administrator preparation programmes and in what ways.
(ibid.:172);

Regional Efforts at Administrator Preparation

Against the background of the remarks made in ithe precedin4 section, a

description will now pe glven,of some:activities which have been carried out
in the area of training of educational administrators in the ex-colonies of
the Commonwealth. -e focus of attention is the_Commonwealth Caribbean. It
must_te emphasized at_while aptivities which have been carried out at the
national levelimay be of !interest; the primary concern in this essay is with
what hasibeen happening at the regional level. This invclves, essentially, a
description of the work done by the Commonwealth Secretaria,4 and of a

collaborative effort by UNESCO's Caribbean Network pf Education Innovation for
Development_ (CARNEID), the University of the West Indies (U.W.I.); and the
United States Agency for International Development (USAID).
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_ActivtriPs of thP CrImmonwealth_Sec_retariat

9---ee important things happened at the_ Fifth Conference of ,T7cnw
t,-sters of Education which was_heid inCanberna :71_1971; Fr.;

C. ..7erence_ wa_a_the_first Commonwealth Conference to discussispecifi,...ii
ect of educational administration. Secondly, that conference exprr

7 for the training_of professional and accl,:tive_ personnel in
Dn. Thirdly; it gave the Commonwealth Seoret_.:iat_a_ clearing house

_ the training of professional and admiT trative personnel in
,at=

_lot necessary to provide here all the details of tne training activities
were carried out_ by the Commonwealth Seoretari,f in the wake of the

Canberra Confer_ence_. It will suffice:to highlight a number of acti'tties, for
the Commonwealth Secretariat has:published a report on -.:he various regional
workshops, planning-meetings, and regional training which it carried
out during 1973-1979 (Commoweealth Secretariat, 1981). The first _thing which
would be mentioned is that three_:".glanal workshops were aeldt in Sierra Leone
(1973)_, _in_Guyana (1974), and in Malaysia (1975); Sec-,ndiy;:by, the tiMeibt
the Malaysia workhob; the Commonwealth Ministers of Educ.nation had reached
4reement on

(a) the importance of regular Commonwealth in-service
meetings for educational administrators; and

(b) giving consideration to the establishment of
regional and inter-regional oentres_for training
educational administrators and supervisors;

a planning meeting whicn was held in Nairobi (Kenya) in 1975 drew on
the experience gained In the three regional workshops-, and provided_ the
framework for three regiobal training courses_. Those courses were:head In
Nairobi C19771,_in_Fiji (1978)4 and in Barbados (1979); The:work which was
done in the three regional training courses was ,uelcoL., by the Commonwealth
Con:erence of Ministers of Education which was held in Colombo in 1980.

The Barbados course was for the Commonwealth_Caribbeani and is therefore ot
special interest. Its organization WE0 influenced by the experience gained by
the organizers during the preceding regional training courses, especially the
Nairobi course:

"Seen, in part, as a pilot_programme; the Nairobi course
indicated strengths and weaknesses in the course structure, and in
the practical arrangements, to which subsequent
cL-urses could respond. For example; the ,;:oule high-
lighted the difficulties of meeting_the needs_of_a
heterogeneous_group of:principals, advisers, district
education offioers,_ and inspectors in,a consistently
appropriate:way both in the conceptual I,.ructure of the
course and in its practical expression. At the same
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time the value of a professional interchange of views
among offiers occupying different positions in national
administrative structures was readily:apparent. It was

recognized aiso that attachments to educational_and
administrative institutions could play a prominent train-
ing_rolei strengthening_an_ap7reciation of concepts and
processes examined:theoretically.: Similarly, it became
cleat that a vrriety of training techniques should be
utilized, associated with training materials which could
be of use in the participants' home countries.

il_the light of this experience:and the second course
held in Fiji for the Commonwealth pacifibin:1978; the
Commonwealth Secretariat organized that third regional
course maintaining the_principle that existing training
institutions are the most effective mechanism through
which courses of the:type recommended the Nairobi
meeting may be provided."

(Commonwe,.'th Secretariat,1981:1)
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The 3arbados course wa,s hosted by the Governm. bf _Barbados in association
ith the University of the West Indies at C Hill. It lasted for nine

and was attended by 18 participants ,r!: 11 Commonwealth Caribbean
countries; The participants were a_heterogeae. _s_group: school principals, a
:Drincipat of a reace-:i.: training bollege, edr: 3tion_officers or supervisors
T4:1b7e roles included the supervision of teaprs as well as: in-service and
cur ..,;ulum development, an assistant secretary a Ministry of Education; and
a et ed.ation officer.

the :course for :this: varI,:d group was _prepared by the

LL: -..=11th:Seel'-etariat in the light:of the previous:two regional:courses,
and to meet the specific "needs" of the participant8. The

out.. :.1,4rJ, larl two main units:

1; the examination of education:in its social and
economic context and the implications which
flow from this for understanding different
levels of the management cycle, and

2. a. concentratio- on supervision in relation to
specific task areas.

Course materials included country papers, case studies, and simulation.

According tO the Commonwealth Secretariat, the responses of the participants
to the evaluation questionnaire which was administered In the last week Of the
course revealed

(A) that all but one of the,participants considered
the course to have heightened their Appreciation
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of the management process;

(b) that all bur one of the participants felt that
an understanding of the,conoepts to which they
had been exposed yould improve their effective-
ness as educationa: administrators on their
return homelthcagh their ability to:implement
training activitis would depend upon their role
and influence within their national system; and

(c) that there was agreement
in the identification of
provided useful ideas
ation of training cO

CARNEID/UWI/USAID Prolect

that t1 course_assisted
traLhi, needs and
the f.ning and organiz-

(Commonwealth Secretariat 1981:105)

The, other, regional training effOrt whici should be_ mentioned ,is the
collaborative one by CARNEID, _the UWI, the USAID. To datei t-is ef7r:rt has
taken the form of_ three_regional_workshops. _on educational_ p]:annng and
administration.. _ It may be of interest: to note that participants in the
workshop inc:Wded persons _from non-English sPeaking Caribbean coun-ries, such
as . jha and Haiti, 3ince CARNEID's cperation covers the entire Carlotaan.

A reuort on the three workshops_ has been published by CARNEID L(1985);
Ac-ording to that report; 'the workshops have aimed at assisting 4ini.straes of
Education in_improving the comnetence of their Senior Education Specist

_ _ _
Educational Plani,ing and Administration. The first workshop was for_ Chi,ff
Education Officers and Directors of Educ,-Ion. It ws heId in St.. TlIzaa in

Apr2.1 4 19b3. The 7ssues 'fhich were given suecialiemphasis werw! educational
planning in the contcxt of national planning, central issues in:educational
planning and adminisrarion, case studies in educational plann:ng ano
adminiStratipn, and the elabora'iion of national action plans
UNESCO's "Major Project' (for Latin America and the Caribbean).

The second workshop was for Education Officers and Prancinalc
institutions. It was held in Barbados ln Decembr 19F
following topics: planning and menagewent of educationa
development of imari resourcez, _ evaluat_Lon _ in1 educi.
management,_ the use1 of 5ta'.::c7c_F. in educat-onal planning
tte roles and functions of fc.iiir:atIcral persoP%el.

in respect of

, f educational
nasized the
_anning nd
-nning aha

The third workshop was held in _Nassaui_the Bahamasi_in October 1984. It_was_a
follow-up workshopto the _one_ which was1 held in Barbidos for Education
Officers end principals. The topics ccwered were! the importance of diagnosis
in :educational :Planning,: diagnostic methods, analysis and data cbliection,
indicators of the educational system, trends and projectsi evaluation of an
educational projecti and problems and difficulties in the administration of
in-service teacher education.
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The faCt that actual and potential_educational administrators in the
COMMonwealth Caribbean and the other ex,colonies of the Ccmmonwealth are_being
helped to build_up their _t.eonnical skills; including their -Clan:ling skills, is
not to be decried; The issue Is, however, Whether they are able to use those
skills in a meaningful way, that iS, to promote development as defined in this

The answer appears to be in the negative, at ,I.ast for the timeessay.
Ce171.

The definingi feature 0f_ the ex-cblbnieS of the Commonwealth_ is that
fundamental cleaVageS based on race and claas hl..Nr continued to exist in these
aotieties. In the specific case:of the: Commo ith Caribbean; the expansioh
and reform of_theieducational systems of the iegibn in the pbat=dblbnial era,
ie over: the last :two: decades, have 1-.1..pe-t. tb bring about a measure 0f
upward sociak mobility for a few individuals from anong the historically
subordinate Black and Indian groups. Such expansion and reform have had the
effect of "creatin; a new class_of privileged nationals"; eVeh though the
objective of the_ expansion and reformihas OffiCially been '7.b help remedy the
injustices:of -11:e colonial era. (Carrington, 1978:89). The ab_sorption by the
historically dominant white group f a_ limited number of individuEla from the
historically SUbordinate groups appears to have donc more to reinforce the
class structure than to undermine it!

"Around the region, black faces adorn boards of directors,
ihhabit the ministerial_office::, and man all reaches of the
civil service._ The:administrative and pclitical struCtures
of the:region have becr.me almot completely AfriCaniZed
and Indiahized. Neli; elitea haVe bUrgebned.

In jaM-ida and Trinidad and Tobago particularly;:the
rise to power and:privilege of the local elites has
been:the most visible and most flaunted. HUge, gariSh
houses have gone up in exclUSiVe neighbourhoods,
testifying cogently to their owners' affluence, if nct
to thei.: taste.

Mercedes sports snd,toutihe: ca'.s bump and jauLL, their
way:through the pothibles. The materialistic wives and
Children Of_the new elite,_to_whom social concern is
as ..oreign aa._their_color TV sets; shop in miami,
finger:theirlway through bOUtiqUee, ahd di§play
disdain for their leaS fortUnate felloW citizens of
nich cly nineteenth century British aristocrat would
have been proud."

(Farrel , 1983:4)

To round out the picture provided above, it is useful to_examine the pattern
of adjustment tb shariug pf power by the:political elites in the post-colonial
COMMbnWealth Caribbean. It has to,zen usefully pointed by Paget and StOne
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(1983:xiii xiii) that while there have been variations in thia_pattern of
adjustment; there:have been at least two common_factors. The firs: common
tactor is a tendency toward almost life-and-rleath ,party cotripetitin, a

tendency vPlich has resulted in violence and '.epressive legislation. The

second common factor is_rhe_developmenr and_growth_over time of a system of
interests between the economic and the politica elites:

"This system uf interests ls rooted in the needs_Of
the_economic_elites_for tilt-. cooperation and protec-
tion of:the:state; and in the needs of the political
elites for the investments:and the:personal contri7
butions of the economic elites. The claims of this
system of interests have led to the political elites
to_reverse_or_discard many_of_the_promises_of_the
period of nationalist struggle and have resulted in
a corresponding decrease in the capacity_of the mas-
ses to influence decision7making. This decrease is
often compensated for by an increased reliance on
patronage and the cultivation_of_clientelistio_ties_
that:developed earlier but were eclipsed by:the m.-)re
ideologically oriented politics of,the_decoloniza-
tion period. As a result, the tendency toward
machine-type politics and corruption ha increased in
the postcolonial period; posing_yet_another challenge
to the democratic self-image of the_Caribbean State;

(Paget and Stone, 1983:xfli)

Thepolitical_ pattern describedabove is not confined to the Commonwealth
Caribbean. It is also_found in most other newly_independent countries_of the
Commonwealth; In discussing the subject of "politicians4 bureaucrats; and
decision-making" in newly-independent countries, Horowitz (1972: 403-4(18) has
stressed that

1. the new:leaders insist:on having all policies
originate with the:party in power so as to
ensure control, and

2 a_major point_of_conflict_between_the_politicians
and the bureaucrats in these:countries is the:
question of personnel recruitment for administra-
tIve posts.

On the _question of_ recruitment for administrative posts, Horowitz has

highlighted the fact that considerations of patronage tend to be prominent:

"Whethel: trained personnel are available or not;

political_leaders_find_themselves Ilnder overwhelming
pressure to fill administrative:posts through patron-
age. Party followers; competent or not, demand some
Share in the spoils of power as a reward
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for allegiance. Furthermore, the new government; none too
sure of its own stability:, operates in a paranoid
environment in which distribution of patronage is
seen as vital precaution against opposition from
diegruntled followerS.

(HoroWitZ0 1972:409)

This paper began by treating the concepts of development and of "Developing
Countries as_problematic._ _It was_argued that development_ought to imply at
least the reduction of poverty; unemployment; and inequality; and that this
implies that all countries,are, in a,very real sense, developing._ It was:also
pointed out that the crucial related issues of development and power help to
provide an understanding af why at least six saciologiceliissues are
frequently discussed in the literature on administrator preparation. A
description was ithen given of the, activities which_ the Commonwealth
secretariat haa, been carrying out in the area of the preparation Of

educational ad4inistrators in the ex-colonies of the Commonwealth, and
reference_was mace c the callabarative regional_ raining_effort of CARNEID,
the UWI,, and USAID, in the commonwealth Caribbean; The point was made that
the, building up, of technical skills be actual and potential ,educational
administrators is commeneable, but that the prevailing socio-political
environment militates against the effective_use_of these skills by educational
administrators in the cause of development as defined in this essay.

The question which presents itself, then, is what can be done in preparation
programmes to help educational administrators contribute to the substantial
reduction and eventual elimination of paverty; unemployment, and inequality.
Such administrators need to develop their planning skills, and progress is
apparently_already being made in this respect. But, and perhaps, even tore
importantly, they_also have to develop political skills, since development is,
in the final analysis, a problem of power.

In respect of the development of political skills,, actual and potential
educational administrators can draw on the,experience of their counterparts,in
industrialized countries such as the United States. It is a moot point
whether educational administrators in the United States are committed to the
reduction of poverty; unemployment, and _inequality; However; in the United
States; school superintendents and principals; for instance; have been
developing their planning ,and political skills with a view to commanding
respect and to exercising influence in matters educational (Hesso
1983:236-244). They have been able to do this because, inter alia, they

(a) have developed sophisticated data and methods of
analysis which have enabled thet to qain a crucial
advantage over other groups with interests in
education, and
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(b) have_had_technical staffs with_the_know-how
to enable them to justify organizational
changes, obtain favourable collective
bargaining agreements, and raise additional
monies.

(ibid.:244)

Time will tell what will become of educational administrators and of

preparation programmes for this group in the Commonwealth Caribbeen and other
newly independent countries of the Commonwealth. One thing seems to be
predictable. As the newly-independent countries of the Commonwealth move into
theitwenty-fIrst century; educationaliadministrators in these countries will
be forced to keep abreast_of the time in terms of the_deVelOpment of technical
skills. Whether they will continue to use these skills primarily to serve the
cause of the rich and powerful is an open question.
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APPENDIX 1

A SYMPOSIUM

Sponsored by

the

CARIBBEAN SOCIETY OF EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS

in

association

with

THE COMMONWEALTH COUNCIL FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION

and

THE FACULTY OF EDUCATION, U.W.I., CAVE HILL

on

The Professional Preparation and Development of
Educationai_Administrators in Developing Areas
with emphasis on the Commonwealth Caribbean

from

August 26 - 30, 1985

Papers will be presented by speakers from
across the Commonwealth and Latin America

(Africa, Australia, Brazil, Canada, Caribbean, India and U.K.)

For further information and application forms
please get in contact with

E. H. NEWTON

Symposium_Ca=ordinator
Faculty of Education
U.W.I., Cave Hill
Tél. No. 425=1462
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CONFERENCE DETAILS

The_Professional Preparation and Development of
Educational Administrators in Developing Areas With
Emphasis on the Commonwealth Car-.3bean.

The_Caribbean_Society_of Fducational Administrators The
Commonwealth Coun-Al for Lducational Administration.

The Conference opens at 9:00 a.m. on Monday, 26 August
and ends on the evening c...t Friday, 30 Auyust, 1985.

Paradise Beach Hotel; Barbados.

PARTICIPATION: Participation in the Conference is open to all who are
interested in_Educational_Administration_in_developing
areas. As places are limited, you are urged to submit
your application early; A registration form is
enclosed.

SPEAKERS: Individuals__from_Commonwealth_areas have been_invited__
to present papers at the symposium. They were selected
by the symposium organisers on the basis of their past
activities (research, writing, etc.)_in the area o2
educational administration in developing areas.

AIMS: The general,purposeiof this symposium is to explore
issues_.related to the professional preparation and ,

development of educational administrators in developing
areas generally_and in_the_Commonwealth_Caribbean in
particular. Specific purposes are as follows:

1. TO identify_and discuss_issue4; related to theory,
research and prac ce of educational administration
in_developing_art:as generally_and_the_Commonwealth _

Caribbean specifically; as these issues apply to the
professional preparation and development of school
administrators in the Commonwealth Caribbean.

2. To_identify_and discuss the relationship between
Caribbean; Canadian and other_Commonwealth scholars
and researchers in educational administration.

3. To bring togetbe- _scholars from_the_Caribbean;
Canada_and other Commonwealth nations who:have
demonstrated in theiriprevious work an interest in
pursuing further knowledge in the area of
educational administration in developing areas.

4. To provideia forum for the collection and analysis
of a selection of,specially written resource
materials addressing research, theory and
professional preparation and development ih
educational administration in developing areas.
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PURPOSE

PRODOSED TOPICS AND
PPEAKERS:
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5. To providc a founaation and directLon for nature
educational_reserch and_co-operative_ventures_in_
thi.s fieldi_between Commonwealth Caribbean, Canada
and other Commonwealth uations.

A major purpose of the symposium is to prepare a
collec1ion_of_readings_in_the_area_of the professional
preparation and develoment of educational
adminstrators in developing:areas. Therefore, after
the symposium, all presented papers and the prepared
reactions will be collected and edited in book form by
the_symoosium organizers._ This_collection_of readings
should be of value to teacher-training institutions in
the Commonwealth Caribbean.

It is hoped that the symposium will have maximum impact
upon nrogrammes for_the_professional preparation and
development of school administrators in the
Commonwealth Caribbean, in terms Of

a) the_establishment_of_a_network of_persons working on
problems of common interest to people in the
Commonwealth in the area of educational
administration, and

b) the generation of new ideas and frameworks.

1. The Caribbean at the Crossroads: Implications for
Education - miss B. Miller, Min.Lster of Education,
Barbados.

2; Critical Issues in the professional Preparation and
Development of Eductaional Administrators in
Developing Areas - E.H. Newton, University of the
West Indies, Cave Hill,

3; The,Place of Theory ih the Training of EdUCational
Administrators - J.A. Riffél, UniVerSitY of
Manitoba.

4. Education and,Development: Implications
Educational Administration and planning
K. Bacchus, University of Alberta.

for

5. Learning Resources_in_the Training_of Third World
Educational Administrators - P. Hurst/Susie Rodwell,
University Of London.

6. Nature and Needs in the Field of Educational
Administration in the Commonwealth Caribbean -
E Mi11er University of the West Indies; Mona;
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PROPOSED TOPICS AND
SPEAKERS (continued): 7. Managing_Systems in the Caribbean - R.V. Goodridge,

University of the West Indies; Cave Hill.

IMMIGRATION
REQUIREMENTS:

1989-04-al

The Delivery of Professional Preparation and
Development Programmes for School Administrators:
The Commonwealth_Caribbean D. Marshall, Nipissing
University College; North Bay.

9. Women in Educational Administration in Third World
Countries,. Usha Nayar, National 1:Astitute for_
Educational Planning and Administration, India.

10. TOwards a Gender - InCluSive Thebty of Educational
Administration for the Third World - Dr. Lynn Davies
University of Birmingham.

11. Graduate Programmes in_Educational Administration in
Developing Areas - J. Olembo, Kenyatta University,
Kenya.

12. Sociological Issues_in. the Preparation of .

Educational Administrators in_ Developing_Areas, with
special reference to the Caribbean - A.:Layne,
University of the West Indies, Cave Hill.

13. Economic Consideration for the Planning! and
Administration of Education inithe Caribbean
C. Mayn=u-d, Ministry of Education, Dominica.

14. Future_Directions in Educational_Administration in
Developing Areas - M. Hughes, University of
Birmingham.

15. Education and Dependence: IMplications for
Educational Administrtaion in Latin America_and the
Caribbean - B. Sander; Inter-American Society for
Educational Administration.

16. Assessing Effectiveness in_the_field of_Pro..essional
Preparation Programs - W. Mulford, Canberra College
of Advanced Education.

Citizens of_certain_countries4_e.g._India_and_Pakistan,
require visas and health certificates to travel to
Barbados. Be sure to check on requirements with the
authorities in your country. You will be met at the
airport if you let us know your flight number and time
of arrival.
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APPENDIX 2

SYMPOSIUM TIMETABLE

8.30

9.00

- 9.00

- 10.30

a; .

a.m.

MONDAY - AUGUST 26

Registration

OPENING_SESSION:
Speakers: The Honourable Billie Miller, Minister of

Education
Alfred Nurse - CARSEA
Robin Farquhar - President, CCEA

10.30 - 10;55 a.m. BREAK

11.00 = 12;30 b.m. PAPER 1

Education_and Dependence: Implications for Educational
Administration
in-Latin AMerica and the Caribbean
SPEAKER: Dr. Benno Sander - Inter-american Society for
Educational Administrationi_Brazil
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Leonard Shorey
REACTOR: Dr. Anthony Layne, University of the West
Indies, BarbadO8

12.30 - 1.30 p.m. LUNCH
1.35 - 3.05 p.m. _PAPER__2_

Graduate Programmes in Education Administration in
Developing Areas
SPEAKER: Dr. Jotham Olembo, Kenyatta University College,
Nairobii Kenya
CHAIRPERSON: Alfred Nure
REACTOR: Dr. RObin Farquhar, The University of Winnipeg,
Winnipeg, Canada

3.1 - 4.45 p.m. -PAP-ER-3-

Assessing _Effectiveness in the Field of Professional
Preparation__
Programmes in Educational Mministration
SPEAKERt Dr; William Mulford, Canberra College
Advanced Education, Australia
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Errol Miller
REACTOR:- Basil Kings, University of New England,
Australia

END OF FIRST DAY
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900 - 1030 a.m.

TUFADAY - AUGPST 77

PAPER 4

Learning Resources in the Training of Third world
Educational Administrators
SPEAKER: Miss Susie Rodwell; University of LOndOn
Institute of Education, London
CHAIRPERSON: Mrs._Ada Straughn_
REACTOR: Dr. Jotham Olembo, Kenyatta University College,
Nairobi, Kenya

10.30 - 10.55 a.m. BREAK

11.00 - 12.30 p.m. PAPER 5

Women in Educational Administration in Third Wor?.(1

Countries
SPEAKER:__ Dr. Usha Nayar, National Institute tor
Educational Planning and Administration, India
CHAIRPERSON: Earle Newton
REACTOR: Dr. Lynn Daviet, UniVertity of Birmingham,
Birmingham, England

12;30 - 1.30 p.m. LUNCH
1.35 3.05 p.m. PAPER 6

Towards a__ Gender,Inclusive Theory of Educational
Administration for the Third World
SPEAKER: Dr. _Lynn Davies, University of Birmingham,
Birmingham, England
CHAIRPERSON: Ken_Agard_
PFACTOR: Dr. Olga James Reid, University of West Indies,
Jamaica

3.10 - 4.40 p.m. PAPER 7

Nature_ and Needs in the Field of Educational
Administration in the Commonwealth Caribbean
SPEAKER: Prof. Errol Miller, Univertity of the west
Indiesi Jamaica
CHAIRPERSONI_Dr_;_Meredydd Hughes
REACTOR: Esperanza Tomlinson

4.40 - 5.00 p.m. BREAK

5.00 - 6.30 o.m. PAPER_8_

The Delivery of Professional Preparation and Development
Programmes for School AdminIstrators: The Commonwealth
Carib5ean
SPEAKER: Dr. Dave Marshall, Nioissing University
College, North Bay, Canada
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Courtroy Holder
REACTOR: Dr. Claudia Harvey, University at the West
Indies, Trinidad

29R
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WEDNESDAY - AUGDST_28

9.00 - 10.30 a.m. PAPER 9

Managing Systems in _the Caribbean
SPEAKER: Mr; Rudolph Goodridge, University of the Wett
Indiet, Barbados
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Usha NaYar
REACTOR: Dr._ Courtroy Holder, University of t e West
Indies, Barbados

10.30 = 10.55 a.m. BaEAK

11.00 - 12.30 p.m. PAPER__1_0_

The Place Of TheOry in the Training of Educational
Administrators
SPEAKER: Dr. Tony Riffel, University of Manitoba,
Canada
CHAIRPERSON: Dr._CIaudia_Harvey
REACTOR: Earle Newton; University of the WeSt Indiet,
Barbados

12.30 - 1.00 p.m. LUNCH
1.35 - 3.05 p.m. PAPER 11

Management_Information Systems_as a_Tool_For Educational
Administrators in the Commonwealth Caribbean
SPEAKER: Dr. Jack Heuvel, Manitoba Education, Canaca
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Dave Marsnall
REACTOR:_. Dr. _Bevis Peters, University of the West
Indies, Barbados

3.15 - 4.45 PAPER 12

Sociological assues in the preparation ot _EAuca'jonal
Administrators. _in __Developing Areas with Special
Reference to the Caribbean _
SPEAKER: Dr.: Anthony Layne, University of the Watt
IndieS,_Berbados
CHAIRPERSON.: Basil_Kings_
REACTOR: Robert Nicholson

END OF TKIRD DAY
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THURSDAY - AUGUST 29-

9.00 -= 10.30 a.m. PAPER 13

The Tnstructionalj,rocess in Educational Administration.
The-Case Methods Approach.
SPEAKER: Gwenddline Williams, University of the West
in-diesi Trinidad
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Jotham Olembo
REACTOR: Dr. Dave Marshall; Nipissing University
College, North Bay, Canada

10.30 - 10.55 a . BREAK

11.00 - 12.30 p. . PAPER-t4

Training of Administrators in_Rural_Saskatchewan_
SPEAKER: D. Larry Sackney, University of Alberta;
Canada
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Olga James-Reid

AF. :RNOON FREE

END OF FOURTH DAY
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FINAL DAY

_FRIDAY= AUGUST 30

9.00 - 10.30 a PAPER 15

Critical Issues in the Professional Preparation and
Development of
Educational Administratorsiiin Developing Are6.3
SPEAKER: Earle H. Newton, University Of the WeSt Indies,
Barbados
CHAIRPERSON: Dr. Robin Farquhar
REACTOR: Dr._Leonard Shorey, University of the West
Indies, Barbados

10.30 - 10.55 a.m. BREAK

11.00 - 12.00 p.m. Future_Directions in Educational Administration in
Developing Areas
SPEAKER: Dr. Meredydd HUgheS, UniVerSity of Birmingham
Birmingham, England
CHAIRPERSON: Esperanza Tomlinson

12.00 - 12.30 p.m. RECOMMENDATIONS

12.30 = 1.00 p.m. CLOSING REMARKS

3 1
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THE CARIBBEAN SOCIETY FOR EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATORS

CARSEA, BARBADOS

CARSEA (Barbados) was rounded in May 1977, and i§ dOncerned mainly With the
professional development of its members. Its membership comprisesmanagement
and administrative personnel from primary, secondary and tertiary institutions

And the Ministry Of Education in Barbados.

CARSEA's objectives include

fostering a cooperative relationship _among administrative personnel from the
Ministry of Education, educational institutions at primary, secondary a,A.1

tertiary levels; and teachers' professional organisations;

- helping educational administrators to identify and investigate their probletIS

and publish the results of their research;

- conducting seminars; workshops and courses for educational administrators;

- encouraging and developing the process Of evaluation in the edUcation system
of Barbados.

In March 1982 CARSEA was affiliated to .the Commonwealtn Council for Educational

Administration (CCEA), with whom it is proud to be co-sponsoring this symposium

bh "The Proressional Preparation and Development of Educational AdMiniStratorS
in Developing Areas with emphasis on the Commonwealth Caribbean during the week,

August 26-30, 1985.
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